ARCAM'S NEW KEY PLAYER
The under£1000 DiVA CD192: p37
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AUDIO VALVE BABY BALDUR
Great value German tube amp: p38
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Primare's
universal SACD/
DVD-A player
PMC's hottest
floorstander

RIBBONS IN APINSH

LONDON'S NEW CARTRIDGE

Colourful baby speakers: p43

The Decca you always dreamed of: p30
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320s pre-amplifier
•7configurable inputs
•Separate main and record outputs
•3balanced (XLR) inputs
•4single-ended (RCA) inputs
•Complete surround sound processor integration
•Advanced dual-mono design
•Maximum channel isolation
•Independent power supplies for audio circuit and control sections,
each with their own low noise toroidal transformer
•Effective noise suppression and isolation technologies
•AC power filtering
•Two active voltage regulation stages
•Faraday shield to separate AC power from low voltage secondaries
•Independent audio circuits, communication circuits, and power
supplies for each channel
•Two proprietary discrete volume attenuator modules
•Deactivation of unused inputs to eliminate ground loop noise
•Balanced conversion for single-ended input signals
•Intuitive Set Inputs menu
•Large front panel display
•Two Mark Levinson Link communication ports
•RS-232 communication port
•Trigger output connector
•IR input connector
•Phono input option
•Price:
•Price (inc phono):

he return
of the
king
Mark Levinson invented the
high-end thirty years ago and
continues to define the
leading edge. Headquarters and
manufacturing have now been
consolidated ri
Massachusetts and we
apologise for the diSruption in
the interests of long-term
innovation and ecComies.
Combined with the more
favourable exchange rate, we
are delighted to announce the
ideal situation of improved
performance and lower pricing.
The series 400 amplifiers will
cost from £4,795 incliaiing VAT,
competing with lesser products
at twice this price.
The 3205 pre-amp, asonic
revelation, sells tor £5,995
shaving two thousand pounds
from etariet price. As it
includes VAT duties and
shipping this finally removes
tne importation penalty. (The
optional phono boards cost
£995).

audio'salon, the tnwnhnt ice, 4park circus. glasnow . C13 (1)AX scotland, uk

telephone 0141 333 9700 fax 0141 333 9097
into(a)audiosalon.co.uk www.aucilOS(31011.CO.Uk

turntables/arms
oracle
michell
origin live
simon yorke
sme
vyger
cartridges
lyra
sumiko

audio philosophy
ayre acoustics
bow
gryphon audio
mark levinson
primare
shanling
sugden
unison research

Range of credit facilities now available
including finance.

masteS OP

solid-state
atc
audio philosophy
ayre acoustics
bow
gryphon audio
mark levinson
parasound
pass labs
primare
sugden
unison research
valve
art audio
e.a.r/yoshino
manley labs
pathos
shanling
unison re arch
VaC

art loudspeakers
atc
gryphon audio
pass labs
pro ac
revel
zingali
headphones
StaX

home cinema
art loudspeakers
atc
pathos
parasbund
primare
pro atzingali

audiosource
ayre
chord
gryphon audio
mark levinson
proac

audiosource
furman
jps-labs
1<em pelectron i
ks

bcd
custom design
grand prix audio
stands unique

The cutting edge CD
Processor is now priced at
£5,495 atulthousa
pounds
bejovv its previous UK rice.
Ottering digital inputs nd
built-in analogue pre-amp, this
unit is user-coinfigured tor a
variety ot preterences.
Absolutely superior to DVD -A
and SACD, the 3905 raises your
expectations trom both
proprietary and burned CDs
which will remain tor along
time THE universal and
economic format tor serious
music lovers.
The Audio Salon was the first
UK Mark Levinson dealer
recruited in 1981 and we
continuie nour attempt to be
.nrtva
in product
knowledge alid support. We
sery ce buy and sell approved
usec Mark Levinson and given
the opportunity we would like
to enthuse and demonstrate
the latest,and the best
products from the king of the
HiFi jungle.
Mark Levinson cannot be
jnexpensive but in the
long-term, the best is the
cheapest!

WIN! a £20,000 TacT system: see page 94
H

•
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FREE
TICKET
To UK's Nol show for
cutting edge sound and vision
The Park Inn & Renaissance
Hotels, Heathrow, London
www.avexpo.co.uk

FULL DETAILS INSIDE
WIN a
dk £ 20,000
nir TacT system
wiTh Dali Helicon
speakers in our
special Show
competition:
see page 94

•
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25-26 September 2004
The Park Inn and Renaissance Hotels. Heathrow

TacT Audio
redefines value,
performance "
system building

True Digital Amplifier
_
This is a preamp, power amp & DAC combined - so just add
a transport ( 8( DAB tuner) to get pure, coherent music.
Think about it, £ 2000 buys a radically advanced digital
solution. This really is incredible value for money!

Room Correction System
This is not hi-fi - but a highly advanced audio component
to enable any hi-fi perform as it was intended. If your
expensive system underwhelms you, has congested voices,
masked instruments, loose bass and a lousy soundstage;
read inside what TacT can do for you. If your system is
Perfect - you are very fortunate or in denial!

Digital Speaker System
Starting at a price which is simply too low, these speakers
have no equal, no passive crossover, minimal distortion,
maximum music and dynamics. The tolerances of each
speaker ( measured in an anechoic chamber) together with
an active crossover are loaded onto a CD and then into you
TacT digital amplifier. From £ 3200 to £ 25000 a pair.
bb;

Tee'
A(J

IaIc

40,
Phone, suif or visit u5.

UK

at the show
_ to learn
about the audio

tel 0870 9 100 100
www.tactaudio.co.uk

_

_

revolution that has
already begun

•

-

This special coupon entitles you to free admission to The Hi Fi Show AV Expo on either of the public days,
Saturday 25 or Sunday 26 September 2004. Opening hours are 10am to 6pm.
The organisers reserve the right to refuse admittance.
Please corfiplete before handing in on arrival:
Name
Address

E-mail
News magazine, pubhshed by INC Media. will Collect personal elimination to process your entry Woukl you like to receive e-mails from Ni-Fi Mews magazine
and IPC containing news, special otters. and product and service tnformatIon and take part in our magazuhresearch via L- wait? ityes,ptease tick nere J
Hi Fi News magazine and IPC would like to contact you by pa: or telephone to promote and and your
Tick here if you prefer not to hear from us J

0,11llinfl

on our magazine and senores.

'PC may occasionally pass your details to carefully selected organisations so they can contact you by telephone or pest kith regards to promoting
Id researching their products and services Tick here If you prefer not to be contacted J
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Sound quality is important to you - otherwise you wouldn't be reading
this - but is it important to the man in the street? Sadly, many people
have just never had achance to hear really good sound. Worse, they

Editorial staff
Editor • Steve Harris
Deputy Editor • Andrew Harrison
Art Editor • Rene Andrew
Production Editor • Patrick Fraser
Editorial Assistant • Nata lie Thorne

often think, wrongly, ' Iwouldn't be able to hear the difference'.
However, arecent survey of UK music buyers commissioned by Sony,
Philips and Universal Music reveals that ' Sound quality is our biggest
priority when it comes to choosing how we listen to our favourite artists.
75% of 800 people questioned said that sound quality was most
important to them... an overwhelming 80% of consumers questioned
say that sound quality is important to them and they like their music " to

Editorial contacts
tel • 020 8726 0811
fax • 020 8726 8399
e-mail • hi-finews@ipcmedia.com
HiFi News, IPC Media, Leon House,
233 High Street, Croydon, Surrey CR9 1HZ

be crystal clear, free from noise and interference". Listening to music in
multi-channel surround sound is amuch higher preference among those
aged 18-24 ( 66%) than those aged 45-54 ( 26%).
'These finds are music to the ears of the founder
members of the SA-CD Project Team who are working to

Technical Advisers
Martin Colloms
Malcolm Hawksford
Angus McKenzie MBE

establish the format as the natural successor to the
Compact Disc. Jos Bruins, Director of Marketing,
Philips Electronics, said: " From vinyl and cassette to

Consultant Technical Editor
Keith Howard

CD, and from CD to even more advanced formats such
as SA-CD, consumers have become accustomed to
improvements in their listening experience.., this is

Senior Contributing Editor
Ken Kessler
Advertising
Group Sales Manager • Nick Lee
Senior Sales Exec • Michael Brown- Fraser
Classified Sales Exec • Gemma Bown
The Market ( Reader ads) • Carole Molloy
Production Manager • Clare Lordan

about people listening to music in acreative threedimensional way or as ahome concert experiencing the
020 8726 8322
020 8726 8324
020 8726 8323
020 8726 8321
020 8774 8315

artist as if in the same room.'
Of course this is all tremendously fortunate and
helpful for the makers of SACD ( or SA- CD as it's now
written on www.superaudio-cd.com; Philips, Sony and
Universal all still use the unhyphenated form

Whatever your
choice of
format, you'll
find plenty of
excitement at
the Show

Publisher
Angela O'Farrell

elsewhere). And it ought to be good news for the hi-fi
industry as awhole. But cynics will say that in market

Group Art Editor
Patrick Morrissey

research, getting the answer you want is amatter of
knowing how to phrase the question. Just as scientific research
(sponsored by coffee and flour interests) has proved that caffeine is good

Chief Photographer
Roger Phillips

for you after all, and that low-carb diets are really bad.
For most people, most of the time, on acheap player, SACD willsound

Contributors
Classical Music:Christopher Breunig
Jazz: Ben Watson Rock:Johnny Black, Ken Kessler
David Allcock, David Berriman, Tony Bolton,
Christopher Breunigjohn Crabbe, Ben Duncan, BanyFox,
Alvin Gold, Jonathan Gorse, Ian Harris, Keith Howard,
Jimmy Hughes, Ivor Humphreys, Paul Miller, Howard Popeck

better than CD, but for audiophiles in search of the ultimate, the
question is more complicated. You may want to wait for DVD-A, stick
with CD or stick with vinyl. Whatever your personal choice of format,
you'll find plenty of excitement at the Hi Fi Show & AV Expo. And those

New subscriptions

0845 6767778
e-mail: ipcsubs@qss-uk.com

Subscriptions queries

01444 475675
e-mail: ipcsubs@qss-uk.com

Back issues

020 8532 3628

people that ' wouldn't be able to hear the difference'?
Send them to the Show too!
Lastly, congratulations to the winner of our £ 1000 July competition:
apair of Eclipse TD512 speakers go to Andy Goloskof of Tewkesbury.
Now check out our amazing Show competition, page 94...
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HiFi News magazine incorporates: Stereo, Tape& Tape Recorders, Audio
News, Record News, Audio Record Review, The Gramophone Record, Which
CD? and Music Business. HiFi News is amember of the Audit Bureau of
Circulations (ABC) and of EISA (www.eisa-awards.org).
HiFi News is published on the first Friday of the month
preceding the cover date by (PC Focus Network, part of the
1PC Media Group. It costs £3.80 per issue (£44.40 for 12
months) in the UK; 93.70 in Europe; 8126.10 in North
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Exactly two decades ago, Martin Colloms investigated what was then
the latest in high- end cables, the linear crystal ( or ' single crystal')
interconnect from Hitachi. Meanwhile HFAIs '
Starting Point' series
kicked off with recommendations for a £250 system that included aNAD
amplifier ( the 3120, rather than the original 3020) and aDual 505
turntable ( which also had afamous predecessor, the 504). Less

— iPc
COUNTRY
&LEISURE
MEDIA

A Parf nfPG AltAIA group of Companres
D,rdorrfed too Ma

!Forcer

ea /acne, of II' Autl IBureau ol Cecuralrons
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obviously, top speaker was the Belgian- built £80/pair Marantz LD20s,
which just pipped the KEF Chorale Ill and others at the same price. But a
footnote explained that the falling pound had forced up the price of the
NAD amp from £ 90 to £ 109.50, so to stick within that £ 250 budget you'd
need to go for the £85 Rotel RA- 820 instead. Life was simpler then.
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2(-) Definitive Test:
Musical Fidelity kW 500
integrated amplifier
Two boxes and abig ticket, but can ME's
latest integrated deliver the distortion-free
sound promised? Mr Berriman finds out

24

Emotive Excellence
System One loudspeaker

ammtmeil

Emotive Excellence says its 70K speaker
system will render your room modes
redundant. David Allcock is blown away

arange of unique paint finishes

47

Primare DVD30
universal disc player

This universal play,-

DVD and

SACD media gets ashakedown from
HF/Vs music expert Christopher Breunig

50 Myryad
MXP2000 & MXA2150
pre/power amplifiers
evolved into something altogether more

Ken Kessler reckons he's found a

versatile, finds Ivor Humphreys

repackaged London Reference

37

Arcam CD192 CD player

FMJ CD spinner finds its atfordabie DIVA
counterpart, but are the savings mirrored
in the sound? Andrew Harrison tells all

------

standmounter, which can also be had in

30 London Reference
moving- coil cartridge
diamond of aDecca in the reworked,

37

this compact hyprid ribbon/cone

41

The company's original M- Series has

53

PMC GB1 loudspeaker

Floorstanders yes - but, says David
Allcock, PMC's latest is aslim, tidy
package with pedigree sound

56 MF Audio Passive
pre- amplifier

AudioValve Baldur 70
monoblock amplifier

pre-amps gives the best performance

ATeutonic valve amp that boasts

under £5000, argues Andrew Harrison

I
he 21st Century answer to the purist of

Arcam's DiVA counterpart:

automatic biasing and asound that has

the all- new CD192

Ken Kessler talking monoblock miracles

60

43

The flat response is not this speaker's

Howard Popeuk finds plenty tu please in

discovers to the delight of classical buffs

111111111111M

Pinsh Bookshelf
Reference- 1speaker

Meadowlark Kestrel 2
loudspeaker
brief - it's about time, as David Berriman

411111•11M.
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Some 25 years in the
making: the dream Decca
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Fidelity kW 500 integrated
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Emotive Excellence System
One loudspeaker system
London Reference cartridge
Arcam CD192 CD player
AudioValve Baldur 70 amp
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Primare DVD30 disc player
Myry2d MXP2000 &
MXA2150 pre/power
amplifiers
PMC GB1 loudspeaker

Myryad MX pre/power
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combo makes it mark
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nordic trio Grydeland,

Adams goes berserk in US;

Kluften and Lovens

Bach gets treatment from

t,%D SOUND 4ss
Or,4e0
\S'e

Slatkin and Stokowski;

81

Shostakovich - 1 & 6by

Bruce Hornsby ranges out;

Skrowaczewski, plus 5 & 9

Lenny Kravitz; flashing

by Gergiev on hybrid SACD

promise from Gravenhurst
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83
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for the love of music...
conrad-johnson
Valve and solid state
technology applied in
a manner others can
only seek to achieve.
The last of the big
names to remain
dedicated to pure
valve circuits.

Premier 350 amplifier

Ac istica Applicata (DAAD) • Avalon Acoustics • Avalon Music Systems • Benz- Micro • Cardas
conrad-johnson • Esopower • finite elemente • Harmonix • Karan Acoustics • Kuzma • Magnum Dynalab
McCormack • Muse Electronics • Reimyo by Harmonix • Tri Planar
Distributed Exclusively by

AUDIOFREAKS
DISTRIBUTORS OF FINE AUDIO + HOME ENTERTAINMENT EQUIPMENT

f,;/: 020 8948 4153 fax: 020 8948 4250 email: info1@aucliofreaks.co.uk www.audiofreaks.co.uk

What's happening in the world of hi-fi

Sources

Denon rolls out replacement for DVD-2900
Denon has announced the new
DVD-3910 universal player, set to

Denon's sleek design lines

replace the popular DVD-2900. Its

for the DVD-3910: now with

major claim to fame is the first

HDMI audio output

showing of an HDMI interface that
will allow high- resolution' audio to
be passed out of the player digitally.
The High Definition Multimedia
Interface was designed to allow the
piping of both high-definition video
andmultichannel audio along a
single cable; however, there is no
1

amplifier or processor that can
00

accept this kind of input yet.

01;25s

o

On the audio side, Burr- Brown
DSD-1796 audio DACs are used for
both PCM and DSD conversion,
with the aid of aCXD-2753 DSD
decoder. Bass management is
included for multichannel hi res'
sources, if required (
ie, when
installing in asystem comprising
anything other than the perfect'
five large speakers and a
subwoofer), using two
HammerHead SHARC processors
from Analog Devices. SACD

multichannel, MP3 and Microsoft

DVD-3910 offers PAL Progressive

plus DVI-D ( with HDCP

material is converted to PCM in this

WMA 9, Dolby Digital, DTS, HDCD,

scan output courtesy of aFaroudja

restrictions), and HDMI digital

mode, due to the complexity of

and SRS TruSurround. Two

DCDi FLI-2310 solution, with dual

video outputs. The Denon DVD-

implementing real-time DSP on

FireWire digital audio outputs are

12-bit/216MHz converters. Video

3910 is priced at £899.99.

DSD signals. Formats catered for

included, as well as agigabit Denon

outputs include Component,

Denon UK, 01234 741200

include DVD-A and SACD

Link 3digital output. For video, the

Composite arid S-Video analogue;

www.denon.co.uk

Discover three big pluses from PMC
PMC has launched '+' versions of
its FB1, TB2 and DB1 speakers.
Significant improvements in
performance are claimed for
these new monitors, which use
the same high-performance

¡Tunes scores
one million songs

27mm fabric soft-dome tweeter
that's found in the more
expensive 061, LB, AB, IB I,
162, MB2 and BB5. There are
improvements to the crossovers

Apple Computer has announced

(now with SOLEN capacitors),

that the iTunes Music Store has

along with re-engineered acoustic

passed the milestone of one million

damping in the TB2 and FBI.

songs now available for download.
This is for the US-version of the

These improvements are claimed

online shop - the UK download shop

not only to improve the acoustic
characteristics, with dramatically

has considerably less music

lower distortion, better controlled

available, even after Apple brokered

off-axis dispersion, better stereo

all volume levels- which should

£625/pair; DBIM-C+ £344.50

adeal with the independent labels

imagery and higher power-

mean that those building ahome

each; TB2+£795/pair; TB2M-C+

that turned down its terms when the

handling, but also to give the

cinema system from PMC speakers

£429.50 each; FBI+ £ 1625/pair.

European services were launched in

revised models the same sonic

have amuch larger range from to

Upgrades are available to existing

June. In the US, songs cost $0.99

'imprint' as the larger PMC systems

choose their ideal set-up.

standard models of DB1, TB2 or

each. France and Germany has

FBI speakers, for £ 198, £ 249, or

songs priced at

£299 respectively.

UK service costs awhopping 79p

-with similar high signal

All PMC sneakers are available in

0.99, while the

definition, consistent on/off-axis

cherry, maple and oak finishes ( with

dispersion, extended frequency

other veneers available to order).

PMC, 0870 444 1044

per track. Rip-off Britain?

response, and tonal consistency at

Prices are as follows: DB1+

WVAV. pmc-speakers.com

www.apple.comfitunes

www.hifinews.co.uk
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AVI soups up range with
pre/power combination

Shorts
SACD gets marketing
muscle in Brussels
The Media Mkt retail chain in
Brussels has teamed up with
Universal Music to provide

stage, driving discrete

customers with a ' hands-on'

transistors for the

experience of SACD.

output. There is

Listening posts with SACD

enough current to drive

players enable shoppers to

long leads, such that

make up their own minds.

when AVI launches its
planned 500W

Now you can Kill gill
again and again in DIS

be positioned near

monoblocks, these can

DTS audio is now establ shed

to the speakers for

with many major releases,

optimum sound

and they don't come much

quality.

bigger than the DVD release

An optional

of Kill Bill Volume 2.

switchable m-m/m-c

Tarantino's martial arts

phono stage or a24- bit

revenge tale

DAC are available at

looks set to

extra cost. There's also

wow home

AVI has launched aore/power

Laboratory Series integrated,

provision for an internal crossover to

audiences

combination that promises to

allowing apoweramp and an

control asubwoofer, or an active

with its 5.1

exceed its own high standards. It

integrated to be matched together for

crossover suitable for use with AVI 's

DIS Digital

claims to offer improved sound

bi-amping. However, even though the

active speakers. Another module will

Surround

quality through the use of asuperior

preamplifie looks very similar to the

enable multi-room audio. The AVI

sound, along with the more

circuit layout and components, and

integrated, the circuitry is said to be

Laboratory Series Pre-amp costs

ubiquitous Dolby soundtrack.

additional modules can be added

very different,with the new pre-amp

£1400, while the Stereo Power
Amplifier costs £ 1300.

Also out is Cold Mountain,

for greater versatility. The 200W/ch

sporting substantial improvements.

the Oscar- bothering American

power amp is built using the same

The pre-amp has six inputs and uses

AVI, 01453 752 656

civil war epic starring Nicole

design as the power stage in the AVI

low- noise transistors in the input

www.avirifi.com

Kidman, and Jude Law.

B&O promo stunt finds Kipper smokin'

Bristol show change
Organisers of the Bristol
Sound & Vision Show are

Bang and Olufsen is the latest company to go bacK to

keen to remind that the next

basics and promote ni- fi with music and musicians

show will run one week later

rather than racing cars, golf clubs and footballs.

than this year's. The idea is

B&O has hit on acompletely new idea, too. After a

to avoid half-term, and in the

long period of communicating mainly with the glossy

words of the blurb, ' Attract

lifestyle press, the company hired the Angel recording

less kids, and more dads with

studios in North London and invited dealers and

money.' It runs 10am-5pm at

journalists to an entertaining and informative talk and

the Marriott Hotel, Castle

live music demonstration by Sting's MD and keyboard

Street, Bristol, Friday 25 to

player, Kipper.

Sunday 27 February 2005.

The object of the exercise, said B&O's Graeme Taylor,
was to let people intosome of the secrets of modern

Atale of two Brankos

music making, while demonstrating how four BeoLab 5

In last month's report from

speakers can fill alarge studio with high quality sound.

the High End Show, Munich,

With the help of friend and guitar player Keith

we mis captioned this picture

Beauvais, Kipper told anecdotes, and showed how

Key man Kipper ex
*
ns ho
computer music is ea
it's the musician using it. There's no substitute for a
good idea.

of Branko Glisovic and

musicians now compose with akeyboard and computer,

Renata Paxa. Our apologies to

either to release acompleted track or produce polished

first take of Steve Wonder's contribution to Sting's last

both Brankos.

demo tracks to help someone else write lyrics and show a

album was absolutely disgusting " You tell him it was

live band what to play. The musician admitted he was

awful" said Sting, and vanished.'

more nervous talking to asmall group than playingfor
400,000 people in Hungary. But his engaging
personality completely won everyone over.

•

Wonder then spent ten minutes washing out the gunge
from his harmonica, and the next take was perfect.
'A reel of tape used to cost £ 100 and ran for half an

'Wher Ifirst went to meet Sting he asked whether

hour. Now we use Pro Tools software and a160GB hard

wanted acup of tea,' Kipper recalied. ' Then he called

drives that records for days. But it's still great to record

the butler. Irealised I
was in the presence of rock royalty.

drums to analogue tape. You can argue about whether

He pays his musicians very well. We say we're Sting's

it's better. But it certainly sounds different.'

second family... People say computers make stiff music.
It's not the computer that makes the music sound stiff,

8

'Being arecord producer is like being amidwife. The

OCTOBER 2004 1-41-FiNews

B&O hopes to repeat this ' Open Mind' event soon.
Barry Fox

www.hifinews.co.uk

B&W Bowers&Wilkins

Hill 1111 511 II
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With every beautiful note
I'm where Iwant to be

a'

www.bw700.com
For your virtual tour of the B&W 704 and 700 Series please visit our site, or call + 44 (0)1903 221 500
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DIY Glasshouse 300B kit joins collective
Ahighly evolved chassis is said to

An EF86 pentode is used in the

provide an ' irreplaceable

input stage, with 5687 as driver

foundation' for anew valve kit

valve. Aspacious chassis allows

amplifier, sold by online outlet

easy access to internal

Hi Fi Collective. The Glasshouse

components, and is made from

300BSE is available in various

2.5mm powder-coated aluminium

variants, from acircuit design by

with 1.2mm copper top plate.

Andy Grove ( ex-Quad, Audio Note)
with overall product design by
Hi Fi Collective founder Nick

The front fascia is 6mm
aluminium alloy.
Hi Fi Collective is now also a

Lucas, former technical manager

distributor for various DIY audio

at World Audio Design.

components, including: Black

Two main styles are available,
either an integrated or power amp

Gate and Audio Note
capacitors; Alps, Noble and

only version, with prices starting at

Panasonic pots; and top

£732 plus postage. Power output

valve brands including

is specified at 11W/ch into 6ohm.

TJ, Tesla, Sovtek and

Both amps feature the same

Svetlana.

single- ended output triode circuit,

Hi Fi Collective,

with DC heater voltage provided

01908 217202,

via LM323 solid-state regulators.

www.hificollective.co.uk

The chip that goes with everything
receivers, flat- panel TVs and other
multimedia home devices.
The WM8777 integrates an
eight-channel DAC, two-channel
ADC, with four S/PDIF inputs, as
well as bass management, stereo
mix-down, tone and volume
control for 5.1 analogue inputs
and digital playback sources.
Wolfson says the WM8777 is
the only commercially available
chip to provide asecondary
audio interface, to allow the
S/PDIF interface to run

Sennheisers
are open to
interpretation

Here's achip from Wolfson that

able to encode and decode audio

independently and thereby

Sennheiser has launched two new

could drive the next generation of

between digital and analogue

simplify designs. The WM8777

AV kit. The snappily titled WM8777

open- backed headphones, both

domains. The microchip aims to

is available in a 100- pin TQFP

costing under £ 100. The HD515s

is the latest generation of

provide, when combined with a

package.

cost £ 69, and the HD555s costs

multichannel codec from the

DSP, major audio functions for the

Wolfson Microelectronics,

£99. They both use the same fully

Edinburgh- based company — where

next generation of 5.1, 6.1 and 7.1

0131 272 7000,

'codec' refers to ahardware chip

adjustable ergonomic design as the

AV systems, including DVD

www.wolfsonmicro.com

£300 HD650, including
breathable, moisture-regulating

Listen with Lexicon's room- correction kit
How's this for aneat and nifty bit

those with the longest delays,

medium, high or maximum

pads. Asingle-sided Kevlar
reinforced cable should improve
reliability, helping Sennheiser offer
atwo-year guarantee. Replacement

of gear? The V4 EQ upgrade for

rather than simply flattening the

implementations. Direct DSP

parts, such as headband, ear pads,

Lexicon's MC- 12 AV processor

frequency response. Lexicon

on/off comparisons are possible

and cables are available. Both

as is RS- 232 control.

introduces aroom-correction

claims this produces amore

system. Four microphones are

systematic and uniform

used to analyse the listening area

correction.

and provide information to alter

Seven filters are applied to

The cost of the Lexicon Mic Kit

headphones use agold-plated gin
jack. The entry-level 515 is said to

is £ 650, comprising four omni-

be an excellent all-rounder that's

directional mics and

particularly portable. It has a

the output of the MC- 12 to

each of the main seven output

accessories. The V4 EQ Kit costs

frequency response from 14Hz-

prevent damaging low-frequency

channels and three subwoofer

£2300, including aDSP card

26kHz. The 555 advertises a

resonances. The V4 EQ algorithm

outputs.

and the appropriate software.

response of 15Hz-28kHz with an

measures the decay times of
room resonances and corrects

The system is fully automated,
with the user choosing only low,

CSE Solutions: 01423 359054,

ultra- low level of distortion.

www.lexicon.com

Sennheiser UK, 01494 551551
www.sennheiser.com
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"A Certifiable
Hifi Show &
UV Expo 2004
t
4-26 September
See and hear the
onderful T + A products
the Le Meridien Hotel
:stand number iz in the
syndicate suites on
the ground floor

Masterpiece"

"This is to debut amplifiers
what Led Zeppelin Iwas to debut LP's"
Ken Kessler, hifi News, February 2004

T + A Vio Valve Amplifier

---

T + A are the number ihigh end brand in Germany and with reviews like this,
is it any wonder? T + A products fall into two main categories with some of
the most Audiophile products currently available on the market, in one, as well
as some of the most stylish AN products available in the other, both of which
just happen to look stunning and sound stunning.

T + A ails
speakers

T + A K6 DVD
T + A Ci i
trion TCI
- -

system

T • A Criterion TC It
"Make no mistake this is afine reproducer, whose
hallmark is undoubtedly the excellent
electrostatic tweeter.
M,artise Colloseu,
1h11 News, April soo3

T • A K6 DVD system
*You'll know it's money
well spent because it
delivers the goods."
Ken Kessler,
IliFi News, March coo:

T • A Talis speakers
"These speakers floored me. Perhaps it was
because Iwas expecting the worst tinselly `German'
sound and all but ended up witnessing the best
performance of the group."
IIIFi Choice, March 2002

T.4 UK DEALERS
HOME NETWORKS SOUND & VISION
toe STRATFORD ROM] HALL GREEN.
BIRMINGHAM BISSAS
T012:966146o • FR-INA:MOONEY

AUDIOVISION
çBETHEL STREET. BRIGHOUSE,
WEST YORKSHIRE 111)6 te
T: 01454 r3996 • STEPHEN SIMPNON
GUILDFORD AUDIO
GRINDING HALT, ao EPSOM ROAD,
GUILDFORD GUI IRR
19,4113 931999 • TREIVR MARTIN

KENT HOME CINEMA cENTRE
69 LONDON ROAD..S.OUTHBOROUGH,
TUNBRIDGE WELI STN4 ,PA
Tott192 smoo7 • ALASTAIR COLLIE

HADWINS (KENDAL) LTD
:913 FINKLE STREET, KENDAL,
CUMBRIA LA9 41
T01939 922999 '
JONATHAN WILKINSON

KEVIN GALLOWATAUDIO
ta MILTON ROAD, KILMARNOCK
SCOTLS1D LA3 - 11G
T015635,414 • KErIN eALLOW1T

E

- "yy

/re, ir

kJ WEST ONE (LONDON)
26A NEW CAVENDISH RO•eD,
LONDON WiG STY Tow N1161:63

RIVERSIDE HIFI
422 RIO [MOND ROAD, EAST TWICKENHAM,
MIDDLESEX TWI IEB • Tow 55937613 • PARES, SH.AH
SOUNDS OF MUSIC
or: CHAPEL PIACE, TUNBRIDGE WELLS, KENT
IYQ • T «192 woo; •
JOILNJEFFRIES

MIDLAND KIFI STUDIO
9 FINCHFIEL) ROAD WE,
FINCHFIELD WOLVERHAMPTON,
WEST MIDLSZXDS WV3 SA'
MIKE NOR TO'.'

THE HIFI STORE
42 COWGATE, PETERBOROUGH PEI tNA
T: 01733341755 • STEVE WILCOCK

OXFORD AUDIO CONSULTANTS LTD
C.ANTAY HOUSE, PARK END STREET, OXFORD oXt
1 °MK /99S, *
JON IL4RLER

ZEN AUDIO it VISION
:5 STORY STREET. HULL HUt 3SA
ot4Ss 09399 • CAROLINE NEAL

For more information please contact BBG Distribution Ltd
Tel: +44 ( 0)20 8863 9117 • Website: www.bbg-ay.com • E-mail: mag@bbg.eu.com

T+A

I
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BERYLLIUM

R
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GRANDE UTOPIA BERYLLIUM: A WORLD REFERENCE

Winner Golden Sound and Grand Prix awards - Stereo Sound magazine, Japan.

A remarkable tour de force - Hifi News magazine, UK.

The finest loudspeaker on the ptanet? Possibly - Stereophile magazine, USA.

Focal.JNI lab
the

Spirit

of

Sound

Focal•JMlab UK - Jesson House • Tower Street - Coventry CY1 1JN - Tel. 0845 660 26 80 • info@focal-jmlab.co.uk - www.focal-fr.com

Sources'

Rio rocks with portability
Rio, the maker of the original Diamond MP3

77g. UK price is £ 189.99 ( and rather

player, has announced anew line-up of digital

confusingly, $ 169.99 in the US).
Much further down the storage scale, Rio also

music portables. The largest capacity player is
the Rio Karma with its 20GB hard-disk drive,

has three solid-state memory players, the Forge

and it boasts a15- hour battery life from aLi- Ion

(£119/128MB; £ 149/256MB), the Cali Sport

battery. It supports Ogg Vorbis and FLAC

(£119/128MB; £ 139/256MB), and Chiba

(lossless) files, as well as the standard of MP3.

(same pricing/storage as Cali Sport). All three

UK recommended price is £ 279.99 ( or

types of player are aimed at sporty people as the

$299.99 in the US).

absence of moving parts makes them more

Meanwhile , the Rio Carbon has a5GB

durable for sporting activities.
The Forge is memory expandable with MMC

memory, the same as the original iPod, and
includes voice recording capability. The price of

cards, and the Cali includes astopwatch with a

this unit is £ 199. Meanwhile, the Rio Nitrus

lap timer. The Rio Chiba also includes an FM

(pictured right) features 1.5GB of HD memory,

radio tuner.

and measures just 63 x83 x17mm, and weighs

Rio, 020 7744 0802, www.rioaudio.com

Inside the new Stello S200

Evoke- 1enjoys afacelift

bridged monoblock. A lkVA

A new XT upgrade promises to

boil those early- morning eggs to

High- end Korean brand April Music

make the Evoke- 1portable DAB

perfection. Pure Digital claims to

has just added a

radio ( as featured in July 2003's

have improved the sound quality

power amplifier to

180,000pF

HFN) an even better portable.

with anew custom-designed

its range of audio

capacitor array form

Cosmetic improvements include

three-inch drive unit and active

electronics. The

the power supply,

smoother, more elegant radiused

filters. A USB connection allows

Stello S200 is a

while the power

edges to the wooden casing, which

for future product software

200W/ch ( 8ohm)

stage comprises four

now comes in achoice of cherry or

updates.

stereo design that

J-FET pairs in

can be readily

parallel push-pull

There's also an optional XT- 1

maple veneers. There's also anew

transformer and a

white- on- blue liquid crystal

add-on matching speaker to

bridged to provide

mode, using Sanken

display with adjustable

upgrade the unit to stereo in the

an advertised

devices. The April

brightness.

future. The upgraded Evoke- 1XT

600W total into

is on sale now of £ 99.

8ohms. Switches on the rear

clock, with radio or bleep options,

Pure Digital, 01923 277488,

allow configuration for standard or

Audio Reference, 01252 702705,

and acountdown timer, so you can

www.puredigital.com

balanced mode, and stereo or

www.aprilmusic.com

New features include an alarm

Roberts Symphony, arevolution for the blind
For some blind and partially sighted people, the release

was switched off. When switched on again, Symphony

of music and spoken word recordings on CD instead of

starts playing the CD from where it left off. The memory is
only cleared when the CD is taken out of the drive.

cassette tape was agiant step backwards, writes
Barry Fox. Cassette may be lofi but when a

Symphony does this by keeping track of the
digital sub code which all CDs use to display

cassette recorder is switched off, the tape

Music Stello S200
amplifier will retail at £ 1495.

Events
24-26 September 2004
The Hi Fi Show & AV Expo,
The Park Inn ( formerly Le
Meridien) -and Renaissance

their running time. The code reading at the

Hotels, Heathrow, London,

moment of stop and switch-off is stored in

sponsored by Hi Fi News.

start playing the disc from the beginning

non-volatile memory. Accuracy is word

Call 020 8726 8317 or visit

again. The British Wireless for the Blind

perfect. The system works equally well with

www.avexpo.co.uk

stays ready to start playing again the next
day from where it left off. CD players

Fund has spent two years and Lim on helping

music CDS. Registered blind and partially

British company Roberts Radio develop Symphony, a

sighted users can get the players on free permanent loan;

23-24 October 2004

combined radio, cassette recorder and CD player that

others can buy exclusively from the BWBF for £ 140. Visit

Home Entertainment Show,

remembers where it had got to in aCD when the player

www.blind.org.ukto place an order.

Renaissance Hotel, Manchester.
Call 01524 36991 or visit www.

Bjürk's new album on SACO — and DVD-Audio
The latest press release from the SACD

category (£ 11 on www.play.com) on the

Forum proudly announces the

same date. Initially marketed as

30 August SACD/CD hybrid launch of

Limited Edition CD/SACD and DVD-A

the new studio album, Medulla, from

discs, there will be astandard CD

Icelandic pop pixie, Beirk, pictured

release in September. Bjork's 2001

left. Yet it is remarkable that the self-

album Verpertine is also available on

same document conspicuously fails to

both high- resolution' formats.

mention that her album is being

Universal Music says it intends to re-

simultaneously released on the DVD-

release the singer's complete catalogue

Audio format at the same mid- price

as hybrid SACD/CDs in September.

Home-Entertainment-Showco.uk
5-7 November 2004
What Hi Fi? Sound & Vision Show
2004, Novotel London West
20-21 November 2004
Scottish Hi Fi & Home Cinema
Show, Marriott Dalmahoy Hotel,
Edinburgh. Call 0141 221 0221
or visit: www.
scottishhifiandhomecinema.co.uli

Guarantee yourself acopy of HiFi News very month Call our subscriptions hotline now on 01622 778778
www.hifinews.co.uk
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20 years

of the world's best rated audio and video cables

20 years

of the world's best rated analogue and digital cables

, 20 years

of ground- breaking technological innovation

R.T. Services 32 Rawthey Avanue, Didcot , Oxfordshire, OX11 7XN
I

www.rtaudio.co.uk

www.silteçhcables.com

Sources

No business like
show business

ATE SOUND AND VI

With around 300 brands on show, the 2004 Hi Fi Show & AV Expu is open to the public
on 25 and 26 September at the Park Inn (formerly Le Meridien) and Renaissance Hotels,
Heathrow and is your chance to drool over all the latest hardware and araft of other
genius gadgetry. Here's ataste of just some of the ear- and- eye candy on display...
SO WHAT'S IN STORE for this

Audio and other brands, will offer

year? This brief rundown can only

its usual spectacular and always-

highlight afew of the hundreds of

packed high-end demonstrations.

new products to be savoured.

Admission is by ticket, available

With apologies to those we've left

on the day.

out, let's look at some of the
exhibitors in alphabetical order.

Atlas Cables claims to be one
of the few providers that

Aurum Cantus ribbon speakers,

production cables and plugs to

an affordable air- bearing arm and

its own specification.

Absolute Sounds, importer of
Audio Research, Krell, Martin
Logan, Sonus Faber, Theta Wilson

unmet

For more information
on the show, call
020 8736 8317 or
visit www.avexpo.co.uk

MEET THE EXPERTS
On this year's ' Meet the
Experts' Q&A panel sessions,
HFN's own experts will be
joined by special guest John
Atkinson of Stereophile [
right].
He'll be ready to answer your

Absolute Analogue offers new

research, develop and put into

a Plinius CD player.

ON

Audio Classics is officially relaunching the Italian Chario

most difficult questions at this
year's Q&A sessions, along
with distinguished HFN
contributors Martin Colloms,
Barry Fox and Ken Kessler,

loudspeakers in the UK.

and industry figures John

Audiofreaks will present
Conrad-Johnson's new flagship
ACT 2 pre-amplifier, the new

Bamford of Pioneer and Eric
Kingdon of Sony. Not to be
missed! There'll be two

McCormack UDP-1 universal

sessions a day, times and

player and much more.
Black Rhodium will demonstrate
how ' freezing your hi-fi cables

location will be clearly signed
at the event.

makes music come alive.'
Cambridge Audio showcases its
Azur range, including the new
340A amp and 340C CD player.
Chord Electronics' new flagship
'Ultimate Mono Power Amplifier'

fr
Wow factor:
Tannoy's Arena
series publicity
labovel, Mordaunt
Short's new
Performance
speakers [ far left]
Tube Tech's Genetix
wares Ileftl and the
astonishing
Vivid Audio
speakers from
South Africa

Hi-FiNews OCTOBER 2004
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Simply
stunning.

The Chord
Choral Series.

C

horal. Small, but perfectly formed.

A discerning range of compact

system components that will captivate
you, delight you and intrigue you.
•'DAC64' Digital to Analogue Converter
•'Symphonic' Phono Stage
•'Prima' Pre-Amplifier
•NEW ' Mezzo 50' Power Amplifier
•NEW 'Blu' CD Transport
To find out more about our hand-crafted
audiophile products, please contact
us on 01622 721444, email
sales@chordelectronics.co.uk, or visit
www.chordelectronics.co.uk

%03

CHORD®

Chord Electronics Limited

Sources

•

Clockwise from left: PMC OB1, T+A G 10, Vifa
speakers, Tren Meteor 1pre-amp. Below, Pioneer
VSA-AX10i amp. Foot of page, Sony's RDR-HX1000
DVD/HD recorder, Marantz's PM- 11S1 amplifier

recently launched DVD Hard Disk
Drive Recorders, Wireless Home
Theatre Technology, Hi Fi
Musical Fidelity will show the

Engine display systems. There'll

as its massive kW 500 integrated.

also be aseparate demonstration

Myryad's new MX- Series line-up
will be on demonstration.
Naim will complete its line-up
of AV ( including the DVD player)
with a5.1 speaker package.
O'hEocha Design is showcasing
new wireless speakers.
Overkill Audio will present the

the Show. You'll also discover the
new DSP800OR AV processor
and SPM2400, an advanced fivechannel power amplifier.
Dynavector's SuperStereo

Super Audio CD and full
multichannel Home Theatre.
Tannoy's Arena series has
created acontemporary style with
real domestic appeal.
UKD will show the beautiful
Unison Research Performance

Conductor digital active crossover

One single-ended valve integrated
amp, Unison Unico SE and high-

SACD/DVD-A/CDplayer and Octave

end Opera Callas Divina speaker.

Pioneer's latest VSA-AX10Ai
Music and more).

area where visitors can experience

with full room correction, Oasis
845- based SET valve amp.
makes its exclusive UK debut at

Components, DAB and WEGA

complete X-series range, as well

and VSX-AX5Ai amps feature

Drive- unit maker Vifa will show
complete home cinema systems.
Head over to Visionik's stand to

'Advanced' room calibration and

hear the Concept 9 witn the

connect to Pioneer players via

Visionik Power Move Technology

1EEE1394 digital interface. Brand

and the Visionik Time Array with

will show its RP-01 m- cphono

new plasma TV sets have future-

its latest Kevlar drivers .

stage and the latest Lamm amps.

proof HDTV and HDMI capability.

GT Audio will be showing its allnew Tron Meteor pre- amplifier.
Integrated Engineering Solutions

Walrus Systems will feature

Marantz will demonstrate its

PMC and Bryston say they'll

dependent time delays for the

stylish 1T15- Si turntable, SA11-

wow punters with the new GB1

Brinkmann vinyl- playing front-

signal for two sub-speakers while

S1 SACO player and PM11-S1

two-way floorstander and an 061-

end, the Air Tangent air- bearing

leaving the signal to the front

amp and Mordaunt Short speakers.

based surround package.

tonearm, and speakers from

circuit uses analogue, frequency-

speakers unchanged. Look out for
the latest ADP 3 processor.
Eclipse will launch the TD

Metronome Technologies is

T+A will be reinforcing its UK

unveiling the brand-new CD3

presence with afull line-up

integrated player.

including the vaunted Criterion

Polish valve amps by Amplifon,

Amplifon, Duevel, and Magnepan.
WebUser magazine will sponsor
the unmissable Wi-Fi Lounge,

loudspeakers [ praised by MC in

packed with the latest wireless

the noted TD 512 monitor

latest Lumley Lamp ,os series 2

HFN, April ' 031 as well as the

and web- based technologies.

speaker ( as used by Brian Eno,

loudspeakers and new Advantage

T+A V10 integrated amp and ear-

SACD/DVD-A/CD players.

catching G10 turntable.

712z, anew high-end version of

Randy Brecker, Royal Academy of

Metropolis Music will show the

Sony will display an array of
exciting new products including

www.hifinews.co.uk

And don't forget: fill the gaps in
your music collection, as CD and
vinyl retailers will be on- hand to
sate your audiophile cravings!
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Stereo rules.

U:Dp

441

We wrote 'em.
Meridian began with analogue stereo,
and we know it inside out.
Audition this stereo system from our new G Series range,
for example. GO8 upsampling CD player, GO2 balanced
analogue preamplifier, and G56 stereo power amp.
Put them together with loudspeakers of your choice, and you'll be
listening to one of the most accurate, impressive systems around.
Today, Meridian's CD players are more popular than ever. Listen
to the new G Series and you'll hear why. For more details, contact
your authorised dealer or installer, or visit us on the web.
Superb stereo from Meridian. Are you listening?

BCDOTHROYE) STUART

/MERIDIAN
Meridian Audio Limited
Latham Road, Beaufort Park
Huntingdon
Cambridgeshire PE29 6YE
United Kingdom
www.meridian-audio.com
info@meridian-audio.com
T + 44 ( 0)1480 445678
F + 44 ( 0)1480 445686

Opinion

Barry

Fox
I

fyou're acomputer buff, who enjoys upgrading to the latest
software or operating system, and then replacing hardware
because the new software needs it, this month's column is

not for you. If you thrill to the challenge of fighting off
computer viruses, setting up firewalls, playing with flakey
wireless links and getting dire warning error messages but no
help on how to fix what some unseen hand has broken, don't
bother to read on. If you like it when, before aDVD plays,
software called Interactual pops up to ask questions and give
error messages, what Iwrite will annoy you.
But Iam on unashamed mission to warn anyone with ears to
hear that if you like listening to music, watching DVDs, and
switching things on and off without the rigmarole of boot-up
and shutdown, these are the good old days. Every week now
Microsoft and Intel are pushing closer to their final goal, which
will suck all the relaxed pleasure out of home entertainment
and turn it into atechnology

Microsoft and Intel
are pushing closer to
their goal, which will
suck all the relaxed
pleasure out of home
entertainment

obstacle course.
To continue enjoying fat profits,
the computer industry needs to
invade the living room. One in
three PCs are now at least five
years old because people are sick
and tired of replacing, upgrading
and fixing what has only broken
because Microsoft, Intel and their
band of cronies have decided it is
time for another change.
'The computer is now a
consumer electronics product,'

said Marantz's Brand Ambassador, Ken Ishiwata, at the
company's annual press and trade seminar in Barcelona
recently. ' Microsoft and Intel officially declared war on the CE
industry at CES in Las Vegas. At CES 2004, Bill Gates

of the latest home PC technology soon-to-be-announced by IT
giant Intel. Watching movies with home theatre quality sound
and images, playing online games arid streaming music will
never be the same aga,n...'
The show began with an AV spectacwar in cod 2001 ' dawn
of time' style which looked back at past achievements
(including the strange Intel claim that ' Marconi invented TV')
and ended with the current day situation where 'every home
has half adozen missing remote controls'.
Erik Steeb, Director of Marketing for Intel in Europe, then
appeared to proclaim tue PC to be ' the best platform to store
and manage CDs and videos'. Steeb used aPentium PC with
the new Intel chipsets and Wi-Fi wireless connections to
project high-definition video us:ng Windows Media Video HD
compression, pipe CD music round the studio, run games and
screen an excerpt from the Russell Crowe movie Master and
Commander on ahuge widescreen with Dolby 7.1 sound.
How had Intel copied the Master and Commander DVD to
hard disc, when DVD copy protecton technology and copyright
laws try to prevent this?
'You can download software files from the Internet to do
this', explained Intel's Steeb. 'The business model is changing.
The music industry tried to put up roadblocks. But Idon't want

launched Microsoft's Media Center Extension and Windows

arack of 300 CDs. The video ,ndustry understands what

Portable Media Center. Dell, HP and Gateway are using it.'

consumers want.'
It's hard to know whether Intel is genuinely naïve on copy

Afew days later in London, bang on lshiwata's cue, Intel
hired amammoth TV studio to demonstrate ' the home

protection, and blind to the routine misery of using acomputer

entertainment evolution that's about to get awhole lot better'.

and wireless connections, or is just in denial for survival.

The occasion was officially to mark the launch of new
chipsets that let manufacturers disguise aWindows PC as a

'HP and Dell won't displace Philips, Sony and Thomson'
accepts Steeb. He expects the CE companies to adapt. The

consumer box. Intel used the event to belittle the consumer
electronics industry.
'Picture the " good old days" when the family huddled around
acrackly wireless, straining to hear radio plays, music or sports
commentary with limited or no access to any other consumer
technology', said Intel's advance publicity for a 'whistle-stop
trip through time... to show the cultural shift in home
technology that's changing entertainment as we know it.'
'Now fast forward to 2004 and adynamic multi- media home

bad news is that they already are. Tie good news is that this
guarantees afuture for small specialist hi-fi companies.
Intel had roped in several ' partners for the event —
companies which make hardware that uses Intel's chips.
'We often play the game of guess what company will go bust
next', said Sam Sethi, ex- Microsoft and Netscape, and now
running acompany called Abrocour, which equips new homes
with wireless networks.
But as another of Intel's partners put it when we talked

evolution' promised Intel. ' See how the use of electronics in the

privately afterwards: ' Just wait until someone gets the Blaster

home has changed our lifestyles and family interactions. We'll

worm on their entertainment system. Afriend of mine has had

then wow you with the future of home entertainment courtesy

to re- install Windows three times over the last year'.
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Musical Fidelity kW 500
PRICE

£ 4000

A

mplifiers are strange beasts for sure. Compared to transducers

such as speakers, microphones and pickup cartridges, the sonic

pre-amplifier and power amplifier sectons?
One strong reason for splitting them is to avoid such
interactions, but so long as power supplies are well regulated

character of amplifiers should be very small. After all, the

and signai routing are taken care of, there is no reason why the

frequency response of any transistor amplifier these days is

two should not be in the same enclosure. The other strong

virtually flat - several orders of magnitude better than, say, a

argument is that the mains section of the power supply can be

loudspeaker. Measurable distortions are very much lower too - in

kept separate - and with it the magnetically inducec hum and

basic quantity terms anyway. Yet, amps do leave their grubby

harmonics from the mains transformer, not to menton, radio -

fingerprints all over the signal and can radically affect the way

frequency rubbish, etc, which can he 4ept away from the

music is perceived.

sensitive pre- amplifier.

So, enter the Musical Fidelity kW 500 ntegrated amplifier, a
device conceived and designed to satisfy clarinet- playing Musical

20

long interconnections between them should give better sound
quality, provided there is no unwanted interaction between the

All audio design nvolves weighing up pros and cons. Musical
Fidelity took the view that the real bee, to be had was from

Fidelity boss Anthony Michaelson's desire for an amplifier to use

separating the power supply and placing it in aseparate box,

at home - one with performance like the Musical Fidelity

which allowed the pre- amp, complete with a m-m/m-c phono

1kilowatt kW pre/power combination but in asmaller and more
manageable package.

section, and power amplifier to be concertina'd irto aseparate

The kW 500, as its appellation suggests, offers 500 watts per
channel, which is 3dB less than the big- daddy kW. Apart from

produced grunge ancl uncompromised by the need to drive long.
unknown and unpredictable interconnecting cables - with their

scaling down the kW to half power, there was abit of re-thinking

capacitance, inductance, and die'ectric losses. Indeed the kW

at MF about the whys and wherefores of pre- amplifier, power
amplifier and power supply geography. It reasoned, why should a

amplifiers - each with its own dedicated printed circuit board,

high-performance amplifier of necessity comprise separate

heatsink and mains transformer (to avoid further any possible

pre- and power sections, when all logic suggests that avoiding the

interactior: between channels). When one considers that much

OCTOBER 2004 Hi-FiNews

box. Here they would be unsullied by mains born and rectifier-

500's power amplifier comprises two separate monoblock power
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This time employing amilitary valve it dubs the mu-Vista, Musical Fidelity
declares war on distortion with asharp- looking integrated that kicks out no
fewer than 500 watts per channel. David Berriman is almost lost for words
o the crosstalk between channels often contains high distortion

amplifiers — add something; most obvious are the grainy, bright,

levels, and that inter-channel leakage affect stereo imaging, the
importance of keeping crosstalk as low as possible in a high

brittle or even harsh sounds sometimes heard. Less obvious are
the peaky and nasal colorations which can be introduced — not

dormance amplifier cannot be overestimated.
So much for the philosophy behind the kW 500's ' package'.

to mention the forcing forward of instruments and vocals as if

The aim was to produce an amp with little or no sonic fingerprint
an amplifier without coloration, as Musical Fidelity boldy
caims. Musicaf Fidelity declared war on distortion right up to

them. Then there is the bass — which with many amplifiers can

the recording engineer has brought up the faders to highlight
either sound weak and lacking in thrust, rhythm or power — or
conversely over punchy with excessively 'tight' or ' dynamic'

100kHz, under awide range of loading conditions, to avoid the
kinds of distortion that can cause audible coloration. Indeed
Musical Fidelity claims the ' finely-etched' or ' up-front' sound of
many amplifiers is due to rising high-frequency distortion — or at
least the deficiencies in circuit behaviour which this suggests.

For one rare reviewing occasion
could not find one thing to fault
about the sound of an amp

IThis is the scary bit. From the first moment the kW 500 was
connected into the system its benefits were audible — and I
mean obviously audible. It is not often that something works its

character. Of course, these things may be relative and open to

agic for me immediately, but this was one of them. It's hard

essentially imperfections that interfere with the music one way

.enough to describe asound character — even when the effects

or another. By adding something they take away from the music.
Admittedly, some of these affects can often be tiny, and often

are as obvious as the ears on one's head: the difficulty with the
W 500 is in finding the words to describe asound that isn't.

matters of personal taste at the end of the day, but they are

seemingly insignificant, Jut they do exert subtle and possibly

Anyway, I'll try. It was as though there was immediately

malign influences. Often. the loudspeakers in the system have

, cramatically less of a barrier between the music and one's
perception of it. Most amplifiers — perhaps Ishould say all

such higher levels of coloration that the effects are seemingly
hidden. Sometimes the effects are more obvious, and in some

.. •
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harmonics sounding very free and natural. With acoustic music
the overall tonal balance had a convincing amount of natural
musical warmth. In the SACD version of Miles Davis's Kind of
Blue the piano was firm and clear. Cymbals shimmered gloriously
and the extra subtleties in musicianship which SACD can bring
out above CD, were perfectly obvious. Vocals sounded very human
in scale and presentation — for instance Ihave rarely heard Nora
Jones sound so intimate and seemingly ' present' in my listening
room on her ' Come Away with Me'.
Indeed, it may seem dangerously uncritical to say that for one
rare reviewing occasion Icould not find one thing to fault about
the sound quality or musical presentation of an amp. It really was
beyond description and is something that must be heard with

Separate box,

cases it is the very reason why the amp is bought — for the way

cosmetically
matched to main
amp, houses pre-

it imposes its character on the music. That's fine, though if the
character is too strong all music can end IJD sounding the same!
With the kW 500 in the system it was as though these effects

and power amp

had been banished, leaving natural sound. Suddenly one could
hear through and into the soundstage as if clouds of clutter and
haze had been removed. The music was powerful and vigorous,

power supply
transformers

one's own ears. The acid test is to go back to another amplifier
afterwards — even avery good one. Then it's obvious what it does

Lab report
Cil

and yet not presented forcefully — more in layers behind and
beyond the speakers. Bass too was top-notch, in just the right
proportion and in perfect control. It was as though the subtle
musical micro dynamics were just there — no fuss, no bother.
For instance in Berlioz' Royal Hunt and Storm' from The
Trojans (
Sir Colin Daws and the LSO from LSO Live), the
acoustic was almost palpable with the horns in the distance and

It

IOC
frown« On

Even when played loudly the
sound got better and better with no
hardening, congestion or stress
tolling bell having both clarity, body and impact. Double basses
were rich and full and the underpinning drums menacingly deep
and powerful. The dynamics here were in no doubt. Even when
played loudly the sound got better and better, with more musical
detail — from explosive drums to pizzicato violins and piccolos —
with no hardening, compression, congestion, or sense of stress.
The sound was never clinical, brittle or bright, yet was very

100
(
531
20021( 3/

Musical Fidelity kW 500: distortion spectra at lkHz, 1W,
into 8ohms [top] and 20Hz, 10W, 8ohms [above]

extended at high frequencies, with instrurrents such as guitar
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Mu-Vista valve
The pre- amp section is based around the 6112
twin-triode thermionic valve ( or tube) to provide
both high input impedance and low- distortion
amplification. The 6112 is claimed to be
quieter, more linear and 6to 8dB less noisy than
the 'Tri Vista' - particularly at low frequencies.

05%

This a military valve - not merely militaryspec - which was designed to withstand the
violent acceleration and harsh environmental
conditions of missiles. So it's not only rugged
but is also claimed to be immune to the effects
of microphony. Musical Fidelity says it has not
had one Tri Vista fail in the field, and so is pretty
confident about the mu- Vista, which it intends to

The styling echoes that of MF's F- Series amps from the 1990s,

use in anumber of other up-and-coming limited

but the techno look signals that the kW is a21st Century design

edition products. Limited edition?

because it's what the kW 500 doesn't do that makes it special.

6112 valves, but the stock is finite, so only 500

Curiously, this beast does not sound typically like ahigh- power

of the kW 500 will be built.

Musical

Fidelity has bought most of the world's stock of
gain, and so need plenty of current stuffed into

amplifier ( which can so often sound less good due to the design

The power amplifiers in the kW 500 are

them. Thus, the circuit uses Sanken SAP15

compromises involved in high- power design). It is so quiet both
mechanically and electronically ( even the m- c RIAA stage) and

based on the same circuitry as that of the kW,

Ny and Py Darlington power transistors for the

but with fewer output transistors and slightly

dr vers. These are actually two transistors, with

simply purrs along. Indeed, the sound from vinyl LP was simply

lower voltage power supply voltage rails. When

inuernal stabilisation, in one package - akind of

stunning. Several LPs hit the deck - for just one example, in

pressed on just what sets the kW and kW 500

super-transistor - with very high current gain

Antony Michaelson's own recording of the Mozart concerto K622

apart, MF boss Antony Michaelson claimed that

and the potential for low inherent distortion.

his clarinet had arealistic sense of warmth and clarity placed in

much of the sonic performance is down to

These are usually employed as power output

fine acoustics - and with asilent electronic background. Played

applying what the company has learned over the

devices in their own right but, in this circuit,

quietly this coukl easily be amuch smaller amp, yet at higher
volumes climaxes are handled as if nothing much happened. I'm

years about circuit layout and circuit design,

drive the bases of the current- hungry bipolar

which were targeted on achieving low distortion

output devices. Each channel of the kW 500

not sure if this is due to the huge power reserve, the low noise,

and noise with low overall negative feedback.

low distortion - or the combined effect of all factors.

In order to deliver the kind of output current

pcwer amplifier section is amodule comprises
two such amplifiers, each using two power and

Ultimately, Idon't really care. Ijust wanted to go on and on

required, the kW 500 uses large Sanken

two

listening. So if natural- sounding music is your thing, don't even

2SC3264 and 2SA1295 complementary bipolar

connected in bridged formation. This doubles

think of hearing this amplifier if you can't afford it. You could end

output transistors. These have high current and

the output voltage and ( with the available

up seriously disappointed - or the poorer by £ 4k.

voltage capability but relatively low current

current) quadruples the maximum power output.

Tests corfirmed the claimed power output figures for the
kW 500. Maximum power into 8ohms bettered the

harmonic. Fig 1shows the spectrogram at 1W into 8
ohms, at around 0.002%. Note that the distortion is

500W specification by nearly adB - at atad over
600W. lrto 4ohms, power output rose to 800W.
Output impedance was very low - much lower than

mainly second and third harmonic. At 20Hz and 10W,

any cable one might use - at 0.038/0.03 ohm ( UR) at

remarkably low while driving this signal, at -97dB, and
with mains harmonics even lower at around - 106dB.

20Hz. The small rise (to 0.12/0.11 ohm) at 20kHz was
due to the output inductor - included to aid stability in
nearly all transistorised power amps these days. These
impedances indicate high damping factors, if not the

unnecessarily high values achievable with high negative
feedback amplifiers.
Total Harmonic Distortion plus Noise figures
(including all signals to 300kHz) measured at 1W and

0.86dB, indicating apossible error in volume control
tracking at about 1-2 o'clock or the coltrol. ( At 9
o'clock, this reduced to 0.26dB.)
Overall, the kW 5C0 turned in an excellent set of test
results. Musical Fidelity set itself amajor challenge to

Little wonder backgrounds are so quiet!
Perhaps it's the combination of the low feedback,

of low- negative-feedback-design. Our results incicate

band which explains why the amplifier sounds so clean

right across the audible range with very low residual
noise levels and low cross-talk - helping it to deliver a
delightfully nentral-sounding high-powered amp'ifier.

Plotting distortion at afixed frequency or lkHz against
varying level the THD+N figure dropped steadily as the
power increased, to aminimum of 0.0015% just before

100kHz ( 1W).
With most amplifiers - particularly those using alot
of feedback - the THD starts to rise in the low kHz

achieve such low distortion figues withn tie constraints

very low distortion, low residual hum and noise, and
absence of asharp rise in distortion within the audio
and uncolored. It is probably more to do with all these
phenomena than simply low distortion up to 100kHz.

the rise prior to the onset of clipping. The low-level
'distortion' was mainly noise up to 300kHz, which
accounts for the linear reduction towards higher powers.

that its designers have kept distortion remarkably low

Supplier
Musical Fidelity
020 8900 2866
www.musicalfidelity.co.uk

region, as gain and phase compensation (to maintain

Residual noise levels were very low, either related to
500W or to the IHF reference of 1W output. Bandwidth

stability) effectively reduces the feedback from quite a

was also very wide as claimed, from below 10Hz to

low frequency. In the kW 500 ( made possible by the
lower open- loop gain, and intrinsically high circuit
linearity) mild compensation has been designed to ease

94kHz. This will not only suit wideband replay but will

Musical Fidel'ty does it again with aneutral- sounding

also ensure very low phase shifts within the audible
range. DC offsets were incredibly low, indicating careful

high-powered amplifier that manages to offer ahigh

in at ahigher frequency.

design and adjustment. Crosstalk between channels was
separation was better than -70dB at the top end of the

powerful, yet never forceful, and boasts a silent

The spectrograms, which average out the noise, show
distortion to comprise virtually all second and third

www.hifinews.co.uk

turn

More importantly, it ' looked' clean and not visibly
distorted on the scope trace. The only minor quibble
was that the channel balance was slightly out, by

[see Fig 21 totalling 0.00124%. Hum at 50Hz was also

10W were very low ( down at 0.002% at lkHz) and

noise and started to rise gently to just under 0.08% at

in

distortion was again mainly second and third harmonic

rising only slightly at high frequencies. It was not until
above 20kHz that the distortion broke though above the

driver trans:stors, which are

HI -FINews verdict

degree of transparency with no loss of musicality. It's

electronic background. Sound from LP was stunning.

audio band, and down at the noise level by 300Hz.
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Emotive Excellence System One
PRICE

£70,000

A

little acknowledged fact with speakers is
the larger you go, the more problems
you're likely to encounter acoustically,

through increased low frequency output. Last year
Icame across the Omen Ra 18:12 EHFN Sept
'03], a large, floor-filling active speaker system
that used adigital active crossover to deal with
this problem. It turned out to be one of the finest
speakers I've heard in my listening room.
The System One is another speaker to use a
digital crossover and is the brainchild of Mervyn
Chew and Aubrey Menard, the founders of British
company Emotive Excellence. Mervyn worked as a
sound engineer and, being constantly exposed to
the sound of real instruments, found himself
increasingly dissatisfied with commercially
available speakers. Meanwhile, Aubrey Menard is
a design consultant used by some of the top
companies in the world for machinery design.
Eight years in the making, the System One is
basically a three-way, truly full-range speaker
system, arranged in four distinct units made up of
a pair of satellites and a pair of cylindrical
subwoofers. Each satellite uses apair of 180mm
SEAS Excel Millennium W18ex001 magnesium
cone midrange drivers flanking a 250mm SEAS
Excel Millennium T25CS fabric-dome tweeter in a
D'Appolito configuration. These mid/top cabinets
handle all frequencies above 100Hz and measure
575 x 230 x 595mm ( hwd). The D'Appolito
arrangement was selected both to smooth out the
dispersal characteristics of the satellites and
increase their power handling.
The front and rear baffles themselves are works
of art, as each is CNC machined from a40mmthick billet of aluminium. The main carcass of the
speaker is also unusual: it is avery rigid plastic,
but in a departure from normal practice, it's
nothing more than a sleeve to hold the actual
speaker. Each driver is volume- loaded by its own
carbon-fibre enclosure, which features aseries of
baffles aieekambers contained within the overall
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Emotive Excellence

Honeyrnan-Scott
System One
It may cost £ 70,000, but this speaker system boasts adigital crossover that
will allow it to work near perfectly in any room. David Allcock gets active

'sleeve', while gaskets between the driver, front
baffle and carbon-fibre moulding make an airtight seal around the driver, ensuring that the only
air behind the driver is controlled in both
behaviour and volume. Once the front and rear
baffles are tightened down, the whole unit is
compressed and becomes effectively inert with
the result that the drivers and their baffles can
operate perfectly well without the plastic sheath
surrounding them.
Sitting atop each satellite is an exquisitely
machined enclosure holding a super tweeter to
extend the HF response to 100kHz. The super
tweeter starts life as aTownshend Audio unit, but
is then mounted in the new, inert and exquisitely
finished CNC machined enclosure. A five-way
adjustment control on the rear of the super

series of baffles that control the rearward wave
from the driver. The actual enclosure uses a

satellite enclosures in time and phase domains,

mineral- loaded polymer, the resulting material
being so strong that it requires diamondtipped

success in the case of conventional speakers.
It took almost aday to set up the system. The

tools to cut and machine it.
The digital crossover starts life as an XTA
DP226 design with parametric equalizer, before

subwoofers were positioned in the corners of the
listening room and the satellites located 10cm to
the outside of the position used by my

something often achieved with only limited

its output stage is extensively rebuilt by Vertex

MartinLogan SL- 3 speakers. All the drivers'

AQ. The output circuits have all the op-amps and
capacitors replaced with audiophile types, the

relative distances were then measured to the
centimetre and delays programmed into the
crossover. This was followed by acomprehensive

output voltages being adjusted to drive domestic
amps more satisfactorily. Within the DP226 lies a
three-way stereo active crossover, with five- band
parametric equalizers on each output plus an
eight- band parametric equalizer on the inputs. All
inputs and outputs are via balanced connections.
The subwoofer crosses to the midrange at

frequency sweep to locate room modes, which
were then counteracted by programming the
parametric equalizer. While the corner position
with subs is great for acoustically coupling the
speaker to the room, it also can cause huge
problems acoustically, but again the parametric

tweeter allows its output to be tailored to taste.
As for the subwoofers, each is housed in its

100Hz with the midrange crossing to the tweeter

equalizer in the crossover corrects for this

at 2.1kHz, both using fourth order ( 24dB/octave)

dramatically, improving the frequency response.

own striking cylindrical enclosure - asubstantial

Linkwitz-Riley slopes. This has a direct and

Meanwhile, Bryston

Icannot overstate the versatility of this
system and its ability to obtain 100% of
its performance potential in any room

frequencies respectively, with asecond 14B- SST
employed to drive the midrange. These amplifiers
were supplemented by my regular Krell KRC-3
pre-amp and a Hovland HP100.
The front end was an

1.3m-tall affair having a 380mm diameter and

fundamental effect on the system, as not only can

weighing 58kg. The base of each enclosure is
CNC machined from two pieces of solid aircraft

amplifiers of dissimilar power outputs and
sensitivities be matched, but the speaker can be

aluminium, with the cone facing the downward-

matched precisely to the room to within 0.1dB

firing
260mm
SEAS
Excel
Millennium
W26FX001 bass driver with an alu/magnesium
cone profiled to be an exact mirror of the shape of

out in the digital domain, also has massive
advantages, correcting for frequency related

the driver. This is designed to give optimum

acoustic problems, again to 0.1dB resolution,

omni-directional dispersal of the sound.
Once again, the whole assembly is compressed,

with very precise control over the centre

with long rods running the length of the
subwoofer enclosure from top to bottom. These

and the amplitude of the correction. DP226

Speaker cables

can correct for the differences in launch time
of the sound wave by delaying frequencies

are hidden as they
run through the

going to an individual frequency, synthesizing

sturdy stands.
Satellite and stand

rods are screwed into holes in the base,
compressing gaskets in the top and bottom to seal
the driver into an air-tight enclosure. Again, like

resolution. The parametric equalization, carried

frequency, the Q( the width of the correction)

the midrange, the driver does not ' see' the volume

the sonic ideal of asingle point-source across
the entire frequency range. This allows for

of the enclosure; instead it's loaded by acomplex

integration
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14B- SST and 3B- SST

power amps were used on the subwoofer and high

of the separate subwoofer and

weigh 82kg.

After the Ovation...

bring on the Encore

OVERV/11ILL
autiko
"Awaken Your Senses"

Experience

the

world

premier

of

Overkill

audio's fabulous Encore loudspeaker in the
Wright Suite, Park Inn Hotel, Heathrow at the
2004 HiFi Show and AV Expo 24th, 25th and
26th September.
This loudspeaker system will astound you with
dynamics and agility breathing new life into your
system. Once heard, previous experiences and
expectations will be shattered.
Our
linear
phase
digital
crossovers
use
60dB / octave slopes allowing us to crossover at an
incredibly low 200Hz.
Utilising our SDC compound the Manger driver is
totally free from the distortions which all cones and
domes are cursed with, allowing it to reveal sublime
detail and delicacy whilst maintaining linearity and
pure phase coherence to 35KHz.

Head unit — 1 piece casting using our proprietary
self-damping compound (patent pending). Stunning
aesthetics
combine
with
perfect
acoustic
characteristics allowing the Manger driver to reach
its ultimate performance.
Digital Crossover — OverKill's unique design
incorporating state of the art analogue to digital and
digital to analogue conversion. Full parametric
equalisation in real time, room measurement and
correction with the option of full preamp functionality.
Bass module — Solid Birch ply multi-layer
construction. No internal parallel walls. Three types of
damping materials internally.
Our 12" bass driver has ultra high power handling of
700 watts, sensitivity of 96dB/1W/1m. Lightening fast
bl to nuns ratio and massive 100mm (4") voice coil
resulting in ultra low distortion and freedom from
dynamic compression.

For more information or a demonstration contact us on 01954 250 696
or visit our website at www.overkillaudio.cem

Auditionsi
loudspeaker

Bolts and baffles
When it comes to getting the best sound from speakers,
your options are very limited with traditional designs.
Either you have to move the loudspeaker around to
avoid exciting the room modes at your listening
position, or you adjust the crossover, crudely
retrofitting it with capacitors and resistors in an effort
to adjust the low frequency output to match it to the

company more used to manufacturing bodywork for
Formula One cars. Once the front and rear baffles are
tightened down, the whole unit is compressed and
becomes effectively inert, so the drivers and their
baffles can operate perfectly well without the plastic
sheath surrounding them. The custom- machined bolts
which can be seen on the rear baffle extend the full

room. Being a fully active system, with a digital

depth of the speaker, and screw into blind drilled holes

crossover and parametric equalisation carried out in

on the rear of the front baffle.
The massive stands are an integral part of the

the digital domain, the System One enables such
problems to be effectively dealt with to aresolution of
0.1dB — far more precise a degree than a simple
change of crossover components can ever achieve.
As for the materials chosen to build the system,
carbon-fibre was selected due to its high stiffness-toweight ratio and its capacity to be manufactured

overall design, with the cables running through the
stands to mate with the speaker terminals — WBT's
finest — on the rear of the satellite, which terminate on

stabilise the speakers. Each stand is mass loaded,

the base through more WBT terminals. Measuring a again resulting in what is effectively an inert structure,
substantial 360 x580 x640mm (whd), they are made with each satellite bolted to the stands from below to
from aluminium and feature custom- machined spikes make aunit that weighs atotal of 82kg. All in all, this

precisely in almost any shape, in this case by a that can be adjusted from the top both to level and

is atechnical tour- de-force.
possessing a fundamental energy and drive,
which like the piano, tells you that the music is
innately correct and accurate. The Joe Morello
drum solo had aweight and power that startled,
yet it sounded totally unforced, with the most
subtle shifts in Morello's strokes on the cymbals,
snare and kick drum being completely obvious to
the listener. This drum solo gave me an excellent
opportunity to play with the settings of the super
tweeter, to see the effect they would have with the
cymbals. Interestingly, while the high frequencies
were affected, being giving even more air and
extension in the high frequencies, it was in the
bass and

lower midrange that the

largest

differences could be heard, the instruments being
The satellites' speaker terminals ( left) are WBT's
finest while the base of the subwoofer ( above)
shows one of atrio of custom-made spikes used
to stabilise and level the 1.3m-tall tower

presented

with

an

even

greater openness,

separation and ease.
Turning off the super tweeter removed some of
the tactility of the image and closed down the
soundstage. As costly as I'm sure the super

cables for these tightened the sound and
improved both definition and textural detail.
With 1350W/ch in total it was to be expected

tweeter enclosures are, they represent a
significant improvement to the sound of the
overall system, and the ability to adjust the output

that this system would not lack dynamic range or

allows these super tweeters to be integrated in

CD player and as atransport feeding aTri Vista 21

power, but so even Iwas taken aback by the sheer

DAC. Analogue was represented by my Basis Gold

dynamics that exploded into the room. Starting

any room or installation. Even the saxophone took
on a level of believability and tactility which

Inca

Design

Katana

SE

used

both

as

a

Debut/Graham 2.0/Lyra Argo combination with a
Klyne System 7 PX3.5 phono stage. Cabling was
acombination of Townshend Audio and Analysis
Plus, with Analysis Plus speaker cables used for
the high frequencies and Townshend lsolda DCT
used for the bass and midrange. Analysis Plus
balanced interconnect was used between the
DP226 and the Bryston amps. All mains cabling
was Isotek Elite, save that used for the crossover
where aVertex AQ mains cable was employed.
Iended up with the satellites 0.6m from the
side walls, toed- in so that you could see only a
little of the inner faces from the listening
position, while the dual subwoofer towers were
right in the corners of the room.
The system was incredibly sensitive to cabling
and phase: Ibegan with all Analysis Plus cables,
but as Icontinued to listen Ifound the sound a
little too rich and smooth for my tastes.
Substituting the Townshend Isolda DCT speaker

www.hifinews.co.uk

Piano notes in 'Take Five' energised
the air in amanner I've never heard
from an audio system before
with the Dave Brubeck Quartet's Time Out
[Classic CS8192], every note from the piano in
'Take Five' energised the air in a manner I've
never heard from an audio system before. You
expect bass notes to deliver this kind of energy,
but I've never heard this being communicated
further up the frequency range, and even acouple
of minutes close to apiano will tell you that this
is how the actual instrument energises its

commanded the listener's attention; you truly
believed that there was someone in the room with
you playing the instrument. However, the
saxophone playing did manage to reveal atonal
aberration in the system. As the sax went up
through its range, aslight hardness set in. On any
lesser

system

it

would

have

hardly

been

noticeable, but given this system's incredible
resolving power, this small problem was exposed.

environment. Meanwhile, the drive from Eugene

This also seemed to have an effect on the

Wright's bass was staggering, utterly convincing.
It was richly textured and detailed, again

transparency in the upper midrange and lower
treble area, and Iwas sure I'd heard it before. It
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Auditions
loudspeaker

Both the sub and satellite ( left) feature pieces
CNC machined from solid aircraft aluminium; the
supertweeter ( above) is aTownshend Audio unit;
the rear of asatellite showing WBT terminals
my regular SL- 3s. The solidity of the imaging was
incredible: you really felt like the system was
sculpting the air in and around the stage into a
living and breathing performance occurring in 3D
space; you were convinced you could walk among
the performers on the stage. Again this is avery
rare occurrence with any system, but for aset-up
to achieve this almost regardless of the recording
played is another matter entirely, and something
no other system has achieved in my room.
A more heavily produced album,

Shania

Twain's Up, displayed the excellent balance this
system possesses, walking the fine line between
the overly analytical and euphonic coloration.
This album was delivered with an incredible level
didn't take me long to find alikely suspect as the

of energy and drive, tracks propelled along with

DP226 only uses 44.1kHz 16- bit analogue-to-

bass lines so irresistible you could not fail to move

crossover, Istill consider this system to represent

digital converters. What Iwas hearing was the
effect of the digital input stage on the overall

to them. While doing this you can hear what has

one interpretation of the state of the art. Ibelieve

been done to the recording: the electronic reverb

that in five years, any system aiming to be

sound of the system, causing this compromise in

added, the compression applied and where

considered

presentation and transparency. This is an effect

equalization was used. The real talent of this

crossover, but even then, the incredible attention

cutting edge will

use a digital

that Idid not hear with the BSS FDD-366 when I
used it with the Omen Ra 18:12, which was a
24/96 unit. It should, however, be noted that the
System One will

be shipped with a 96/24

crossover in the near future.
All the musicians were treated to a large,
solidly defined soundstage, stretching from

The sheer drive from Eugene Wright's
bass was staggering, utterly convincing.
It was richly textured and detailed

beyond the left-hand wall, seamlessly through the
to detail and engineering here will be difficult to

room and exiting through the right wall — giving

speaker is to make such studio manipulation

the illusion that Dave Brubeck's piano was half

clear, but still allow the music to be enjoyable and

match. The fact that this has been achieved by a

way across the neighbour's lawn. In terms of

communicate its musical message. Once again

small British company is astonishing. III

depth, the front of the stage was positioned half a
metre in front of the plane of the speakers, while

the imaging was stunning, the percussion was

David Allcock

the rear of the stage was positioned through the

greater extension, weight and incredible control,

Supplier

front wall of the room and deposited halfway

the 260mm bass driver sounding like a servo-

Emotive Excellence

towards the bottom of my garden. This system is

controlled system but possessing aspeed more in

01453 843682

capable of delivering avast soundstage, and it's

keeping with tweeters like Scanspeak's Revelator.

www.emotiveexcellence.com

actually capable of filling aroom far larger than

Icannot overstate the exceptional versatility of

mine; I've heard this system in aroom almost 7m

this system, and the capability afforded by the

wide with the speakers 3.5m apart and it still

active digital crossover to obtain 100% of its

Exceptional versatility and first-rate engineering

delivered aseamless soundstage wall-to-wall.

performance potential in any room, something no

combine to make astatement speaker worthy of the

more powerful than I've heard previously, having

Hi-FiNews verdict

In my listening room Iam sure the imaging,

conventional passive system can do. Despite the

name. True, it costs £ 70,000, but then you only need

while very large, was restricted by the room, not

problem Ifound with the upper midrange perhaps

apre- amp and source to complete this system, and

the system, as this kind of vast imaging has been

due to the crossover's sample rate, which is in the

there is no conventional passive set-up to compete.

previously matched in room by the PMC MB2 and

process of being rectified via a higher rate

www.hifinews.co.uk
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Decca

London Reference
cartridge

With its high output and unique design the Decca
London has as many devotees as it has detractors.
Can this new model deliver thrills without the spills?
London Reference
PRICE

£1995

descendant of the original ffss design - branded

of

'London' since 1989 - has rendered masochism

three- pin connection when every other cartridge

redundant. It even has four colour-coded pins on

uses four, thus ensuring earthing problems,
because it cannot withstand any rearward

the back. Ikid thee not.

T

wenty-five years is a long time to wait for
anything, especially when it's something as

trivial as a piece of hi-fi. That's longer than

most marriages, mortgages or careers, but it
marks precisely the length of time I've held on to
alittle dream: the ideal Decca cartridge. So you'll

Decca-philes know that this is not the first

mechanical

movement

Viagra,

without

because

snapping

it featured

its

vertical

attempt at making aDecca cartridge that doesn't

cantilever. Well, let's just say it's one of those

look like something made from recycled Pepsi
cans by Third World peasants armed with tin

designs that, on paper, simply shouldn't work.

snips. [ See the sidebar on p35, ' From Decca To
London'.] The long-standing jokes that have

Grumpy Old Men Moment: due to its design
and its inherent inability to back-track, no Decca
nor London cartridge will ever be used by any
butt- munch deejay or mix-meister to do ' scratch'

forgive me if there's aweirder-than- usual dynamic
to this review. It's longer than we held our

accompanied the Decca London body, especially

collective breath for the Sonus Faber Stradivari,

Putting anormal London or Decca in
an SME is like dressing in tails and then
putting on apair of Birkenstocks

the ( hoped- for) LS3/5A Revived and the pending
demise of Labour.

It's a quarter-century, fer

Chrissake. But, boy- o- boy, was it worth it.
Alatecomer by veteran standards, it was only M
1979 that Ifirst bought into Decca cartridges,
starting with a Gold, then, in rapid succession,
discovering the recidivist joys of Maroons, Blues,
Greys and - best of all - the late, great Garrott
Brothers' modifications. Iloved each and every
one,

in precisely the way you overlook the

unreliability of Italian cars, or the leaking of a
cherished pen. Now, in 2004, the latest
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when compared to its rather nicely- attired
predecessors, are well-deserved. Because the
body was made from folded tin, and finished - or,
more

accurately,

unfinished - with

poorly

playback. So, athousand years from now, when
musicologists determine who's to blame for the
curses that are sampling, scratch, house, hip- hop,

trimmed edges, because it boasted cartridge-

et al, only the London- néeDecca cartridges will
be certifiably blameless. OK, OK: and those

mounting hardware that screamed for some form

short-cantilever'd Dynavectors.

wwvv.hifinews.co.uk

Auditions
cartridge
It's goodbye to the
cardboard box: the
Reference London
comes couched in
avelvet pouch
housed in ametal
and Perspex box

packaging worthy of afine watch.) Iinstalled it
with the cartridge top surface parallel to the LP,
with the SME's damping set to maximum.
Now here's why Iabsolutely love the EAR 324
pre-amp. After conversations with Brian Smith I
was told that, although the world marches to a
47k ohm input for normal phono use, in an ideal
situation 220pF capacitance and
impedance would

be the

15k ohm

ultimate for th'

Reference. Lo and behold, the EAR offered those
settings, as well as — get this — a12dB output cut
because the 5mV output was actually higher than
the other source components in the McIntosh
C2200 pre-amp, and Iwanted to compare LPs
with CDs. This was fine-tuning to the nth degree,
and the London responded to each adjustment
In the 12 years — exactly — since London launched
the solid- bodied Jubilee [ see HFN/RR, October
1992], John Wright has continued to tweak the

could dismantle easily if you're fundamentally

standard

eg

substantial body in place and an easy-to-read

installing a van den Hul stylus in the Gold to

logo on the nose.
They thought of everything. The shape still

models with their tin

bodies,

create the Super Gold. While the basic 'generator'
has been left close enough to its original form,
you can rest assured that the internals have
been tweaked here and there. As Brian Smith of
Presence

Audio —

the

London

world-wide

distributor and spokesperson — put it, ' We simply
can't improve on the basic design from 1951.'
Understandably, Smith will not divulge what
changes may have occurred inside the new
London Reference. Suffice it to say, the evolution
of the stylus itself is enough to ensure that the
cartridge has improved steadily beyond the
bodywork; we'll simply have to imagine what other
magic has been wrought by Wright. So while it's
tempting to think of the Reference model as
simply a traditional Decca transducer in an
all- new, solid metal

destructive — reminded me of the first Lyras, with
aluxurious finish, acouple of screws holding the

conforms to the Decca near- cube with a pointed
prow, the sides are finned — looks cool and allows
for the use of aslide-on stylus guard — and the
rear sports the aforementioned four pins. Better
still, the top is surgically flat, drilled with two

with glee. God bless EAR.
Tracking was best at 1.8-1.9g, and there were
no problems with the SME V in any area. Weight
is an astonishingly light 6.5g, a boon for the
paranoid. Compare that to the SuperGold — 8g
without Decapod and 10g with — or the Jubilee's
10g. 6.5g is a throwback to original Golds,
Maroons and

Blues, which didn't have the

London's mastic damping material inside.
Now the one caveat. Make no mistake: this
cartridge

is

a microphonic

as

any

of

its

predecessors, and touching the arm sends a

holes 1
2in apart, and it embraces the underside of
/
the headshell. Gone is the flimsy plastic mount,

cacophony through the system. Now this may

or the need for an aftermarket clamp. You lock

sound like a cop-out, because Idon't have my

This is not the first attempt to make a
Decca that doesn't look like something
made from recycled Pepsi cans

body, with a new and

exclusive-to- London fine- line stylus, there could
be even more to it. But the new body alone merits

this sucker in place with the best security I've

turntable in the line of my speakers, and

seen

microphony doesn't seem to be an issue, but

a celebration. Although the Reference sports a

Beneath the Reference, it looks like 1974, which

Smith made one remark that brushed away this

two-piece body like the Jubilee, it's a vastly

is fine by me. Inever had a problem with the

criticism like a trace of fluff on one's sleeve.

superior construct.

in

any

cartridge,

metal- under- metal.

It even looks expensive,

weird topology, the exposed magnets, the tie-back

'Ken,' he sighed, ' how often do you touch the arm

whereas the Jubilee looked like shit. No kidding:
this is a London ( Istill have to bite my tongue

string. Aside from knowing that it has an

when the record's actually playing?' Fair cop. Just

operating system unlike any of the moving coils or

make damned certain you don't use this cartridge

when Istart to say the ' D' word...) for which you
need never apologise. Avid has done awonderful

moving magnets that dominate the industry, this

if your turntable is in the speakers' line of fire, or

is a London that can be treated like a regular
cartridge, with one caveat.

your floor is less than nuclear power station-solid.

job with the finish and fit, so Ididn't feel perverse

the review system consisted of the SME 30 Mk II

London or Decca in an SME is like dressing in
tails and then putting on apair of Birkenstocks.
Working in conjunction with Avid, the team

cartridge's parallel sides and compactness. Iused

turntable, Rogers LS3/5A ( 15 ohm) and Wilson

SME's template, but London supplies one with
the cartridge. ( Which reminds me: they've even

WATT Puppy System 7 speakers, Transparent

rejected titanium and opted for aluminium parts,
not anodised in the normal method but

dispensed with the cheap yet charming cardboard
boxes. The Reference comes in a metal and

and McIntosh MC2102 power amps. Idon't know

hard-anodised. Indeed, the assembly — which you

Perspex container, in apurple velvet pouch, the

fine from the start, and improved little over time.

www. hif inews.co.0 k

Set-up

was

super-quick,

thanks

to

In addition to the aforementioned components,

the

fitting it to an SME Series Varm. Putting anormal

cables and AudioValve ' Baby Baldur' [see p381
if the review sample was run-in, but it sounded
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Auditions
cartridge

A London Reference, on the other hand, gives
authentic body to the players, more mass and
therefore more verity. So the Reference not only
preserves the sense of space in aperformance, it
fills it more convincingly.
Strings have always been an issue with these
cartridges, some finding the sound a bit steely,
but Iput that down to ancillaries, like circa- 1974
transistor amps or undamped arms. Not so with
Underneath, it's

the Reference. Again with the Bobby Darin, as

the familiar Decca

well as some late 1950s Capitol stereo, the

London layout,

strings possess asheen that somehow manages to

with visible coil

avoid causing the string section to coalesce into

and tie- back wire

too amorphous agroup. If it's your bent, you can
almost pick out individual players. But what's
more important is that the strings rarely ever
screech unless it's part of the performance. Even

Aflood of memories poured from the speakers the

solidity: Ihear my son's sax playing all the time,

awell-worn, original pressing of the 1964 stage

instant the stylus hit the LP. Deccas and Londons

mere feet away from my ears, so Iknow the

version of Fiddler On The Roof (
the superior Zero

never enter quietly, and they do not emulate the

impact and power of ' real' way up close. The

Mostel performance) possessed a near- magical

velvet-on-silk whooshy near- silences of Lyras,

Reference

warmth to the solos. Isimply couldn't stop deidel-

preserves

every

characteristic,

Koetsus, Transfigurations or other moving- coils,

including convincing levels without clipping, and

nor the tracing composure of high compliance

the honk and snap make other cartridges seem

moving- magnets. Rather, the ride with aLondon

downright sluggish.

deedle-deidel-deedle-deidling.
But it's the voices that make me feel like I'm
back at atime when audio really mattered. New

Next up: three dimensionality. Aside from

vinyl from Alison Krauss and Aimee Mann —

purely sporting, but you wonder what's gonna fa I vintage Denons ( especially the 103D), nothing
does soundstage like a Decca. What the
off. Excitement? That's a given. It ' clicks' into

all analogue form, their voices reproduced with

is more Caterham 7than Rover 75: purely British,

modern, CD-era performers who must be heard in
the requisite clarity or textures, every teensy

Excitement? That's agiven. Think
breathlessness. Think unprotected sex
with astranger. In apublic place

intonation.., it's such that abrief moment in mild
reverie, those instances when you start to drift off,
ends in bolt- upright shock: you'd swear they're in
the room. Only not periodically. It happens with
every disc you play.
Which calls for the most telling revelation of
all: since fitting the London, Ihave been staying
in the listening room night-after- night until 3am.

place after the cueing lever drops down, and

Reference adds to what was always wide, open

the

anticipation

and convincing are greater image specificity and

I'm a mess, with bags under my eyes and an

excruciating. Think amusement park ride. Think

more bulk to the individual images. What Imean

aching neck. My eyes? Red like a mid- 1960s

effect

is

electrifying,

the

breathlessness. Think unprotected sex with a

is that Deccas and Londons could sometimes

Columbia label. I've been digging out LP after LP

stranger. In a public place. With you spouse or

create Viewmaster-type 3D: plenty of relative

— worn mono Louis Prima, brand- spanking- new

partner nearby.

space, but with 2D images within the soundstage.

Classic

And yet there was the tiniest whiff of gentility,
like

a jolly

hockey

sticks ' gel'

Willie

Nelson's

version, the Grey), spherical stylus
1976 Maroon, London body/mounting,

flood of analogies. But watch the film My Fair

spherical stylus

understand the degree of
Known,

Dylan,

1974 Blue ( and its specially selected export

never heard an uncensored Decca, so forgive the
Lady, and you'll

of

Trainspotter's timeline

suddenly

discovering make-up. It's hard to expla nif you've

transformation. As Decca-philes have

editions

1976 Gold, London body/mounting,

not

elliptical stylus

merely suspected, for decades, the cartridges'

1985 Super Gold, modified London

main flaws have been attributable to the low- rent
bodywork, the lack of internal damping, the

body/mounting, van den Hul stylus

sub-Trabant assembly. Now you can use the term

(serial numbers are prefixed to indicate the

'sophisticated' or ' urbane', and none can argue.

original stylus type, for example sg1=vdh1,
sg2=vdh2)

Every virtue has been retained. The punch of

1991 Decapod, solid aluminium mounting as

horns — jazz or Broadway, classical or soundtrack

option to plastic bracket

—has always been aDecca party tricK. Idug out
some VegasyBobby Darin, aload of mono Mickey
Katz, Miles Davis's Sketches Of Spain, even

1992 Jubilee, all- new two-piece body plus

Blood Sweat & Tears. If you want to understand

1995 Super- Gold, vdH stylus replaced with

extended line contact stylus
Jubilee's extended line contact stylus;

the concept of speed as it applies to sound, then
the London Reference illustrates its every aspect
with aclarity found nowhere else. At:ack, decay,

ir

serial numbers are prefixed sg3 to
differentiate them from vdH models
2003 Reference, all- new two-piece body plus

London's first attempt at asolid, modern body to

exclusive fine- line stylus

replace the old ' tin can' came with the 1992
Jubilee seen here. It had aline contact stylus

www. hif i
news . co. uk
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TacT FacTs - Rooms Exposed
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Actual measurement using TacT RCS
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Above is atypical measurement of speakers'
frequency response in a listening room. The blue
lines represent left & right speakers. These lines
should trace identically and form a gentle downward
slope similar to the green line. They obviously do
not - and will not in any room other than a perfect
listening room (virtually impossible) or an anechoic
chamber.

Read on if you dare...
The big bumps at 25 & 70Hz are caused by a
typical room length and height of 22 & 8feet.
A typical ' bump' measured in a room will have 8to
20 times the height ( sound energy) than it should do.
Not only does this cause familiar booming, but will
also cause smearing of voices as this very bump can
take up to a second to dissipate.
The response of speakers may be near perfect in an
anechoic chamber - but not in your room.
As you will see - the response of paired speakers in a
room will differ from each other. This means the
soundstage and image will be distorted.
No amount of new cables, supports and equipment
upgrades can fix this problem. You now know why.
Most hi-fi components today are very advanced, yet
many systems still sound confused, boomy, strained,
shut-in, lack scale, dynamics and reality.
You now know why.

Read on if you want a solution...
Tact Audio can fix room problems in almost any system.
More than hi-fi, it is an advanced and acclaimed solution
Backed with our expert services, the solution can be
yours starting at a measly £ 1750. Too good to be tue?
Read what some of the latest reviewers found:

'They will, as Idid, find it a life-changing,
not to mention life- enhancing, experience.'
Keith Howard, HiFi News
'Quite simply, the resulting sound was the
best Ihave heard in my listening room.'
David Al/cock, Hi-Fi News

TacT
AUGIC) UK
tel 0870 9100 100
www.tactaudio.co.uk

Auditions
cartridge

From Decca to London

Stardust, Casino Royale, live Hendrix, Acoustic
Sounds' Creedence Clearwater Revival, a load

Decca's ' Positive Scanning' design works on asum and

arms. The last new model under Decca's aegis was

from Sundazed. And singles galore: Joss Stone on

difference principle first developed 60 years ago. The

1985's Super Gold, featuring aslightly modified body

7in, Kinks DJ copies, cherished 12-inchers. The

company was asked to produce a system to identify

shape and avan den Hul Ishaped stylus; avdH II was

London Reference will impact negatively on your

British submarines from German ones, research that

also offered as an option.

reading and viewing and quality time with the

resulted in the original ffrr ( full frequency range

In 1989, Decca's then- owners, Racal, decided to

recording) system. In 1944, Decca produced the first

close Decca Radio & TV and its Special Products

ffrr music discs, followed in 1951 by the first mono LP.

division. Thankfully, they granted a license to Decca

There's no escaping it. The London Reference

There is no conventional cantilever as we know it, the

engineer John Wright, enabling his company 1Wright

despite its lack of moving-coil warmth, despite
the microphony, despite even the threat of ruined

family. It is as seductive as a bottle of Barolo,
served by Claudia Cardinale.

upside-down ' L' cantilever being both the reason why

Audio Services to continue manufacturing the products

the Deccas give such an ' immediate read' and, at the

under the London brand name. ( In typically British,

LPs — is the most involving cartridge I've ever

same time, ammunition for its detractors. Some are

sell-the-family- silver fashion, the Decca name was

heard. It will not seduce an m-caddict away from
afine Koetsu or an Ortofon SPU. A Grado fan will

convinced it acts more like arecord cutting head and

given to Tatung.) Worldwide distribution and repair co-

that it shaves off upper frequency information with

ordination went to Brian Smith of Presence Audio.

never dump a Prestige for it. But if you have

every play. Brian Smith states, ' That hasn't been an

London's first product was the Martin Bastin- designed

£1995 and are the sort who thinks The Producers
and Some Like It Hot are the funniest

issue since around 1980. In all my years as the world-

Decapod aluminium mounting plate available

wide distributor, I've never had acustomer come back

as afactory- fitted option. The first Wright-

to me with damaged records.'

designed model was the Jubilee in 1992,

to wear tartan slippers, and that

with two-piece aluminium body and

dying

extended line- contact stylus.

Angelina Jolie is the way to leave

What the technology does provide is a very low
moving mass and the most direct route from record
groove to signal output. It also results in very high

2003, with a revised two-piece body

stereo became viable in 1958, Decca engineers Bayliff

co- designed

and Cowie designed the Decca ffss ( full frequency

turntables, and featuring an exclusive

stereo sound) tonearm and playback head which were

fine line stylus. Avid machines and

made available in Mk I, II and III versions. Decca

produces the hard- anodised Reference

introduced the Mk IV cartridge with elliptical stylus in

chassis and cover, as well as the slide-

1965, and soon after, the International tonearm.

on stylus guard. John still services just

with

Conrad

Mas

of

To reduce cartridge mass, in 1974 Decca designed

about any Decca ever made. And for

the London Blue and its specially- selected export

those who can't stretch to aReference,

version the Grey, both with spherical styli. In 1976, the

the range of eight London cartridges

modern

starts at £ 315. And, yes, models can be

(spherical)

started
and

with

the

improved

Gold ( elliptical), with

Maroon
mounting

after

an

evening

sN e

London.

The

one

without

The London Reference is distributed by

ensuring ameasure of universality for use with other

Presence Audio. tel: 01444 461611.

Ken Kessler
THE LONDON CARTRIDGE.

Vertical Magnet

Vertical Coil

Vertical Magnetic
Pole
Clamp Plates

Decca's positive scanning' cartridge was sold as a mono pickup head from its

Lateral Coil

introduction in 1951, but an ffss' stereo version was designed by Bayliff and Cowie of
Damping Medium

Decca in 1958. Below, ads from the 1960s show how Decca continued to market

Lateral Magnetic

pickup heads and matching arms. Only in 1976 did the Maroon and Gold models appear

Pole

inch mounting centres, allowing use with awide range of arms
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the

congestion charges. la

Avid

ordered for mono or 78rpm playback.

brackets for 1/2 inch centre mounting holes, thus

with ' universal'

with

this earth, then it's time to visit

The Reference was first shown in

output - 5mV - so it works into any m- m input. When

era

films ever made, that life is too short

EIESE

LJ

no bee. ow.

.......
........
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Not for
conservatives

The comprehensive range of turntables by Pro-ject,
design is perhaps alittle less conservative than the norm
and yes, products are available in blue, and red, and yellow, and green.

High quality record players are available from just over £ 100
Contact us today for details of your nearest Centre of Excellence.
Centres of Excellence are our elite dealers who have shown commitment to customer service, attended
regular product training seminars and offer demonstration facilities on the majority of the Pro-ject range.

Project Audio

Distributed by: Henley Designs, 01235 511166, www.henleydesigns.co.uk, infoq_4henleydesigns.co.uk
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Arcam

CD player

CD192cD

player

ARCAm
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Flagship FMJ CD spinner finds its more affordable
DiVA counterpart in the CD192

and signal planes. Alongside its Wolfson DACs,

Arcam CD192
PRICE

£850

A

s the new top of the range DiVA CD
player, the CD192 takes the place of the
outgoing CD93T, and costs £ 100 less. It

has adifferent pressed-steel chassis, first seen on

It had aslightly greyer tonal palette overall, with

asprinkling of high-grade capacitors here, such
as Oscon electrolytics (for their low equivalent
series resistance, used around the DAC chips),

reduced stereo width compared to the CD33T,
already arguably first in its class here.
Listening to the CD33T again against its new

and WIMA polypropylenes, used around the
output filter ( 115kHz 4th-order Bessel).

humbler sibling, Ifound new respect for the
excellent FMJ player. The CD192 carried the

For a digital filter, the Upsampling MultiDAC

the CD73 entry-level player, and also gets a

uses a combination of the SRC chip and the

toroidal transformer ( the CD93T used a block

Wolfson DAC's onboard filter; the upsampler chip
was found to be abetter option for the brunt of

type), with extra ferrite noise suppression. The
re-working of the CD192 was in part necessitated
by the unavailablity of the previous Sony disc

CD192 just related them in aless relaxed fashion.

and Analog Devices and Burr Brown chips, there's

the anti-alias filtering. A CD93 was not available
for comparison, so instead Iused an original

same essential flavour but was outclassed in
simple musical terms. Whereas with the CD33T I
felt Icould iis:en all day, the CD192 kept my
interest for less time.
It's almost impossible to define the subliminal
changes resulting from the engineering attention
to detail in the CD33T; but without doubt they

If four-figure price-tags stretch the
budget, the CD192 still stands up as a
high performance sub-£ 1000 player

made apersuasive argument for this listener.
At £ 850 versus £ 1300, there's more than a
50% price difference between models — amajor
consideration. But if you can stretch, the extra
musicality of the FMJ CD33 begs for considered
judgement, if you can justify the dearer player — it

mechanism, as Sony has wound down production

CD33T as a benchmark.

Unsurprisingly, the

was worth it to my ears. But if four-figure pricetags stretch the budget too far, the CD192 still

of CD-only transports. The new mechanism is

CD192 plays CDs with avery familiar signature,

stands up as a high performance sub-£ 1000

nevertheless based on aSony design.

sounding much like the FMJ model. That player

player worthy ot audition. III

The main differences between the CD192 and

has afull, wideband quality, where you are aware

Andrew Harrison

CD33 (the T suffix was dropped after Arcam

of low bass power and very clean extension into

added CDText to all its players), that is, between

the high frequencies. It also casts adeep, wide
soundstage with highly transparent rendering.

A&R Cambridge Limited

products, the CD33 has asolid front panel and

The bass on the CD192, meanwhile, was ashade
lighter in impact, with perhaps the same actual

01223 2032C3
www.arcam.co.i. k

Acousteel chassis, making for a deader, not to

extension but afeeling of less weight behind it.

mention heavier, box — the CD192 has an
extruded front panel and lighter weight chassis.
The CD33 receives a dedicated toroidal

The main difference between players was
apparent as aslightly more ' jumbled' quality to

the FMJ and the DiVA, lie in the box construction
and power supply system.

Like

most FMJ

Supplier

111-FINews verdict
Much like its FM1 sibling, the CD192 boasts afull

transformer for its audio circuits, while the
CD192 takes all power from one transformer.

the CD192 sound. Where the CD33T made an
excellent job of keeping track of the different
layers of the music, the CD192 tended to overlap

sound with good low bass and clean extended highs.
Soundstaging is deep and wide, while performers

They use exactly the same converter board, a

and confuse a little more. When it has many

passages can sound confused. Compare with CD33.

four- layer construct with separate power, ground

strands of melody and harmony to keep apart the

www.hifinews.co.uk

are well rendered. However, more complex musical
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AudioValve

Baldur 70

monoblock

eI

Here's one baby
that's rattle free —
the Baldur 70 is not
only abreeze to
install, it's also
indifferent to the
output valves you
choose to use. Oh,
and its sound will
blow you away

•

LAu649.D..._
E
Valvt

'During the 2003 CES show in Las Vegas, it was

AudioValve Baldur 70

• •

decade. As HeWe ( whose English is fluent, while

obvious that there was aneed for asmaller version

Helmut's

of the Baldur 200+. Everyone loved it, but it was

explained, Aud oValve has absolutely no interest in

herever and however the radar' is focused,
too many worthy brands suffer in near-

too much for some. According to the dealers and

the " exotic valve game" that forces customers to

distributors, size and pr ce were the main reasons

spenc a fortune on so-called, " selected" valves.

anonymity below its sweep. Some deserve

we needed to develop an alternative, entry-level

Helmut designed a circuit that takes automatic

to, some don't. Germany's AudioValve is one of the

Baldur.' So her husband Helmut, the designer of all

biasing to anotner level, eliminating concerns for

PRICE

£ 3195

W

latter. Aside from questionable aesthetics,

s about as good as my German)

its

products are hard to fault for performance, build
quality, reliability or — most remarkably — value for
money, despite being made entirely on the
Continent. No off-shore cost benefits here. So far,
I've reviewed the more affordable integrateds and
the under- priced Eklipse pre-amp, and loved each

The ' Baby Baldur' creates asoundstage
as wide, deep, open and airy as any I've
experienced from amps under £5000

one of ' em. Now ( he said, rubbing his hands in
anticipation), it's time to play with the big stuff.
No, not the rather scary Baldur 200+, but what

of the AudioValve products, set to work.
Only afew months later, at the High- End Show

minor variations from valve-to-valve. The circuit
even allows the user to mix tube types within the

afew observers have already deemed to be among

in Frankfurt, they unveiled the Baldur 70 Class- A

the best-value, all-tube, high-end monoblocks on

triode monoblock, which was immediately dubbed

Called the ' automatic bias regulator' or ABR for

the market today. According to AudioValve's

the Baby Baldur. It even looks like a3
/
4 scale model

short, it brings a number of benefits, including

charming Frau Heike Becker, who handles sales,

of the original Baldur. And like every other one of

instart warning if atube has ' gone bad'. It matches

customer relations and technical queries ( sexist

AudioValve's larger power amps, it features the

the tubes, continually adjusts the bias and acts like

pigs, take note: she's an electronics engineer),

novel circuitry that Helmut has perfected over a

an on- board, real-tme tube tester. The ABR circuit
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same channel, like 6550s and KT88s.'
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amplifier

found that, 'There has to be a stable electrical
environment to sustain this highly-demanding tube
if you expect to achieve maximum musicality
during its entire lifetime.., this simply cannot be
done without AudioValve's ABR. ABR forces all the
tubes effectively to act in a " common mode",
fundamental for any multiple tube design.
'Traditionally, this task is performed with a
screwdriver, to adjust the bias current, but that is
only amomentary fix, if at all. Even selected tubes
cannot deliver their potential in the long term,
because tubes age and change, and amatched pair
or quad grouping will be " matched" only for so
long. ABR regulates each of the two triodes in one
glass bulb and so on with the other tubes.
Whenever you see this tube in use, accompanied
by only a half-dozen components around it,
scepticism will be your best response.'
If you need to change an output valve in the
Baldur 70, the related ABR circuit will indicate its
terminal status or pending demise via the
aforementioned LED, and you have to change only
that valve for another, either new or even used. You
just plug it in and off you go. The ABR circuit will
tviates the need for over- priced, matcheo valves.

On show: the main

:rau Becker notes that, ' Some companies charge
ip to 100 Euros each for the valves we use. We
:harge less than that to replace the output valves

circuit ( above left)
through the clear

'or the whole amplifier.' There are amplifiers out

top cover. Only the

here that cost more to re-valve than you'd pay for
pair of Baby Baldurs.

for this shot.

is fully visible

cage was removed

Along with an extremely reliable output s:age,

Speaker terminals
(left) are solid and
well spaced

he ' Baby Baldur' includes other familiar details (to
3aldur owners, that is), like the XLR input option
Ind the cluster of red LEDs that indicates when the
mit is in stand-by or if avalve needs replacing.
\long with aquartet of 6AS7G power triodes (the
3aldur 200+ uses eight per side), the valve line-up
ncludes one ECC83, one ECC82 and two 6N6Ps —
tone of which will break :he bank at re-valving

well-made, well-filled, top-grade circuit boards to

compensate for, say, ageing in avalve you found in
your 'spares' box. Helmut argues, too, that the

ielivers half the power of the Big Baldur, circa 75-

hard-wiring because, 'AH the production models of
whichever AudioValve model you try are exactly like

30W... though tseems like alot more.

the reference sample, in contrast to " hardwired"

short-circuit the output, or inadvertently, leave it

All the electronics of the Baldur 70 are on one
mormous printed circuit board, viewed through the
:lear Perspex top- plate. The valves peek through

components, where the outcome varies with the

running without aload. He adds, 'That, by the way,

soldering abilities of the constructing technician.'

applies to all of our amplifiers!'

and are protected by a cage. Helmut prefers

tried in 1982 in the original Baldur 100, Helmut

¡me. With hat the output tubes, the Baby Baldur

With the power triode 6AS7G, which he first

Baldur 70 is more or less indestructible, even if you

Given the power rating, the Baby Baldurs were
drop- in replacements in my main system: SME 30
Mk Il turntable with Series V arm and Decca

Push pu Ipower

Reference cartridge,

EAR 324 phono stage,

Marantz CD-12/DA-12 CD player. McIntosh C2200
The Baldur 70 sapush-pull Class
Adesign with awaximum output per

pre-amp and Wilson WATT Puppy 7, all wired with
Transparent Reference. Thus, the main comparison
was with the amplifier for which Isubstituted the
AudioValve: the McIntosh MC2102. More powerful,

channel of BOW when presented
with an 8 ohm load. The makers
claim 1% distortion. THEI at rated

more expensive and easily as advanced — maybe it

output is ,queed as 0.3% while
power bandwidth is 10Hz-50KHz (8

was unfair to the AudioValve, but the results proved

ohms). The amp weighs 16kg,

Vista 300s, the McIntosh 275 reissue and other

otherwise. Ialso wired in the Musical Fidelity Nu-

measures 325 x 300 x 385mm

amps including the PrimaLuna Prologue One.

(whd) and comes finished in black

As luck would have it, the review pair were

as standard, though asilver finish is

completely burned in, having made the rounds of
the UK for nine months. Suffice to say, I'd almost

available on recuest. One further
point is that ne curved rtds on the
review sanpie that form tf ecage

over the valves have been replaced

with anew cage that wor't permit

forgotten Iwas supposed to review it. Anyway, it

in some markets. hiicluiing Europe)

fingers to poke through the gaps.

was worth the wait, because — instantaneously —
the Baby Baldur delivered performance so far

vww.hifinews.co.uk
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Forest
Totem has spared no expense in making the
Forest one of the best speakers available at any
price... It's atwo-way floor standing model that is
surprisingly affordable, considering that it is a
true super- speaker. The woofer and its aluminium
dome tweeter, allow it to cover the full auditory
range. Those aren't mere paper specs, either! The
response is down only 6dB at 28 Hz, afrequency
most

speakers

can't

reach.

Its

lock- mitred

monocoque chassis, its slanted rear baffle, and
its fine hand-crafted construction place it above
lesser speakers of its size and price. Much of this
is invisible, though by no means inaudible. As
usual with Totem speakers, the fine wood veneer
is also placed inside the cabinet, to equalise
forces on the two sides of the walls. Why it's
called the Forest? Well, where would you expect
to find atotem? Well, aforest would be agood
place to begin your search. However, a forest
also

imbues

mystery,

quietness

and

unpredictable, unexplainable power. In a real
forest you are surrounded with sound, which can
suddenly appear, surprise and then disappear. It
can happen anywhere around you. Let the Totem
Forest surprise you in the same way...

To receive information on our full range
of products, please send your address to
info@joenit.com or call 003215 285585

London Area

Coriflake.co.uk, LONDON,Tel: 0207 6310472
Thomas Heinitz, BAYSWATER, London, Tel: 0207 2292077
Audio-T, READING, Berkshi re Tel:01189 585463
Audio-T, EPSOM, Surrey Tel: 01372 748888

South

South East

South West
Midlands

North
Scotland
Wales

Audio-T, Camberley, Surrey Tel: 01176 6145597
Audio-T, West Hampstead Tel: 0207 7947848
Audio-T, EASTBOURNE, Tel: 01323 731 336
Audio-T, PORTSMOUTH, Hampshire,Tel 023 9266 3604
Audio-T, SOUTHAMPTON, Hampshire,Tel 023 8025 2827
Rayleigh Hi Fi, RAYLEIGH, Essex,Te: 01268 779762
Rayleigh Hi Fi, CHELMSFORD, Essex,Tel: 01245 2E5245
Audo-T,TUNBRIDGE WELLS, Kent,Tel: 01892 525666
Rayleigh Hi F, SOUTHEND, Essex,Tel: 01702 435255
Visians,WESTERHAM, Kent,Tel: 01959 569977
Audio Destination, nvERTON, Devon, Tel 01884 24.3584
Audio-T, CHELTENHAM, Glos,Tel 01242 583960
Leicester Hifi. LEICBTER, Tel: 01162 539753
The Soundstage, DERBY,Tel: 01332 364000
Audio Excellence, WORCESTER,Tel: 01905 619059
Aude) Republic, Heedingley, LEEDS,Tel: 0113 217 7294
Rooters Hi Fi Great Harwood, Lams Tel:01254 887799
Loud & Clear. EDINBURGH,Tel: 0131 5553963
Loud & Clear, GLASGOW,Tel: 0141 2210221
Audio Excellence, SWANSEA,Tel 01792 474608

• •
(Dent
J

TotemAcoustic.com

United Kingdom Distributor
wim.verellen@joenit.com

Belgium Tel: 0032 15 285 585
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amplifier
beyond what Ihad expected that Ifound myself

refuse to believe in front-to-back depth, especially

undergoing

listeners still stuck in a1980s UK solid-state rut.

Every visitor commented first on the sublime bass:
I controlled, deep and, above all, natural.
experienced afew months ago with the ProLogue
Let's examine this abit more closely. Despite the
One, but at ahigher price point.
compact dimensions of my room — 12 x18 ft — it
the

same

shock

revelation

Installation was a breeze as the inputs and

acts almost like aquarter-scale version of the SME

But it was something entirely unexpected,
unwarranted and unreasonable that made me fall
head-over- heels in love with the Baby Baldurs:

speaker terminals (sets for 4 and 8 ohms) are

room because of its solidity. As such, within its

1950s mono recordings of the Capitol variety. Sick

widely-spaced and of top quality. Switch on is but
abrief ritual: first, you flick the main power rocker,

confines, it's able to deliver smooth, controlled and

puppy that Iam, Ifed the Baldurs track after track
of Mickey Katz — vinyl and CD — to hear my fave

followed a few seconds later by the stand-by

the sheer power of the Puppy bass module with the
efficacy of abig solid-state amplifier, but without

Yiddish klezmer comic, with Benny Goodman-grade

most tranny amps' unnatural overdamping.

best Frank/Dino/Nat classics, percussion just
waiting to be sampled by the hip-hop thieves.

switch. The LEDs extinguish when the amplifier is
ready to use. After five minutes or so, the units
were warmed- up to optimal running temperature,
but some valve fusspots may prefer ahalf-hour.
Regular readers know that, although they're
sensitive, WATT Puppies are not an easy load, and
.
they are so revealing that they can easily embarrass
most amplifiers. At the risk of alienating 75% (or

rattle-free bass. The Baldur 70 managed to exploit

But even with abottom octave foundation that
substantial and solid, and upper frequencies as
honeyed as those from a Dynaco Stereo 70 or
Radford STA-15, the best was still to come. Hands
down, this pair of monoblocks creates asoundstage
as wide, deep, open and airy as any I've

There was clarity, detail and away with
layering that will baffle those who
refuse to believe in front-to- back depth

clarinet, vocals recorded with the finesse of the

Through the Baldurs, the sound was palpable and
room-filling — kosher, even. Within seconds,
listeners forgot that they were listening to asinglechannel recording, the sound plunked straight in
the middle of the speakers, in the room. Why the
recidivism? Because it was so fat, rich and, above
all, lifelike that satisfaction was guaranteed. The
readily available layering of astereo recording was
evident here with unmistakeable lucidity. You could
taste the soured cream and blintzes. Expect Mickey
Katz LPs to shoot up on eBay.
Consistent from source to source, recording to
recording, was an effortlessness that belied the

nore) of HFN readers, Ihave to say they also show
n spades why solid-state amplifiers are not the
)referred mode of amplification for some of us. So,
vhile the Baby Baldurs are hardly the sort of
)ehemoths most WATT Puppy owners will use, they
ire sonically sympathetic to the Wilson speakers,
Ind the immediately perceived synergy was flagged
)y adeliriously sweet top end simply unavailable
rom WATT Puppies driven by transistor amps. ( Let
ne qualify that with an ' In my experience...'.)

experienced from amplifiers under £ 5000. It is
thoroughbred soundstage recreation as beloved of

power rating, though aheadbanger could reach its
limits if the speakers were too hungry. And the

American audiophiles with massive panel speakers

amplifiers are, despite Frau Becker's insistence,
sensitive to clean mains, if insensitive to cable

and acherished Denon 103D. Iwhacked up the
volume for the stereo mix of The Beach Boys'
'Surfin' USA' off the newly released Best of... and
marvelled at the smooth lateral spread, from a
recording that can sound ping-pongy at worst. The

selection.

Overall,

though,

they

behaved

impeccably, and I wouldn't imagine that any
owners would fail to pay attention to positioning,
ventilation or, indeed, choice of AC cables.
And in the back of your mind, all the while you

Confirming this initial response were smiles all

cheesy organ break, Brian's chunky bass playing
and uncluttered, but perfectly blended harmonies —
Charlie may not surf, but Fritz clearly does.

savour the sound, there lurks acrucial specification
that should make the Baby Baldur the hit of the

iround with every listener who visited during the
eview period. But however much Iexpected them

When it came to the new Wilson Phillips CD,
definitely the 'sleeper' of the year because of pop

season: a pair will set you back around £3195
depending on finish.

ocomment on the glistening, silky treble region,

snobbery, the Baldur 70 showed how it could

Let's put this into context. Here's Kessler, with

he most oft-elicited response was areal shocker,

handle atrio of ultra-sweet voices backed by the

no great love for the Fatherland, raving feverishly

!specially when you consider we're talking about a
amplifier with output only in double figures.

slickest of studio sessioneers: clarity, detail and a
way with layering that will baffle those who simply

about another Teutonic tube amp, and in under a

alve
,

year. While it is completely unlike the T+A, which

Rear view:

is ultra- modern and ' lifestyle' and sexy, it
represents the same sort of value — real and

AudioValve's
phono and XLR

perceived. It will not replace the McIntosh, which
edges it out in absolute dynamic contrasts,

input options

absolute quietness and sheer grunt, as well as
looks. And Istill have dreams of the Marantz
Project T-1, the Nagras and one or two others
requiring alottery win. But, damn, the Baldur 70 is
one miracle of an amplifier. 'Today Kessler,
tomorrow...'
Ken Kessler

Supplier
Audio Reference
01252 702705
www.audiovalve.info

Hu-FiNews verdict
Consistent from source to source and recording to
recording, there was an effortlessness to the sound
here that belied the power rating. Soundstaging was
wide, deep and airy and the overall sound filled the
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room. Automatic biasing taken to another level.
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HELICON
Brilliant Danish design and breath- taking
sound. These superlatives describe the
stunning new Helicon series by DALfx.
Daring curves with high gloss, real wood
veneers render these speakers a " must
have" for those seeking the ultimate in
aesthetics and sound.

DALI's unique high frequency tweeter
module, with ribbon tweeter and custom enclosure, ensure that enthusiasts
receive more — much more — than exquisite
aesthetics. Music has never sparkled like
this! Helicon enchants the listener and
pays tribute to the creators of music.

Visit your local dealer and prepare for a
listening session you'll never forget.

Ho.ee 1•100,t44

by DALI-

'A' Audio Sales & Marketing
MALL

01977 798844

www.a-audiosolutions.co.uk

The World's finest audio interconnects.

'Silver

The Silver Arrow Cable Company.
Silver Arrow Car (
Ref.

Tel. 01903 212 I

The purist of designs using a 99.99% silver ribbon in a predominantly air dielectric.
Listen to the cables at the Heathrow Hi Fi show in the TacT Audio and Dali rooms.

Auditions
loudspeaker

Pinsh

Bookshelf
Reference- 1
loudspeaker
It's aclever combination of ribbons and cones,
but can this compact hybrid standmounter
deliver aperformance as polished as its finish?

Pinsh Bookshelf Reference- 1
PWCE

£ 1000/pair

p

reviewed at last year's Hi Fi Show & AV
Expo, prototypes of these

diminutive

speakers caught the atterrion of many

Pinsh can blend one colour into another. Then

relatively lighter than

there's the unusual driver line-up: a very high

transmission path.' Fair enough. Whatever. It

the air mass in

its

quality Sin bass unit, with a claimed power
handling of 1000W peak for 10 microseconds

certainly produces highly musical results!
I've always loved ribbons. In my time as a

and 150W RMS, plus aproprietary ribbon driver.

retailer Isold many Apogees and many many

That's it, plus acarefully engineered crossover.

Magneplanar MG3a. Apogees were all ribbons and
the MG3a had a full- height ribbon for treble. I

despite the fact the company had zero industry

Integration between mid and top is seamless,
with the two drivers said to be crossing over at

presence, no publicity and no pedigree.

4kHz. Pinsh makes the following statement about

reasoned that there was nowhere else to go,

visitors. The demo rooms were rarely empty,

never had a pair traded

in.

My customers

That was a fine achievement, but nothing to
what has been achieved with the production
units. Extraordinary is an appropriate description.
These speakers aren't perfect, but they're without
doubt one of the most intelligent set of audio
engineering compromises on the market today.
Well, you've got the gist. Ilike them very much.

First thing you'll notice is the shimmer
of extreme treble. There's no other
word for it. It's magical, entrancing

Is there any point reading on? Well, yes, because
there's an interesting story here. First, the

the ribbons: ' The impulse iesponse of this ribbon

external finish. It's an automotive cellulose spray

is faster than the human ear. The total mass of

magic. Mark Levinson thought so. More than 20

paint, highly polished. Consequently it can be

the ear drum plus ossicles and round window in

years ago he used Decca London ribbons on top

produced in any one of literally thousands of
colours and shades. In short, these speakers can

the human ear weighs 35mg and the moving
mass of the ribbon itself is 7mg and considering

of stacked pairs of Quad ESL- 57s with Hartley
24in woofers. This was the no-compromise,

be customised to your specific requirements, and

the massive magnetic field across it, it becomes

legendary and massive HQD system. And Mark
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speaker-wise. Ribbons really do have a certain
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loudspeaker

A peek at the Pinsh

Elgar, Mozart and Chopin. So far, so good. Given
terrific music, a Tri Vista 300 delivering

Pinsh claims ausable frequenc
response of 40Hz to 40kH

seemingly limitless power and great speakers, I

(45Hz-20kHz,

invariably play loud, and louder.
The tremendous bass grip allied to the clarity

t2dB) for th

Reference- 1, with asensitivity

of the ribbon makes one want to play this speaker

88dB at 1W/1m. Box volume i

really loud;

12 litres and the cabinets are re

breaking away. The bass driver will bottom. Of

ported. The woofer comprises
5in ( 130mm) driver with a75m

course it will. How could it not at these levels? If

however it gives no warning of

you don't persist, no lasting harm will be done.
You'll be amazed at how far you can push it until

voicecoil that is aluminium wi
wound with no air gaps and fa

you need to back off though.
At very high levels, the overall sound hardened

enough, says Pinsh, to follow t
ribbon driver. In turn this featur.
Samarium cobalt magnets and

a little and vocals became a little nasal, a
consequence of pushing the speaker outside its

ribbon mass of just 7mg.

design parameters no doubt. In normal conditions

Pinsh offers custom automoti

Idoubt if this would be noticed. At very low

paint finishes, which can loo

levels, the detail and shimmer remained but the

spectacular. As for wood finishes,

bass fall-off was significant — though only in

black ash, cherry, maple, oak and

comparison with the extraordinary performance at
normal levels. At low levels, then, these speakers

walnut are available.

could

benefit from a subwoofer.

Mind you,

whisper-quiet is not aconventional demand from
was no mug. More recently, he designed the Red

No boom, tremendous attack and an adequate

Rose speakers, which all use ribbons too. So take
it from me, ribbons have aserious pedigree.
Pinsh builds its own ribbons and has around

degree of slam. In fact, Idoubt if anyone who'd

typical owners I'd have thought. So all in all,
exemplary performance. Exciting, compelling and

not previously heard a full-range system could
truly believe these to be bass- light.

3000 types. The company has been building
customised systems for architects ard their

All the stalwarts were dragged out. The
marvellous Live 1994 from Christine Collister

barring the ludicrous.
Okay, okay, how much are they? Just £ 1000
per pair — Pinsh claims to keep costs down by

well-heeled clients for some years — £ 18k being a

with the breathtaking live bass playing ( fretted

dealing direct to the public — with out-of-the-

dynamic on all sorts of signal and at all levels,

ordinary paint/colour combinations costing an

The bass is amazing for such a
small unit. And yes, it fills the room —
no boom and tremendous attack

extra £ 100 a pair. If that's too steep for you,
Pinsh has all the conventional wood veneer
finishes available. A bargain. Stands are extra,
with heavy duty single-column designs like the
Foundation stands of old being agood choice.
Niggles? Visually, these speakers could do with
grilles. The ribbon driver is not particularly

typical price. This is its first venture into the

and fretless) of Rory McFarlane, the wonderful

'civilian' market and at avery low entry point too.
Using my Marantz CD95/Musical Fidelity
Tri Vista 21 DAC combo (with the outstanding

acoustic of Howard Lees and CC's magnificent
voice. ' School', by Supertramp, ' Rhythm King' by
Bill Wyman, the whole of Ricky Lee Jones's first

interesting to look at. The bass driver looks like a
black hole against the magnificent paint finish.
Pinsh, please take note! Meanwhile, dedicated

Stereovox HDXV digital interconnect), and my
Michell Orbe SE, Brinkmann 10.5 arm and EMT

album, Joan Baez, Pete Townshend's unusual and
awe-inspiring ' Won't Get Fooled Again' from the

reproduction a tad unnatural, a little too vivid.
Organ aficionados, although being amazed at

cartridge through the MF Tri Vista 300 integrated

Maryland Benefit/House of Blues Concert CD.

what these can do, will miss the bottom octave or

and the prodigious MF kW speaker leacs, the

And those are the tip of the iceberg. Plus lots of

so. However, for most types of music, in most

lovers of the classical voice might find the

interrogation began. In a nutshell, the Pinsh

environments, for the majority of listeners, most

Reference- 1handled everything Ithrew at it with

will be truly amazed and enthralled.
Would Ibuy apair if Ineeded small speakers?

aplomb. Results varied between very good and

Icertainly would, probably in silver/black, or
perhaps silver/British racing green, or maybe

truly extraordinary for the size.
The first thing you'll notice is the characteristic
shimmer of extreme treble. It's afacet of aribbon

turquoise/navy blue, or, or... II

tweeter's performance. It's not a question of

Howard Popeck

detail; I've heard asmall number of outstanding
tweeters with slightly more detail. Ihave avery

Supplier

expensive pair of such tweeters in my modified
Meridian M1 actives. They don't shimmer;

Pinsh
020 8683 6700

ribbons do shimmer. This is easily heed on the

www.pinsh.com

decay of a xylophone or vibraphone note or

Hi-FiNews verdict

cymbals. It simply shimmers. There's no other
word for it. Was it accurate though? Who cares?

Afirst foray into the domestic market for Pinsh, this
is aspeaker able to punch well above its weight, with

It's just magical, compelling, entrancing. Pinsh is
going for listenability first and foremost, not Quad

Chosen paint

the bonus of aribbon tweeter. It also comes in a

ESL57 midrange accuracy.

finishes can be

range of unique finishes at £ 100 extra. Use heavy

blended into

single- column stands to hear it at its best.

The bass is very tight, very fast. Amazing for
such asmall unit. And yes, it does fill the room.
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Synonymous with its name, Marantz AV receivers deliver the purest, most
true-to-life sound and pictures possible. Featuring the latest Dolby Digital
and DTS formats, they'll tingle your senses for truly breathtaking experiences
in audio and video.
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Boulder 2010 Preamplifier

Hovland HP200 Preamplifier / Radio Solidstate Power.

Music Tools

Lumley Lampros Concert Grand
Khormo (eramique 3.2

For real music lovers.

BHT VI-S600se

Hovland Sapphire

www.metropolis-music.co.uk
Tel. 01892 539245 Fax. 01892 616383
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Auditions
universal player

Primare

DI/D30
universal player

Fine timing, unrivalled imaging and the ability to
play CD, DVD and MP3... but will Primare's latest
disc spinner enjoy ' universal' appeal?
Primare DVD30
PRICE

M

£2000

uch in fashion with architects in

the 1960s was the flash gap' or
shadow

line,

where

different

planes or materials meeting would be articulated
by arecess. Iwas surprised to see this detai on
the Primare DVD30, where it separates a
painstakingly symmetrical 6mm satin-finish black

ignore in favour of the remote, which also allows

Connection and setup may be quick but the

drawer-open; the right hand switches are open—
stop—play (would not step—open— play would have

stabilise. In fact, the player required five or more

been more logical?) and standby, also operable
via the remote handset.

DVD30 electronics took an extraordinary time to
days to approach optimum audio performance —
even though the review unit was already well

The display gives minima; information and may

run-in — and never quite threw off all traces of the
be dimmed in three steps to off, although I cold, steely quality it exhibited, particularly as a
cannot honestly say Idetected accompanying
CD player, during the first days of listening.
audible changes. If you come out of standby after
Nonetheless, its timing qualities were fairly
aprevious choice of off'. alow intensity appears,
immediately evident: this is a player with very

fascia ( 430 x 100mm) from the matt texturedfinish cover — although the effect is more that of

to show software leading information.

a carelessly left open drawer! Nor do the four

is simple, with factory presets readily obtainable

best Ihave heard from any source component; a

exposed screw fix ngs and bold stamped company

again if necessary. A minor point is that with

quality retained at low-level settings, when the

Setting up the variable parameters via ascreen

engaging rhythmic delivery. And the pinpoint
positioning of instruments or voices is quite the

logo seem well judged for the price point of this
universal player, not least because we see avast
expanse of metal lid: 380mm in depth. Ashelf of
some 165m ( 420mm) would be needed to clear
the player's IEC mains plug and cable, or allow
use of the rear rocker switch.
The review unit — an alternative titanium finish
may be ordered — came with alogically conceived,
comfortable handset but not one corresponding in
layout with the manual illustration. Two sets of
fascia dome- head switches, with discreet overlighting, sit on either side of the loading tray, all
in a contrasting nickel-coloured polished finish.
Those to the left, for track access, most users will

www.hifinews.co.uk

The DVD3O's positioning of instruments
or voices was quite the best Ihave
heard from any source component
SACD hybrid discs the CD layer can only be
accessed by going back into the setup menu;
two-channel or 5_1 multi- layer preferences are

soundstage

similarly preset (whereas with, say, the Denon

sounds much better when placed on aftermarket
supports such as Russ Andrews's large oak cones.

DV-2900 these options can more conveniently be
switched from the fascia).

image

simply

becomes

more

recessed. Incidentally, the unit sits on three
polished metal feet with spongy cores but

Irestricted myself to two-channel stereo listening
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Auditions
universal player

somewhat starved

relative to those of the

DVD-2900, while the scale is overlarge. Digital
culture has accustomed us to the zoom/magnify
facility in various software applications (digital
photography, for example, or DVD-Video replay);
the image scale of the DVD30 has been praised
elsewhere but my conclusion was that Primare
has overplayed its hand.
The sense of a more complete sonic picture
was very pronounced with Decca's very fine new
Switches contrast
with blabk fascia

SACD set of Mahler's Third Symphony under
Chailly, where the tam-tam and bass drum in the
opening pages, in the spacious Concertgebouw
acoustic, were more rounded with the Denon,
which likewise brought the biting character of the

comparisons ( not

I view

Passion. Their smooth, well-rounded performance

Dutch winds to vivid life in ( iii), and where the

multi-channel as an irrelevance for music),

least

because

soon equates to blandress — there was no

drawing on much of Warner's classical DVD-A
catalogue, and SACDs and familiar CDs on awide

question that, for instance, the Barenboim
Beethoven symphony cycle is much more

contralto's opening phrase in ( iv), ' 0 Mensch!',
did not fracture so obviously into 0 Men—sch!' as

range of labels. It seemed valid to compare the
DVD30 with Denon's universally (!) acclaimed

involving with the CDs with this machine, albeit
the sound is coarser.

DVD-2900 player at less than half the price,
which does all the same things and even supports

Nor was the question why' resolved with the
Passion recording on these two machines.
Primare, either with DVD-A or SACD. By this I
A prospective purchaser would need a really
mean a sense of understanding why the
extensive home trial to determine what this

JPEG files. Both come into their own with DVD-V,

ever- handed with DVD-A, SACD and CD replay.
Ir spite of the name, DVD-Audio ideally needs
a screen to navigate without the irritation of
promotional trailers bursting in. Ifind the concept
of having astill picture or track listing screened
while listening to music utterly crass, but DVD-As
could be lured into playing programme tracks by
pressing stop—play on the remote as soon as the
word Menu appeared in the display. Ihad some
disappointments with Warner's titles, including
the well regarded Harnoncourt Bach St Matthew

There was aworld of expressive difference, too,
in the first contralto aria in the St Matthew

Primare universal player offers for the money. It
could certainly impress in short bursts of big

There was no question that the
Barenboim Beethoven cycle is more
involving with CDs on this machine
in ny opinion, but the Primare proved more

it did with the Primare.

orchestral music or with pop music ( Ihad some
fun with the Heads Up/Telarc SACD No Assembly
Required by Pieces of aDream) but Iwas left with
doubts over longer term satisfaction.

•

Christopher Breunig

musicians phrase in a certain way: the way the
first Bach chorus is accented by Harnoncourt, or

Supplier

why Barenboim encourages acounter melody lm

CSE
01423 359054

44s into the scherzo of Beethoven 5. These were
aspects where the Denon player scored. Iwould

www.primare.net

say its timing is superior if not its sounds:aging
(the Naxos Vivaldi ' Fox Seasons' DVD-A —
musically uncistinguished — showed more depth
with the Primare). If the Primare set the feet
tapping initially it nonetheless made extended
concentration harder, other than with CD. More
significantly, vocal and instrumental timbres were

1-IFFINews verdict
Straightforward set up, pinpoint imaging and fine
timing with CD are the real plus points here, though
while the Primare might impress in short bursts with
other formats, ahome trial is recommended. Image
size can sound overly large at times.
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The DVD30 is able to play most
audio/video discs plus MP3 ( but not

AES/EBU. Rear panel AES/EBU, SPDIF

scan), mounted on its own isolated

and Toslink digital outputs are also

chassis; and retro fitting of future DVI

PEG) files. Analogue outputs for
highest audio quality are XLR fully

provided, plus two Component video,

or HDMI interfaces is a possibility.
Meanwhile, the player is RS232

balanced as well as RCA and there's

Primare chose a Pioneer video
mechanism ( PAL/NTSC progressive

also a balanced digital output on

www.hifinews.co.uk

tak

S- video, Composite and SCART.

24- bit 192kHz audio DACs for surround
decoding with custom SACD analogue
filtering and Phase Lock Loop jitter

equipped for multi room applications.

reduction circuitry Audio DRC varies
dynamic range for low-level Dolby

Under the lid the DVD30 sports triple

Digital DVD replay.
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Myryad
MXP2000/MXA2150
pre/power amplifiers

Boasting adelicate mix of muscle, immediacy, functionality and finesse,
Myryad's flagship MX amps look set to leave their mark
encoder and adjusts the gain in precise 0.5dB
increments from —80dB to + 11.5dB), two

Power Save mode whicti will switch other Smart

pushbuttons for input selection plus athird for

unselected for 10 minutes. Finally, the display

yryad's well conceived, beautifully realised
designs have impressed consistently since

the Tape monitor. The final control is a touch
switch, formed from the elongated bright metal

can be dimmed and there's aMute button.
The pre-amp is essentially contained on two

the company was started in 1995. The

ellipse, which brings the unit out of, or takes it

PCBs, one behind the fascia holding the control,

back into, standby.

logic and display conooneuts and the other,

Myryad MXP2000/MXA215C1
PRICE

£1000/£1800

M

flagship MX Series was launched in January this

My- Link

Myryad

units into Standby if

left

38- button system handset, which also enables a

immediately behind trie board-mounted, goldplated phono socket array, for the audio circuitry.

amplifiers, allowing up to 14 discrete (: hannels in

range of further options. Logic control of gain

Very short signal paths are in evidence here, as

one cabinet. Here, though, Iam focusing on

enables implementation of a balance control

are Burr- Brown OPA2604AU FET op-amps and

its twc-channel aria'ogue pre-amp and

without in any way compromising the signal path,

1% metal film resistors. Inputs and outputs are

year and replaces the original M Series. Myryad
employs a modular approach to its power

beefy

150W/pc two-channel dual- mono power amp.
Striking and unmistakably Myryad is the new
'bow-tie' sculpted 9mm anodised aluminium
fascia. What's more, where the M Series had six
line-level inputs, MX has eight, labelled CD,
Tuner, TV, DVD, Aux, Dirct ( sic, adfrect input that
bypasses the tape loop), CD- R ana Tape. CD- R

These functions are duplicated on the supplied

This combination evinces asense of
complete control, with as near perfect
transparency as Ihave heard

(analogue connections only) is of course similar to
tape in that arecord output is required in addition

so Myryad helpfully provides up to 6dB shift left

direct-coupled and switched

to an input, although real-time record monitoring

or right, in 0.5dB steps. The remote also allows

separate mains transformers feed no fewer than

is not possible. A genuine off-tape monitor is
supplied, though, for three- head recorders.
The fascia controls are minimal, ccinprising a

each input to be named ( up to five characters,
hence ' Dirct') and its sensitivity adjusted in ldB
steps over ±6dB ( adoubling or halving from the

five independently regulated supplies.
The MX power amps are built into acommon

rotary knob for volume ( this is in fact a rotary

nominal unity gain). There's also an optional

seven modules. These can be 80W/ch stereo or
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by relays. Two

cabinet whose chassis can accommodate up to
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amplifier

Complete control
Myryad's MXP2000 pre- amp is

film resistors and extremely short

solid-state, logic controlled and
has entirely separate audio and

signal paths are also features.
As for the power amp, this is a

control circuits fed from multiple
regulated power supplies.

solid-state modular design whose
cabinet can house up to seven

The digitally activated analogue

substantially independent amplifier

volume control promises nearperfect channel matching and

modules, which can be either
150W mono or 80W/ch stereo and

improved signal-to-noise ratio at

in any combination. Each module

include user-trimmable sensitivity

low settings ( compared with a is essentially a self-contained

for each input and the dispfay of

conventional pot- based control)

amplifier, complete with its own

source name and volume settin on

and also allows implementation of

mains

power

the blue fluorescent display. Using

balance and programmable source
input sensitivity — with zero

supply, the chassis supplying only
mains energy, start-up sequencing,

the remote, this display can be set

additional

the

Smart My- Link system control and

come on only while an adjusunent

remote handset allows

signal. Burr- Brown op- amps, metal

status display. Further features

is being made.

further functions

compromise

to

transformer

and

to remain on the factory default or

Myryad's 38- button

logic. It has three system modes — Tuner/Amp,
DVD/Amp, CD/Amp — but there appears to be an
oddity in that in first of those modes the
Man/Shuffle button puts the system into standby,
though perhaps with aMyryad tuner connected it
would enable manual tuning as expected.
This combination evinces asense of complete
control, with as near perfect transparency as I
have heard, the signature of a ' straight wire'
pre-amp and power amp drive which is equal to
all possible transient demands. Few amplifiers
are quite this cogent right across the spectrum,
the bass fabulously well articulated ( tight, secure,
responsive), the midrange delicately portrayed,
the top end wide open but with a winning
confidence in sibilant detail.
Flush volume knob takes
24 steps per revolution
150W mono in a variety of combinations. The

bi- or tri-amping, or multi- room set-ups) and the

modules are self-contained to the extent that

outputs are on five-way binding posts.

It's the sort of sound intuition tells you is true
Defore you start to analyse it. There are no loose
ends. Pick a naturally miked recording and you
know from the start that the ' feel' of the image
and its surrounding acoustic marry properly, you

each has its own toroidal mains transformer and

Myryad has developed a new input circuit

hear the natural decay of abig final chord remain

power supply, requiring the chassis mother board

termed DC5 in which double- complementary

perfectly focused as it dissolves into the acoustic.

only for its mains power and start-up sequencing,

NPN and PNP transistor pairs are cross-coupled

Many competing designs falter at the last, as the

and to report any possible fault conditions.
The amplifiers are Smart My- Link equipped,

in amanner similar to that employed in current-

signal becomes inseparable from the residual

mode feedback

system noise. Here the background is pitch black.

thus responding to Myryad system-wide standby

operating in common- base mode the circuit has a

and mute instructions, and can also be triggered

high slew rate yet is stable, with very low noise

combination the master of dynamic rock and pop

by astandard DC control. Stand-alone on/off from

and distortion. Output transistors are 150W rated

and the drive capabilities of the power amp made
light of several speakers Ihad to hand. If Ihad to

ICs.

With cascode

devices

Outstanding immediacy and ' pace'
make this combination the master of
dynamic rock and pop

Outstanding immediacy and ' pace' make this

choose one word to sum up these units I'd opt for
'finesse'. Rarely have Iexperienced an amplifier
combination

that so consistently combines

delicacy and muscle to such notable effect.
Ivor Humphreys

Supplier

standby is via atouch switch as with the pre-amp.

bipolar devices, paired in the case of the 150W

Myryad Systems

The mother board logic powers up the modules

mono amps. DC offset is servo controlled and

one after another (to prevent the excessive mains

each module has four separate power supplies.

023 9226 5508
www. fnyrya d. co. uk

surge that would result if, say, seven modules
were to be fired up at once), the sequence shown

much to grasp from the panel controls! My only

in blue LEDs in the front panel display.
The same seven LEDs can indicate various

reservation is that the touch button is so
sensitive, which means that there are bound to be

Little to criticise here thanks to secure bass, delicate

fault conditions.

is

occasions when the system is inadvertently put

independently and comprehensively protected.
Meanwhile, inputs are on gold-plated phonos

into standby by astray hand, causing afrustrating

transparency impressed too, while the sheer pace of
the presentation made this pre- power combination a

delay while you restart it. The deeper functions

winner with dynamic rock and pop.

(with acarry-through output for daisy-chaining in

available from the handset are arranged with easy

Each amplifier module

www.hifinews.co.uk

In use the pre-amp is adelight, not that there's

FIFFINews verdict
midrange and a wide-open top- end. Near- perfect
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11 New Quebec St, London VV1
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Amplifon WL25 (left): 28W/channel using 6P3, £795
Amplifon WT40 (centre): 40W/channel using 6C33, £ 1995
Amplifon WT30 II (right): 31W/channel using 6H13, £ 1395
Amplifon is proving to be ahuge success both with reviewers and customers alike - we are delighted! Now made in the EC (a
warm welcome to our Polish neighbours is in order), this range of three models, all superbly built, all featuring automatic biasing,
and all with large, wide bandwidth toroidal output transformers suitable for 4or 8Ohms, offer superb value for money. Sound
quality is reminiscent of the best classic designs of the past, but modern circuit techniques and transformers give an authority of
presentation and power reserve often lacking in older designs. Truly modern classics!
The Jadis Orchestra Reference (left) from
France, at £ 1699. Output of 40W/ch using
KT90s, and even featuring that long
missed attribute, tone controls - my, takes
me back!
The Consonance MlOOS (right), £ 1595, is
proving to be areviewer's favourite,
offering adelicacy which is aspeciality of
the 300B output valve, giving here
25W/channel.
For people who prefer the authentic Star
Trek look, the Shanling STP80 (left) fits
the bill perfectly! With superb build
quality, remote control, digital level
indicator, 35W/ch output, all for a mere
£1295. Oh, it sounds good too, by the way.
The Audiovalve Assistent 20 (yes, it is
spelt like that) is alittle gem from
Germany, with avery musical performance
-sweet as anut, we say. 30W/ch output,
in aneat chassis, for £ 1600.
The Musical Fidelity Trivista DAC: We have secured some of
the last remaining UK stock of this brilliant device. An utter
bargain for £ 1200 - and, as they say, once it's gone, it's gone!
Don't delay - pick up the phone now.

Cawsey may not be the best known cable
(others spend more on advertising) but it's

e
<>

quite possibly the best sounding. We have
been selling these Australian made silver
interconnects for several years and can
recommend them without reservation.
From £250 to £900 per metre set.

Slinkylinks are solid
silver air dielectric
cables with the latest
bullet plugs, fantastic
sound at an amazingly
low price: £ 195 for a
1.2m set!

air tangent amazon amphion amplifon apollo furniture argento audible illusions audio physic audiovalve breue
dynamic brinkmann cabasse cartridge man cawsey chord electronics clearaudio clearcover consonance decc.
london dnm duevel dynavector ear yoshino ecosse final lab graham slee hadcock heart incognito infinity
isolda jadis jbl k2 klimo koetsu korato lavardin loricraft lyra michell engineering morch musical fidelity nordos
nottingham analogue opus 3 origin live ortofon papworth pro-ject rega revolver ringmat roksan shun mook
shanling shelter slinkylinks sme sonneteer spendor stax sugden sumiko tannoy tci cables tivoli audio tom
evans townshend audio transfiguration trichord trigon van den hul voodoo wireworld xlo

Auditions
loudspeaker

loudspeaker
If you crave bass in asmall place but
speakers on stands are adomestic
no- no then this sleek- looking
floorstander might just be the solution

amp-friendly 87dB/W/lm with a nominal 8 ohm

GB1
PRICE

£995/pair

mpedance, and claimed extension down to 29Hz.

position that saw the speakers sited 1.1m from
the rear wall and 55cm from the side wall.

To the rear of the speaker can be found two pairs

The reference system used included my trusty

hile PMC boasts a well- deserved
reputation for making some excellent

of high quality binding posts, with a bridging
strip, and the speakers were used biwired for the

Basis Gold Debut turntable/Graham 2.0/Lyra Argo
feeding a Klyne System 7 PX 3.5 phono stage

speakers, none of its floorstanding

review as they sounded best this way.

via an XL0 Sgnature phono cable. Digital was

W

designs so far can be considered compact — even
the recent OB1 [
1-IFN Jan '
04] makes quite a

The outlet for tne transmission- line is on the

provided by an Inca Design Katana SE and

speaker's front baffle — not the more usual rear

Musical Fidelity X- Ray V3, with aTri Vista 21 DAC

statement in the average British living room.
Enter the GB1. Each cabinet measures just
870 x 155 x 234 mm ( hwd) and weighs only
10.5kg. The compact size does not, however,
mean alack of engineering integrity. The cabinet
is extensively braced, finished in a very high
quality maple veneer and features one of PMC's

The PMC has an amazing capability in
the lower registers for its size. Bass is
deep, detailed and well controlled

signature design traits — atransmission- line, with
an effective length of 2.4m. This is located

panel — which has the advantage of making this

behind the 140mm cone drive', which handles all

speaker less sensitive to the effects of reflections

DAC. SA£D playback was from a Shanling

frequencies up to 3kHz before handing over to a

when it is used close to walls. In fact Iwas able

CD-T200. Amplification was provided by a Krell

27mm soft-dome fabric tweeter. The crossover is

to use the speakers within 40cm of aside wai!

KRC-3 pre-amp with power amplification courtesy

a24dB/octave design, but this should not impair

and 50cm of a rear wall and still obtain
out
85% of performance. Ieventually settled on a

of Btystorrs 3B-SST and 14B-SST. A pair of

the GB1's efficiency as it still advertises an

www.hifinews.co.uk

and Perpetual Technologies Pl-A/P-3A Signature

Flying Moe DAD-M100Pro digital amps ( review
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coming soon) and Audiopax Model 88 valve
monoblocks provided alternative power, while
integrated amplification was in the form of a
Musical Fidelity X-80 and A308 along with the
new Perreaux R160 ( review also coming soon).
Cabling was by Townshend Audio and Chord
Company and all equipment was supported on
RDC Aspekt racks with power provided by Isotek
Qube and Substation.
This speaker has atruly amazing capability in
the lower registers for its size. It's not just a
matter of the bass being deep, it's also detailed
and very well controlled. An example of this is
when playing Dave Brubeck Quartet's lime Out
[Classic Records CS8192] where Eugene Wright's
bass is often simply omitted or turned into alow
the GB1 just misses conveying the full power of

Remove the bridging
strips front the binding

the bass as heard through the company's own

posts and biwire the 681-

OB1 or my MartinLogan SL-3, it fully develops

it sounds better this way

frequency mush by smaller speakers. Yet while

the sonic envelope of the bass note, allowing the

The PMC redefines what asub-£ 1000
speaker can achieve, with its delicate
mix of resolution, speed and control
Talking transmission lines

embodying textural detail to give instruments a
believability uncharacteristic at this price point.
Two-way s:and-mount speakers are legendary for
the r ability to vanish
loorstanding

speakers

into
are

a soundstage;
not

always

as

successful. The GB1 has no such problems,
giving alateral stage which was not only beyond
the ou:er edges of the speakers, but beyond the
side walls of the room. What's more, : he back of

The 681 employs transmission- line
loading of the bass, rather than the
more common ported or infinite

the sounestage could be heard to extend through
the front wall of the room. Imaging was very

baffle ( sealed) construction. Both
ported enclosures and infinite

precise, too, having

excelent focus, the most

obvious difference between GB1 and the OB1
being the diminished image height on offer 'ocre,

baffle involve trade-offs between
efficiency, control, cabinet size and
extension. While transmission lines

though the scale of the presentation astonishes
given the size of the enclosures. Image depth is
also very good, and there's air between musicians

also involve these compromises,
when implemented correctly it

on the stage - even if this doesn't quite reach the
level where you feel you could walk between the
musicians on the stage.

enables a compact enclosure to
deliver greater low frequency
extension without sacrificing either
control or efficiency.

cyrnba sto rim shots and the highest piano notes

handling while providing a wide

board with tracks sail to be twice

dispersal angle. This also allows
for excellent off-axis response.

the toickness of most crossovers.

sub-£ 1000 speaker can achieve, with its delica:e

The elements were positioned after

mix of resolution, speed and control. Add tc : his

The bass driver is a140mm unit

listening tests so as to optimise

its aesthet cs, compact footprint and abr ty to be
driven by anything from 30W valve ampifiers to

ferrofluid-cooled, soft- dome design
with a75mm diameter pure ferrite

designed in-house with apressed sound quality, and are hand picked,
magnesium frame again using a hand soldered, hot glued and cable
pure ferrite magnet. The crossover tied to ensure no movemert can

600W solid-state designs and, while tmay not be
all things to all listeners, Iam sure it will capture

magnet capable of high power

uses nine elements on aglassfibre

the hearts and minds of many music lovers and

The tweeter here is the same
unit used in the company's £ 2500
three-way 081. It's a 27mm

introduce distortion.

The PMC GB1 has. for me, redefined what a

audiophiles. If you're looking at speakers under
listener to hear clearly finger strumming string,

tweeter, listen to Bruoeck's piano in ' Time Out' or

£1500, you must aud tion the GB1. II

followed by the sound of the body of the

'Strange Meadow Lark' and you immedia:ely

David Allcock

instrument. You can actually feel the lower

become aware that tus speaker is not us ng any

harmonics of the instrument in the room.

sonic trickery to mask problems in the crossover

Su. der

Likewise Joe Morello's complex drum solo in

frequency. The piano has awonderfully cohesive

PMC Ltd

Time Out' causes problems for most small

quality, atop-to- bottom seamlessness that has it
sounding totally natural and fluid while retaining

0870 444 1044

speakers,

but the GB1

proves capable of

capturing all but the very lowest frequencies of
the kick drum. And even when it misses the full
dynamic range and energy conveyed from this
instrument, the low frequency subtly rolls off
without the speaker bottoming out or cracking.
You just become aware of alittle less energy being
put into the room

in the lowest registers.

Returning to the integration of the bass driver and
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plerty of detail and texture to enjoy. You can
clearly hear the sound of the note resorating
throughout the body of the piano, yet without
exaggeration causing the upper regsters to sound
harsh or aggressive.
As for the high frequencies, these sounded far
smoother

and

contained

more

harmonic

information than Iexpected, with everything from

www.pmc-speakers.corr

FIFFINews verdict
PMC builds on the succes; of the OB1 with

a

floorstander compact enough to suit the average UK
living room yet which offers few compromises when
comes to bass extension, image height and size of
soundstage. Defmitely one to audition.

LINN

Sumptuous, expressive and totally communicative,
Linn's new ARTIKULAT system combines cutting edge
technology with luxurious appearance.
In aword, gorgeous.
As we change the way we access sound, the equipment
we use to relay that sound must also evolve.
Linn's ARTIKULAT loudspeaker system offers greater
levels of flexibility, reproducing awider range of sounds
for playback at higher resolution to truly communicate
the full potential of any system.
From the awesome force of the loudest explosion to the
softest tone and gentle emotion of afemale jazz vocal.
All will become perfectly clear. Simply arrange a
demonstration.

•

41 let«

Throughout the ARTIKULAT system, bass units are driven by integrated
AKTIV power amplifiers. Additional power amplifiers required to make
the upper bass and 3-K Driver Array fully AKTIV can also be specified
and discretely housed within the stunning lines of the loudspeaker.

The new Artikulat Loudspeaker System. Gorgeous.
Linn Products Limited.
For more information or a demonstration call 0500 888 909
or email artikulat@linn.co.uk

www.linn.co.uk

Music First Audio

Passive Magnetic

pre-amplifier

Passive pre- amps are back with
this surprising revision to the breed
chosen from a bank of carefully- selected values
on a rotary switch. In an ideal world, that's all

Music First Passive Magnetic
PRICE

£ 149-s

you'd

T

he basic task o an amplifier is to drive a
loudspeaker with a magnified sersion of

need for the most

unsullied

sound,

forsaking needless electronic buffers and gain

Afurther problem with resistor- based solutions is
that they cannot, by their very definition, provide
any signal boost, which sometimes even modern
sources may need, depending on the output of the
source, the amplifier input sensitivity, and

the input signal. But we must hve control

stages between you and the music.
However, apre-amp needs to do more than just

over the outpt if we are to rein in the volume of

control level. Aside from its role in uniting

But lo, the story of the passive pre- amplifier

the music. Enter the pre-amp, whether inside an

different audio sources in acommon box for easy

has just been re-written, thanks to the Music First

integrated amp or as astandalone; traditionally a

selection, it must also provide agood impedance

Audio Passive Magnetic Pre amplifier. Instead of

means to control and boost the low output from

match between source and amp. And this is just

radio, tape, and record player.

where the resistor- based solution can fall down,

using resistors, the Music First unit uses line
transformers, with a range of taps on the

But recently — or at least since CD became the
principal source of music in most peopte's lives —
the pre-amp is required no: so much to raise the
source's output before it meets the power amp, as
to attenuate output for comfortable listening. And
the built-in phono stages of yore are less common
now, even in specia'.st pre-amps, since many

speaker/room characteristics.

If you don't need added features from
apre- amp this box can stand ahead of
active units three times the price

users clet need one, while the vinyl- playing
contingent tend to use adedicated outboard unit

as it will often fail to do just that. Ultimately, a

anyway. So if apower amp is wire with gain, the

resistor passive unit's success or failure hinges on

modern

with

optimising the source's output impedance to the

It offers two fully- balanced inputs on XLR

adjustable negative ga'n'.
This led some designers :o investigate the

amplifier's input impedance, aided by short, low-

sockets, one set of XLR outputs, plus four regular

capacitance intercornects. Get it wrong and you

unbalanced inputs on RCA phono sockets. For

simplest of all volume controls,

car expect a flat, dynamic- less sound, with

unbalanced power amplifiers, there's asingle pair

potentiometer connected between source and

rolled- off

of

amplifier; or even purer, just two fixed resistors,

Jnattenuated, volume settings.
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pre-amp

is

essentially
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wire

secondary windings, these wired to arotary switch
that recreates anotched rotary volume control.

a solitary

Hi-FiNews

high

frequencies

at

high,

near-

phono

socket

outputs.

Mixing

between

balanced and unbalanced lines is possible, for

www.hifinews.co.uk

Lab Test
pre-drliplIfier

(ample aCD player with XLR connectors can be
sed with apower amp's unbalanced inputs.
It's all housed in a brushed- aluminium box
10 x 80 x 204mm ( whd). On the front is a
x-way source selector ( inputs A and B are
Blanced; C—F unbalanced), and another knob
(at adjusts volume from OdB ( no attenuation, ie,
1:1 transformer ratio) down to —46dB, in 20
:eps. Most of these steps are 2dB apart, giving a
ne degree of control. And since transformers can
:ep up as well as down, the designers decided to
'dude atoggle switch on the rear that engages
1additional

6dB of gain across the board, if

!quired. Another switch here has three positions
set grounding path, either XLR, RCA, or Lift. In
ractice, whichever connection standard was in
se, Iexperienced no hum problems whatsoever
(at required any remedial fiddling here.
The overall feel of the product suggests it has
Ben carefully assembled, a view supported by
(amining the intricate wiring loom inside.
tyling is simple and unadorned, excepting the
Ground lift switch and balanced connections

Jspect aesthetic choice of gold-plated control
-lobs against asilver aluminium fascia.
At the heart of the unit lie 80% nickel

(above); sealed- cans transformers ward off RFI

ermalloy transformers, made by Stevens &

noise or distortion nor subtracting any of the

illington, along-established firm responsible for
re final product. The model Itried used TX- 102

signal. Surprisingly, this is not easy to achieve in

frequency

real life, and otherwise well-specifed systems are
often held back by mediocre-sounding pre-amps.

sponse to 300kHz ( although this will vary
ightly with different source impedances). In

In simple performance terms, the MF Audio
pre- amp was a revelation. Wired initially in

ansformers

with

an

advertised

Dntrast, the pair of transformers tested by MC

unbalanced mode it was possible to compare it

ere evaluation samples supplied without the

with anumber of control units, including aChord
CPA 3200E, BAT VK51SE, and Audio Synthesis

sual casework. These are a revised design too,
eliberately engineered with a curtailed HF

Passion passive. Compared to active units, the

sandwich

Music First pre-amp allowed arefreshing, liquid

Dnstruction. This was to answer customers'

sound, allowing unsullied extension into the high
treble and beyond. This was matched by awholly

sponse

by

altering

the

core

Kluests for subtle filtering of intrusive out-ofand noise from digital source components, and

open midband, and unsmeared low bass. Three-

be particularly useful for SACO playback,

encountered with large diameter phono plugs on

dimensional soundstaging was on a par with a

ith its huge ultrasonic noise problem.
All wiring on the standard unit is 0.6mm

the unbalanced inputs, as the close spacing

first-class active pre- amp, with no constriction on

3 may

ilver-plated

solid-core

copper

Isulation. Connectors are from

with

width or depth; and this was all backed up with a

makes some fat locking types unpracticable.

truly dynamic grip on the music. The net effect is

PTFE

Neutrik and

'eltron, while the Elma rotary switches feature
ilver contacts. A minor issue may be

SOUND QUALITY

a newly-opened window into the sound available

A pre-amp is not supposed to have asourd of its

from both familiar components and records.

own. It should be entirely transparent, adding no

Compared to the Passion passive unit, which

Lab report
0

The primary components used
here are two, well- shielded

010I

sealed- can audio transformers.
These specially made parts
comprise separate primary and
secondary windings. Source and
load ground/chassis connections
may be separated and thus

1

chassis ground currents may be
isolated

from

each

other,

potentially increasing fidelity.
Tapped transformer technology
is offered as an advance on the
passive resistor type of line

ION

GIN

controller and the active powered

Fig 1. Frequency response (- 10dB gain); note that

Fig 2. Distortion versus frequency ( 5V, 600 ohm

type, aiming to provide the

measurement is of HFfiltered Mk 3transformer

source, 100k ohm load

vww.hifinews. n.Hk
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d'AUDIO

CONSULTANTS

SME Series M2 tonearm.
Wonderful engineering

Accustic Arts Player s. A superb

for this price. Amuch

sounding CD player, very detailed

better sound than we

.•

Unico. Hybrid integrated amplifier,

without being forward. 24BIT/o6kHZt

expected at £613.

Bowpc. Line only version £900, with

8times oversampling, great build '

Cartridge shown is the

phono stage £950.

quality. £ 3750

excellent new Lyra Argo
at £ 849.

Mono Pulse. A new British
range of loudspeakers with
very precise imaging and a

Clearaudio Balance Reference Phono Stage. Completely dual mono in

large soundstage not normally

design with widely adjustable cartridge loading and amplification to suit

found at this price range.

all MCs precisely. Exceptional soundstaging performance, accurate tonal

Contemporary looks, wide

balance outclassing many more heavily marketed designs. Amust-

range of colour options.

discerning vinyl reproduction. £ 2390

priced from £ 500 to fmoo.

Sugden Bijou Series.
An exceptional high- end sound
in acompact life-style design.
CDMaster, Headmaster and
Ampmaster £ 2647 in total.
FMMaster tuner (not shown)
£949

Pathos New Classic One. This valve
EAR 509 mono amplifiers. lhe anniversary edition of this cla

cEAR

amplifier. loowpc of pure valve sound. EAR 5o9: From £ 5998 per pair

ACCUSTIC ARTS • AMPHION • ART • AUDI() PHYSIC • AVALON • BEL CANTO • BENZ- M ICRO " CARDAS • CLEARAUDIO
EXPOSURE

hybrid amplifier has many of the
qualities of the Logos but at an
affordable price f1325.

CONRAD- J
OHNSON • DAL I

AR YOSHINO

soi. - 8 • LEEMA ACOUSTICS • LYRA • M CI
NTOSH • M ONO PULSE " NORDOST •• NOTTINGHAM ANALOGUE • OPERA » PA

QUADRASPIRE • ROGUE AUDIO • SME • SHANLING • SHUN M OOK

onyenien y oca e

etween Reading and

Basingstoke, we are approximately 15 minutes drive
from either Junction 12 on the M4 or Junction 6
on the M3. Free and easy parking, outside the
building. We have ahome evaluation scheme for
those who might find this method more convenient.

E • PATHOS

SUGDEN • TRANSFIGURATION • UNISON RESEARCH " VIRTUAL DYNAMICS • W ADIA

7Comet House, Calleva Park, Aldermaston
Reading, Berkshire RG7 81A
T 0118 981 9891
E info@audioconsultants.co.uk

www.audioconsultants.co.uk

Demonstrations by appointment,
Mondays to Saturdays lo:oo to 18:00.
It is advisable to call us before visiting.
Part exchange welcome. Ex- demonstration and
previously owned equipment listed on our webs,

A

Lab Test
pre-amplifier

for a class- leading

micro. Bass slam and weight was akin to having

comparisons, Ifelt the Music First was born to its

low- coloration imprint, the Music First had an

no pre- amp in circuit. Stereo width was also

role as a balanced line controller.

equally delightful sense of transparency and fine

superior to a resistor passive. Where the Passion

Across a range of volumes, the Music First

detailing, with clean edges to notes and not ahint

had slight narrowing of stage, the Music First unit

always delivered, without restraint. Its unfussy

already

has the

potential

compatibility with all and every component Itried

The net effect here is anewly opened
window into the sound available from
both familiar components and records

it with substantially enhanced its position as a
universal stereo system controller. In short, Ifeel
the Music First pre-amp has the finest balance of
virtues of

any

pre- amp

I've

heard

to

date.

Providing you don't need added features from a
pre- amp ( some

cannot

live

without

remote

control, or a mono button, or balance control),
of artifice. This brought an unearthly sense of

kept instruments in an even, natural- sounding

this £ 1500 box can stand alongside — even ahead

realness to the sound from the reference system,

wide stereo spread.

of — active units at over three times the price. It

But

based around a dCS front-end with Chord SPM

while

the

Music

First

proved

to

may have an unwieldy name and a somewhat

be

12000 power amp and B&W N802 speakers. But

something of an over-achiever with regular phono

utilitarian

it also introduced an improved grasp of dynamics,

leads,

quality

of light and shade, letting through the power of

all- balanced system wired with XLR cables. Even

recommendation possible. 3

the original sound, the macro details with the

allowing

Andrew Harrison

it

cracked
for

the

glass

differences

in

ceiling
level

in

in

an

direct

appearance,
it

but

warrants

for

the

honest

very

sound

strongest

best of both worlds. Thus the signal path

windings the signal must traverse, plus

19kHz/20kHz,

Audio

ground resulted in complete absence of

simplicity,

and

the conversion to magnetic energy and

Precision threshold of — 112dB, ie, about

audible hum [ on a different, unboxed

transparency of a passive control is

back in a transformer's ferromagnetic

0.00024%! It was little affected by a sample to the unit pictured], but I

allied to the good matching, cable

core. This may be contrasted with the

hyper- severe 600 ohm output loading,

generally

versatility, potentially superior signal-

'sound' of a two- resistor attenuator, as

eg, —1dB at 20kHz.

transformer

controller,

superior

some

avowed

neutrality

Channel

to-noise ratio and greater dynamics of a found in high-fidelity amplifiers.
Without

costly top-flight active line pre- amp.
Compared with aresistor-type volume

transformer

question
is

the

a labour

lying

at

balance

the

was

excellent,

liked
in

the

sound

of this

finding

respects

within 0.004dB at lowest settings with

reference switched- resistor Passion and

intensive

negligible 0.003dB imbalance at higher

as such, more comparable with an
audiophile pre- amplifier such as the

precision product, and this is reflected

settings,

orders of magnitude improvement in

in the high price.

precision. Small DC offsets from a Conrad- Johnson Premier 17LS.

matching.

Typically

it
my

attenuator

control, the transformer type provides
input/output

to

confirming

the

winding

source were tolerated, with negligible

a

While not quite as open and perfectly
neutral

as

the

Passion,

the

S&B

resistor ' passive' will have a 20k ohm

TEST RESULTS

measured performance loss for up to

load on the source and an output

With a typical 600 ohm source and

50pA, or typically up to 10mV from a transformers provided asense of greater

impedance of 2k ohm.

100k ohm load, paralleled by 330pF

300 ohm source.

A transformer version may have a capacitance for a significant cable

drama and dynamic expression, firmer

To investigate fully the very low

deeper bass, and an impression of more

distortion, Iused spectrum analysis and

detail. The Passion had slightly larger

transformers, set to — 10dB gain, gave

found — 103dB

2 volt ( 100Hz

yet well-focused stereo images, while

source, while the output impedance is

an

response:

stimulus), mainly 2nd, 3rd, 5th, and

the S&B seemed more delicately subtle

exemplary, uncritical of either cable or

±0.05dB from 12Hz to 40kHz [ Fig 1,

some higher harmonics, these — 130dB

and transparent, yet somehow a little

loading, with anoise- minimising sub- 30

p571. There was an insignificant rise of

or better [ Fig 3, below left].

more contained.

ohm of effective resistance. All the

0.4dB at 54kHz and then a roll- off to

For the same level at IkHz, 5th

As predicted, a greater variety of

signal power of the source is potentially

—6dB at I05kHz, the out- of- band return

harmonic was highest, at — 115dB [ Fig 4,

cables and cable lengths were happily

transferred

delayed until 200kHz.

below

tolerated by the transformer control unit,

dynamics- enhancing 100k ohm input

length,

impedance, which is very kind to the

to

the

load

terminal.

the

Stevens &

exemplary

frequency

Billington

right].

at

The

remainder

were

Conversely for the resistor type, most of

For distortion- versus-frequency see

generally better than 120dB down. This

which presented the stereo image a

the signal ' power' is bypassed in the

Fig 2 [ p571 with 5V, 600 ohm source,

is clearly afinely designed and superbly

little closer than usual.

selected resistors.

100k

linear audio transformer.

The debate regarding the relative

ohm

load.

I measured

total

With the Passion typically scoring 33
points ( under optimum conditions), the

harmonic distortion for a rated 2 volt

and

output at better than — 115dB; and for

SOUND QUALITY

S&B with its greater matching tolerance

resistor types of control may concern

any level up to 5volt, obtained asuperb

Icould not find acombination of source

edged slightly ahead, with 36. II

the

high- frequency intermodulation result,

and amplifier where lifting the internal

Martin Colloms

sound

evel

quality

for

transformer

lengthy primary and

secondary

—60

60

Ap

level

der AI
-70
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Fig 3. Distortion after spectrum analysis, 100Hz stimulus ( 2V)
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Fig 4. Distortion, 1kHz ( 2V): 5th harmonic highest at a mere — 115dB
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Convincing, clean-sounding and a
boon to classical buffs, the Kestrel
demonstrates the benefits of an
accurate time domain response

PRICE

and to hell with timing inaccuracy, which messes

compromises, as always, must be made in

up the impulse response. Essentially he's right —

speaker design. It's adebate that will run and run,

but mainly because poor frequency response s

but Pat pins his flag firmly to this impulse' mast.

eadowlark will be an unfamiliar name
to many UK readers. This USA- based

generally considered to be a bad thing, while
timing anc phase come further down the list of

You could say — in marketing speak — that it's his

company started just 10 years ago
with its first and only model, the Kestrel. In

things to get right after such niceties as cabinet
coloration, distortion and power handling — not to

original Kestrel was launched from scratch
without any marketing or distribution network. It's

comparison with the life cycles of most products

mention manipulating everything to sound right.

astory that most small manufacturers would envy.

M

these days, the original Kestrel was positiveFy

The importance of phase/time accuracy has

ancient when, last year, designer Pat McGinty
re-vamped it and re-launched it as Kestrel 2.

been debated many times over the years and,

For one model to last nine years, maybe Pat
had hit on something. After all, to grow from a
one-product audiophile- oriented company to one
making no less than eight ( including just two
home

cinema

products),

while

expanding

production and still be in business in a world
where high-quality n. fi stereo music reproduction
is aminority occupation is no mean feat.
So what makes Pat, and the Kestrel 2tick? His
main beef about ordinary loudspeakers is their
messy time domain response because, as ne
claims, the main thrust of audio designers is
usually to achieve an accurate frequency response
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Urique Sales Proposition.

Interestingly, the

So, what is the Kestrel 2? It's a floorstander
some 102mm ( 40in) tall, 190mm ( 7.25in) wide,

Very few designers of transmission lines
have managed to crack the problems,
while using TL's benefits to the full
while the subject resurfaces occasionally, opinion
is divided over how important an accurate
impulse response really is to the audible result.
Clearly, it's not irrelevant, but just how far should
designers compromise other performance factors
to achieve accurate impulse behaviour? Because

tapering from 320mm ( 12.5 n) deep at the base
to just 70mm ( 3in) deep at the top. Its front
baffle comprises two 2.5cm-thick s:abs of solid
hardwood, while the sides and back are MDF
veneered in the same matching real wood. The
time-honoured knuckle-rap test on all cabinet

www.hifinews.co.uk

Lab test
loudspeaker

Meadowlark's sloping baffle
gives 'time alignment'
between the two drive units
midrange resonances. It could have done with a
little more presence. Nora Jones's voice brought
similar reactions, with aslightly shouty' shut-in
quality. Bass seemed atrifle flat and lacking in
punch or presence. There was certainly plenty of
fullness, and depth, but this was accompanied by
ahint of sloppiness.
So, some good news, some not so good,
repeated over a variety of recordings. For
instance, Miles Davis's Kind of Blue showed
slightly muted cymbals, warm and rounded horns
—not immediately transparent but with everything
in good proportion, and a smooth and well
integrated articulate saxophone. An understated
presentation — not overtly dynamic or punchy —
but with much subtle inner detail. In ' Blue in
Green' one could almost ' see' the wire brush
swirling across the drum skin. The piano on this
wads shows the whole cabinet to be very inert.

performance is not sacrificed on the altar of

number

This is no doubt aresult of the chunky solid wood

impulse response or minimalism.

brilliance would have been nice, which suggested

front, made from locally- sourced kiln- dried
hedwood that's bonded to the main cabinet, but

The key to employing low- rate filters is the use
of high-quality drive units. McGinty utilises two
high-performance Peerless drivers: the very

a dished frequency response, but curiously the
structure of the piano sound, the relationship

also to complex internal side-to-side partitioning
inside the cabinet, which forms a short

effective 38mm HF « ring' radiator ard triple layer
165mm woofer. To achieve time alignment at the
normal seated listening position, they have been

was

very

piano- like.

Ideally

more

between the harmonics and the fundamentals
seemed convincing nonetheless.
After a break, Ipulled the loudspeakers back

transmission- line, exiting via the port slot visible
at the base of the front panel.
Very few designers of transmission- lines have
managed to crack the TL's problems, while using

placed on a sloping baffle, which situates the

into the system. Quite why the Kestrel 2seemed
better this time round, I'm not sure. Perhaps it

acoustic centre of the tweeter vertically above the

was the substitution of the Musical

its benefits to the full. Pat's slant on the line's

woofer's. So, the baffle slopes for a very good

kW 500 amplifier ( see p20) in the system, or

design in the Kestrel 2 is that he adds extra

technical reason — not merely for aesthetics. The
sloping fronts do help make the Joudspeakers

maybe it was Townshend's cryogenically-treated
copper loudspeaker and interconnect cables. Or

appear to recede into the background, though
anyone with an aversion to seeing stark black

may be it was just agrowing appreciation of the
Kestrel's strengths — Idon't know.

speaker cones permanently on show should note
that there are no grilles for the Kestrels — what

away, but this time around the positives seemed

damping to control cone

movement

below

frequencies at which the line properly loads the
woofer, to avoid excess distortion- inducing cone
movement at very low frequencies — atechnique
he has dubbed BASS- IC.
The impulse response issue was tackled by
using first-order crossover networks (that's 6dBper-octave final slopes) on both the woofer and
the tweeter. While, theoretically, first-order slopes
can achieve accurate time domain behaviour, it
depends very much on the drive units having very
mach wider bandwidths and flatter phase
responses than are normally required for higherresonances and

you see in the photos is what you get. On the
upside, the contoured hardwood baffles do look
pleasantly organic — in a rather dated 1960s

tweeter has to handle greater levels of low

intriguing

Otherwise,

frequencies with a first-order filter. Meadowlark
insists it has not had one tweeter failure since
they started business! Slow- rate first- order
crossovers can also cause greater variations in
frequency response when measured or listened to
away from the main design axis, due to the

The frequency balance issues had not gone

Drums rolled out very convincingly, with
weight and presence. Double basses
had realistic warmth with inner clarity

distortions that would normally be out of band
can rear their ugly heads and become audible.
Another issue is power handling, because the

rate crossovers.

Fidelity

Scandinavian furniture sort of way.
The Kestrel 2 is certainly an

to carry much more weight. This was especially
true with orchestral classical music, where the
slight distancing was not aproblem. However, the
superb

sense

of

depth

and

space

these

loudspeakers set with suitable recordings is not

loudspeaker. On first hearing, there is achance
that listeners may not be impressed. Iwasn't, and
put them aside for awhile, but the Kestrel has

something found

hidden depths and does not zap you between the

test results). On the other hand, the solidity of the
cabinet must make asignificant contribution. The

eyes with instant infatuation. To exo'ain, I'll give
you ataste of my first notes. Playing Carole King's

that

often.

Perhaps

this

charming quality does after all have something to
do with the careful time alignment here (see the

smooth, clean and detailed top end was also a
delight — and the slightly rolled-off treble quality,

greater region of driver overlap and the variations
in relative flight times as sound path lengths

classic Tapestry Iwas pleased by the way the

change with listening position.
Whatever one's viewpoint on the importance of

sound of tne album. -here was simply no fizz or

accurate time response, minimal filters can, in
themselves, deliver more natural sound quality

Iliked the separation of the various strands of the
multi-track recording and the guitar sounded very

Playing the Largo from Dvorak's New World

Mere being fewer components between the

good. But Ifelt King's slightly recessed voice

listener and the music) — so long as the overall

featured a hint of chestiness as if hitting lower

Symphony [
Colin Davis/LSO on LSO Live] the cor
anglais were slightly muted, though cresendos

vvww.hifinews.co.uk

speakers handled the inherently less-thar-smooth
harshness added to that already in the recording.

while not strictly accurate, helped redeem some
discs. While losing some ' air', this helped show
bright or brittle recordings in abetter light — and
would do the same for bright-sounding amplifiers.
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Are you someone who is not easily satisfied? Someone who demands the very best, the
latest or perhaps the purest? Then you are going to love seeing what Unilet have in store.
Whether you are looking for a turntable or a state-of-the-art
home cinema set up, or perhaps that elusive speaker cable
that you read about in an American hi-fi magazine, you are
likely to find it at Unilet. For years Unilet has been the place
for the serious audiophile.
So why not come in and see us? You'll find us
tucked away off the High Street, opposite
Waitrose in New Malden, Surrey. We're
just yards away from the BR station and
acouple of minutes from the A3.

o

13 AIDA,

the symbol of security

For acopy of our latest
price list please call:

020 8942 9567
or check us out on the web:

www.unilet.net
Unilet Sound and Vision Ltd.
35 High Street,
New Malden,
Surrey KT3 4BY
Fax: 020 8336 0820
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Lab testl

loudspeaker
Lab report
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responses: red on axis [ red
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trace], 10 above axis [ blue],
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horizontally off axis I
grey]

Below, left, Fig 4. Frequency
responses of woofer [ blue],
tweeter [ green], arid the

70

whole loudspeaker, with
woofer arid tweeter [ red]. All

00

measured on- axis via the
internal crossover network

201

Oregon." OW

In view of the claims about optimising

Kestrel was almost textbook with some

i
nproved the extreme high frequencies

with

the impulse response, I thought it

initial wiggles. However, moving the

by aligning closer to the tweeter axis,

tweeter roll- off bump below 2kHz had

would be interesting to find out just

microphone down 5 [ Fig 21 shows

though this

the effect of reducing the total output at

how well the Kestral measured in the

what happens when the arrival times

around 2.5kHz due to the change in the

time domain and whether the frequency

are shifted. This looks alot worse, but

relative path lengths from the woofer

response had been compromised.

the sound did not suddenly collapse.

and tweeter to the measuring position.

excellent, though its achievement has

Fig

1 shows the impulse ' step

caused a severe dip

by the

crossover,

while

the

around 200Hz to 2kHz.
So,

the

time

alignment

was

Fig 3 shows the off- axis response

Tie width and depth of this trough was

compromised the overall frequency

response on- axis — that is, mid- way

family and the effects of low , order

aconsequence of low- rate crossovers

response

between bass and tweeter height — at

filtering required for accurate imoulse

aid quite a large overlap netween

design is a compromise, and though

amicrophone distance of lm. In most

response. The on- axis curve [ red]

woofer and tweeter. Fig 4 shows the

the axial and off- axis responses are not

loudspeakers, the ideally fast rise and

shows some unevenness, dished in the

woofer and filter curve in bare, the

as

slow decay of the impulse is severely

700Hz to 3kHz range and rolling oh

tweeter curve

both

unevenness may well be audible, the
benefits of time alignment may be

in

green

and

smoothness.

smooth

as

All

some,

speaker

and

the

mutilated — with the tweeter pulse

above 10kHz ( tying in well with the

together in red. The small peak at 4kHz

arriving first and the tardy woofer wave

tonal balance perceived on audition).

was due to a ( well- damped) peak in the

equally responsible for delivering good

often

Lifting the microphone by just 5'

woofer's output, which was rot dealt

spatial reproduction.

vere

in the opposite

handled

very

phase.

tidily

The

or

I
n conclusion, the Meadowlark Kestrel 2 may be

ierceness. Though the sound could have done

without

muddle

slightly awry ona'tly and is perhaps not ideal for

vith more brilliance and clarity, the impression of

those seeking fast and had rhythms and beats,

irchestral scale was convincirg. Moving on to

but it does nave an uncanny ability to sound

.es Troyens — another Davis/LSO performance on

convincing when fed the right material.

.S0 Live — brought out the stiengths of the

loudspeaker seems ideal for reproducing classical

(estrels in handling large-scale classical music,

orchestral music and if that is your goal it should

or which they seem to have been balanced.

definitely be on your istening list. Just remember

Drums rolled out very convincingly, with weight
Ind

presence.

Double

basses

had

realistic

warmth, tonal richness with inner clarity and the

to give it some time.

•

David Berlin]

iizzicato strings were a delight of inner musical

Supplier

letail. The tolling bell also had arich and realistic

AVID

-inging' clarity. Stereo imagery and depth were a

01480 457300

.ut

www.meadowiar kaudio.com

above the

norm,

with

the

horns

quite

ibviously at the rear, strings at the front, piccolos
othe right and double basses to the side.
The extreme treble was audibly soft' but this

This

FIFFINews verdict
Handsome looks and a hearty sound, the Kestrel 2

lid smooth out CD's tonality very well. Curiously,

impressed with adeep, saacious presentation aid a

he Kestrel's ability to reveal inner detail and lay

top- end that was dttai,ed yet smooth enough to flatter

iut convincingly deep and w.de sound stages

harsher-sounoing ciscs While not tonally accurate, it

uited vinyl LP very well too, so many LPs found

sounds conv .ncing with the -ight material.

heir way on to the turntable during this review.

Nww.hifinews.co.uk
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High fidelity equipment, unlike some other aspects of life, requires no romancing. Leave the
petrol-station flowers and assorted chocolates at homeoThis,rnyfierid,is about animal attraction.
And when you hear the subduing song of aVifa speaker, we think you'll know what we mean.
That's right, we said Vifa. The name associated with many of the world's finest speaker
brands has launched its own range of home theatre systems. Seven decades in the making,
this is home entertainment for audiophiles by audiophiles. Our systems are lovingly crafted
down to the finest detail and duly deliver asound so natural and spirited, I
he most reserved
listener will be forgiven for going alittle weak at the knees
For more information see www.vifa-int.com, or better still visit us at Hi Fi Show & AV Expo.
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Vifa International A/S • Motorgangen 2-4. DK-2690 Karlslunde • Denmark • Tel: -45 58 18 88 7o • E-mail: info@vifa-int.com

Since 1933

Opinion

John
Crabbe
T

he late Peter Walker's ' closest approach to the original
sound' has for many years been accepted as an ideal

worth striving for. But PW said ' closest approach to', not
'exact replication of', knowing that perfection could never be

achieved by practical loudspeakers located in amultiplicity of
acoustics. This, coupled with the artificiality of stereo
perception, makes it impossible ( binaural systems apart) for
sounds at the listener's ears to be true facsimiles of those at
the original microphone(s). The best we can hope for vis-à-vis
accurate reproduction of recordings is to re-create what the
producer judged to be optimum as heard on the monitor
speakers in aparticular studio after the final editing session.
Even this less rigorous scenario is unrealistic, as those
loudspeakers and that studio aren't permanent references, and
most listeners are landed with

There's a notion
around that
equipment can be
assessed simply on
its ability to make
the music grab
one's attention

only gradually, during ordinary listening. Changing the latter to

specific rooms where all they can

'may or nay not become apparent' and removing ' only', reveals
the . ess fanciful reality, while both science and common sense

do is change or shift the speakers

tell us that the smaller the perceived differences between

and experiment with acoustic
treatments. The latter will probably
only grant selective favours, while

stmuli, the more essential it becomes to make an immediate

small listening rooms tend to
impose claustrophobic restrictions

comparison in order to discover the truth. So, coupling this
with the fallibibties of memory, Idon't see how the long-term
heuristic approach can be trustworthy. Those nevertheless
convinced that they can pinpoint audible differences between

recorded ambience — but see

top-line amplifiers, should be able in properly controlled blind
tests to pick these out when using acommon input signal,

TacT system [
HFN August 2004].

which such folk have notoriously and repeatedly failed to do.

Despite bringing its own
oddities, headphone listening

listening, and in view of various negative pronouncements

sidesteps all that; but while the

e'sewhere, it's intriguing to note that the technique was

irregularities of speaker- plus- room

pioneered in the UK by Percy Wilson, one-time Technical
Editor of Gramophone. It concerned apparatus used for the

on usable dynamics and mask the

responses usually sound less awful

than they look, they vastly outweigh those associated with any
half- decent version of other components in the replay chain. Yet
some golden-eared reviewers tend to see these as dens of

Yet some commentators remain unsympathetic to blind

reception of schoo's broadcasts, when he arranged for a
succession of paired unseen items to be judged by
non-specialist listening teams, who marked them for

imperfection, and manage to find that connectors, power amps,
pre-amps, etc are characterised by as much subjective diversity

performance on aseries of separately defined speech

as loudspeakers. Cables, for instance, are said to affect rhythm,

for each item when rejudged across several years by varying

tune playing, dynamics and stage width, while the language

panels. And that was nearly 70 years ago!
Fortunately, emotional involvement of team members with

employed in some amplifier reports might lead the innocent

parameters. This produced scores that remained within 0.1%

layman to believe that the differences heard parallel those
found in alternative musical performances, with touches of

the test material wasn't one of the judgmental criteria there,

Boult, Toscanini or Beecham likely to crop up unannounced.

be assessed simply on the strength of its ability to make the

Now, I'm not denying the necessity for good low-resistance
speaker cable ( which needn't cost more than around £ 1.00 per

music grab one's attention. The difficJIty is that this so
aepends on taste, temperamental factors, personal musical

metre), or that there could be perceptible differences between

history, etc, that it can become an impediment to judgement.

high-grade amplifiers in some freak load situations. But with
correct usage, any audible effects should be vanishingly small,
so the greatest care is needed when assessing performance —

whereas tnese days there's anotion around that equipment can

Ultimately, of course, aiding musical enjoyment is hi-fi's
prime papose. But ardent aesthetic absorption is far too
volatile acommodity to be taken seriously as an overarching

especially as extraneous variables and unconscious

measure, especially as it's possible to be moved to tears by

preconceptions can influence what people believe they've
heard, while accurate aural memory is very shortlived.

something heard by chance an alofi car radio.

The only foolproof way of coping with this is to employ blind

Thus attention ought really to be focused àla Wilson on one
factor at atime, viz, bass oepth, instrumental detail, transient

A/B testing. However, reasons sometimes offered for not
pursuing this are: ( i) that is unduly stressful (which I've never

clarity, vocal rea,isn, etc. Tedious, perhaps, but in my view the

found), and ( ii) that small audible differences become apparent

Walker's ever-elusive 'closest approach'.

www.hifinews.co.uk

most fruitful way of employing subjectivism in aid of Peter
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As the UK's

representative in
EISA, HiFi News is aparticipant in
Europe's most prestigious international
Awards. As amember of the EISA
Audio/Home Theater Panel, we're giving
the Audio/Home Theater category
citations in full. We also give a
complete listing of all the awards voted
by the Photo, Video and Mobile
Electronics Panels.

About EISA
EISA, the European Imaging and
Sound Association, is an organisation
that exists to promote excellence in
photography, video, hi-fi, home cinema
and mobile electronics throughout
Europe. EISA's membership includes
dedicated specialist magazines in
each European country.
EISA's origins date back to 1982,
when five European photography
magazines came together to select
the Camera of the Year. The award
proved so popular that there were soon
awards for many categories of
photographic equipment.
In 1989, the EISA organisation
emerged in its present form, and the

awards line-up soon expanded to cover
video, hi-fi and home cinema, and
- most recently - mobile electronics.
The EISA Awards are chosen annually
by judging Panels drawn from the EISA
membership. These panels thus
represent nearly 50 prominent
specialist magazines from about 20
European countries.
There are now four EISA Awards
panels within the membership: Photo,
Video, Audio/Home Theater and Mobile
Electronics. Only one magazine from
each country may sit on each Panel.
Thus HiFi News is the sole UK member
of the Audio/Home Theater Panel.
Each member magazine nominates
an initial short-list of products to
be considered at the Panel's awards
voting sessions. The final shortlist
of nominated products is debated in
detail, according to EISA rules, during
EISA's Annual General Meeting, which
is attended by Editors- in-Chief from all
member magazines.
Every year, the EISA Awards applaud
the new products which combine the
most advanced technology, the most
desirable features, the ultimate

expression of design, the most
satisfying ergonomics and, of course,
the greatest value for money.
EISA recognises the features most
likely to be appreciated by an
enthusiast public seeking high quality
and creative facilities.

About HiFi News
First published in June 1956, HiFi
News is the world's longest-established
audio magazine. It's also the UK's
best-selling enthusiast title, and enjoys
aworldwide reputation. HiFi News has
seen audio expand from its hobbyist
beginnings to become the foundation of
the consumer electronics industry.
The magazine has moved with the
times yet retained its traditional values,
with the continued inclusion of regular
in-depth technical articles and
measurement- based equipment reviews.
We maintain our stance as the serious
magazine that readers trust.
HiFi News is read by serious music
lovers and hi-fi and home theater
enthusiasts the world over. HiFi News
also sponsors the UK's leading
exhibition, The Hi Fi Show & AV Expo.

S
Here's the list of EISA members on each of the
four voting Panels. The Panels are drawn from
the total EISA membership of 50 leading
magazines from 20 European countries. A
number of leading trade publications are listed
here as Associate Members.
PHOTO PANEL
Alt Om Foto & Video, Denmark
Focus, The Netherlands
Foto, Spain
Foto, Sweden
Foto-Kurier, Poland
Foto Objektiv, Austria
Foto Video, Hungary
Foto Video, Czech Republic
Foto & Video, Russia
Fotografi, Norway
Fotomagazin, Germany
II Fotografo, Italy
Kamera-Lehti, Finland
Le Photographe, France
Médiaexpert, Switzerland
Photonet, Greece
Super Foto Pratica, Portugal
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AUDIO/HOME THEATRE PANEL
Alta Fidelidad, Spain
Audio, Poland
Audio, Portugal
Audio Review, Italy
Audio Video Prestige, France
Digitális Házimozi, Hungary
DVD & Hjemekino, Norway
Heimkino, Germany
HiFi News, UK
High Fidelity, Denmark
ITM Praktiker, Austria
Ljud & Bild, Sweden
Médiaexpert, Switzerland
Media Totaal, The Netherlands
Sound Vision, Greece
Stereo, Germany
Stereo & Video, Czech Republic
Stereo & Video, Russia
Sztereó, Hungary
MOBILE ELECTRONICS PANEL
Audio Car Magazine, Spain
ACS Audio Car Stereo, Italy
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EUROPEAN HIGH- END
AUDIO OF THE YEAR 2004-05
T+A V10
An impressive combination of classic/vintage concept, modern
cosmetics and no-compromise construction, both mechanical and
electrical, the T+A V10 integrated stereo amplifier establishes anew
standard for audio excellence. The V10 builds ts unique performance
around asophisticated circuit topology with selected tubes ( EL509/11 for
power, ECC83 for pre-amp, ECC99 for driver and ECL82 or input) and
aspecial toroidal wideband transformer designed by TA. These
elements come together in an extremely elegant and quite compact
package with enough power and dynamics to celebrate at full scale the
true glory and emotion of music.

EUROPEAN LOUDSPEAKER
OF THE YEAR 2004,-05
B&W 705
This high-quality B&W standmount speaker is descended from the
CDM1, which won an EISA award in 1995 and was followed by the
CDM1 SE and CDNI1 NT. Though similar in size, the 705 embodies a
host of improvements. Internal volume is increased for deeper bass
response; the bass/midrange driver is optimised for lowest non-linear
distortion with aspecial magnet structure; the tweeter is similar in
principle to the Nautilus type. Progress in technology is reflected in the
sound: clean, fast, alittle on the bright side, but always consistent,
telling the truth about music and recordings. A real monitor among
other nice sounding small speakers.

ASSOCIATE MEMBERS
Annuario Home Video Theater, Italy
Audio Guida Car, Italy
Audio Guida HiFi, Italy
AVM, Denmark
Car & HiFi Club, Germany
Ce-Markt, Switzerland
Flash, Switzerland
Fotomarkt, The Netherlands
Fotowirtschaft, Germany
It Fotografo Trade, Italy
Photonet Professional, Greece
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EUROPEAN AUDIO PLAYER OF THE YEAR 2004-05
4111Lpti

Sony SCD-XA3000ES
An impressive and well- constructed player, the
SCD-XA3000ES has asturdy chassis and asolid,
mechanically stable transport. Ordinary CDs are
reproduced with alush, well-defined and very
homogenous sound, but it is the ability to play
Super Audio CD that really lifts this model towards
the high-end area. With SACD reproduction in two
or five channels this player entertains the listener
with alevel of musical detail that is areal joy to
experience. An all-rounder that plays all kinds of
music equally well, the Sony SCD-XA3000ES
CD/SACD player currently defines the best
available sound quality in this price range.

EUROPEAN NEW MEDIA AUDIO OF THE YEAR 2004-05
¡River H-140

iRiver theild
Entert inment
IBM

This well-crafted portable device has a
40GB hard disk that holds more than
8000 songs in MP3 format. A USB 2.0
connection allows high-speed transfer of
any kind of files. As well as MP3, it plays
WMA, WAV, ASE and OGG music files.
The battery is rechargeable and there is a
microphone for live recordings and a
built-in FM radio. The big backlit LCD
screen provides all the information, while
the user can navigate by remote control or
adialler. Sound quality is excellent for
such adevice and the long list of features
makes the H-140 aclear winner.

EUROPEAN NEW MEDIA PLAYER
OF THE YEAR 2004-05
Samsung ` Yepp' YH-999
Paving the way to atotally new concept of products, the Samsung Portable
Media Centre ' Yepp' YH-999 uses the resources of the Microsoft Portable
Media Center platform. You can access digital media files anywhere, anytime,
since the 20GB, 1.8in hard disk can store MP3, WMA, WMV and JPEG files
and the 3.5in TFT-LCD display allows you to view your favourite pictures and
movies with QVGA resolution. Compliance with the Windows Media Player
DRM platform means that the YH-999 will be increasingly used to manage the
authorised reproduction of all types of media files.
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EUROPEAN STEREO AMPLIFIER OF THE YEAR 2004-05
Musical Fidelity X-150
Turn the volume knob, and you get the feeling of solid quality.
This compact, 220mm-wide amplifier concentrates on its
primary task - the reproduction of music - with no
unnecessary functions, just three line- level inputs, plus one
for aturntable ( m- m) and atape output. It delivers 100 watts
per channel into 4ohms with minimal distortion. This
excellent technical performance is the basis of its smooth,
detailed and lively sound, forcing listeners to pay attention.
and the X-150 sets ahigh standard at its price. It comes with
remote control - but you'll probably prefer to rotate that big
volume knob yourself.

EUROPEAN AUDIO COMPACT SYSTEM OF THE YEAR 2004-5
JVC EX-Al
When nature meets technology: JVC offers the
world's first loudspeaker to use asolid wood
cone. The small, beautifully crafted speaker
cabinets are also of wood, and the result is a
clear and natural sound, with outstandirg bass
performance. Matching electronics include a
DVD-player and AM/FM tuner, along with JVC's
newly developed hybrid feedback digital
amplifier, pumping out agenerous 2x30 watts.
Naturally, the EX-Al can play audio CDs, and
importantly it's also compatible with
hi- resolution DVD-Audio discs. Good news for
home cinema enthusiasts: the Composite,
S-Video or RGB video output can be connected
to any video display.

EUROPEAN HOME THEATER
LOUDSPEAKER OF THE YEAR 2004-05

Jamo E 7 Series
Four small satellites, acompetent centre speaker
and asubwoofer from Jamo's E7Series create a
home theater speaker system many consumers will
enjoy - without upsetting their budget or domestic
peace. The little E700 satellite delivers a
remarkably full-bodied sound and anew decoupled
tweeter improves the subjective impression further
in terms of speed and ultra- low coloration. The
matching E7SUB subwoofer not only adds drama
and suspense to movies - its non-vented design,
10in drive unit and powerful 675 watts peak
amplification delivers the lows in music with a
convincing control and fast, authoritative fidelity.

www.hifinews.co.uk
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EUROPEAN HOME THEATER
SUBWOOFER OF THE YEAR 2004-05

ZONIS,

Velam 0010

VelDdyne DD10
Extremely compact, but weighty and
highly dynamic in character the DD- 10
is te smallest model in VelDdyne's
new Digital Drive line. Althcugh it
measures just 30cm high, tie Velodyne
DD- 10's performance confirms the
special expertise of the Californian
firm, which since the 1980s has
represented areference-poimt for other

subwoofer designers. Thanks to the
drive unit's push-pull' voicecoil and
external suspension, with feedback
control of the cone, the generous 1250
watt built-in amplifier, plus the
on- board digital equalizer and digital
analyser, the DD- 10 allows any home
cinema enthusiast to reach new levels
of excitement.

EUROPEAN HOME THEATER
SYSTEM OF THE YEAR
2004-05
Samsung HT- 0S460

EISA
ingaremarirdis
MUM

EISA •
impiagmegumniims
beak Inell

Samsung's HT-DS460 is ahome cinema
system at an affordable price, with radio
tuner, DVD player and multichannel amplifier.
It supports awide variety of usable disc
formats, including the increasingly important
[MIX video format, along with the playback of
JPEG pictures ar dMP3 music. The package
includes asubwoofer and gives sur-ound
sound from a ' rear reflecting sounc system'
which reflects the sound from separate
transducers in the front speakers towards the
back of the room. So there is no need for rear
speakers and installation is made to be easy
in any living room.

EUROPEAN HOME THEATER HIGH END
COMPONENT OF THE YEAR 2004-5

Yamaha DSP-Z9
An obvious choice for ahigh-end home
theater experience. THX Ultra 2certified, it
has an impressive output of 7x300 watts
plus 2x90 watts for the extra front effect
channels. A Faroudja scaler provides the
best picture from all video sources. The
smart Room Acoustics Optimizer makes it
very user friendly. A microphone and a
15- band equalizer gets the best result in any
home conditions with apush of one button.
The sound is at the level you would expect at
this price - apowerful and controlled bottom
end, detailed midrange with excellent
dialogue and aclear and well-balanced top.
In short, this is avery exciting product.

lemill

EUROPEAN DVD PLAYER OF THE YEAR 2004-05

Pioneer DV-668AV

1111

To drive your home cinema display or
video projector you need to have atop
video source. The task of the DVD
player is to produce fine image quality
to match the capabilities of your
display device. This is also auniversal
player that accepts high- resolution
SACD and DVD-Audio discs. Dolby

00

o

Digital and DTS decoding is built in. Image
quality is high thanks to aprogressive output and
adigital ( HDMI) interface. For analogue video

00

ñ

I

there is a216MHz/12-bit converter. Overall, a
very well- specified player which has everything
necessary to succeed in the market.

EUROPEAN PROJECTOR
OF THE YEAR 2004-05
Panasonic PT-AE500E
With the PT-AE500E, Panasonic has created a
dedicated video projector, which, at an affordable
price, fulfils any home cinema demands concerning
picture resolution, contrast ratio and colour fidelity. A
complete range of analogue inputs is accompanied by
adigital DVI-D/HDCP connection, accepting highdefinition signals. The projector includes all of the
functions you would usually expect, including low
noise mode, but gives first priority to picture quality.

EUROPEAN HIGH END VIDEO PROJECTOR
OF THE YEAR 2004-5
InFocus ScreenPlay 777
With

its three- chip DLP technology, based on
HD2-DMD, the InFocus Screenplay 777 offerS
big-screen performance at its best. HDTV-capabl
resolution of 1280x720 pixels and a
sophisticated custom Minolta lens, with achoice
of seven focal lengths to suit most projection
distances, makes the ScreenPlay 777 aperfect
beamer for home theater enthusiasts. Its beautifu
case incorporates DVI, YUV and RGB Progressive
inputs and fully equipped Faroudja video
processing. Allthough easy to use, the InFocus
offers ahuge range of expert video- setups and
both horizontal and vertical lens-shift, so it can
easily tuned to maximum picture quality.

www. hif i
news . co. uk
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EUROPEAN HOME THEATER
INNOVATION OF THE YEAR 2004-5

KEF's Instant Theater system meets the
needs of all consumers who want agood
looking, good sounding 5.1 DVD system, but
don't like to hook up five speakers. With only
two clever Uni Q speakers, each including a
NXT panel, the system produces realistic
surround sound. No pseudo- surround ' tricks'
are involved: the KIT 100 has apowerful
shwoofer. while the two main speakers
produce front left, right, phantom centre and
-relying on wall reflections - the rear
channels. Setup takes only five minutes.
This well- crafted, good sounding system is
much more than aserious alternative to
conventional home theater systems.

EUROPEAN HOME THEATER RECEIVER
OF THE YEAR 2004-5

4111117=1»

Dencn A\'- 38O5

o

With the AVR-3805, Denon sets a landmark in AV receivers.
Equipped with every feature for modern home theatre, it has an
amazing number of audio and video inputs and seven powerful
channels, Dolby Pro Logic I
lx and signal conversion to S- Video or
Component for any video input. But the key point of the AVR-3805
is its helpful automatic setup. Via amicrophone, surroundparameters are calibrated by the 3805 itself; an 8- band parametric
equalizer matches the room acoustics. Together with the clever
luminescent remote control, the AVR-3805 offers more sound
quality, features and ease of use than expected in this price class.

qt-edilr"
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EISA European Products of the Year 2004-05 voted by EISA's Video, Photo and Mobile Electronics Panels
PHOTO PANEL
category
SLR CAMERA
LENS

brand

category

brand

DVD-CAMCORDER

Hitachi

OV-CAMCORDER

Panasonic

Canon

model name
Dynax 60
AF 12-24mm/4.5-5.6 EX DG
EOS ID Mark II

Nikon

NEW MEDIA VIDEO
Philips
DIGITAL VIDEO RECORDER Sony

070

DIGITAL CAMERA
Olympus
DIGITAL COMPACT CAMERACasio

DVD-PLAYER

Camedia C-8080 Wide Zoom
Exilim Pro EX- P600

DIGITAL POCKET CAMERA Sony
PHOTO PRINTER
Canon

Cyber-shot OSC-T1

VIDEO PROJECTOR
Panasonic
HIGH END VIDEO PROJECTOR
NEW MEDIA PLAYER
Samsung

PROFESSIONAL CAMERA
DIGITAL SLR CAMERA

Konica Minolta
Sigma

MINI PRINTER

HP

SCANNER
MEMORY CARD
PHOTO INNOVATION

Epson
SanDisk
Konica Minolta

category

PROJECTION TELEVISION

72

ROR-HX1000
DV-668AV
PT- AE 500E
InFocus ScreenPlay 777
Yepp' YH-999

MOBILE ELECTRONICS PANEL

Perfection 4870 Photo
Ultra II Series

category
MOBILE HEAD- UNIT

brand
Alpine

AntiShake Technology

model name
CDA-9835R

MOBILE AMPLIFIER
MOBILE LOUDSPEAKER
IN- CAR MULTI MEDIA

Audison
OLS
Kenwood

Thesis LIV Vent,

IN- CAR COMMUNICATION

Siemens VDO

NAVIGATION SYSTEM

Pioneer

KVT-9250VD
VDO Dayton C
IX 3000 Blue
AVIC XI

Sony

CDX-M990

brand
Pioneer
Philips

PDP-435HDE
37PF9986

JVC
Samsung

HV-36P38SUE
SP501.1FIX

OCTOBER 2004

Streamium SL400i

Bubblelet Printer i9950
Photosmart 245

VIDEO PANEL
PLASMA- TELEVISION
LCD- TELEVISION
TELEVISION

Pioneer

model name
DZ-MV550E
NV-GS400

model name

Hi- Fir;-...

Iridium 6.2

MOBILE ELECTRONICS
INNOVATION
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6 key elements

Contemporary Art

ERIED

X-616
Dimensionsiw x d x h,cm):65x35x29

wxdxh,cmj:35x65x110

cP-6371
Dimensions(w x d x h,cm):35x65x127

The Six:
. Top mounted tweeter avoiding diffraction for
more natural sound imaging.
. Elegantly sloped cabinet desigr to enhance
sound dispersion and time phase coherency.
. High-grade mirror- imaged finish on gloss black,
gloss sliver, gloss white.
. High-grade furniture-quality real wood tweeter
cover and wood side panel reinforcement.
. Base chamber design, to increase weight by
fill in leads or sand and better bass control.
. Design by Dr. Joseph D'appolilto

CP-6381
Dimensionsiw x d x h,cm):35x65x127

USHER AUDIO TECHNOLOGY
67 Kai- Fong Street Sec.1 Taipei 100 Taiwan Tel:886-2-23816299 Fax:886-2-23711053 E-mail:usherems11.hinet.net
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Adams goes Berserk
=

Mercury reborn

Bach kaleidoscope
Rootsy Roche

Music Reviews

Bartók recrafted

Halcyon Hornsby

The Allman Brothers rock

Classical

BACH

ADAMS

The Conductors' Transcriptions
BBC SO/Leonard Slatkin

American Berserk •
Hallelujah Junction •
Road Movies • Phrygian
Gates • China Gates
Leila Josefowicz/John Novacek,
Nicholas Hodges and Rolf Hind
Nonesuch 7559 79699-2
68m 05s (£££)
The album title ' Road Movies' ( I
have listed the pieces in date order)

\111111111111
0

ROI

Mozart redefined

formera riot of
orchestral colour,
Sargent shrewdly

Famous Transcriptions

using wind

Orchestra/Leopold Stokowski
EMI 5 57758 0
70m 59s (££) with bonus DVD
Chandos has already paid its dues to Stokowski's Bach
via Bamert, now it's time for ten other transcribers to
be heard, all conductors: Barbirolli (
Sheep may safely
graze); Damrosch (
Ein' feste Burg); Gui (
lch ruf'zu
dir); Klemperer (
Bist du bei mir?- strings alone);

voices to avoid
over- reverence
without
sacrificing
gravitas.
Barbirolli uses
them too, to
evoke apastoral feelilg to the introductory material

Leinsdorf (
Herzlich tut mich verlangen); Mitropoulos

before the 'tune'. The Ormandy is flowing and sweet; to

(G minor Fantasyand fugue); Ormandy (
Jesu, joy...);
Sargent (
Air on the Gstring); Skrowaczewski ( Dminor

the other big piece Mitropoulos brings Mahlerian
angst, not avoiding afeeling of megalomania.

Toccata and fugue); Wood (
Suite 6-a six- movement

The eleven Stokowski transcriptions recorded (for
Capitol, Ibelieve) in New York's Manhattan Center in

work drawn from various sources, modelled on Bach's
four Orchestral Suites). Just the Sargent and
Skrowaczewski items may be directly compared with

1957-8 reappear in EMI's new ' Legend' series: aCD
accompanied by ashort film item and ahost of trailers
for the ' Classic Archive' and other EMI classical videos.
This excerpted L'aprés-midi d'un faune from the
famous LSO Sixtieth Anniversary concerts ( 1972) will
especially appeal to those not wanting the Beethoven
on the parent DVD. Showman he may have been, but
Stokowski is seen here asa profoundly serious
interpreter, in control of every nuance. The film

earlier recordings have been abit
'hyper', but she's certainly the

captures afairly unique gesture, where he brings his
fingers sharply down to cut aphrase; older concert
goers will relish the nostalgia of closeups of LSO

player for the fantastically
demanding '40% Swing' finale.

principals long gone! The CD is from the 1997
remastering matrix. CB

Road Movies is the only New York

=_

Hendrix homage

Stokowski's on
the EMI disc, the

Chandos CHSA 5030
73m 19s (£special) SACD hybrid

is from 1995 and composed for
violin and piano: it features the
violinist Leila Josefowicz, whose

=.=

Shostakovich at war

recording - very upfront and for
some reason (?) placing the violinist

PERFORMANCES ICHANDOS) BBC SO PLAYING AT ITS BEST
RECORDING ENTY OF THE ALL SAINTS TOOTING AMBIENCE

to the extreme left. The works for
one or two pianos (
Hallelujah

PERFORMANCES ( EMI) STOKOWSKI GETS WHAT HE WANTS
RECORDINGS SURPRISING FOR THEIR AGE

Junction, 1996) were done at Air
Studios; they include two of
Adams's earliest compositions,

In Hallelujah Junction Adams plays

retreats. Acase of agood title

China Gates and Phrygian Gates,

coupled with the Second Violin

with alliteration, the syllables in
'Hallelujah', and the

needing apiece, so I
obliged...' CB

Concerto, where he and Gielen

PERFORMANCES SOUND DEFINITIVE

displacement effect with two pianos

opted for its alternative ending- is

RECORDINGS UPFRONT NY: COOL AIR STUDIOS

still listed. In both we hear the finale
quarter-tones preferred by Bartók
but simplified for the published

both 1977, and bring us almost up
to date with avirtuoso piece written
for Garrick Ohlsson in 2001,
American Berserk.
One of the good things about this
Nonesuch series is that Adams is
always at hand to describe the
pieces. His two earlier, minimalist
scores (which one might mistake for
Steve Reich, much as people might
—

confuse unfamiliar Haydn and
Mozart) are based on phrase
displacement or wave movement,
the long, three- movement Gates
using Lydian and Phrygian modes.
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suggestive of improbably long
reverberations. The later, more
musically complex pieces put me in
mind of the flashing light patterns
we see on oscilloscope screens or
with level meters in recording
studios: coloured lights turned into
sound. The disc offers moods as
contrasted as the lulling ' Meditative'

BARTOK
Violin Sonatas

score. Faced with the two
recordings I
am put in mind of two

Christian Tetzlaff/Leif Ove
Andsnes

wonderfully crafted, say, furniture

Virgin Classics 5 54668 2
78m 43s (£££)

pieces from different periods in a
designer's life: one is not preferable

Lord Menuhin must have described

to the other but with the later one a
paring away of expressive means

to countless journalists his first

of Road Movies to the exhilarating

meeting with Bartók, which led to

first movement of Junction: the
name came from ahighway truck
stop near one of Adams's country

the commissioning of the great
(unaccompanied) Violin Sonata of

written forJelly d'Arányi in

1944. Tetzlaff's first recording -

1921-22, influenced by Debussy,

has taken place.
The two sonatas with piano,

www.hifinews.co.uk

Music Choice
Classical

Hungarian folk idioms and the
principles of serial writing, are a
tougher proposition for the listener.
But they are scrupulously
represented by Tetzlaff and
Andsnes- anew aspect of this
pianist's range comes into focus.
Faust with Kupiec./Boffard come
to mind as comparable in

MOZART
Requiem
Christine Schafer, Bernarda Fink, Kurt Streit,
Gerald Finley, Arnold Schoenberg Choir/Vienna
Concentus musicus/Nikolaus Harnoncourt

hierarchy should the composer have lived beyond 35.

BMG DHM 82876 58705 2
50m 15s ( especial) SACD hybrid
Record
companies, not

interesting but Harnoncourt's is touched by sheer
genius; overall it has asevere cast (the conductor
calls the Requiem in part 'truly terrifying') but shaped

two discs with Rhapsodies 1/2 and
Folk Dances); Imarginally prefer the
sound with these Deutschlandfunk
recordings. Virgin's annotations are

with infinite variety.
Each tempo seems predetermined by the previous

and computers to
be about as

movement's; the choral work is exceptional and the
orchestral balance faultless. The two women's voices

miscible as oil

are rather similar in coloration; the bass is superb in
'Tuba mirum'. At times the soloists sing as if in an

and water, but
this one comes

good. CB
PERFORMANCES EXCEPTIONAL REFINEMENT
RECORDING QUITE ADRY STUDIO SOUND

Mackerras's recent Linn SACD version was

would like CDs

excluding BMG,

accomplishment ( Harmonia Mundi:

BEETHOVEN

the end of 2003, using Franz Beyer's revised edition of
Süssmayr's completion; and Harnoncourt provides an
interesting foreword outlining his relationship to this
and other minor- key Mozart works, and ponders the

with abonus
CD- Rtrack
showing Mozart's
manuscript pages for the Requiem scrolling down in

Piano Sonatas Op.10 and
Op.13 Pathétique

time with the music (Apple Mac users will need to be

Maurizio Pollini
DG 474 810-2

running OS. 10 for this to work). The recording is from
live performances given in the Vienna Musikverein at

operatic context; iethe familiar words take on almost a
dramatic-narrative character.
To anyone who finds the historic approach an
anathema, I
would recommend Abbado's 1999
Salzburg performance dedicated to the memory of
Karajan ( Arthaus Musik 100 136, DVD). CB
PERFORMANCE TOUCHED WITH GENIUS
RECORDING WARM, FINELY BALANCED

69m 35s (£n)
One day perhaps we will have all the
sonatas in one box - or, like painting

Ellen, was fully documented when it

resume with the late works, which

manner, and aloofness ill serves the
long slow movement from Op.10:3

was transferred on to CD ( Philips,

he did back in 1975? Nos.5-8 were
recorded at the Herkulessaal,

(marked mesto- sad). More
worrying, although this may also be

two discs).
Prompted in arecent interview on

Munich, in autumn 2002. These
new recordings may disappoint at

ar aspect of the recording, is the
way he hits us hard with any sudden
fortissimo. You can understand why
some critics feel he's now lost the

that related ROH production, Sir
Colin remarked that ' it's the music

the Forth Bridge, will Pollini merely

first but once past the
id iosyncracies then the
interpretations take on asatisfying
logic and completeness- the slow
movement from the Pathétique is
one example; and just listen to the
way Pollini varies the dryness or

the composer's apparent dislike of

Beethoven plot.
Incidental pleasures here come
from the sheer quality of the
Steinway itself, not to say the

PETER GRIMES
Sir colin Davis
London Syrnpnony Orctrestrat

pianistic finesse, always to be found

fullness of the opening chords in the
first- movement Grave section. Well,

with Pollini. Slightly distracting
perhaps- it didn't worry me - are

perhaps he overdoes the patrician

the increasing (with age) vocal

anticipations of achord or harmonic
shift. CB
PERFORMANCES VERY TYPICAL OF POLLINI
RECORDINGS SOME FORTES JUMP OUT AT YOU

BRITTEN
Peter Grimes
Glenn Winslade, Janice Watson
and others, LSO and Chorus/Sir
Colin Davis
LSO Live LSO 0054
142m 43s (£) three discs

LEIF OVE ANDSNES AND CHRISTIAN TETZLAFF

that makes an opera' and with a
concert performance, the orchestra
out of the pit, the audience hears
more. This production still manages
some nice vocal perspectives - as in
the Act 2scene with Ellen and the
distant church service. For me the

Derived from acclaimed Barbican
performances given in January, this
set doesn't quite fall into ' super

heroes of the hour are
unquestionably the LSO and
splendid Chorus; I
found myself
wanting to listen behind the singers

bargain' territory since it runs to

to the details of the orchestral score.

three discs, one for each act ( CDs

They do well but don't match the

2and 3thus beginning with the

earlier Davis cast or that in the

third and fifth Interludes); but it does
include afull libretto, synopsis and

composer's recording ( amust for
the pettiness of the characters

foreword - more than you get with

against Grimes and for the
atmospheric staging devised by Erik

the classic Britten/Decca two-disc
reissue, although Sir Colins 1978
ROH recording, with Jon Vickers in
the title role and Heather Harper as

www.hifinews.co.uk
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Smith); you get that feeling that they
are singing from the page. Philips
issued an LP of the Sea Interludes,
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presumably made by Sir Colin
around the time of his ROH
complete recording ( in the opera,
voices overlap the orchestral music
which made unsatisfactory Decca's
separate Britten reissue, SXL2189,
now on Speakers Corner), which I
have always thought unsurpassed.
Now in these episodes he is
predictably more spacious. CB
PERFORMANCE DOESN'T SWEEP THE BOARD
RECORDING VERY GOOD

ROTT
Symphony 1 • Prelude in
E • Prelude Julius Caesar
Munich Radio Orchestra/
Sebastien Weigle
Arte Nova 82876 57748 2
67m 08s (£)
The last time I
wrote about this
symphony ( February 2003),
commending Dennis Russell
Davies's CPO recording, I
likened it
to athesaurus or musical lexicon for
Mahler, who was studying music at
the same time as Hans Roll. Roll
died tragically young in an asylum —
committed after aparanoid fantasy
about Brahms dynamiting arailway
carriage in which he was travelling.
(Brahms had dismissed the 20year-old's Symphony.) We know that
Mahler had studied the score, and
when you hear it, flashes of anything
from Das Klagende Lied to Mahler's
First, Fifth and Seventh Symphonies
occur — try the opening of the
scherzo, for instance. Interestingly,
although the style is the same in the

two Arte Nova couplings (
Julius
Caesar an accomplished piece:
Schumann also wrote an overture of
this name in 1851), there is nothing
there to remind you of Mahler.
Weigle's spacious and
sympathetic reading, however, more
clearly establishes the stylistic links
with Bruckner, who taught and
attempted to promote Roll, than the
CPO or Hyperion alternatives. With
good orchestral sound and at budget
price, highly recommended. CB

playing of the Hallé certainly takes
off in the faster movements of the
lopsided Sixth although some will
find this avery English sound vis-àvis USSR orchestral recordings.
The principal virtue of this
mid priced disc lies in the way
Skrowaczewski has one wondering,
of the First Symphony, where did all
this youthful inspiration come from?
Petrouchka yes; Tchaikovsky
possibly; but it's an astonishing high
spirited, iconoclastic creation. CB

PERFORMANCES THOUGHT PROVOKING MUSIC

PERFORMANCES HALLÉ ON GOOD FORM

RECORDING OPEN STUDIO SOUND

RECORDINGS GOOD

SHOSTAKOVICH
Symphonies 1 and 6
Hallé Orch/Stanislav
Skrowaczewski
Hallé CD HLL 7506
61m 05s (££)
These Bridgewater Hall recordings
(not live) date from 1997-7, afew
years after Skrowaczewski had left
the Hallé. He went on to make a
memorable symphonic cycle with
the Saarbruck Orchestra which
marked him as a ' Bruckner man'
(Mercury fans will recall his
searingly intense Prokofiev Romeo
and Juliet Minneapolis disc); his
mastery of symphonic logic serves
these Shostakovich readings well —
although Ido find the third
movement of the First
overstretched: Masur, in his New
York Philharmonic set, brought
stillness to the music without the
intrusive feeling of slowness. The

remastering for the deleted ' Original
Jacket Collection' was impressive.
The Ninth, too, is allowed to speak
for itself. I
missed the sheer drive
Svetlanov brought to some of it, in
his USSR State/Melodiya recording,
which, as analogue
sound, puts this SACD
into the shade. (' Nothing
new there, then', our
Deputy Editor might
say!). Koussevitzky,
back in 1947 (two years
after the Moscow
premiere), brought
terrific overall mastery to
the Ninth; his RCA
recording is well worth
snapping up should you
come across the Victrola
gatefold [ LVM2 7510],
not least for the amazing
bassoonist the Boston
SO had at that time.
If not fully
homogenised as a
Western orchestra, the
Kirov does not resemble
in sound the Soviet

SHOSTAKOVICH 'WAR
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PERFORMANCES RESTRAINED FOR GERGIEV
RECORDINGS HONEST KIROV RENDERING

SHOSTAKOVICH
Symphonies 5 and 9
Kirov OrchestraNalery Gergiev
Philips 470 651-2
73m 58s (£special)
SACD hybrid
With Gergiev it's often acase of
'too much too soon'. With these live
recordings ( Mikkeli, Finland/St
Petersburg, 2002) he is in
surprisingly restrained mood. The
only blot comes just at the coda of
5(ii), where not even Bernstein
would have dragged out the oboe
passage, after amassive percussive
strike, so wilfully. In fact, if you can
find it, Bernstein's earlier NY
recording still stands out— the

ARTWORK FOR GERGIEV'S
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orchestras recording in the 1970s;
but it has atonal sparseness not
unsuited to these works. Gergiev
defines them as 'war symphonies' —
and the artwork supports that — but
he does not insinuate interpretative
leanings to one or the other side of
the Shostakovich loyalty— irony
debate. CB

SYMPHONIES' SACD:
WEAPONS FOR THE FRONT
FROM THE SOVIET WOMEN'

PIOTR
ANDERSZEWSKI
BACH
English Suite BWV811
BEETHOVEN
Piano Sonata Op.110
WEBERN
Variations Op.27
Piotr Anderszewski
Virgin Classics 5 45632 2
60m 36s (££)
Taken from Polish recordings made
in 1996, these interpretations are
variable and the sound is
uncomfortable: much too close yet
cramped. The piano itself sounds
stressed at times by Anderszewski's
fortissimos. The disc is worth having
for the Webern, where
Anderszewski creates exactly the
right atmosphere — Zimerrran's
recording in the complete DG
Edition may be streets ahead in
engineering terms but he presents
only apolished facade, most
evidently when you compare
Variation ( ii).
It's the Beethoven sonata which
convices only intermittently; the
opening movement needs only a
tenth of what Anderszewski does
with it, and such precious selfawareness sits at odds with late
Beethoven directness. The scherzo
is for once ' molto allegro': one of the
fastest I
have heard. I
don't find the
finale's ariosos truly 'dolente',
although the second of the
alternating fugues suddenly bursts
into agigue to radiant effect. It
would perhaps have been wiser for

www.hifinews.co.uk

Music Choic
Classical

fflal«

Virgin not to have issued this item.
Anderszewski's Bach reflects
certain historically aware' practices
but are essentially conceived with
the range of the modern piano to the
fore. Andreszewski's powerful
athleticism in the Prelude shows up
Angela Hewitt's relatively pallid
styling in this sixth English Suite.
Pedalling is asignificant feature in
all of these performances. CB
PERFORMANCES WEBERN HARD TO BETTER
RECORDING LIMITED RANGE, TOO CLOSE

MARTHA ARGERICH
BEETHOVEN
Piano Concerto 2
DEBUSSY
Violin Sonata
FRANCK
Violin Sonata
HAYDN
Piano Concerto in D
SCHUMANN
Fantasy Op.17 •
Fantasiestücke Op.12
Martha Argerich, Ivry Gitlis,
London Sinfonietta
RCA 74321 988362
138m 26s (EE) two discs
Antony Michaelson ( Musical
Fidelity) used to tell ajoke about
Jewish traders selling on a
consignment of tinned sardines.
Down the line the sardines are
sampled and found to be
disgusting. The trader complains to
the seller. 'They're not for eating,'
says the previous buyer, 'They're for
selling!' The only Argerich recording

THE LIVING PRESENCE OF
20TH CENTURY MUSIC
Orchestral works by Berg, Fetler,
Schoenberg, Schuller and Webern
Helga Pilarczyk, LSO/Minneapolis SO/
Antal Dorati
Speakers Corner Mercury MLP1
(f:specia I) three discs LP
Antal
Dorati's big
recorded
monument
was the
complete
Haydn
Symphony
cycle
(followed
by the
operas);
those with
longer
memories
will recall
with
affection
his Bartók

PERFORMANCES MIXED VALUE
RECORDINGS SOME DISTORTION PRESENT

www.hifinews.co.uk

duplicated in Karajan's sole venture into related
territory for DG. First issued here on Philips, the
second LP had aglorious sleeve design replicated
here (the three sleeved 180g pressings come in a
severe black box); I
recall the Mercury LP pressed by
EMI, later reissued as aflimsy ' Golden Impoit, as
difficult to track cleanly, although even Pilarczyk'sLutu
scream is here perfectly clean, as is the !ihrill ending of
the second Webern piece.
I
did find that my pristine Philips copy with the three
purely orchestral scores was even more trarsparent
and true to timbres; but Speakers Corner hascione a
fine job here with invaluable material now deleted from
Universal's Mercury CD catalogue. CB

and Stravinsky. These excellent transfers reflect both
his and Mercury's commitment to 20th century music,
with one LP of American composers: the eclectic Paul
Fetler's Contrasts for Orchestra, ashowpiece is quasisymphonic form based on arecurring motif, and —
more engaging — Gunther Schuller's Seven Studies

PERFORMANCES MEMORABLE DORAT! PERFORMANCES
RECORDINGS FINE ORIGINALS BEAUTIFULLY RECUT

Orchestra Hall, Decca's
with Solti included the
Krannert Center Illinois); he

for RCA that Ican recall featured
Franck and Prokofiev sonatas with
James Galway — how many times
has she partnered fiddlers or cellists
in the former? — and these Dischi
Ricordi reissues ( 1976-80) have
appeared variously on CBS/Sony
and EMI labels.
Directed from the keyboard, the
concertos are clean but
unremarkable (Argerich started a
Beethoven cycle with Sinopoli
where only 1and 2were issued;
DG now promises 3with Abbado)
unless you count the spirited
playing of the London Sinfonietta
in Haydn ( i). And Gitlis's wilful
phrasing and strong vibrato limit the
appeal of the two duo sonatas— also,
distortion has crept into the Franck
and some pitch problems with the
pianoforte in both. The Schumann
solos are definitely for consumption,
however, in spite of limited range in
the sound. This 'twofer' has notes in
French only, printed in black on
deep lavender! CB

on Themes of
Paul Klee,
exact musical
equivalents of
titled
paintings or
drawings
including ' The
Twitteringmachine',
'Little Blue
Devil' ( blues
based music) and the exotic Arab Village'.
The two LSO discs are of Second Viennese School
works: excerpts from Wozzeck and the LuluSuite; and
Berg's Three Pieces Op.6, Schoenberg's Five° p.16
and Webern's Five0p.10. Alas none of these was

CARLO MARIA
GIULINI
Orchestral works by
Beethoven, Berlioz,
Brahms, Bruckner, Mahler
and Stravinsky
Chicago SO/Carlo Maria Giulini
EMI 5 85974 2
306m 44s (E£) four discs
EMI's Chicago recordings with
Giulini were done at Medinah
Temple ( before settling for

was at the time the
orchestra's principal guest
conductor. Not all were
technically successful: the
Brahms Fourth is messy
and unclear— split across
the CDs too, as are the
excerpts from Berlioz's
Roméo et Juliette. Other
symphonies are Mahler 1,
Bruckner 9and Beethoven
7; CD4 ends with suites
from Stravinsky's Firebird
and Petrouchka. The
Beethoven, which is
excellent, we had recently
in the 'Great Conductors'
Giulini set, and the Brahms is also
duplicated, with an interview track
added, in the 'Great Recordings of
the Century' series. ( EMI will
antagonise collectors with this kind
of thing; in July we had two reissues

CHRISTOPHER BREUNIG

CLASSICAL REVI
AUDIO PHI

-KEN

containing the same Karajan/
Philharmonia Sibel.us 4.)
The best things here are the
Bruckner and, perhaps surprisingly,
the Berlioz. Interesting at the time,
the Ma hier 1doesn't really respond
to Giulini's kind of expressive
moulding; the Brahms is decidedly
inferiorto his 1968 New
Philharmonia Fourth ( never issued
separately and withheld until 1982,
when itformed part of an LP box set)
—there is humour in the scherzo and
the Chicago finale is likeable, but
Giulini becomes mired in ( ii) and ( i)
doesn'i really hang together. Better
than his Petrouchkaexcerpts,which
are benign in the Monteux manner,
Firebird is nonetheless root as
exciting as the ea re Philharmonia
versior ( now with trie Beethoven 7
in 575462 2). The note is afulsome
tribute that would have benefited
from editing. CB
PERFORMANCES NOT EQUALLY CONVINCING
RECORDINGS ALSO VARIABLE
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Music Choice
Jazz

Jazz
DAVID EYGES
Ace
Midlantic Records MR209
44m 49S (£££)
Cellist David Eyges has been
attracting attention for his unusual
instrument by recording with Arthur
Blythe, the 64-year-old altoist from

LESTER YOUNG

backwards. The Essential Lester Young begins in 1936,

The Essential Lester Young

when Young was with Count Basie, and follows his
dreamy-yet- knowing tenor sax all the way down to the

Union Square METR0538

Oscar Peterson Trio in 1952. There's afull personnel
listing, so when you want to know the name of that
intriguing pianist on aNew York date in December

133m 28s (£) two discs

Cool On The Coast

Union Square METR0539
110m 58s (£) two discs

1947, you can find out ( it was Argonne Thornton!).
Cool On The Coast presents the argument for the

Union Square METR0540
130m 35s (£) two discs

West Coast movement which split the jazz scene
immediately after Bebop. Neil Kellas's selection won't
please everyone, but the names are there: Stan Getz, Art
Pepper, Gerry Mulligan, Jimmy Giuffre and Erroll

Jump'n'Jive

Murray and James Carter) presents

Occasionally abudget series does what it should:
presents an unhackneyed and fresh selection of a

the case for genuine jazz
saxophonism today. This is the

specific period of music with good sound and
informative liners, all wrapped in an elegant package.

Garner. Trumpeter and band- leader Shorty Rogers is

pair's fourth release, and it may be
the most successful. Abe Speller,

That is what Union Square has done here. Chris
Ingham's claim to fame is writing the Rough Guides to
the Beatles and Sinatra, but he knows his Pres

Records, altoist Bud Shank proving that his
heartbreaking poise remained intact from the ' 50s. A
slight flaw in the mastertape for Chet Baker's ' So What?'

San Diego who ( along with David

who came into view as drummer on

represented by areunion gig made in 1991 for Candid

didn't interrupt my pleasure one bit.
On Jump'nVive Kellas demonstrates adeep

some of Sonny Sharrock's dodgier
blues albums, completes the trio.
His emphatic back- beats lock with
Eyges's plucked, amplified cello into

knowledge of black pop music 1946-56, when the
material basis for what we know as rock music was
invented. Even aficionados may discover things on

ajumping funk for Blythe's
beautifully hoarse and eloquent sax.
Replete with gutbucket and R&B
licks, Blythe doesn't have to use
pyrotechnics to establish his

Jump'nVive they've not heard before— ajump blues by
Billy Eckstine, famed songwriter Doc Pomus as a
vocalist, aLouis Jordan protégé named Dallas Bartley,
the Robins' Turkey Hop'. Back then, record companies

prowess: his tone draws you in like
that of aveteran soul singer.
Downbeat's Bill Milkowski

listings, but Kellas does afine job, providing adetailed
web of data about who played with whom and who

didn't keep the kind of paperwork which allows full

supplies persuasive liner notes.
People who believe David Sanborn

recorded what. The disc finishes with five tracks from
the Johnny Otis Band featuring Esther Phillips and

is the definition of alto funk should
check this album out. BW
PERFORMANCE VITAL

rocking as you can take it, aperfect complement to the
cool compilation. BW

Jimmy Rushing: this was the West Coast as hot and

PERFORMANCES CLASSIC

RECORDING ACTUAL. UNPROCESSED

GARRICKS' STRING
QUARTET
Green and Pleasant Land
Jazz Academy JAZA8
73m 12s (£££)
Recorded live at Little Missenden
Church and Berkamsted Jazz
Society in winter 2002, this album
treats issues close to Michael
Garrick's heart. Garrick's career has

Rodney Bennett?). Chris Garrick

ritualist atmosphere of John Cage.
Nevertheless, he has none of the

MOPOMOSO SOLOS
2002

plays intelligent post-Ponty violin,
and Dominic Ashworth's guitar has

facile avantist's aversion to the

Emanem 4100

astinging quality, but their
'unplugged Mahavishnu' efforts

syntax of music, and often sets up
strongly argued chordal sequences.

remain interludes. Admiration for
Winston Churchill and Fidel Castro

Kluften seizes on these
sequences, and patches of
quasi-flamenco and extrapolated

69m 39s (£££)
Digitally recorded by 11m Fletcher,
the omnipresent archivist of the

—plus love of jazz and curries— fail to

included spells at Berklee School,

add up to the universalism Garrick

quintets with Joe Harriott, Shake
Keane and Ian Carr, and achoral

yearns for. BW
PERFORMANCE BRIGHT AND BRITTLE

work performed at St Paul's

RECORDING COMFORTABLE AND CLEAN

Cathedral. As the title indicates,

RECORDINGS TO THE POINT

TRULY ESSENTIAL: LESTER YOUNG, 1936-52

bop arise, only to be pummelled and
shaken into now-time improvisation
by Lovens, whose immediacy and
impact is second to none.
Arich album, in which musical

London improvisation, this CD
comprises asequence of solos —
and aquintet — from 17 November
2002 by John Russell (guitar), Phil
Minton ( voice), John Edwards
(bass), Lol Coxhill ( soprano) and
Chris Burn ( piano).
Quite apart from the stunning

GRYDELAND+
KLUFTEN+LOVENS

knowledge, speculation and
repartee are tensely balanced. BW

musicianship that allows each

Indian food.
In asleeve- note he says: jazz is
too profound an impulse to be

These Six
SOFA 512

PERFORMANCE BRILLIANT

contributor to make acomplete

limited by geographical origins or to
be pressed into service as some

Guitarist Ivar Grydeland and bassist
Tonny Kluften are the triumphant
crest of anew wave of Nordic

Garrick loves England. He also
wishes to celebrate its humour and

kind of colonising agent'. Despite
these good intentions, English 'folk'
tunes are so vacuous only the most
raw renditions can prevent them

musicians. For this trio session,
startlingly well recorded in Oslo by

sounding intolerably Victorian,

Audun Strype on 21 June 2003,
they invited in Paul Lovens, the

sentimental and bogus. The angular
events of ' Sad' therefore arrive from

drummer born in Aachen in 1949
who started playing jazz at the age of

nowhere. There are composerly
felicities, but subsumed in a

14. Grydeland has studied with

cloyingly cosy folksiness ( Richard

www.hifinews.co.uk

RECORDING SPARKLING

50m ils (£££)

Tony Oxley, and when he plucks
banjo his music has the oriental,

Ivar Grydeland
Tonny kLuften
Paul Lovens

music from his chosen instrument,
the recording at the Red Rose Club
on London's Seven Sisters Road is
exemplary: you can hear both the
player and the space.
You begin to realise why the late
Michael Gerzon, mathematician,
audio genius and Beethoven fan,
loved Free Improvisation so much:
it's simply the most musical and
unprocessed sound source on the
planet. BW
PERFORMANCE BEGGARS COMPARISON
RECORDING STATE-OF-THE-ART
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For over 175 years 13Psendorfer has
been building high quality grand pianos.
The latest generation of 13Cisendorfer

To listen to Ilibsendorfer loudspeakers
contact us for a list of authorized dealers
and further information.

Rock

be forgiven for

same lightly Latin, sophisticated
pop- soul groove since the

expecting a

mid- 1980s and, while they've

background, you'd

BRUCE HORNSBY

somewhat dry and
academic album,

Columbia 14119-2

but you'd be wrong.
With the first vibrant

Halcyon Days

55m 52s (£££ Y
Hornsby may be forever pegged as

never re-attained their early levels
of success, they've also never
disappointed the faithful. This
album doesn't see them change
the formula in any significant way,

the guy who sang'The Way It Is' but

thwack of the
speedy opener,

his ninth full-length album reveals

'Bushwhacker',

but the production sound — awarm
and ingenious combination of

him as asongwriter, singer and
keyboard player who remains fully
immersed in the fast-flowing and

Roche reveals
himself to be an

classic '60s analogue feel and
modern digital clarity— is probably

exciting, rootsy

ever-changing stream of

acoustic player
willing to take

the best they've achieved.
Despite agenerally high

contemporary adult-oriented

chances to push the

music. He wisely accepts that he
won't appeal to too many 16-yearolds and focuses his music towards
an older audience familiar with
rock classicists from Dylan to
Springsteen and beyond.
The participation of Sting,
Eric Clapton and Elton John on this
album certainly indicates the
esteem in which Hornsby is held by
some of the industry's biggest stars,

if it belongs in this century is the
zippy, new wave punk rush of

music alittle further.
When he d ops down into low gear

'California', but even this evokes
the ghosts of the Beatles and the

for the achingly melancholy ' Deep
Deep Down', his ability to deliver
what sounds like three guitar parts

Rolling Stones in the lyric, and
would have benefited enormously

simultaneously— bass, rhythm and
melody — will stun anyone who, like

with some input from aproducer
who understands contemporary
rock minimalism.
When Jay-Zpops up for aguest
rap in the plodding ' Storm', it's

me, still gets fingers tangled in
strings after 30 years of trying.
Somehow, Roche manages to

standard of writing and arranging,
some of the songs, almost
inevitably for aband this far into its
career, are tending towards the
middle of the road. ' Let The Stars
Shine', for example, sounds more
like aFifth Dimension B-side than
might be acceptable to the lovers of
classic Bacharach who are this
band's natural constituency.
Nevertheless, Drewery's
gorgeously silky voice and
Connell's tasteful settings ensure

identity. The Randy Newman-ish

obvious that Kravitz has lost the plot
completely, and is simply resorting

combine his sheer technical
virtuosity with an astonishing range
of sounds and textures, and with an
ability to inspire awide range of

ragtime strut of ' Heir Gordon' is

to the final refuge of the uninspired,

emotions, that is little short of

RECORDING GLASSY BEAUTY

irresistible but the real stand-out

drafting in ayounger, hipper artist

miraculous. His music ripples,
sparkles, pushes, prods, slouches

GRAVENHURST

and the fact that they never overpower Hornsby's identity confirms
the strength of the man's musical

that the album is never less than
luscious. JB
PERFORMANCES SOPHISTICATED LOUNGE

track for me is ' Circus On the Moon'

in adesperate attempt to woo the

which doesn't feature any of his

young folks. It doesn't work. JB
PERFORMANCES RECYCLED RIFFOLOGY
RECORDING RETRO-TECHNO-ROCK

and occasionally breaks into a
dizzying headlong rush, and he

Warp Records WARPCD120P
43m 31s (£££)
This one takes alittle time to work

ERIC ROCHE

does it all with one acoustic guitar
and no overdubs. I'd lay odds that a
great many much more famous

its fragile magic but about two

axemen would love to be able to do
half of what Roche does. JB

minutes into the opening track,
'Tunnels', comes asurge of some

PERFORMANCES EFFERVESCENT VIRTUOSITY
RECORDING WOODY WARMTH

kind of strange, wheezy organic
keyboard that says this is aband
with ideas that are entirely their
own. It's alow- budget kitchen table

guests, but does feature astriking
orchestral arrangement, some
great singing and akiller quasiclassical piano duet that lifts the
middle of the song to anew level.
He'll never have abigger hit than
'The Way It Is', but Bruce Hornsby
will be around as long as people
love great music beautifully
performed. JB
PERFORMANCE CLASSIC AOR
RECORDING MELLOW PERFECTION

With These Hands
P3 Music P3M010
53m 34s (£££)
Very much aguitarist's guitarist,
Eric Roche is head of guitar at
Guildford's Academy of
Contemporary Music, author of

LENNY KRAVITZ

The Acoustic Guitar Bible and a
regular columnist in the magazine
Guitarist, where he explains to

Virgin 84145-2

everybody else exactly how it
should be done. With that

Baptism

54m 04s (£££)
In the opening seconds of his
seventh album, multi- platinum
multi-Grammy winner Lenny
informs us he is 'the minister of
rock'n'roll', and then blusters, ' I
can heal you, I
can save your soul'.
Well, maybe, but unless he's got
something more to offer than that
tired old schtick, he desperately
needs awake-up call. Kravitz has
always existed in the shadow of
Prince, and even his best material
has always verged on pastiche, but
with this self- produced and largely
self- performed offering he has
slipped into the pitiful state of
becoming aparody of himself. Just
about the only song that sounds as

www.hifinews.co.uk

SWING OUT SISTER

Flashlight Seasons

Where Our Love Grows

kind of production built around the

EMI Liberty 473417-2

acoustic ambient songs of Bristolbased Nick Talbot, with assistance

47m 25s (£££)
Corinne Drewery and Andy
Connell, the core of Swing Out
Sister, have been ploughing the

from Paul Nash on vocals, guitars
and electronic devices, and Dave
Collingwood on drums.
Comparisons have been made to
Simon and Garfunkel, but Talbot's
delicate, almost girlish voice, and
the dark, faintly gothic
arrangements shift the whole thing
into avery different area with an
almost Nick Cave vibe — if Cave
could sing. ' The Driver', with its
almost overpowering acoustic
plucking underscored by adistant
electronic string effect, and the
spooky Twin Peaks-style
instrumental ' East Of The City'
mark Talbot out as someone to
keep an eye on. All he needs now is
one song with anagging chorus
and he'll be off and running. JB
PERFORMANCES INTROSPECTIVE RUMINATION
RECORDING HOME-MADE CHARM
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Music Choice
Audiophile

Audiophile
THE ALLMAN
BROTHERS BAND
At The Fillmore East
Classic/Capricorn SD2-802
(Especial) two discs 200g
Quiex SV-P vinyl
Re-released in nearly every format
known to man, this remains the
finest live rock album of all time,
and this is the edition to own if you
lack an original LP. Culled from two
incendiary gigs, it validates the
inclusion of Duane Allman in the
Top 5of any ' Best Guitarist Ever'
listing. Simply astounding playing,
dripping with passion, especially
the uber-version of ' Whipping
Post'. The sound? Massive, with
twin guitars, swirling organ and a
pair of percussionists. There's a
reason why Nautilus, MoFi and
now Classic can't resist it. KK
PERFORMANCE SOUTHERN BLUES- ROCK
AT ITS PEAK
RECORDING ALL IT LACKS IS
SCRATCH'N'SNIFF POT AROMA

CARAVAN
The Unauthorised
Breakfast Item
Radioactive RRLP043
(Especial) 180g vinyl
Pinch me: when did Caravan turn
into ahot power- pop outfit? For this
brand-new release, their prog-rock
affectations have been relegated to
secondary importance and the
veteran Cantabrians have
rediscovered their ability to create
short, sharp songs. Classy
performances, sublime
harmonies, guitar work that reveals
40-year-old chops- almost makes
you want to grow your hair long.
Move quickly, because once word
gets out, the 1000-copy-only
pressing will vanish. KK
PERFORMANCE REJUVENATED
RECORDING LOW-KEY RATHER
THAN GRANDIOSE

BOB DYLAN

The sound is as ' live' as you could
want, the audience is in Dylan's
palm and the sumbitch is in agreat
mood. This is simply asublime
snapshot of one of the 20th
century's most important artists,
caught at early peak. Including afat
12 x12in booklet and afacsimile
poster, this is one of Classic's best
efforts yet. KK

pONVER,,y4
LIND WIIITZ

CHARLIE HADEN &
JOHN TAYLOR
Nightfall

CHARLIE HADEN &
CHRIS ANDERSON
None But The Lonely
Heart

Naim naimlp 078 and 079
(Especial) LP
Apair of utterly beautiful, sparse
duets from the legendary bassist,
his choice of pianists rendering the
two LPs quite different. With
Anderson, the set is more tuneful
and accessible, with Taylor, more
purist and ' hardcore'. Both sound
open and airy, in the manner of the
best late 1950s and early 1960s
jazz recordings, and they will
challenge your system's lowest
octaves. KK
PERFORMANCES FLUID, INTIMATE
AND CAPTIVATING

*
*tau

Four Strong Winds
Cisco/Vanguard VSD-2149

(Especial) 180g vinyl
Another taste of early 1960s US
folk music, but this set sounds like
something acouple of Fairports or
Steeleyes might have issued,
thanks to afair amount of British
and Canadian material. Crystal
clear voices, natural and clean
sound, but the track ' Poor Lazarus'
has aperiodic ' snap' running
through it that's so annoying I
thought there was acat- hair
running across the grooves. Hope
it's just my copy... KK

Classic/Columbia C2K 86882
(Especial) three discs
200g Quiex SV-P vinyl
Before your credit card has
recovered from the previous
volume, here's another Dylan triple,
and it's probably the best yet. Think
about it: Halloween 1964, New
York Philharmonic, Joan Baez
guesting, Dylan performing 19
songs that- even this early in his
career - are all considered classics.

RECORDING

PERFORMANCE PURE GRANOLA
PE ANALOGUE

LINK WRAY & HIS
RAY- MEN

The Swain Singles
Collection 1963-1967
Sundazed LP51 78
(Especial) two discs 180g
vinyl mono
From the wizard who gave us
'Rumble' in 1958, every A- and
B-side and two unissued tracks
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VARIOUS

Power Of Soul — A Tribute
To Jimi Hendrix
Classic/Experience Hendrix
RTH 2012
(Especial) two discs Z:30g Quiex
SV-P vinyl
One of the best homage atbt.ms yet,
new tracks and old from Eric Clapton,
John Lee Hooker, Stevie Ray
Vaughan and otters. The good news

RECORDINGS REFERENCE-GRADE

IAN & SYLVIA

•

4 e

tic asi1111 ":.w4ir. \

RECORDING CBS IN ' 64 - WHAT DO
YOU THINK'

.

.1 in-bide to 7
4
-1‘, /.4.7 •

Jiini Ilendrix

PERFORMANCE TOTALLY RIVETING

The Bootleg Series
Volume 6 — Live 1964

www.hifinews.co.uk

e

from his tenure at Swan ( which
might explain atake of the Beatles'
'Please, Please Me .). Aside frorr a
couple of vocals, this is all instrumental, guitar-driven, raw
and raunchy and very much of Lts
era. Along with the Ventures,
Duane Eddy and Lonnie Mack. a
reason why Yanks know the
Shadows suck. KM
PERFORMANCE BLESSEDLY PRIMITIVE
RECORDINGS CRUDELY PRIMITIVE

it

s

is that the two covers of 'The Wind
Cries Mary' don't include Jamie
Cullum's. The bad news is that one is
by Sting. The brilliant news is that the
other is aversion by Seal, not on the
CD! Plenty of surprses, lots of
reverence, but, hey, Jimi was and
Fernains the greatest guitar player
of all time. KK
PERFORMANCES HEARTFELT AND WORTHY
RECORDINGS L,ENERALLY SUPERB

AIMEE MANN
Lost in Space

Mobile Fidelity NIFSL 1-278
(Especial) GAIN 2 half- speed
mastered
As noted in the February review of
the SACO, this already sounded
wonderful en ' normal' CD. This
betters both in every respect. Vinyl
boosters can cite 'Today's The Day'
as the track to end adigital versus
analogue argument, but screw the
sound: with the
profusion of
intelligent distaff
singer-songwriters
on the current
scene, Mann stands
head-and-shoulders
above her peers for
melody, delivery and
sincerity. As I
said
before, she's
simply the finest
navel-gazing
singer-songwriter
at work today. KK
PERFORMANCE TRY NOT
CHO4ING UP
RECORDING BEYOND
CRITICISM
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assessment

I

n November of last year a press release describing TAG
McLaren Audio's new 700:7r multi- channel amplifier landed
in my email inbox. Nothing remarkable in that, except this

was the rarest breed of press announcement: one of
genuine technical interest. In particular, it detailed
how the amplifier's designer, Douglas Self (a longserving contributor to Electronics World, as well as
author of two books on amplifier design), had taken
particular pains with the power amplifier circuit to
ensure that accurate biasing of the output stage was
maintained under changing conditions of operation.

the workload is divided between either half of the
waveform, the top output device conducting only for
the positive half and the bottom device for the negative
half. In this idealised picture, the two dovetail
perfectly to produce the desired output waveform.
The benefit of class B operation is that it is
significantly more efficient than class A. In normal
operation it generates alot less heat, which means the
amplifier's heatsinks — which represents one of the
highest component costs in any amplifier — can be

This piqued my interest for two reasons. First, while
the necessity to temperature-compensate output stage
bias in class Bamplifiers is well known, I'm not aware
of anyone having attempted to quantify how well this
is typically achieved. It's not something that's routinely
assessed in even the most thorough product reviews
(although some reviewers monitor it informally), so the
audio industry takes it largely on trust. The implication
of the 700:7r press release was that we shouldn't.
Second, the claim that changes in mains voltage can
also affect bias accuracy is, so far as Iknow, entirely
new. Variability of system sound during the day is a
widely experienced audiophile frustration, for which
various explanations have been proffered down the
years including changes in mains quality (not voltage
per se) and seismic vibrations. This mechanism is a
new candidate.
BACKGROUND
Figure 1 shows a diagrammatic representation of a
complementary symmetry, class B push-pull output
stage, with the waveforms depicting idealised signal
currents in each half, and in the load, for asinusoidal
input. If this were aclass A stage then all three current
waveforms would be sinusoidal but in the class B case
84
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Figurr 1. Class Boutput stage, showing the current
waveforms in each half and in the load
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Does the sound of your system vary
during the day? Keith Howard
examines new work on temperature
and amplifier output stage bias that
claims to offer aremedy

smaller and therefore cheaper. The downside of class B
is the difficulty of knitting together the two halves of
the waveform so that the seam doesn't show.
To achieve this feat the output stage needs aDC bias
voltage applied across its input electrodes otherwise

as too little. Although it is commonly supposed in
audiophile circles that class AB operation — which
biases the output stage some way into class A — is
better than class B, as Terje Sandstrom' showed over 20
years ago (and Douglas Self has repeated many times

there will be adead area around the zero crossing point
where neither half of the output stage is conducting.
Figure 2 illustrates this, using results from a circuit
simulator. This graph shows voltage gain (signal

since), its distortion performance is actually worse.
If crossover distortion is to be kept to aminimum, it

voltage out divided by signal voltage in) on the vertical
axis, against signal input voltage on the horizontal axis,
for bias voltages ranging from 0volts (blue trace) to 2
volts (pink trace) in 0.4 volt steps. If the bias voltage is
too low then there is alarge dead area around the zero
crossing point, which gives rise to gross crossover

changes in the temperature of the output transistors,
which varies according to the heat dissipated within
them by signal current. Figure 4 shows more close-up
gain curves for the simple output stage of Figure 1, this
time keeping the bias voltage constant but altering the

distortion — the bête noir of
amplifier distortions ever since it
was associated with harsh
'transistor sound' in the 1960s.
You might suppose that the

temperature of the output devices in steps of 10° C from

Is poorly realised temperature compensation of
output stage bias perlaps a principal cause of
audible differences between amplifiers?

apparently straight gain line for
2V bias means we can banish
crossover effects entirely, but if we zoom in on the
trace we find that is wishful thinking. Figure 3shows
a close-up of the gain versus input voltage plot, this
time for five bias voltages ranging from 1.76 to 1.84

volts in 0.02 volt steps. None of the gain lines is truly
straight when looked at this closely, and this remains
the case whatever bias voltage we choose — ageneral
result highlighted by Peter Blomley' over 30 years ago.
In other words, crossover distortion cannot be
banished entirely in a conventional class B design
(although there have been many design elaborations
down the years that have attempted to eliminate it,
with varied success). Note also that too much bias
voltage distorts the gain curve in much the same way
www.hifinews.co.uk

is not enough for the bias voltage to be held at an
optimum value: it also has to be adaptive to account for

20° C (blue trace) to 60 ° C. Clearly, temperature
compensation of the output stage bias voltage is
needed, and has to be accurately applied, if crossover
distortion is to be kept under tight rein in normal use.
It also has to be applied promptly, and herein lies a
significant difficulty. If the semiconductor industry
took audiophile requirements seriously enough to
equip output transistors with asecond set of terminals,
connected to atemperature sensor of some description
located as closely as possible to the transistor junction,
then monitoring and correcting for temperature change
would be relatively straightforward. But output
transistors don't offer this feature, as aresult of which
amplifier designers are forced to estimate junction
HI-FiNews OCTOBER 2004
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temperature from some remove, typically by
embedding a 'Vbe multiplier' transistor in the heatsink
or coupling it intimately to a driver transistor. This

Figure

voltage
gain
0.8

introduces inaccuracy and time delay into the system,
which implies a failure to maintain optimum bias
under the varying power dissipation conditions that
characterise music reproduction.
The question raised by TAG McLaren's claims for
the 700:7r is: How big a problem is temperature
compensation in modern power amplifiers?

voltage on gain
around the zero -

0.6

crossing point, for

0.4

0 to 2V in 0.4V

bias voltages from
steps
0.2

0.0

MEASUREMENTS
Of course, it's impossible to answer that question

-5

-4

-3

o

-2

2

since, at 481cHz sampling rate, this permits coherent
FFT analysis to be used, which is both quicker and
simpler. (For coherent, ie unwindowed, FFT analysis,
the signal must undergo an exact number of cycles
within the number of samples used for the FFT. For
this test a 4096-point sample length was used, in
which a 1007.8125Hz signal completes 86 cycles
precisely.) Ten successive blocks of 4096 samples were
first averaged to reduce noise, then FFT analysed to
0.980
voltage
gain
0.975

3

4

5

input voltage ( volts)

definitively without data from a large number of
amplifiers. Ihave measured just three, but if they are
representative then there is certainly wide variation in
behaviour, from near-perfect to expletive-deleted. Ihad
hoped, naturally, to have a700:7r on hand to act as a
benchmark but recent developments at TAG McLaren
Audio made that impossible. So Iconfined myself to
measuring an Exposure XVIII mono (which was quite
recently refurbished with a new amplifier board), an
ageing ex-review Audio Innovations Alto (which may
not be representative of current production) and a
brand new Rote! RA-1062.
The measurement procedure was straightforward. A
1007.8125Hz sine wave was chosen as the test signal

Effect of

output stage bias

Figure o.

0.975
voltage
gain

Whatever the bias
voltage the gain

0.970

line is never
straight, so there

0.965

will always be
some crossover
distortion
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generate aspectrum every 40960 samples, ie every 85.3
milliseconds. Each spectrum was then post-processed
to extract the amplitudes of the 1007.8125Hz
fundamental and its harmonics, from which an
N-squared THD figure was calculated. As I've
explained previously', this weighting system (which
multiplies the amplitude of each harmonic by N'14,
where N is the harmonic number) gives a more
accurate indication of the subjective impact of a
particular harmonic pattern by better representing the
amount of intermodulation distortion that will be
generated on a complex (
i.e music) signal. (Although
distortion from the sound card's DAC and ADC stages
are included in the measurement, these are at a low
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0.965

0.960
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input voltage ( volts)

Fitoji

. Effect of device temperature on the gain line for a

fixed bias voltage, in 10 degree steps from 20 to 60 deg C
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'Moo ( %)
0.06
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Ihave measured just three amps,
but their behaviour varies from
near- perfect to expletive-deleted
level and remain constant, whereas here we are
looking for adistortion level that changes with time.)
Results for the Exposure. Alto (measured at 16Vrms)
and Rote! (measured, like the Exposure, at 20Vrms) are
shown in Figures 5 to 7. The Exposure has ablip in
distortion at the start of the test, indicating that its
temperature compensation is somewhat tardy in its
response. Weighted distortion is over three times
higher at the start of the measurement than it is two

0.03

and ahalf minutes later, but as the worst figure is still
comfortably below 0.1% the subjective significance of

0.02
0.01
n
200

400

600

800

1200

' 000
tune

Se.)

Figurr . Weighted distortion versus time for the Exposure
XVIII on a sustained sine test signal
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this is at best doubtful.
The Alto is quite different. I measured its right
channel (red trace) first then, when Isaw the results,
repeated the test on the left channel, only to find it was
even worse. Here the weighted distortion figure is high
HI-FiNews OCTOBER 2004
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Figure 7. Same as Figure 6but for the Rotel RA- 1062
to begin with and gets dramatically worse as the
test progresses, indicating very poor temperature
compensation. As Isaid at the outset, Ihave no idea if
this ageing Alto is representative of current examples.
If Audio Innovations cares to send me one hot off the
production line, Iwill gladly re-test it and let you
know the result.
By contrast, the Rotel exhibits model behaviour in
the form of a distortion curve that is essentially flat
from the beginning to end of the test.
These results confirm the need for accurate
temperature compensation, although it's less clear how
quickly that compensation needs to act in order for the
compromise to distortion performance to be negligible
on music programme. What is certain is that if you
have an amplifier as well designed in this respect as
the Rotel, then temperature-related concerns are non-

mean value of the weighted distortion at each
measurement voltage (blue line), with the thinner red
lines above and below indicating the 95% confidence
interval (calculated using the Student tdistribution).
As you can see, the test did reveal a change in
distortion level with mains voltage, and the confidence
intervals show it to be statistically significant. But the
change is very small (a 10% reduction from 210 to
250V) and you'd have to be cautious about ascribing
this to abiasing effect until other potential causes had
been eliminated.
But of course there may be other amplifiers around
which are a lot less tolerant of mains voltage
fluctuations than the Rotel, which gives every
indication of having been more than competently
designed in respect of its output stage bias control. If
so, then this source of variable distortion behaviour
could be a genuine problem in some cases, because
mains voltage can vary widely — and surprisingly
rapidly — in the course of aday. Figure 9shows agraph
of mains voltage measured at my location over a
24-hour period, and the picture it presents is quite
startling. The voltage ranges over about 20V (
for a
significant amount of time, above the legislated
maximum) and is subject to some precipitous increases
and decreases.
Is this typical of the UK as awhole? Frankly, Ihave
no idea. But Ilive in a rural area, so Isuspect the
voltage fluctuations depicted in Figure 9 are an
underestimate of what happens in the metropolis.•

Figure 8.
Weighted
distortion versus
mains voltage for
Rotel's RA- 1062.
The blue line
shows the mean
values, the red
lines the

weighted
0.
025
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existent — which is precisely why all amps ought to be
this good. The evidence thus far is that they are not.
Figure 9. Mains
voltage versus
time measured
over a24- hour
interval at the
author's location

260

MAINS
Iwas very gratified to discover that the Rotel behaves
so well in respect of temperature compensation
because if you are to have any chance of identifying the
effect of the second source of bias error identified by
TAG McLaren Audio's press release — changing mains
voltage — then you have to use an amplifier whose
performance is insensitive
temperature fluctuations.

to

output

250

device

To measure the Rotel's sensitivity to mains voltage I
used avariac to vary the supply voltage from 210 to
250V in 10V steps. At each voltage the N2weighted
THD was determined as before, using a12-second test
tone at 1007.8125Hz, from which 409600 samples were
extracted for the analysis. Again, blocks of ten
successive frames of 4096 samples were averaged prior
to spectral analysis, and the weighted distortion figures
from the 10 blocks within the analysed portion of the
test signal were then subject to statistical analysis to
ensure the relevance of the results. Figure 8shows the
www.hifinews.co.uk
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Sound of Music, Crewe, 01270 214 143
Sounds Expensive. Rugby. 01788 540 772

Musicology, BrIghton. 0I273 700 759
Overture, Banbury, 01295 272158

Sevenoaks, Exeter 01392 218 895

Sounds of Music,Tunbridge VVells. 01892 545 688

Sevenoaks, 1pswrcnn 01473 286 977

Soundstage, Broxbourne, 01992 440 549

Paul Green Hifi, Bath. 01225 316 197

Sevenoaks. Kingston. 02C 8547 0717
Sevenoaks, Leeds,'01I3 145 2775
Sevenoaks, Leicester. 0116 253 6567

Stoneaudio UK. Dorchester. 01305 257555
Technosound, Milton Keynes. 01908 604 949

Holburn Hifi, Aberde.. 0122,1585713

Phase 3, Southampton, 023 8022 8434
Phase 3,WorthIng. 01903 245 577
Pi Hifi Ltd. Guilford. 01483 504801

Infidelity. Kingston- on-Thames, 020 8943 3530
_

Progressive Audio, Rainham. 01634 389 004

Sevenoaks. Oxford. 01865 241 773

Isol-8 Teknolited.
OCTOBER 2004

t: 020 8404 410

Sevenoaks, Lincoln. 01522 527 397

f: 020 8404 4109

The Audio Consultants, Aldermaston, 0118 981 9891
The Audio Visual Lounge, London. 020 7375 369 I
Tru Fi, Sunningdale, 0845 130 6869

w:www.isol-8.co.uk

e: sales@isol-8.co.uk

Views
Please write to: Views, HiFi News, IPC Media, Leon House, 233 High Street,
Croydon, Surrey, CR9 1HX • email: hi-finews@ipcmedia.com — FAO: 'Views'

Perfection in aparallel universe?
Your excellent article last year [' Squaring up to

the well-known 'zero' points set by the alignment

device to the benefit of some makers to sell

Arm Geometry', Sept]Nov '03] brought to mind

protractor: here, the pivoted arm behaves exactly

expensive technology at very high prices, for no

again an issue that Ihad been thinking about

like aparallel one as far as the horizontal error

tangible audio benefit, to us hi-fi lunatics!

for several years: the difference between parallel

angle is concerned. So at these two points

Constantine GMarcopoulos, Athens, Greece

and pivoted tonearms. (Yes, Iknow, it's 2004,

something magical should happen. The ' defective'
pivoted arm transforms into a ' perfect' parallel!

• Keith Howard responds: Mr Marcopoulos is right.

Being auser of aGoldmund 13 Fparallel

What asonic revelation! What amusical Nirvana!

Apivoted pickup arm, correctly aligned, ought to

tonearm after several years of pivoted arm use

And yet, and yet... as we all know, nothing of

sound better as it traverses the two zero tracking

(Alphason, Grace, etc) Ihave come to wonder

this sort happens, no sonic ugliness disappears

error radii if lateral tracking error distortion is a

SACD is five years old, the CD is 21, but... )

what all the fuss is about when it comes to
parallel arms and their inherent superiority to
pivoted ones? Idon't imply that my tonearm is

Acouple of decades
ago, Goldmund was a
leading proponent of
parallel tracking,
using aservo drive
system to control the
arm as it moved
across the disc. This
model is the 14

not good, but Ithink that any well-designed and
well-built pivoted arm can sound just as good —
if not better, if it is better designed and built.
And there is good reason for that.
Agood pivoted arm/cartridge combination
optimally set on aturntable, perfectly adjusted
for overhang and offset angle according to the
maker's protractor, has ahorizontal error angle
(je, the angle between the tangent to the groove
and the longitudinal axis of the cartridge) that
varies between ±2° or in many cases even less

significant determinant of LP sound quality But

than that. By comparison aparallel tonearm has

because we couldn't hear it in the first place! We

amuch, much smaller error of between 0° and

have all experienced or heard the improvement

I'm not aware that anyone has ever conducted a

0.1°, but Ibelieve that the differences between

when the appropriate VTA is finally set (for a

controlled, meaningful experiment to clarify how

the two are inaudible, for the following reason.

particular record) and other nuances. But never

subjectively important this distortion mechanism

have Iexperienced or read anything about asonic

really is. If the Editor is willing to devote yet more

surface from the rim towards the centre, the

excellence achieved as the cartridge approaches

pages to the subject, Iwill happily address this by

horizontal error angle varies — let's say from —2°

the two 'sweet zero points', or adeterioration as it

writing some software to simulate LTE distortion —

at the outermost groove to + 1.12° in the middle

moves away from them.

and post the code on my website's freeware page

As the pivoted arm moves on the record

of the record side and then again to —0.78°. In
doing so the error takes the value of 0° twice, at

Ithink that though old, the whole issue has

(www.audiosignal.co.uk) so that readers can try it

been another hi-fi fairy tale used as amarketing

for themselves.

Burning SACDs?

CDs and DVDs. For example, Apple's DVD Studio

said it all when he told HFN: 'to play back an

Just like Jefig Ropars [' Views', June], Iread the

Pro [
www.apple.com/dvdstudiopro] masters Stereo

SACD in acomputer would mean that we need to

review of the Sony SCD-XA9000ES SACD player

PCM ( 24-bit/96kHz at 4.608kb/s) and 5.1

transfer audio information from the computer

[HFN, May] with interest. What Ilearned tended to

surround sound in DTS and Dolby Digital

CD-ROM player to the computer's audio card,

reinforce my view that the primary objective of

AC-3formats.

hence it would be possible to tap this signal and

DSD, and SACD, is audio data encryption. It was

Given that SACD is more complicated, if not

rip the SACD. This is why we prevent playing

therefore no surprise that Philips replied to

impossible, to edit, and that Sony-Philips don't

SACD in acomputer so far. Now we are working on

Mr Ropars stating that it had no plans to provide

want you to do that, anyway, then the choice of

asolid encryption methodology to enable

any sort of SACD-R. If the whole point is to

DVD-Audio or Stereo PCM for archiving precious

computers to play SACD in the near future.'

maintain ownership of both the disc content and

analogue material on to DVD seems obvious. And

the sole means of providing it, aconsumer SACD

nothing Iread or hear suggests that the choice of

'Linn- beating' or not?

writer is the last thing we should expect.

DVD would entail any compromise in sound quality.

As avinyl enthusiast Iwas alittle disappointed

John FAllen, Genarp, Sweden

with the Oracle turntable review [
HFN July]. The

In contrast, for writing high-resolution audio files

cover promised what Iwas after, proclaiming

from whatever source, linear PCM is surely the way

'legendary Linn- beater'.

to go. This format is common to CD and DVD-

• Even playback of SACD on acomputer is so far

Audio. LPCM is also the format of 'Stereo PCM',

only possible using expensive professional

which seems to be two-channel DVD-Audio in all

hardware and software. As reported in 'Sources'

Trampoline, only missing the recent silver arm

but name (albeit without the optional MLP to

last month, Henk Veldhuis, product marketing

wiring, and I'd like to know how it compares with

decrease file size). There are many ways to burn

manager for Philips' Professional AV Solutions,

the rest. So Iwas keen to read what promised to be

www.hifinews.co.uk

Iuse acurrent Linn/Lingo/Ekos2/ Cirkus/
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The way to p

PINEWOOD
MUSIC
of Winchester and Taunton

Model'

KRELL RESOLUTIO
How often does a new loudspeaker come
along that really breaks new ground? Very
rarely. Now listen to the Krell Resolutions at
Pinewood Music. We've always had the best.
Mod-

I

SONUS FABER STRADIVARI
More of the best - and a world-acclaimed
masterpiece from the musical genius of
Vicenza. If you yearn for the soul as well as the
sound of music, you won't get nearer than this.

Model 3

Series M2

14

Series 300

AUDIO RESEAR
IAmerica's finest tubed amplifiers. Take the little
integrated VSi55: will it win abeauty contest?
No. Will it win amusic contest? Yes. Come and
hear the magic at Pinewood Music.
JADIS
Gold, stainless steel, glowing energy: the
power of music and the power of love as only
the French can do it. Never heard aJadis? You
really should do something about that...
ORACLE DELPHI V
This exquisite turntable has stood the test of
time - 25 years to be exact - and remains a
world standard as well as abreathtaking work
of visual art. Fall in love with it at Pinewood.
MARTIN LOGAN
The Clarity is well named: as transparent and
uplifting as a sunny day, this curvaceous
design will grace any room and sound
beautiful, whatever your taste in music.

Series IV

Brian Rivas or Alison Holmes can be contacted at

The PINEWOOD MUSIC COMPANY

Winchester: 01962 776808
Taunton: 01460 54322
Series V

Ask for details of this superb . -ange.

SME LTD • STEYNING •

S
tel: + 44 ( 0)1903 81432
ema I: sal
or visit oJr w

Mobile: 07860 351113
e-mail: brianriv@mac.com
Agents for: Krell, Audio Research, Jadis, Sonus faber,
Martin Logan, Copland, Prima Luna, Pathos, Oracle,
Lyra, Unison Research, Transparent, Chord Cable,
finite-elemente, Futureglass, BCD

www.hifinews.co.uk

Views
fascinating comparison with the Oracle. Should I
tart saving my dollars Iwondered? But no

or Linn- beating or not? Oracle Delphi Mk Vturntable, seen here with SME Series IV arm

omparison with the LP12, only with aBasis.
Iwant to know what to include on ashortlist.
or nostalgic and engineering reasons I'm drawn to
le SME 20, again not mentioned in this review.
or the UK market Iwould have thought the SME
nd the LP12 were the obvious comparisons.
'erhaps it would help if you followed the example
fThe Absolute Sound and sometimes used two
cviewers, thus widening the scope for comparison.
'oger Perry, email (USA)
1David Al/cock responds: as someone who owned
nearly LP12 many years ago and who has had a
ow

encounters with later-spec LP12s, albeit

leeting ones in systems other than my own,

valve changing and dampers; was the unit really

More LS3/5A wannabees?

/old suggest that whether the Oracle Mk Vwill

excessively noisy in the context of playing vinyl

Your last article on the speaker monitors vs the old

ie adeck worth saving your dollars for will depend

records, which do have some noise of their own?

LS3/5A [ KK's ' LS3/5A wannabees', June] was

smuch on your system and your tastes in

This last point is really aquestion related to the

interesting. But Iwish you would had added

uusical reproduction as it will on any comments I

use of m-ccartridges.

opinions on some other models that are more

uake. Personally, it would be no contest, with the

Chris Nugget, via e-mail

consumer-oriented, for example Triangle's Titus
and Comete, the B&W bookshelf models, Joseph,

credible speed and resolution of the Oracle
urpassing anything heard from an LP12 in my

II Ken Kessler responds: One man's noise is

Monitor Audio, and others of your choosing. I

xperience. For me the Linn, as good as it is,

another man's euphony. Iused the Pro-Ject

think this might have given your readers more to

.annot match either the Oracle or the Basis Gold

through asystem and with ancillaries way beyond

think about as many ( most) do not own the

kbut's ability to produce acoherent, solid

its price category, which either showed up or

speakers you tested and so the sound of these has

oundstage and does not seem, to me, to have the

even exaggerated the issue of noise; with alesser

little meaning. I, for one, am into minimal

ame level of control in the bass.

m-ccartridge and aless-revealing system, the

crossover systems in two-way bookshelf monitors

issue would probably seem less grave — but that

for maintaining phase as much as possible.

Of course, all of this is dependent on the room
,
nd

the partnering system, not to mention the

is not the point. Iwould have thought it was clear

etup of the turntable. Ultimately the right choice

that the supplied valves, which tested fine, were

s• the one which gives you, as an individual, the

still the culprits rather

uaximum amount of musical enjoyment.

rube boxing clever

than the unit itself;
otherwise, the noise
would have remained

,fter reading your interesting review of the

when Ichanged the

'ro-Ject Tube Box [July 2004] Iwas quite

valves for apair of

"clined to buy one, except that the reviewer,

'superior' ones.

Ir Kessler, started ' tinkering' with the unit on

Ialso enjoyed the technical article [ Peter
Craven interview, June], about one of the greatest

Iguess they think all we
really want is " localisation"
not pristine sound quality.

As Isaid in the review, the Pro-Ject was

brains behind the scenes of the industry we love

cst. His claim that the unit was noisy and that

bettered by the far more expensive EAR 324 and

so much. After reading this, it is no wonder CD

he noise could be suppressed 'w-a-ay down' by

slightly more costly 834 but Istill felt it worthy

sound has been so bad for so long — unless you

caching into his spares box and replacing the

of wholehearted recommendation — alittle gem.

owned anew $2500 CD player with up-sampling

alves with some old CV equivalents he just
appened to have, sounded at best implausible.
Do we think the manufacturer fitted valves with
poor noise figure? If the improvement really
ame from the dampers that Mr Kessler fitted,
hen the unit may have been oscillating. Removal

Iwould have thought that the inclusion of my
'adventures' with valve substitutions (and
dampers) was an apt caveat, given the ability of
and penchant for HiFi News readers to tweak
their systems.
A couple of super-duper mi/spec tubes would

and low jitter and agreat analogue back end. We
still don't have perfect sound forever.
Now the industry has thrown up its hands and
gives us cheap $200/$600 SACD/DVD-A/DVD
players with 5/6/7.1 sound from a $300 speaker
system because, Iguess, they think all we really

fspurious HF oscillations could well effect a

add no more than £20 or £30 to the cost, while

want is ' localisation' and not pristine sound

loticeable improvement in baseband noise.

two damping rings might add another tenner.

quality. Most have given up the fight for sonic

This is an acceptable extra outlay for aftermarket

holographic images from two speakers, as without

hot-rodding, but about £40 would have added too

spending serious money on great speakers, amp,

'stability in the Pro-Ject unit. This is all just

much to the base price of an economy model

CD player, $500 cables and an eq'd room it can't

peculation. What I, and possibly other readers,

phono stage.

Maybe his first step in removing the mesh
creen close to the valves could have set off some

'you'd like to know is: did the unit meet its noise

And one other thing: I'll bet plenty of readers

happen. Explosions and noises from the back of
the room are good enough these days for 99% of

pec; if not, was the manufacturer consulted on

are sitting on spares boxes full of NOS tubes. So

the public.

his; what was the manufacturer's view on the

go on, have some fun.

Jim Tavegia, email

IWe reserve the right to edit or shorten letters for publication, which should be addressed to ' The Editor' and should contain no other material or enquiries.
s.orrespondents using e-mail are asked to give their full postal address (which won't be published). Letters seeking advice will be answered, resources permitting, and at
iur discretion, but we regret that we're unable to answer questions on buying specific items of hi-fi. We regret that we cannot answer hi-fi queries over the telephone.
vww.hifinews.CO.Llk
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this TacT Audio
system worth
£20,000
11.1
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Here's achance to win the system
that's changing the face of audio

w

hen Peter Lyngdorf and Dr Radomir
Bozovic set up TacT Audio in 1998, they

planned to create the world's bestsounding audio products', which would include
digital amplification and an effective room

more than £ 20,000. Here's a run-down on the
components that will go to make up this absolutely
stunning prize system.

claims to throw off the shackles of conventional
high- end monster products.
For this special Hi Fi Show competition, thanks

TACT RCS 2.2X ROOM CORRECTI3N PRE- AMP

the Millennium digital amplifier; TacT's first room
correction pre-amplifier followed in 2001.

to the energetic David Rapoport of TacT UK, we're

Both
products
represented
something
revolutionary in audio technology. Together, in their

system - completed

and David Allcock [
HFN, August], the Tact RCS
2.2X is much more than a pre-amp. In fact, DA
described it as adedicated audio computer'. The

latest form, the provide the heart of anew kind of

supplied fully installed - with atotal retail value of

correction system. TacT first hit the headlines with

94

audio system, which surely lives up to its creators'
original aims. It's asystem which enables you to get
the best sound in any room and it's one which

OCTOBER 2004

Hi-FiNkvvs

delighted to offer you the chance to win afull TacT
by the superb

Helicon

Anniversary speakers from sister company Dali and

Reviewed with great enthusiasm by Keith Howard

RCS 2.2X offers afour- input analogue pre-amp, a
five- input digital pre- amp, an upsampling

www.hifinews co.uk

Competition

192kHz/24-bit DAC, a192kHz/24-bit ADC, atwo-

S/PDIF digital inputs (one RCA/phono, two BNC)

way digital crossover, a parametric 16- band
equaliser, separate tone controls and — its main

plus one AES/EBU. The two TacT true digital
amplifiers would normally retail at £4500 the pair.

selling point — the room correction system.
Helicon is the mountain range in Greece which was

the response of the system at the listening position
using the microphone supplied, and comparing the

supposed to be the home of the Muses. And, claims
Dali Aesthetic design, superior sound and the finest

resultant responses with the desired target
response; and then setting- up the processors in the

craftsmanship make these loudspeakers worthy of
their obligating name and pay perfect tribute to our

RCS 2.2X to correct the signal so that the target
response is actually achieved at the listening
position. The RCS 2.2X retails at £3200.

motto: " Magic Moments". The gently curved
enclosures, the lacquered and high gloss polished
real-wood veneer state that these loudspeakers are

TACT SUBWOOFERS

made for those who appreciate the unique and
Magic Moments in life. The special Dali Tweeter
Module and the hard-wired crossover networks in

Accurate room correction is assisted by the addition
of a pair of TacT woofer units which each contain
two 10in drivers in a ported enclosure. These are

separate compartments are among the qualities

completely passive subwoofers, that is, without

which tell the expert that this is true high-end hi-fi.'
Essentially acelebratory version of the Helicon
400, the Anniversary is an imposing twoand ahalf-

crossovers or amplification built in and are designed
to be used only with the RCS 2.2X. Retail value is

TACT TRUE DIGITAL AMPLIFIERS

module containing aribbon tweeter and alin

The TacT Millennium has been recognised to be the

soft dome tweeter. Each woofer is housed in
its own chamber and the crossover network

world's first true digital audio amplifier. Other so-

ENTER NOW OR AT THE SHOW
Don't miss your chance to win this amazin
£20,000 package. You can enter now by posting
the coupon below, or if you prefer, you can take this
with you to the Hi Fi Show & AV Expo and enter
whilst visiting the TacT exhibit at the Show on 25 or
26 September. Closing date for postal entries is
Friday, 15 October.

improvements

and

layers glued together under pressure to
ensure acomplete non-resonant enclosure.

exhibit

The sturdy base is fitted with threaded

low noise and distortion figures. The

inserts for the supplied spikes. Retail value
is £3000/pair.

audio performance of these amplifier is said to
„

installation service, normally charged at £ 200, plus
asubsequent day for re-calibration and advance
training, worth £250.

The enclosure is extremely inert and non resonant — made from MDF and with several

but the TacT is conceptually different from any
other amplifier in almost every area of design. The
latest digital amps incorporate a long list of
and

And finally, TacT Audio UK will provide its usual

is placed inside in aseparate third chamber
to isolate it from the effects of vibration.

called Digital ( or Class D) amplifiers have employed
various combinations of analogue and digital
technologies, in most cases using analog feedback,

refinements

retail value £275.
To complete the system Tact Audio UK will
provide a high-quality CD transport worth £900.

way system using two 6.5in bass/midrange units
and the specially developed Helicon high frequency

£1500 for the two.

riexceptionally

cables, retail value £ 3000; four silver power cord
retail value £ 1800; and amains conditioner bloc

DALI HELICON ANNIVERSARY SPEAKERS

Room correction is achieved by first measuring

'
t

comprise three silver ribbon digital cables, retail
value £ 1500; two pairs of silver ribbon loudspeaker

challenge any combination of conventional DAC and
CABLES AND INSTALLATION

'. , amplifiers, regardless of price.
.,

Along with the main components TacT Audio

Specifications include an output power rating of

• 150W RMS into 8 ohms ( 300W/4 ohms) with a

UK will also supply the winner with a

.

peak current capability of more than 100A. Signal-

complete array of high-quality digital cables,

to-noise ratio is quoted as 113dB. There are three

speaker cables and power cords. These will

HOW TO ENTER
UI

Complete this entry form ( or aphotocopy) and post it to TacT Competition, HiFi News, PO Box 531,
Croydon, Surrey, CR9 2ZA — to arrive not later than FRIDAY, 15 OCTOBER 2004.
Answer the following three questions:
(1) What is the spec for the

(2) What is the rated power

(3) What is the drive unit

ADCs and DACs used in the

output of the TacT true

configuration of Dali's Helicon

TacT RCS 2.2X?

digital amplifier?

'high- frequency module'?

44.1kHz/16-bit
48kHz/18-bit
196kHz/24-bit
96kHz/24-bit
Name

Li

150W, 8 ohms
100W, 4 ohms

I1
Li 150W,

100W, 4 ohms
4 ohms

Address

Daytime tel
E-mail

www. hif i
news. co . uk

Post code

6.5in woofer

n ribbon tweeter only
n

Li

dome tweeter
ribbon plus dome unit

Competition rules
•e:e.yed by Friday. 15 October 2004. The
competition is open to UK readers aged 18 and over, except
employees of IPC Media, Tact, Dail, or their agents. Overseas readers
are not eligible to enter. Photocopied entry forms are accepted, but
only one entry per reader is accepted, multiple entrants will be
dsqualified There is no cash or other alternative to the prize
offered. While every eflort is made to ensure that all information
regarding the prize is correct. IPC Media cannot be held responsible
for any errors or discrepancies. The winner will be selected shortly
after the closing date and will be contacted by post The Editor's
decision will be final and binding and no correspondence will be
entered into The Winners name will be published in the January 05
issue of Hi Fi News The winner should be prepared to co-operate
with publicity arising as aresult of winning the prize Entry to this
competition implies acceptance of the rules. All entry forms
submitted become the property of PC Media.
Hi Fi News magazine, published by IPC Media, will collect personal
information to process your entry Would you hire to receive e-mail
from Hi Fi News magazine and IPC containing news, special offers,
and product and service information and take part in our magazine
research via e-mail , it yesplease tick here J.
HI- F, News magazine and IPC would hire to contact you by post
or telephone to promote and ask your opinion on our magazines and
services Tick here if you prefer not to hear from us J. IPC may
occasionally pass your details to carefully selected organisations
so they can contact you by telephone or post with regards to
promoting and researching their products and services lick here if
you prefer not to be contacted J.
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the finest products

This Tempo flies!
A major upgrade for a
legendary loudspeaker
from Audio Physic ...

Tempo

fu@LE
If you are considering loudspeakers
in the £ 2k region the new Audio
Physic TEMPO is amust- hear and a
new reference at its price.
In 1986 the first Tempo set new
mid- price standards for clarity, pace,
dynamics and the Audio Physic
speciality: HOLOGRAPHIC IMAGING.
The new Tempo 5 is neat and svelte
with stunning performance, drawing
on the research and design work
done for another landmark speaker,
the £8k Audio Physic AVANTI.

let us make it affordable for you...

a

SRP £3000

SRP £4400

Deposit £600

Deposit £800

Monthly £200
over 12 Months

Musical Fidelity MI turntabk

•

It

'

Monthly £200
over 18 Months

Krell SACO

SRP £2650

SRP £ 1200

Deposit £650

Deposit £300
• Monthly £75
• over 12 Months

Monthly £200
over 10 Months

Moon 1— 5

Musical Fidelity Tri Dac

SRP £2500

SRP £5000

Deposit £500

Deposit £950

Monthly £200
over 10 Months

Monthly £225
over 18 Months

Martin Logan Clarity

Sonus Faber Cremona

The only aspect in common with
the earlier Tempos is the 7° SLOPE
of the cabinet to align the phase of
tweeter and mid- range drivers.
The cabinet is amasterpiece of
elegance combined with RIGIDITY to
curb colourations from resonance.
Curved side panels minimise internal
standing waves that muddle the bass
and blur mid- range detail.
Audio Physic has brought its clever
"PUSH- PUSH" design from larger
models to the Tempo, in which bass
drivers are mounted back-to-back in
the SIDES of the cabinet. Vibrations
are cancelled out and the front
baffle is narrower, for better
appearance and wonderful imaging.
Well aware of the damaging effects
of unwanted vibration, Audio Physic
have included aDAMPED TERMINAL
PANEL to block energy being
transmitted through the speaker
cables back into the system.

The
Right
Note
.\ ' 1,1.(-

( 111.' Ile MU

.

Customers say we make some of the BEST
FINANCE AVAILABLE. SUBJECT TO STATUS
Selection of ou- partners

Anthony Galo • Arcam • Artglass • Artcoustic •

Atacama • Audio Analogue • Audio Research • BCD EngineErinç • EeyErdynamic •
Blok • Bryston • BOSE • CabassE • Chord Cables • ClEaraudio • :lopland • Crestron
• Definitive Technology • Denon • Final • Grado • Harman +Cardon • Infocus •
lsotek • Krell • KEF • Lexicon • Linn Classic • Living Control • LOEWE • Lutron •
Michell Engineering • Miller E. KrEisel • Monitor Audio • Musical Fidelity • Martin
Logal •

Nad •

Nordost • Onkyo • Opera • Ortofon •

Panasonic plasma •

Parasound • Pioneer • PMC • ProAc • Primare • Project • 0E3

OuadraspirE •

REL • Revel • Roksan • Runco • Screen Research • SennhEsiEr • Sterbourn • Sim
2 • SME • Soundatioris • SoundstylE • Sonus Faber • Spendor • Stands Unique

SOUNDS they have ever heard, so you know
we can do the same in your home.

•

Our

advice will take account of your best
components and guide you where change is
needed, in stages you can afford.
You AVOID EXPENSIVE MISTAKES,enjoy
music along the way and save money in the

or

long run.

J
UST LISTEN

13 A T .Fl
01225 874728

AND YOU'LL KNOW

NEW

lo- call

0845 230 7570

CD :ACCUPHASE, ACCUSTIC ARTS, AUDIO SYNTHESIS, BEL CANTO, dCS (
ELGAR, DELIUS
PURCELL, VERDI, VERONA), W ADIA. VINYL: AVID, BASIS, CLEARAUDIO, DNM ,GRAHAM,

•Stewart Screens • Straightwire • Suden • Sumiko • Systemline • Tag MclarEn

THE GROOVE, LEHMANN, MICHELL, ORIGIN LIVE, SUMIKO BLUE POINT SPECIAL,

• TownshEnd Audio • Theta • Transparent Audio • Triad • Unison Research •

TRANSFIGURATION. TU NERS:MAGNUM DYNALAB. A MPLIFIERS:ACCUPHASE,

Vienna Acoustics • VutEc Screens • W9T

ADVANTAGE, BEL CANTO, CAT,DNM ,GAMUT, HOVLAND, NAGRA, SONNETEER,

Wilson Audio and other leading

components and accessories

SPECTRAL. LOUDSPEAKERS:AUDIO PHYSIC, DALI, ETHOS, NEAT,TOTEM, VERITY
AUDIO. CABLES: ARGENTO, CHORD CO., DNM ,NORDOST, SILTECH, VERTEX AQ ETC.

36 Clueen Street. Maidenhead, Berkshire SL6 IHZ
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M AINS Accuphase, Vertex AQ. SUPPORTS: ARCICI, STANDS UNIQUE, VERTEX AQ
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Accessories Club
-Fi News & AV Ex so special offers
IT'S SHOW TIME FOLKS! Time for the Hi Fi
News & AV Expo 2004, time to face the crowds
at the Renaissance and Meridian Hotels at
Heathrow, shoulders forward, head down, and
charge! The HEN Accessories Club will be there
in force with many of our suppliers and
specialists popping in, plus afull current range
and lots of new products.
As usual, there will be many show offers, but
this year, they will be open to all. Following the
gripe from one of our Antipodean customers
some years ago, we are publishing some of the
particular specials to enable those readers that
cannot get to the show — particularly those
outside the UK — to take advantage .
Please note that these special prices will only
be applicable for the month of September, and
will not be reflected in the ordering system on
our website. To get the deals when ordering on
the web, follow the instructions by sending a
separate email claiming your Show Special
Prices. You'll find afull list of products below.
NEW PRODUCTS
We have expanded the range of Pure Power
Mains Conditioners. As well as the existing
500VA and lkVA models, we are introducing a

FIFFINews
Analogue

Test

LP

single component
version with a
power rating of
150VA, nicknamed
'Matilda', and a
2kVA monster
weighing in at
60kg, fairly
obviously referred
to as ' Big Bertha'.
All our mains
conditioners are
transformer based,
using the very latest transformer technology with
balanced outputs and not afilter in sight — many
filters can be heard to have anegative influence
on the final sound quality!
SRM Tech, who gave us arange of Turntable
7u-1e- up kits some months ago, is showing its
new range of Isolation Platforms, various levels
of Solation and size, all acrylic based and all at
reasonable prices. The full range of SR M Tech
products will be available for purchase at the
Accessories Club stand.
Missing from our product range for some time
have been the Gryphon Demagnetisers, both
cartridge and system type ( pictured above). It is
wi:h great delight that we will be featuring the
firm this year! Incognito, who will be showing
and selling the full range of its full range of
tonearm rewire looms, will have its latest
analogue product on show, the Universal
Moving Coil Transformer with impedance
matching and flexible earth arrangement. For
the first time, HEN Accessories will also be
showing the whole range of Atlas Cables,
interconnect, speaker cables and power cords.
BOOKS, BOOKS BOOKS!
We've an extra extended selection for the show.
Come and browse the biggest selection of
specialist audio books in the UK, bang up to
date with the third edition of Bob Harley's Guide
to High End Audio, Morgan Jones's latest, and

SHOW SPECIAL OFFERS!

Paul Wilbur Klipsch, the
authorised biography.

1‘,

eF,
--

RINGMAT/STATMAT UPGRADES
Ringmat Developments is offering upgrades to the
latest version of its LP Ringmat and CD Statmat
(pictured below). Bring along your old Statmat
and swap for aCdi Blue for £ 20 or upgrade your
old Ringmat to the latest Anniversary versions
for £40. But don't forget, you will need to bring
along the old piece to complete the swap!
John Rogers has promised us awhole raft of
new products and concepts, no details at the
moment, but come and have achat with him!
All of the latest Accessories Club offerings will
be available at special show prices, including
the full range of Ben
Duncan products, his
Pure Power based
Mains Spur
installation system
with its associated
RF blocking Pure
Series components,
and the range of
exclusive HFN
products, including
the famous Test LP
now in its striking
new livery ( pictured
far left), the
Fluxdumper,
Blackhead MC
transformer, Wallnut
turntable support, plus our very own LP/CD
Modular Storage System.
Moth Group will include its full range of
tonearms and turntables, as well as the
ubiquitous Moth Record Cleaning Machines and
its range of Thirty Series amplification, and we
will be welcoming contributions from our guests
George Hadcock with his range of tonearms, and
the complete range of London Cartridges from
Presence Audio.

w. hifi accessories club.com — email orders welcome

STEREOPHILE TEST CO set of three

£30

DEOXIT/PROGOLD PACKAGE £24.00

£ 24 CI

SOVTEK & ELECTROHARMONIX VALVES 20% off all stock types
MOTH RCM Will £450 including 5 litres fluid and
200 'Nagaoka' type sleeves

accessories club order form
Name

KAS STROBE/HEN TEST LP/SHURE STYLUS BALANCE

£ 100 11

Address

blocks

SUPRA LORAD CABLE upgrade on all distribution
GRYPHON EXORCIST & BLACK EXORCIST

CARTRIDGE MAN STYLUS BALANCE & DIGITAL LEVEL
LAST PRESERVATIVE & STYLAST
LAST POWER CLEAN/LP CLEANER/STYLUS CLEANER
INCOGNITO REGA LOOM/MICHELL TECHNOWEIGHT

£175
£400
£40
£45
£150

0
1:1
0
O

EXCLUSIVE TO HI-FI NEWS
HEN Oot FLUXDUMPER Magic Brick for valve amps
HEN 002 TEST LP 'The Producer's Cut'
HEN 004 BLACKHEAD: Moving- coil transformer
HEN 005 SPIKE SET 8 xM6 spikes for wood/steel

£30
£25
£80
£12

D
O
D
D

£85
£99
£99
£75
£13
£10
£12
£12
£18
£10

D

Post code
Telephone
Cheque/postal order enclosed for £ ( pounds sterling) made payable to:
‘HFN Accessories Club' or please charge my AccessNisa/Diners/Amex ( delete)*
Card Number

FIFF1

JE ]

IHE

HEN 012 STACK STORAGE Black MDF 465mm-wide
LP Store: 120- LP, 2- divider, 360(h) x340(d)
CD Store: 160- CD, 4- shelf, 720(h) x 165((11
CD Base: 160- CD, 4- shelf, 720(h) x 165(d)
HEN 017 WALINUT II Wall- mounting 2- shelf table
HEN 022 SORBOTHANE Damping sheet 150x150x3mm
HEN 023 LP INNER SLEEVES per 50
HEN 026 LP DIVIDERS Set of 25, tabbed
HEN 027 CD DIVIDERS Set of 25, tabbed
HEN 028 SOFTSHOES Isolation feet, pack of 12
HEN 030 4mm BANANA PLUGS Set of 4

www.hifinews.co.uk

Expires

(
date)

Signature

O

D
LI
D
D
D
D
D

TO ORDER Please send completed order form (or aphotocopy) to:
HFN Accessories Club & CD Service
PO Box 200, Bedford MK40 1YH, UK
OR Fax your order form to: 01234 742028
OR Telephone: 01234 741152
OR Email sales@hifiaccessoriesclub.com
OR Visit the secure order facility at www.hiliaccessoriesclub.com

UK SALES All prices include VAT. Accessories Club prices
include postage and packing for all items, whatever their size,
anywhere in the United Kingdom.
EXPORT SALES Export sales are always very welcome.
Where applicable they will be free of VAT ( Sales Tax), but will
be subject to additional shipping at cost. Please contact
us for quotation. Delivery subject to availability. E&OE.
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Golden

Dragon

They're now considered
essential as far as I'm
concerned, and bring new
meaning to the term
"simply the best!"
Roy Gregory - Hi- Fi+ magazine issue 28.

ubenue

NEWARRIVALS@THESHOP
Looks can be deceiving.
Audience 72 SE
o
Plejtor7

raj/S
Worlds 1st Audio Cables

DUNAUDIO
AUTMENTIII.

designed purely for Vacuum

FIDELITY

Tube HiFi equipment

wvvw.dynauclio.com

...more details @ www.tube-shop.com
The Audience 72 goes SE: The exceptional Esotec

For all your vacuum tube needs

tweeter for perfect transparency; outstanding aluminium

WWW.tube-shop.com

die-cast bass- mid drivers; improved cross- over with
superior parts. Ennobled with distinctive aluminium
name-plate and the finest wood veneer: Special Edition.

or call us on

0870 9220404

The Audience 72 SE: Looks can be deceiving.
Information: Dynaudio UK, PO Box 1010,
Maidstone, ME14 4WZ, phone: 020 7378 1810,
fax: 087 0112 3947, e-mail: infoedynaudio.co.uk

)8
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HiFi ews

HOT
essent ial hi-filist
buyer's short 1 00

Welcome to HFN's listing of the finest components that we've
reviewed, updated every month. The emphasis is on real value for
money — though this doesn't just mean that we've always gone for
the lowest-cost options. On the contrary, we've taken pains to
highlight those more expensive — sometimes very expensive —
components that genuinely justify their sometimes frightening price
tags, by offering atrue advance in sound quality for the audiophile.
Listed are the issue date ( month/year) where you can track down
the original review, and the author's initials. If you want the full story,
there's no substitute for the full-length review, so you might want to
contact our Back Issues service to catch up on the whole story. Call
0870 756 0000 or find the order form on page 86 of this issue.

'4)
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CD players
Make/model

Arcam CD33T
Arcam DiVA
CD72

Price

Tested How we rate it
08/0

£1300

All

£450

2001

Aw ards

Ch ord DAC 64

£1960

Creek CD50

£700

dCS Purcell/
Delius

£5000/
6500

Li

1k •

Linn Sondek
CD12

£1950
£12 ,
000

Musical Fidelity
308CR

£2000

Naim CD5

£1200

Naim
CDS3
Perpetual
P-1A/P-3A
Primare D30.2
Rotel RCD-02
Unison
Research Unico

£705 ,

"

$1100/
$800
£1500

07/0

An improvement on the CD23, but now using multiple Wolfson Dees. Strengths are detail, insight and agood grip on rhythm. While
multi-format machines struggle to be ajack of all trades - this player is master of one.
Based on 24-bit Burr-Brown delta sigma DAC and Sony mechanism, with achassis clamped by sound-deadening material. Optical and
coaxial digital outputs are provided. This is alively e truly civilised player. offeringa well-balanced performance at the right price.
Chord's now fully-sorted 96kHz-capable DAC features abuffer memory and reclocking system that theoretically eliminates jitter. AH

AH

concluded, It's not its lushness and smooth ride tha: make it awinner, but the way that it treads the route of musicality and natural timing.'

07/03

We've come to expect bargains from Mike Creek. This one wipesthe floor with most budget players and some with much higher price tags,

DB
12/99

extracting incredible precision from recordings. Compare it with someexpensive players and you'll ask, why pay more?
Purcell is aD/D converter that ' upsamples' to 24/96 or 24/192, for analogue conversion by Delius. An impressive input array, upgradable

AH

firmware, pro-grade electronics. Makes CDs sound wholly believable at last. Provision for OSO conversion via proprietary use of FireWire link

jj

Midi-size, with all-metal three-motor mechanism, 24/96 Burr-Brcatin PCM 1732 DAC, switch-mode power supply. Allows focus on individual

AH

instruments easily, with good articulation of fine detail, yet a 'relaxed' treble focus. XLR balanced analogieand XLR AES/EBU digital outputs.

07/99

The CD12 has apparently changed since our review, when CB felt'a sense of disappointment', reinforced by going back to his Meridian

08/9 9

508.24. SH, though, found it ' more like analogue' than most, in the positive sense that it seemed to present more information.

07/03
DA
12/00
AG
10/03
MG

11/Dl
DA

DA was mesmerised by the sound from this 24-bit upsampling player. It is all solid-state, but comes so close to matching its Nu-Vista sibling's
sound quality that you'd swear there were valves in the equation somewhere: ' natural and ' unforced'.
I
t
can't

play CD-RW discs or give adigital output, and loading is ' manual' — but musically, in aclass of its own at the price, imbuing arichness

and life that CD frequently lacks. Asolid, 30 quality, nu perb dynamics, and, naturally, amagic sense of timing.
Top-of the-range two-box CD replay from Naim. Physically unassuming Dut sonically ariva.' for anyother player- high-resolution format or
otherwise - accordingto Martin Colloms. Sweeter treble, blacker backgrounds and greaterall-round ability than its predecessor the worthy CDS2.
Diminutive DSP ( P- 1A) and DAC ( P-3A) units that do something special. The combination transforms CD, communicating the illusion of real
musicians. The P- 1A is the killer, used as an interpolating upsampler, but vvith capability for room or speaker EQ correction. Mail order only in UK
Uses the classic Philips CDM12.4 mechanism, with

Primare-tweaked

!;oftware fcr offlr noise, plus deceupling and amagnetic clamp. 8-times

oversampled Burr-Brown 1702 20-bit DIA converters.The balance between ability and smoothness in the 030.2 is about as good as it gets.
2002

£380
£1100

Awards
07/03
KK

Rotel has long been respected for its UK-designed, Far East- built oudget players. Althcugh the company now makes DVD players and AV
receivers, it hasn't forsaken CD/two-channel users. If you're on atight oudget this one is well worth auditioning.
Using atriode valve output stage this CD player aimsto combine the best cf both worlds, with asound, as KK noted, that comes 'scarily close to
resembling adecent moving-coil, playing mint vinyl :hrough atube phono stage.'

DVD-Video, DVD-Audio & SACD players
Make/model

Price

Arcam
DV88 Plus

£1000

Cambridge
Audio DVD57

£200

Denon
OVO 2900

£850

Marantz
DV8300
Pioneer
DV- 656A
Pioneer
DV- 757A1
Yamaha
DVD-S2300

£1500
£400
£800
£900

www.hifinews.co.uk

Tested
J Id,
AG
10/03
PM
09/03

How we rate it
Ergonomically satisfying DVD-V and CD player features painstaking audio drcuit design: separate clocks ardpower supplies for audio and
video, dual Wolfson 24-bit/192kHz WM8716 DACs.Excellent picture quality and sound on OVOV, plus CD sound equalling Arcam's Alpha 7SE.
Made an excellent impression against some heavyweight contenders in our OVOAplayer Group Test. Elegant styling and an extremely competent
performance for not alot of cash. Don't expect the Eartn at this price, but this player is thoroughly musical wit abit of bite too.
Smooth and natural-sounding on both OVOAand SACD, this universal player gives seamless multichannel sound plus excellent video

PM

performance. Lacking the proprietary Denon digital link of the DV-Al, tremains a 'inc all-rounder, aworthy competitor to Pioneer's universals.

11/02

Afine player based on the chassis of the earliest universal player, Pioneer's DV-747A, but with added Maranta touches such as HDAM' output

PM
10/02
PM
12/02
PM
04/03

stages and heavier build. An EISA Award winner in 2002; but now there are other playerswith more sparkle and clarity.
It took amanufacturer with no vested interests to produce the first universal player, the DV-747A. Pioneer then followed up with the lower-cost
DV-656A, which delivers every format to astandard that many single-format players costing twice as much can't achieve.
This model plays OVOA, SACD, standard DVD-V and CD. It also hasan i
Link digital interfaœ ( IEEE 1394 or FireWire'), adigital output for highres
data, allaying secure connection to asuita ble amplifier (currently onlyPioneer's VSA-AX10i receiver). Now updated with PAL Progressive capability.
Using Panasonic and Sony technology, this DVD-A/SACD/CD player is among the best of the new breed. Multichannel OVOAwas fine, though
two-channel PCM could sound plummy and dynamically restrainec, but niultichannel SACD sound was outstanding.
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the best just got

better!

New design team + new standards = Gil
"I have owned aMark 1Mini Sub as part of one of
my systems since Ireviewed it because Ifelt it
made asignificant improvement to the sound of a
Hi Fi when compared to that of direct mains.
Ifeel that the GII brings even greater
improvements.
Tony Bolton, Hi -Fi News, June 2004

IseTek

Award Winning Mains Filter & Regeneration Systems

dedicated loudspeaker
supports

tel/fax 01777 708673
E-mail: info@hne.co.uk

www.hne.co.uk

WHITE NOISE
AUDIO KITS, MODULES, COMPONENTS

time to try...
Stockists of

Naim Audio
Benz Micro
SiItech
Conrad- Johnson
Finite Elemente
Accuphase
JM Lab
Avalon Acoustics
Rego Research
Cardas
PRODUCTS
INCLUDE:Power Amplifiers
30-250W,
Preamplifiers, Phono stages, Active Crossovers, Power
Supplies, Buffer Amplifiers, Balanced line drivers / receivers.
Stepped attenuators, Gold plated connectors, Cables,
Capacitors,
Resistors,
Semiconductors,
Subwoofers, Loudspeaker drive units

WHITE NOISE
II STATION ROAD
BEARSDEN
GLASGOW
G61-4AW

100
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Transformers.

http://www.wnaudio.com

Totem Acoustic
Sugden
Proac
Nottingham Analogue
and others...

Audio Republic, 78 Otley Road,
Headingley, Leeds, L56 4BA

Email:- david.white38@ntlworld.com
Tel:- 0141-942-2460 ( until 9pm)
Fax:- 0141-587-7377

Tel: 0113 2177294
www.audio-republic.co.uk
www.hifinews.co.uk

o

TacT RCS 2.2X pre- amp

I

Many companies have promised room correction, but few
have delivered asystem that's truly versatile. By using the
latest DSP engine to number crunch the huge amounts of
data involved in processing sound so that it suits the room
in which it is heard, TacT has come up with a neat, and
highly effective, solution. If you are thinking of spending
even £2000 on an upgrade, an audition of the RCS 2.2X
is mandatory. It's likely to do more for recreating the
musical experience in your room than any other upgrade.

Make/model

Price

Tested

How we rate

11111111111I

it

Verse,: enough to accept arms c

.

.; ytwo

this intelligently,:

Avid Diva

£1100

02/04
1H

Bluenote Bellavista
Signature

£1900

07/03
AN

and polyvinyl combined in avery clean, fast and mt.Eical deck. Borromeounipivot arm (£ 1000) completes high-performance combination.

Clearaudio
Champion

from
£1020

03/01
AH

and translucent platter ( no dust cover), the outboard AC motor has astepped pulley; manu.3I speed change to 45.

Linn LP12

from
£1075

10/97
NB

Michell Gyro
SE SP800

£870

05/99
All

neutral deck, great sound at areasonable price. Optional upgrades include QC PSU (£440) and aclamp - the latest version uses aDC motor.

Pro-Ject Debut

£120

07/00
TB

commented TB. If you need aphono stage, go for Debut Phono or Debut Phono SB (with fine speed ccntrol, £ 160).

Oracle Delphi
MkV

£3180

07/04
DA

are athing of the past. Ablack granite base looks great but costs extra.

SME Model 10

£4255

12/99
KK

ambassadors yet for the greatness of analogue replay via vinyl... The Model 10 let's you heai the music arid nothing else'.

Roksan
Radius 5

£850

11/03
AH

contrast and timbra I
colouring, with naturally-sounding frequency response without treble lift or heavy bass'. An absolute bargain!

Transfiguration
Ternper V

£2550

12/02
AH

enunciate the trickiest of vocal lines.., or to show off ethereal sound effects with the greatest ease. Challenges some cartridges at twice its price.

the engineering concepts of Avid's bigger models, and the sound is not tar behind them either.
Italian design, suspended platter weights àla GyroDec, but adual-deck rectangular plinth. Agood blerd of acrylic. Pm ize, aluminium, Teflon,
Arich, colourful sound and excellent 3D image stability, the mid alittle recessed; but afine rhythmic 'grrooive' and pace. With black acrylic base
Classic three-point suspended chassis design, based on AR and Ariston models but with tighter engineering. Simple AC motor drive leaves
room for improvement with better power supplies; now only available with Lingo power supply, and with ether Akito or Ekos tonearms.
Updates 1980s GyroDec, itself descended from classic Transcriptors and Hydraulic Reference, hence the merry-go-round appearance. A
Simple but effective: price includes tonearm and Ortofon m-m cartridge. No nasty top or flaccid bass, uclean, rather crisp and lively sound,'
Basic design is 25 years old but according to DA, the Mk Vcan still show some very costly decks athing or !No, and suspension tuning problems
Price quoted includes asimplified version of the classic Series Vtonearm. So eerily quiet ard uncoloured' said KK, 'one of the best

Price quoted includes the Nima tonearm. This Roksan deck offers a ' listen-all-day character that plays music guilelessly'. Expect ' real dynamic
It's difficult to define atonal character for this cartridge; more accurate to describe it as musical and transparent: Inordinately articulate, able to

Tuners
Make/model
Arcam DT81
Creek T43
Magnum
Dynalab MD102
Marantz ST- 17
PURE Digital
DRX-702ES

Price

Tested How we rate it

£650

1/02
AH

With t)etter controls than previous models, the DT8I io arguably superior to the more expensive FMJ DT26. Comprehensive user features include

£400

9/01
IH

Asimple fuss-free tuner with excellent FM sound quality, with atotal of 64 presets for FM, MW and LW. Signal strength and multi-path

£2200

2/01
AG

Toronto- based specialist Magnum Dynalab still makes all-analogue FM-only tuners. This one has optional remote control for fine-tuning and

9/01

Three wavebands and RDS; for IH the sound was detailed and solid, projecting acoherent .
soundstage with excellent depth of image' if alittle

7/03
AH

Winner of our three-way group test, his model brings you DAB, yet has ausable FM tuner in the same package. USB connectivity for

£600
£330

engineering mode for interested enthusiasts. Its clear distinct way of opening up abroadcast makes this arelatively impartial but accurate receiver.
distortion are displayed. IH found it had 'afull-bodied sound that's nicely articulated and stable... excellent value.'
switching between five presets. AG thought it ' musically superior to any other tuner that I've heard... In every respect it's nothing less than stunning'.
bright. It lacks independent remote control but sounds superb, makes the best of weak signals and exudes aquiet confidence'.
upgrading via aPC; dark, attractive, contoured presentation and the controls are simplicity themselves— atop-drawer product.

Oracle Delphi MO

£3180

Something of a legend among vinyl
enthusiasts, this classic three-point
suspended subchassis design is now in its
25th year of production and available in
the UK once more after some years'
absence. Sounding fast, transparent,
precise and airy, the Oracle digs up bags of

www.hifinews.co.uk

textural information and excels when it
conies to female vocals. Thanks to the
attention lavished on the suspension and
main bearing, the Mk Vversion also proved
an incredibly quiet turntable. The deck was
tested using the ' Turbo' power supply,
aya ( able as a £ 600 option.
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Turntables
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£3195

FREE HiFi Upgrade

filtration

hififorsale.com Ltd's AudiophileCandy
2004

nrCPÇÇOrwç rntn inrille

Our NEW Edition Features:
•A
of class leading
audio accessories from manufacturers
throughout the world
•O.,.
leading

and

naar I/0 OM,' 41.4001.ff

rotru ,ves /
woo

from

•The latest world-wide products
•

tips, advice 8FAO

•Over
lull colou pages
featuring over 500 pu,u,i,
AudiophilKandy 7004 is your FRE
essential guide to the very best in audio accessories

Grab Your Copy NOW
For Superior filtration qualities in line Connections

Experience Filtration Ltd

PO Box 6155 • Derby

Tel: + 44 ( 0)1332 757 068
infoQexperiencefiltration.com

DE24 OZZ

ENGLAND

Fax: + 44 ( 0)1332 572 713
www.experiencefiltration.com

For your
copy of our latest catalogue visit , ww audiophilecandy
and fill in our contact form or call,

0870 241 246 9
Advertise your old HiFi for FREE on-line at www.hififorsole.com,
or pick up an audio bargain. Every month we have over 50,000
.visits and 4.8 million hits! - What are you waiting for?

o
fro

www.acousticarts.co.uk
visit our web site for second hand listing

coustic

rts

For 23 years Acoustic Arts has been known for its
exceptional service. So if you are considering your
next upgrade speak to people who really know!

Independent audio consultants

co
E
o

o
kef kht9000 speakers

101 st albans road. watford. hertfordshire. wd17 1rd tuesday-saturday 10 .00 AM to 5:30 PM

t.01923.245.250 f.01923230798 mail@acousticarts co uk

audio reseach . audioquest . aloia . b&w . beyer. blueroom . boston . clearaudio . copland . densen . grado. gamut
harman kardon . hutter . focal jm labs. kef . koetsu . krell . martin logan . michell . ortofon. project. primare . quadraspire
qed . roksan . rotel . sonneteer. sonus faber. theta . transparent audio . vertex aq . vibe . wilson audio
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essential hi-fi buyer's shortlist

o

Amplifiers
Price

Tested

How we rate it
Pus top- of - ti le-rdrtge integrated offers 100W/ch, thanks to an uprated power supply. AG found it sounding confidently in charge, making the

03/02
AG

[post of speakers it was used with, reproducing the life and vitality of aperformance. It also offers tone controls.

05/01

Remote-contro185W/ch amplifier, Jsing bi-polar output devices (not MOSFETs). Its clean and detailed sound nimbly communicates music.

£4000

03/03
DB

With eight 6550 output tubes (four per channel in push-pull pairs) this higher- power version of the VS50 gives the sound of classic valves in

£10,000

03/00
MC

£1300

08/01
MC

BAT VK-50SE/
VK-i60

£6125

07/00
AG

the finesse, inner complexity and poise of tubes. Sweet-sounding, without the audible severity of some solid-state counterparts.

Bryston 3B-SST

£1125

10/03
DA

see if he rated 150W/ch (8ohms) nodel so highly - he did! Fantastic sonic balance and stereo imaging, along with lashings of controlled power.

Chord CPA 3200/
SPM 1200C

£4040

OiP39
All

Audio meets aerospace engineering. The fully-balanced SPM1200C uses aswitched-mode power supply, yet sounds dynamic and

£3000

01/03
MC

Originally using two pairs of Svetlana EL34 output valves, uprated to 'SE' status with 6550 tubes, this 55W stereo power amp shows avein of

£4900

12/01
MC

Aspects of C-.1's megabucks ART have trickled down to this line-level pre-amp: inside are four 6992 triodes plus ahuge bank of tremendously

£350/
£600

woo
TB

Creek's remote-control pre gives easy-to-listen-to sound, encouraging involvement with the music, with fast and deep bass. Add m- m or m- c

02/01

Creek's 75W/ch integrated sounds good enough to worry more expensive combinations. All the right elements in place, in tune, in time.

02/00
10(

Classic hard-wired pre-amp, true :othe minimalist ideal: 'vintage' in its warmth and preclusion of edginess and grain, yet big, palpable and

Arum FMJ A32
Arcam A85
Audio Research
VS110
Audio Research
Ref Two
AS Passion
Ultimate

Conrad-Johnson
MV6OSE
Comrad-Johnson
Premier lit
Creek
P43R/A52SE
Creek 5350
Croft Vitale

£1100
£700

£700
£350

AH

AM

11/01

[Stab DX-S4

£2500

EAR 864

£1500

31/00
10(

Icoo Audio
Stereo 40

£990

04
TB

Krell KAV-3001L

£3900

Krell KAV 400xi
McCormack
pre-/power
usica
Fidelity A32

£2698
£2590
£1000

Musical
Fidelity X150

£800

Nagra VPA

£9350

Microprocessor-controlled source switching, tone controls and input trim facility (to equalise source levels). Finest integrated amplifier at the price.
spades. DB reported 'warmth, texture, muscularity and deep bass aplenty... brawn, brain and heart in one glowing package'.
Despite broadband noise from this valve-fuelled lab- handled design, sound quality was top notch as well. ' It comes close to being astate-ofthe-art piece of audio engineering,' said MC.
Remote-control version of classic passive attenuator. Control of volume and source is via optical linkage, asingle Vishay resistor leading to
light-controlled shunt resistor. The Ultimate is still top of the class, rivalling active pre- amps that cost four times as much.
Full remote control pre-amp and 60W/ch stereo push-pull valve power amplifier, combine the dynamics and load tolerance of solid-state with
David Allcock was already an owner of apair of 14B-SST power amps, this model's big brothers, when he reviewed this one so it was interesting to

transparent. ' Has the disconcerting ability to create real sound pressure levels with ease,' said AH, with 'transparency to music's inner workings.'
the excellence of C-J's Premier range. Anicely tuned upbeat delivery, equally rewarding on ajazz or classical programme.
expensive capacitors. Although C ' MV' prefix designates lower cost, the MV60 power amp is aworthy partner.
stages (£50 to £80) for vinyl replay. With bi-wirable speakers, asecond A52SE power amp gives even better results.
Imaging held instruments rock-steady in awide believable space. Remote control of source and volume: phono stage an optional extra.
commanding. With some low-level noise and fuzziness, it's still quieter than even amint Quad valve pre-amp.
Not so much an amplifier as a200W digital speaker driver, based on Tripath's Class Tcircuit. IH praised the tangibility it can bring to music,
and 'surrounding ambience beautifully articulated and stable, regardless of volume or transient requirements'.

01

Aphonoinclusive pre-amplifier to satisfy audiophiles and studio professionals, with its XLR balanced input and output. Balanced operation
offers improved dynamic contrast, slam, overall control and coherence, as well as virtually noise-free operation.
UK-designed, Chinese built, with levo pairs of EL34 pentode valves for aclaimed 40W/ch, or 19W when run in sweeter-sounding triode mode.
TB liked its impeccable finish and solid build as well as its ability to produce natural-sounding music.
A300W/ch integrated. Hooking up 1ohm Apogee Scintilla speakers, KK found it ' produced the very best sound 1
have ever heard from the
Scintillas... I
would take the KAV-300iL over any solid-state amp 1
can name south of the Theta Dreadnaught'.

38/04
OB
10/00

AG

35/03
DA
36/04
DA

This 'entry-level' 200W model doesn't use Krell's Plateau Biasing but does offer balanced inputs. DB found it thoroughly listenable, with punch
drama and speed. It's not at all laid-back, so if you want awarm, distant or soft sound, then look elsewhere.
Power amp uses an unusual 'distrbuted-node' power supply; the unity-gain pre-amp offers passive or buffered output, the latter preferred.
Despite adryish balance and atouch of 'grey', this combination is bold and transparent, combining real solidity with fine detail.
DA felt that the 3.2 pre-amp offered sound quality well beyond its price tag, and the 130W/ch-rated power amp is claimed to drive any
domestic speaker. Concluded DA, 'At this price point I
can think of nothing I'd rather build asystem around.'
Compact at 218 x98 x377mm (whd), yet pleasingly substantial in build, the X-150 delivers 80W/ch into 8ohms ( 160W into 4ohms!) along with
transparency, refinement and excellent soundstaging. There's built-in m- m phono input of very adequate quality too.
Built around apair of 845 output tubes, this push-pull monoblock power-amp is rated at 50W into 4,8 or 16 ohm loads, with zero negative
feedback. KK praised its commarding and authoritative presentation and abass control of which Ongaku owners can only dream.

Naim NAC 552

£11,150

)6/03
1G

Naim NAC
112/NAP 150

£625/
£750

03/02
AH

Na im NAIT 5
Pass Labs X350

£800

This is Naim's current flagship pre -amplifier and according to Jonathan Gorse, ' it gets closer, by adramatic margin, to that " live" experience than
any other amplifier'. Don't expect it to make music sound 'comfortable', instead you get ' bombastic majesty and delicate beauty'. Awesome!
This 150W combination delivers the ' Naim sound' with an obvious freedom from artifice, 'with little of that unnatural glare and haze that afflicts
products that try to give too much nterms of detail and clarity' (AH). Difficult to trump for unflustered sound and musical satisfaction.
Rated at only 30W ( we measured .36W), but adynamic performer. With avery convincing decay to treble notes and harmonics, an easy-going
amp that didn't fatigue after continued listening. Steteo detail not as explicit as some, rhythm and timing its real strengths.

£9950

Rated at 350W/ch, the X350 eschews feedback, giving it alower than normal damping factor, and is biased strongly towards Class Aso runs
very warm. The level of detail, authority and naturalness places it among the finest at any price.

Pathos TT RR

£3250

Prunare A30 1

£1500

099

MOSF ET output stage fed by asingle-ended, zero NF8 tube driver stage: downside is relative inefficiency and high heat dissipation. Loads
below about 5ohm ' make it cry', said KK, who still called this 'one of the finest amplifiers I've heard, regardless of price'.
Primare's A30.1 bi-polar amplifier, rated at 100W/channel but seems more powerful, looks like amillion dollars, and is remote-controllable. The
volume control is afine 100-step-ladder type, with extremely low distortion and accurate channel balance throughout its range.

Quad QC
24/II-forty

£4000

l'/00
10(

Retro recreation of the classic Quad 22/11 valve pre-/power combination, using KT88s to give twice the power (40W/ch) of the KT-66 original.

Rotel
RA-O1 /RA-02

£250/
£350

IgA)3
113

Quality needn't break the bank. Rotel's remote-control RA-02 and otherwise-identical RA-01 share the same 40W/ch (8ohm) output, six line

£3195

OW

Adigital pre-amplifier with very powerful room-correction built in, used in conjunction with aPC to idealise the system's response at the

TacT Audio
RCS 22X

www.hifinews.co.0 k

Doe

Pre-amp lacks the 22's filters, but salso free of noise, and has anew smoothness and precision.
inputs, and asound that TB called 'smooth and fatigue free'. Don't expect the earth at this price but you will be pleasantly surprised.
listening position. If you're thinking of upgrading, bu: the real limitation is the room, try this before spending on other components.
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essential hi-fi buyer's shortlist
Loudspeakers
a em0 e

Avantgarde
Uno
AVI N eutron III

rice
£1350

£500
£26 "

B&W DM303

£180

B&W
Nautilus 802

£6000

n

Dynaudio
Contour 12.5

£
A. '"

£2460
£340

Energy
Encore 2

£750
n

£50 "

Ha rbeth
Corn pact

7ES

J
amo 0830
1Mlab
Cobalt 816
1 lab
Utopia Alto Be
Linn Katan
Ma dinLoga n
Prodigy
MartinLogan
Clarit
Mission fs2-AV
Quad ESL- 989
Rua rk Etude
•
uar
Prologue

£1300
£1500
£860

£11,000
£635
£8910

£2500
£800
£4000

Al12/01
AC

os/Ii

pulp cone mid/bass, crossover 2.8kHz. Easy to drive, if insensitive, it builds on its predecessors' stable imagery, tonal accuracy and detail.

harder when pushed. Overall, it has atight, fast andslightly overdamped sound that makes it keep control at higher volumes.

,
l
(
C
(

One of B&W's finest ever loudspeakers, it carries the authority and finesse of the big Nautilus 801, but will work in room spaces where the 801

r
l

resolution is not especially high, and treble occasionally stood out, but there was arefreshing lack of wcody coloration.
In AG's group test of £200 models, the 303 sounded powerful, authoritative and had amore 'grown-up' quality than the rest. Treble can get

simply won't. First class stereo imaging, bass, midrange clarity and smooth, transparent extended treble, not to mention killer looks.

TB
08,A 0
IQ'
12/H)
AC

vividness and more precise imaging. Afine speaker and worthy winner of a2002 Ed itors' Choice Award. (Special finishes available at extra cost.)

-

The Contour T2.5 put KK in mindof the larger clas9c British speakers of the 19705, but with far greater power handling and speed. Has the

-

capacity to sound huge, but with holographic imaging, 'deliriously wide' soundstaging, and above average depth.

-

Elac's aluminium composite bass unit ( in awood cabinet rather than ametal one, and with dome rather than ribbon tweeter) can deliver high
volume levels with negligible compression or distortion. Basslines are particularly well projected; overall sound is very well integrated.

nu

Wilson
Benesch ACT 2

£9000

Wilson Benesch
Discovery

£5500
r.„

,„,,

www.h if inews.co. uk

ç
L.<

Satellites use aluminium dome tweeters and synthetic cone bass/mids, the sub a150W amp and 200mm reflex-loaded driver. Well able to
reproduce subtle solo instrumental playing or full-scale orchestra at realistic volumes. All in all, simply agreat find.

(

200 I

An enthusiast's hi-fi music speaker, but also adaptable for home theatre use, the M12 uses the well-tried Epos bass/mid driver and asimple
crossover. With an open, lively and exciting sound, this is avery fine speaker for the money.

C

'Compact' only by barn-door standards, the thin-wall enclosure is viscoelastically damped to BBC standards using composite countedayers, with

(

Awlds
009

mc
05/92
AC

the boundaries between main shell and screwed-on panels damped. Balanced, articulate, transparent sounds; easy to recommend.

:

Something of abenchmark. SEAS Excel drivers in awell- braced cabinet provide crisp, detailed and thoroughly musical sounds, with little

(
_

strain even when pushed. Bass is competent and extended, although higher up the sound can be atouch forward.

r

05/11
AC

Inverted-dome Focal tweeter plus two 160mm drivers (one bass, one bass/mid), in afront-ported cabinet. It had asomewhat bright treble, but

(-

the sound starts and stops when it should. Everything hung together, and it excelled on all kinds of music.

r

02111

With ahigh sensitivity (90dB/1W) this big 12COmm-tall floorstander needs careful positioning but can deliver an extraordinary sense of depth

X

and scale, yet its unusually smooth treble makes it difficult to coax the Alto Be into sounding oppressive even when loud.

i
uot

Versatile descendant of Kan and Tukan features non- parallel sides to reduce standing waves and clever lock-down crossover board which,

Alil

when reversed, switches to bi-wire-/bi-amp-ready node. Sound proved very stable, with unusual (for Linn) 'airy' audiophile quality to boot.

09/00

Abig hybrid electrostatic, and arguably ML's most successful, musically. MC found it had 'stature, presence and tonal accuracy... exceptional

NI-

spatial qualities and fine sense of air'. If subtlety/refinement matter more than impact, this MartinLogan may be the one for you.

.3

This is another ML hydrid, capable of running in pue electrostatic mode, but also featuring arear-mounted 25mm tweeter - for better off-axis

0;
,
ex

sound dispersion - and a200mni aluminium bass driver. Needs careful amp matching but afantastic loudspeaker!

HMO
AG

The most credible audio application so far for NXT flat panel technology. An AV system ( it's also available asa two-channel sub-sat system), the
fs2-AV consists of acorner subwoofer and five identical satellites on detachable, rotatable stands. Sound is smooth, easy and mellifluous.

02/30

Larger, wider- bandwidth take on the ESL-63 electrcstatic (which itself replaced the classic ' 57') with an additional bass panel. Audiophile

AO

components and more rigid construction. Speaker needs room to breathe, but still does the 'disappearing act' so beloved of the originals.

09,.02
00

presentation, but one that many prefer for long-term comfort, not entirely un-LS3/5A-like, with similar lean bass and open midband.

takes over at 1.8kHz. Slightly drooping frequency response, but its consistency of voicing and musical expressiveness are out of the ordinary.
Another beautiful ' boat-tailed' floorstander from the Italian masters. The sound has soul: it's vibrant and bold,' as we said in our 2002
Awards issue. You shouldn't expect the ultimate refinement of the even more expensive Amati, but this speaker is extraordinarily good.

MCM

encompass hi-fi for millionaires, but this £20k design has to be included. Aculmination of the dedication, skill and artistry
of Sonus Faber's founder, Franco Serblin, it will reward its lucky purchaser with years of listening bliss.

04 /nj

With a12in (305mm) Dual Concentric ( horn- loaded dome tweeter built into the centre of the main bass/mid unit), the TD12 also has

04/)4

MC
0209

q

£120

,

c.

08/01
AC

Asymmetric 905mm-high enclosure (supplied in mirror-image pairs) using two 140mm paper pulp bass/mids and a28mm silk dome that

£6500

C

TB described the Stirling 3's predecessor, Severn 2, as 'detailed but gentlemanly': the Stirling 3builds on these strengths and gives greater

07/(

AG

£320

WATI1
Puppy System 7

Though small, the Kevlar-coned bass/mid unit in ths moulded speaker produces acertain bass weight, even erring on the warm side. Overall

jam

Wharfedale
EVO 10

Wilson

07/0/

£950

£22 000
'

Wharfedale
Diamond 8.1

sensitivity of 100d BAN. SH said itgave immediacy, impact, emotional communication, without the coloration that spoils other hom loudspeakers.
With its 5litre volume, this miniature (265 x140 x295mm) update of the Neutron uses aScanSpeak fabric dome tweeter and 127mm Vita

Compact bookshelf speaker, an easy 8ohm load arid reasonably sensitive (86dB), and aclean and neutral sound: amildly laid-back

Sonus Faber
Stradivari

Totem Arro

Avantgarde's smallest loudspeakef at 44cm high, hashorn-loaded midrange and tweeter, and aself-powered subwoofer, with aclaimed system

0502
A,

£5000

Dimension TD12

I

£500

Sonus Faber
Cremona

Tannoy

w we rd

()PC I
IHI

Al-

El ac CL82 Mk

Epos MI2

05/00
SP

Blueroom
NI i
ni pod

Castle Acoustic
Stirling 3

e

„,. ci &
12 /
01

J3
1.
4

Our Hot 100 doesn't

Tannoy's Su pertweeter mounted on top. MC was won over by the speaker's dynamics and expression, and high sound levels.
Thin enough to slip into the smal est listening room, the Arro has an outstanding abihty to cast astereo image across, behind and around the
speakers. Integration between the two small drivers is excellent, the sea mlessness helping draw the listener into the fluid midband.
An opinion divider. KK found 'asoundstage so wide and so deep that one listener thought he was hearing the massive Apogee Scintillas'.
AG and his panel thought its 'strengths subsumed by an uneven balance'. Probably best suited to lowish volumes in smaller rooms.
Exceptional finish, real wood veneer over anon-square box, and the icing on the cake is the excellent sound— weighty bass, open midband
and smooth treble from aKevlar cone bass/mid and soft-dome tweeter. One of the best at the price.
High-tech carbon-loaded WB Tactic drivers replace the Scan drivers used by the otherwise similar ACT One. Listening results suggested a

10/99
X

rather bright balance with superb articulation and class- leading resolution. Magic in the right system, analytical and controlled to afault.

our

A 150mm Tactic bass/mid and 28mm soft-dome tweeter face forward: underneath are two bass drivers in an isobaric clamshell arrangement.

At!

1242
0O

Choir voices were awonder to benold, and the Discovery stayed clean and unflustered on testing techno and dance.
Even compared with the excellent System 6, the re-engineered System 7was thought substantially more transparent, with faster and more
dynamic bass. The '6was afairly tough load, and the '7is alittle more demanding still, so avery good amplifier is anecessity.
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Sevenoaks

SOUND & VISION
Sevenoaks Sound & Vision
stocks a wide range of Hi -Fi separates, DVD
players, amplifiers, speakers, plasma screens,
LCD televisions and projection systems from
all the leading manufacturers.
From starter systems to custom designed multi- room and
home cinema installations, our friendly staff are available in
all stores to advise, demonstrate and guide you through the
home entertainment jungle. If you're interested in home
entertainment and want to avoid the confusion, contact your
local Sevenoaks Sound & Vision store and experience more.
0% interest free option^ is available on most products.
^Written details on request. Licensed credit brokers.
Minimum balance ( 400. Subject to status.

NEVVSNEWSNIEVV"

ABERDEEN (
NEW)
BEDFORD
BIRMINGHAM
BRIGHTON

B&W PV1 SUB-WOOFER
Bowers & Wilkins proudly announce the introduction of
the new PV1 subwoofer. About the size of abasketball.
this sphenca' subwoofer
utilises technology
developed over 5
years and proves
that big pass
car be
achieved usng
asmall box.
Although its
primary use is
home cinema,
the PV1 is alsc
perfectly suited :o
2-Channel hi-fi
systems. The PV1
includes bcth speaker level
and line level inputs and is available in silver or gloss black.

MUSICAL FIDELITY kW500
SUPER INTEGRATED AMPLIFIER

BRISTOL
BROMLEY
CAMBRIDGE
CARDIFF
CHELSEA
CHELTENHAM
CRAWLEY
CROYDON
EALING (
NEW)
EDINBURGH
EPSOM
EXETER
GLASGOW
GUILDFORD
HOLBORN
HULL
IPSWICH
KINGSTON
LEICESTER
LEEDS
LINCOLN
LIVERPOOL

CUSTOM
INSTALLATION

MAIDSTONE
MANCHESTER

Modern home entertainment

NEWCASTLE

doesn't have to be intrusive.

NORWICH

A carefully considered installation

NOTTINGHAM

of home cinema with distributed

OXFORD

audio and video and easy lighting
control can give you all the sound
and vision performance you could
ever dream of - enhancing your
lifestyle and your home.

Our installation experts are fully
trained to the highest standards and
equipment long after your first visit to

Musical Fidelity as
introduced anew, super
integrated amplifier - the
kW500. Musical Fidelity's
tradition of making superb
integrated amplifiers dates

solutions to the most grandiose.
We can help transform every room
and every home, whatever your
needs and budget.

back to the earl, 1990s
THE MU-WSTA TUBES IN SITU
when they Paunched the
A1000 and, more recently, the Nu-Vista M and Tri Vista 300.

Want to know more?
Why not pay us a visit and pick

Guide,
available

POOLE

one of our nationwide stores

from the most simple, affordable

Installation

PLYMOUTH

will continue to support you and your

Our custom install services range

up a copy of our FREE Custom

PETERBOROUGH

Flush- mounted in- wall speakers can
give you all the sound you can handle,
but won't eat into your floor space or
clash with your decor

This latest rrnodel, alimited edition of 500 pieces, features
exclusive Mu- Vista tubes. Originally, these were used by
the US military for crucial low noise and other missile
functions and, like the trivista tube it replaces, promises to
offer ' bomb- proof' reliability.

now, from

The kW50C is rated at 500+ watts per channel and about

your local

100 amps peak. The extrusions for the front panel are
custom made and all the fitments are machined from the
highest quality material.

store.

THE KW500 IS AVAILABLE AT SELECTED SEVENOAKS STORES • £ 999.95
ADVEPTISEMENT VALID UNTIL AT LEAST 22 09 04 EC.OF
Enjoy the freedom to listen to the 11141Sit
of your choice or watch TV independently
from other rooms in the home

www.sevenoakssoundandvision.co.uk

PRESTON
READING
SEVENOAKS
SHEFFIELD
SOLIHULL
SOUTHAMPTON
SOUTHGATE
STAINES
SWISS COTTAGE
TUNBRIDGE WELLS
WATFORD
WEYBRIDGE
WITHAM ( ESSEX)
WOLVERHAMPTON
PLEASE SEE PAGE 7
FOR ADDRESS AND TELEPHONE
NUMBER DETAILS

Sevenoaks

SOUND & VISION

E
.

Arcam DiVA CD192
CD Player £849.95

NEW

ARCAM

cmillet

et&

95

lier0.

ttet

FREE GRADO SR60 HEADPHONES WORTH £90 WHEN YOU PURCHASE AN AMP AND CD
TOGETHER FROM ONE OF THE FOLLOWING MANUFACTURERS - ARCAM, CYRUS & ROKSAN*
NOT IN CONJUNC11011 WITH NIT OTHER OFFER OR PROMOTION

Michell Gyro SE
Turntable / RB300 Tonearm
£1049.95

Musical Fidelity
X-80 Amplifier £599.95
X-150 Amplifier £ 799.95
X- Ray" CD Player £899.95

Marantz
CD5400 CD Player
£119.95

Musical Fidelity has unveiled two integrated amplifiers
and aCD player as part of its revamped X-series. The
40 wpc, X-80 and the 80wpc X-150 amplifiers feature a
dual-gang

Best

analogue volume

• 2003

control and high The Gyrodec SE sounds great, combining trie best
sonic characteristics of rivals... Quite simply, the Michell

output transistors
Qt.( cro03

3

for each channel.

00

The X-150 also

Gyrodec SE É tertifie. Nothing compares at this price
point - its well deserVng another Best Buy."

Marantz
PM7200 Amp. .1-

TOWARDS THE GOLDRING
CARTRIDGE OF YOUR CHOICE*

£249.95
"This is one of the most
powerful amps in its class,
at 95w per channel, and it

includes ahigh
quality phono stage.
The XRay" CD player, is the replacement for the
legendary X- Ray and uses the same DAC and
upsampling principles as the acclaimed TriVista SACD
player. From atechnical standpdint, the X- Ray' is equal of
some of the most expensive prayers on the market.

sounds it with anything from
dance to abig orchestral
work, offering adelicious
combination of poise and
impact. Stick with fast,
dynamic speakers such as
B&W DM601 S3s or KEF's

Pro-ject 1
Turntabl

equally capable 01s and the

ression

results will amaz)e

Bee
t

2003 e

"Compared with a £200 CD player this

'So do you buy adigital tuner? Or an analogue one?

deck sounds remarkable: dig out your vff!iy1

Now you don't have to pick: just buy Pure Digital's

and give the Xpression aspin."

DRX-702ES! Whether on FM or DAB, this tuner sounds
superb... The overall balance is powerful, clean and

DAB RADIO
Pure Digital
DRX-702E5 Analogue/DAB Tuner
f279.95

crisp, making this afine tuner by any standards.
and asuperb buy given its
excellent flexibility."
Best Buy
21)32

THE PROJECT RANGE
STARTS AT ONLY £119.95

87.50 MHz

FM

1

Cyrus
CDS CD Piayer £999.95
8Amplifier £799.95

CP

KEF Q4
Speakers £399.95

has been developing high performance hi-fi systems for

The 04 is one of the latest additions to KEF's acclaimed 0

over 20 years. Today their upgradeable, modular product range

Series. At the heart of this fioorstander lies the UniQ driver

CylIls

ircludes multi-room systems, home cinema and some of the

array - a 130mm die-cast chassis housing along throw

worlds finest hi-fi systems. Cyrus products are hand finished, half

cone and coincident mounted 19mm aluminium dome HF

size die-cast enclosures and include ahidden digital command

unit. This driver arrangement makes the speaker much

system that allows simple operation of any size system.

easier to place in the room and alleviates the * sweet spot'
found on ' ordinary' speakers. This has been combined witit
adedicated 130mm LF unit for extended bass output
which belies the size of its diminutive cabine.

WORTH
WITH ALL HI- Fl

£60
£80
£120

SPEAKER PAIRS
OVER C299'

rF

Í

FREE

WITH

B&W
DM602 S3 Speakers £299.95

'The revamped Mission 7805 are hugely
enjoyable: anyone

"These solidly n-acestandmounters perform well

with up to £400 to
spend should

acnxisthe whole rarge of musical styles... Add these

consider these

speal•ers to ycur hi-fi system and you're guaranteed

standmounters.

magnificent integration between the drivers and an

Mission's clever

even tonal balance."

move has paid off:'

_
- ' feet e
epee

Best Euy

•

NNZÏ
- \e
e

vloe'

99

£499
SPEAKERS OVER £
999

WITH SPEAKERS OVER

GRADO SR60 HEADPHONE () FEU

Mission
780 SE Speakers £349.95

*****

WITH SPEAKERS OVER £

Ruark
Epilogue II
Speakers
.11-en there are the
classy Ruark Epilogue Ils.
They're the priciest here, but
with plenty to justify that price
tag. They have aseamless sound that

4Iik& r.

Roksan Kandy
KD1/111 CD Player £ 649.95
KA1/111 Amplifier £ 549.95

•

11

•

eon,.

"Timing and rhythm are excelteni. DJ Shadow

Qs;_)0G;

is delivered with clarity and atight bass, while
at the other extreme the trebb is sweet and
detailed, getting the most from Wagner's Ride
of the Valkyries. The result is a breathtaking
Best Buy amplifier that betters its competition
with ease."

KANDY l(A1SIIAI.iPLIFIER

AWARDS 2003

"The Kandy KD1/III CD player Dffers agreat array of talents - team it with its amp stablemate and you
have something close to the ideal visual and sonic combination."

t.ter.fl
*****

draws the listener into the music and

WHAT HI.F1? SOUND AND VISION • AUGUST 2002

FREE

PRICING POLICY
We always try to ensure our prices are highly competitive.

GRADO SR60 HEADPHONES WORTH £90 WHEN YOU PURCHASE AN AMP AND CD TOGETHER FROM ONE
OF THE FOLLOWING MANUFACTURERS - ARCAM, CYRUS & ROKSAN* MOT COKANCTION Vanl WI
OR PR.:MOTION

/ FINANCE
r,

OPTION*

Spread the cost of buying.

In the event you can find the same products and excellent service at

0% finance option is available on the vast maponty of products we stock.

alower price, please bring it to our store managers' attention.

reintlen ...es on request. 1.4eenteel credit brokers. Merenum Wien. [400. &tope to status.

PLEASE NOTE: SOME PRODUCTS MAY NOT BE MANAMA AT ALL STORES. PLEASE CALL BEFORE TRAVELIUNG.
*ADDED VALUE OFFERS - FROM RANGE AVAILABLE IN-STORE. NOT IN CONJUNCTION WITH ANY OTHER OFFER. ADVERTISEMENT VALID UNTIL AT LEAST 22/09/04, EWE.

Seven oaks

SOUND & VISION

Rotel _
es
RA- 1062 Amplifier £594.95
RCD-1072 CD Player £ 594.95

COMPACT SYSTEMS

"At the heart of the 60-watt RA- 1062 is atoroidal
transformer and apower supply, which Rotel claims.
helps the amp maintain performance even at high
volumes... CrarIk up the volume and, as promised. the
Rotel keeps its composure and balance... If you want a
£600 integrated, be sure to audition the RA- -062.
First impressions Df the RCD-1072 are excellent. This is
the slickest machine in this group: the casework feels
solid and the finish exceptional at the price... On its own
terms it remains an enjoyable and informative CD player"
WHAT ileFl? SOUND AND VISION • SEPTEMBER 2003

Acoustic Energy
Aelite Three
•1Speakers £749.95

r-- j.1

Pioneer PDR-609
CD Recorder £ 169.95

separates in one lovely package - this is avery
superior product."

This is the third time Pioneer has won Product of
the Year in the recorders section. First with the

Aelite Threes weigh in at a

PDR-509. and then last year with the PDR-609.

curved, real wood finished
cabents both look handsome
and make good acoustic

Features include 24-bit/96kHz digital-analogueconversion, backed up by Pioneer's Legato Link
filtering and manual recording level controls, ideal
when making compilations to standardise levels.

sense... So how do they

All this means you get great copies from the

perform... Give them abig

Pioneer.., and remarkable value

room and position them in

UD-M31 CD

free space and they'll
you want abig sound

Denon DM31
£189.95

"The D-M30 was exemplary, as its three What HiFi?

for sensibki money,

Sound and Vision Awards clearly show. The D-M31 is

don't hesitate to auditioi

u
dp,eyer

the Aelite Threes."

%

2002

even better, making it phenomenal value for money."
NB - DENON DM31 IA LINN CLASSIK PRICES EXCLUDE SPEAKERS

SnOi

*****

IB&W
704 Speakers

Re'

When purchased with speakers over E99*
When purchased on its own £199.95

deliver great things... If

tbr,em r.i.T

When purchased with speakers over f299'
When purchased on its own £849.95
"The Classik sounds simply marvellous... It offers the
performance you'd expect from high quality

"Acoustic Energy's new
hefty 18kg apiece, and their

Linn Classik
Music System £ 799.95

MUSIC
ALL AROUND THE HOME
You've heard of hi-fi - now welcome to the world of wi-fi!
Wi-fi devices allow ,
,,ou to network arange of devices
together - from you , music system to your PC - without

The 704 speaker:,
are part of E384Vs
new 700 series.
These korstanding,

the wires. For example, amultiroom server like Yamaha's
MusicCAST can wirelessly send music to up to five 'client'
playback systems dotted around your home. That music
could be stored on the MusicCAST server device or other

two-and-a- half-

sources - existing hrfi kit, maybe, or an intern& radio

way, vented box

station or MP3 files from your PC: plug-in adapters make it
easy to wi-fi-enable products.

speakers and are
available in a
variety of attractive

MCX A10

finishes. In arecent

£599.95

(MusicCAST Client)

What Hi Fi? Sound

MCX

and Vision group

1000

£1799.95

(MusicCAST Server)

rest the 704 offered

:YRUSLINK

"Remarkable

Linkserver 160 £ 2999.95

openness and

(Four Zone HD Server 160Gb Drive)

clarity that is

Linkserver 250 £ 499.95

unrivalled at

(Four Zone HD Server 250Gb Drive)

this price."

CYFILISi INK Unkport

YAMAHA LlusicCAST

CTRUSLINK
Linkserver

"

Linkport

£ 649.95

Linkwand

£ 199.95

CLJI-LJSIIrlk

YAMAHA'S MusicCAST

AVAILABLE AT SELECTED
SEVENOAKS SOUND & VISION STORES

MCX-1 000 DIGITAL SERVER
MCX-A10 CLIENT

PLEASE NOTE: SOME PRODUCTS MAY NOT BE AVAILABLE AT ALL STORES. PLEASE CALL BEFORE TRAVELLING.
*ADDED VALUE OFFERS - FROM RANGE AVAILABLE IN-STORE. NOT IN CONJUNCTION WITH ANY OTHER OFFER. ADVERTISEMENT VALID UNTIL AT LEAST 22/09/04, E&OE.

SEPARATE HI- Fl SYSTEMS
Rotel
RCD-02 CD Player
RA-02 Amplifier

Roksan Kandy
KD1/III CD Player
KA1 / Ill Amplifier

Monitor Audio
Bronze B2 Speakers

Monitor Audio
Silver 56 Speakers

HI- Fl
SYSTEM

For this recommended HiFi Systen - we have
combined Rotel's highly rated RCD-02 CD player and
RA-02 amplifier with Monitor Audio's beautifully
balanced Bronze B2 speakers. This package gives a
powerful, fresh and vibrant sound. The compact ' B2
speakers, available in avariety of finishes, were
awarded ' Best Buy' by What Hi- H? Sound and Vision,
with the sound being described as Superb...
Speakers don't get rhuch bette-than tne B2's".

CD73T CD Player
A65 Plus Amplifier
1•11•1•1111

Best Buy

Q4 Speakers

1011.11

•

‘Zi310 7

Arcam and KEF both have an enviable reputation for

The combination of

producing great sounding kit without breaking the

Roksan's Kandy MK3

Monitor Audio. The

bank_ This system shows why with awell balanced

CD and amplifier is,

combination of Roksant

sound that's both musiœdy involving and enjoyable.

according to What Hi -

excellent rhythm and

Fi? Sound and Vision,

timing, with its tight bass

At the front of this package is Arcam's upgradeable

"Something close to the

and sweet detailed

The RA-02 amplifier teatures remote control and a

CD73T CD player - aWhat Hi Fi? Sound and Vision

ideal visual and sonic

treble coupled with the

phono input. The RGD-02 (***** - What Hi Fi?

'P-octuct of the Year 2003'. We've coupled this with

combination" (December

'S6's ability to stay

Sound and Vision - August 2033) É HDCD

Aroam's complementary A65 Plus integrated

2003). We have

unruffled even when the

compatible and includes adigital output for

amplifier and KEF's new 04 floostanding speakers

partnered these with the

music is at its most

connecting to adigital recorder.

featuring KEF .
sunique Uni Q technology for easier

Silver S6 floorstanding

complex, makes this a

room placement.

speakers from British

remarkable system.

SYSTEM PRICE SAVE

SYSTEM PRICE

SYSTEM PRICE

£799.95
PRCE

EXCLUDES

SAVE

tIZ9

f-ARlys & sTANcs

HI-FI SYSTEM 1 - NOT IN CONJUNCTION WITH ANY , ITHER OFFER OR PROMOTION

£999.95

i49

PRICE EXCLUDES CABLES & STANDS

HI-FI SYSTEM 2 - NOT IN CONJUNCTION WITH ANY OTHER OFFER OR PROMOTION

speaker specialists,

£1889.95

PRICE EXCLUDES GABLES & STANDS

HI-FI SYSTEM 3 - NOT IN CONJUNCTION WITH ANY OTHER OFFER OR PROMOTCH

o
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Musical Fidelity X-80

£599.95

£ CALL

fCALL

REL Stampede (Black) ewe in CULP

£549.95

£799.95

Pioneer DV868An Universal

CAII

£CALL

REL Strata 5 (Brittex Black) tue OED

£ 911.96

Musical Fidelity A3.2

£979.95

Toshiba SD24CE

£ CALL

CALL

Musical Fidelity .•••, 2Pre

£999.95

Toshiba 00340E

£ CALL

ECALL

Musical Fidelity

£999.95

Yamaha DVD-S540

£119.95

£119.95

Fujitsu P421111430 42"

£399.95

£399.95

Fujitsu P421-11-1A30 42"

Musical Fidelity X-150

Pciva

Musical Fidelity

£1999.95

Quad

£549.95

Roksan

K7-3 Midll

£649.95

MAKE & MOOEL

Rotel -7c 01

£249.95

Panasonic

.L-1%2

Evo One

Acoustic Energy

Evo Three

Acoustic Energy

.
1
••

at all Sevenoaks Sounc & Vision stores.

RAW , JM602 53

Hitachi I2PD5200 42"

£ CALI

£CALL

Hitachi ! 2PMA500E 42"

£ CALI

£594.95

Panasonic '. 1R- E85 DVD-RAM

CALL

£CALL

Panasonic •••. I2PW6B 42"

£2399.95

Panasonic .". 18-E95 DVD-RAM

CALL

£CALL

Panasonic • • I7PE3136 37"

£ CALL

Pioneer DVR3100S DVD-FtillW £ 379.95

£399.95

Panasonic

£ CALL

Pioneer DV1151001-6 DVD-R/R/, £ 469.95

£499.95

Pioneer

RAW 704

£1399.95

B&W 705

£899.95
£249.95
£399.95

KEF 801

£749.95
£649.95

Linn

Goldring

Mission 7131

Ri

Michell .

£ 139.95
SE'RB341 on

GEMMING

wawa. £ 104995

Michell ..,: noDec (Ex km)
Project

,
but

£ 574.95

Phono SB

£ 169.95

Project • •.. but II (Back)

£ 119.95

Project

but II Alours)

£134.95

Project

Lpression

£209.95

FU ERS
Arcam
Gyms

IA T61
1
.
1

£199.95

<

£499.95

Denon • • MI

£99.95

Hannan KardonT11970 DAEVAMTM
Maranta

100

299.95
£
£99.95

Pure • 701ES DAB

£199.95

Pure • / 02ES Analogue/DAB

£279.95

Roksan r • indy KT1 MKIII

£ 549.95

CD PLAYERS
Artam1nVA CD731

£ 399.95

Arcam LVA CD192

£ 849.95

Arcam • ". 1J CD33T

£1299.95

Cyrus .) 6

£599.95

Cyrus 0108

£ 999.95

Cyrus DAC-X

£ 1099.95

Denon DCD485

£ 119.95

Linn Genki

£1099.95

Linn Ikemi

£2199.95

Marantz 505409

£ 119.95

Musical Fidelity X.Ray `11'
Musical Fidelity A32

£ 899.95

......

Musical Fidelity A308'
Quad
Roksan

£ 999.95

£ 1999.95
£ 999.95

andy KD1 MKIII

Roksan . upan M
Rotel

£ 649.95
£ 1099.95

1)02

£ 379.95

Rotel HU)1072

£594.95

£349.95

Mission 7828E

£899.95

Monitor Audio Bronze 62

£199.95

Monitor Audio Arer Si

£299.95

Monitor Audio • Ater S6

£599.95

Mender Audio • 1
,1yer 58

£799.95

Monitor Audio • iold Reference 10

£799.95

Monitor Audio Gold Reference 20

£1499.95
£379.95

Quad ' '
L

£499.95

Quad .

£804.95

Ruait

ogue II

£344.95

Ruait HIsman Ill

Pioneer PD11609 CD-RW

1169.95

AMPLIFIERS

£ 1499.95

Ruark
Wharfedale

£ 899.95

Evolution 30

£ 649.95

Denon 201 Ex Speakers

£499.95

Denon DF101 Ex Speakers

299.95
£

Denon DM31 Ex Speakers

£199.95

Lam Classik Music Ex Speakers

£849.95

Teac Legacy 600 Ex Speakers

£199.95

£499.95

Denon ', i/D-50050 Inc 5.1 Speaker Package £ 499.95
Denon

.
0-770SD/AVR-770SD Ex Speakers £ 599.95

Jamo . R50/A305PDD Inc Speakers
Jamo A/R50/A355PDD Inc Speakers

£ 649.95
£899.95

KEE KIT 100 Inc Speakers

£ 1199.95

Linn Classik Mc-ea Di a Speakers

£ 2299.95

Teac Legacy 700/13-L800 Inc Speakers .. £ 799.95

Cyrus

£2999.95

• .• • •

Cyrus Linkserver 250

£ 3499.95

Cyrus1,1kboe

£649.95

£199.95

Yamaha MusicCast 1.1CXA10

£599.95

Yamaha MusicCast ..
1CX 1003

£1799.95

DVD PLAYERS

Abn Plus

£ CALL

REGION 2

MULTI REGION

£599.95

Arcam InVA DV78

£ 699.95 £699.95

Arcam DIVA A90

£849.95

Arcam

£999.95 £999.95

Arcam FMJ A32

£1149.95

Cyrus

8

Cyrus Pre XPre
Cyrus ' '

XPower

Denon

Maranta

. 00

Marantz M7200

o

£ 1199.95 £ 1199.95

£799.95

Denon • ID- 2200 Universal
Denon

£ CALL

£179.95

Linn LK85

Cyrus . D8
Denon /D-1710

each) £1199.95

Linn Colector- re

VA DV79

£599.95
£999.95

£574.95
£544.95
£149.95
£249.95

£CALL

Toshiba 42WP36P 42'

Pioneer DVR-920H HDD/DVD-RW

£CALL

Yamaha ' 1
910 42"

1:1-2900 Universal

[tenon " Al 1
Denon

AMPLIFIERS
& PROCESE

Ai

Arcam .W13200 AN Receiver

£ 599.95

Arcam .WR300 AN Receiver

£ 1299.95

Arum .•,
,
V8/1P7 AN Pre/ProcessonPoNer

£ 5499.95

Cyrus •••Vt3 AN Processor

£ 1099.95

Denon :•'.
./C-Al SRA AN Amplifier

£ CALL

Denon . L[C-A1SR A/V Amplifier

£2199.95

Denon ., M1604 AN Receiver

£ CALL

Denon . VR1804 AN Receiver

£ CALL

Denon •• 2805 AN Receiver
Denon

ECALL

• A.AiReceNer

£ CALL

Harman Carden '1.13330 AN Receiver

£599.95

Harman Cardon ••••' .130 AN Receiver

£999.95

Hagman Cardon i•lt2005 AN Receiver

£1299.95

Onkyo • 11E AN Re.Geher

£ CALL

Pioneer

0501 AN Receiver

£329.95

Pioneer 058-0812 AN Receiver

£3111.95

Pioneer •./SX-A83 NV Receiver

MIAS

Pioneer '/SX-M5i AN Receiver

£ CALL

Pioneer VSA-M10,Ai AN Amplifier

£ CALL

Rotel • • • X1067 AN Receiver

£4999.95
£ CALL
£3999.95

LCD TV

-- FIVERS

£1799.95

Hitachi 2805200 28"

£ CALL

Panasonic TX221.T3 22"

£ CALL

Panasonic TX26LXD1 26"

£ CALL

Panasonic • ' 32001 32"
Philips

ECALL

r175 30"

£ CALL

Sharp Aquas LC- 1584E 15"

£ CALL

Sharp Aquas C-15SIE 15'

£ CALL

Sharp Aquos C-2(1S1E 20"

£ CALI

Sharp Aquos C-22ADIE 22"

£ CALL

Sharp Aquos LC-30ADIE 30'

fCALL

Sharp Aquos C-30f1V4E 30"

£ CALL

Sharp Aquos LC-32GD1 32"

£ CALL

Sharp Aquos LC- 37A01 37"

£ GALL

Sharp Aquos C-3714V4E 37"

£ CALL

Sharp Aquos LC-37G01 37"

£ CALL

Toshiba . u7(1_36P 26'

ECALL

Toshiba 32INL36P 32' ...

ECALL

JECTORS
Marantz VP- 12S3 DLP

£8499.95

NEC • • 000 DLP

f( lull

Rotel • . P1 066/RMB1075 AN Pre/Power

£1799.95

Sanyo

Rotel •-• P1098 MI Processor

2294.95
£

Screenplay • . t805 DIP

£1299.95

ECALL

Screenplay . • 700 DLP

£2699.95

£299.95

Screenplay ' 7205 DIP

£4999.95

Yamaha DSP-AX640SE AN Amplifier

CD

£1449.95

Yamaha DSP-Z9 AN Arnplifier

£ CALL

Sharp

Ze1E DLP

£1799.95

Yamaha RX-V550 AN Receiver

£ CALL

Sharp

'- Z200 DLP

£ 011

Yamaha RX-V650 AN Receiver

£ CALL

Sim 2 omino 20 DLP

Yamaha RX-V140ORDS NV Receiver

£ CALI

Sim 2 loinino 20 HDMI DIP

Yamaha RX-V240ORDS NV Receiver

PACKAGF

SPrAKERS&
Acoustic Energy

ECALL

1v

Acoustic Energy
Artcoustic

Sim 2 ' . 11k DLP
ThemeScene • LO Cinema DLP
ThemeScene 1
1
,6 Cinema DIP
ThemeScene

.7Cinema

£849.95

RAW

£899.95

REMOTE CONTROLS

£999.95

Marantzl3C,54(X)

Caste

impact CC3

Infinity TSS750

£499.95

Kif KHTI 005 Eton
CEE KHT' ,
KEF 07 7..
MAR KS

£499.95

FREE QED CABLE .

£2199.95

f300 FREE QED CABLE'

£1699.95

MAX''

£1894.95
un 25
CS35N850

£ 1999.95
£ 3499.95

£399.95
£799.95

Philipsu Pronto RU1000

£1399.95

£1199.95

£250 FREE QED GABLE .

MXC

Maranta 809200

£ 1199.95

£799.95

MO FREE QED GABLE.

f200 FREE QED CABLE'

M8K

£ 7999.95
£ 24995.95

DLP

88W r.11,AS1
'
1300 AV

£ 3999.95
£ 1999.95

Sim 2 ';00 Vira HDMI DLP

£499.95
£994.95

£3499.95

Sim 2 . 1300 Xtra DLP

£749.95

P5/II

£2249.95
£ 3899.95

Mission r.130 AV Pack

£ 449.95

Monitor Audio Bronze B2 AV

£799.95
£949.95

Monitor Audio 1
33clius 270

£499.95

Monitor Audio fiddles 51

£999.95

CALL
CONTACT YOUR LOCAL STORE OR
VISIT OUR VVEBSITE
FOR OUR UP-TO-DATE PRICES

PRICING POLICY
SEVENOAKS SOUND & VISION
OPERATES A PRICING POLICY

SUB WOOFERS

SEE OPPOSITE PAGE FOR DETAILS

£ CALL

138W

ECALI

£ CALL

MJ Acoustics Pro 50 II

£ CALL

£ CALL

MJ Acoustics

£ CALL

MJ Acoustics - 1•0 10C

060 QED GABLE•

£349.95

MJ Acoustics •• ef 1 ( E.. •

£60 QED GABLE•

£699.95

£ CALL

£ 1599.95 £ 1599.95

£949.95
EDO DED CABLE'

101

EGO QED GABLE'

Harman Cardon 08022

£299.95 £ 299.95

REL

Harman !
Carden 08031 .

£399.95 £ 399.95

RE1

Pioneer

£ CALL

£ CALL

REL

(Brinex Black £ 100

Pioneer ,.10575A Universat . £ 149.95 £ 179.95

REL

(Bnttex Black) ..

,

ECALL

Monitor Audio '1'onze 84 AV

MAKE & MODEL

Arrant DNA A80

DruS 6

Pioneer PDP50471DE 50"

CEE KHT2CM,''

MULTI-ROOM AUDIO

£3999.95

£CALL

Pioneer DVR-720H HDD/DVD-RW . ICALL

DVD SYSTEMS
Denon ADV-M71 Inc SC- M51 Speakers

Ll2PE308 42"
434111 43'

CALI

Yamaha DSP-AX750SE AN Amplifier

HI-H SYSTEMS

Cyrus -

Cl) RECORDERS

Arcam

£ 119.95

Mission 780SE

Quad

Pioneer ))BR- 520H HDD/DVD-RW

£1699.95
£299.95

KU 04

£CALI

£CALL

£249.95

KU 01

Hitachi 37PD5200 37"

CALL

£749.95

88W '. 1401 S3

MULTI REGION

£ CALI

CALL

£
279.95

Three

Acoustic Energy ' MOI (From)

on display and available for demonstration

£57811.95

Hitachi (
2PD5200 32"
REGION 2

MR- E55 DVD-RAM

£449.95

An outstanding selection of products are

£3409.95

Panasonic . 1R- E65 DVD-RAM

£149.95

Acoustic Energy *.• Two

£2991186

£349.95

SPEAKERS
Acoustic Energy

PLASMA
Fujitsu PSOXHA30 50"

DVD RECORDERS

£999.95

Rotel

TURNTABLES

Yamaha DVD-S1500

Roksan Caspian M
Rotel • 1
,-02

r

Pioneer DV668Av Universal

Tik11(Britte . sloe
V

Brtttex

Blau

Cron

fIED GABLE.

£299.95
£599.95

£499.95

PLEASE NOTE: SOME PRODUCTS MAY NOT BE
AVAILABLE AT ALL STORES.
PLEASE CALL BEFORE TRAVEWNG.
'Added Value Offers- From range available instone

QED GABLE'

.£724.95

Not in conjunction with any other offer.

GABLE.

.£999.95

Advertisement valid until at least 22/09/04, E&OE.

QED

..£349.95

WHO ARE SEVENOAKS?

SEVENOAKS STORES NATIONWIDE

Founded in

1972, Sevenoaks Sound &

Vision is one of the largest and most

Our comfortable demonstration rooms are

successful hi-fi and home cinema retailers in

among the finest in the country, many

the country.

complying with full THX specifications.

ABERDEEN 57 CROWN STREET (NEW)
01224 252797 opens soot

Each Sevenoaks Sound & Vision store

BEDFORD 29-31 ST PETERS STREET
01234 272779

covering all categories of specialist home

BRIGHTON 57 WESTERN ROAD
01273 733338

stocks a wide range of qua ity products,
entertainment, from Hi Fi separates and
systems

HOVE

to

DVD

players,

vvidescreen

plasma televisions and projection systems,
all at highly competitive prices.

BROMLEY 39A EAST STREET
020 8290 1988
BIRMINGHAM ARCH 12
0121 233 2977

DEMONSTRATION
FACILITIES

Friendly staff are available in all stores to
advise, demonstrate and guide you through

LIVERY STREET

the home entertainment jungle.

BRISTOL 928 WHITELADIES ROAD. CLIFTON
0117 974 3727

MANCHESTER 69 HIGH ST, Or CENTRE
0161 831 7969

CAMBRIDGE 17 BURLEIGH STREET
01223 304770

NEWCASTLE 19 NEWGATE STREET
• 0191 221 2320

Sevenoaks Sound & Vision's Custom Installation Service enables the integration of a

CARDIFF 104-106 ALBANY ROAD
029 2047 2899

NORWICH 29-29A ST GILES STREET
•01603 767605

ceiling and the complete system operated via remote control.

CHELSEA 403 KINGS ROAD
020 7352 9466

NOTTINGHAM 597-599 MANSFIELD ROAD
0115 911 2121

CHELTENHAM 14 PITTVILLE STREET
01242 241171

OXFORD 41 ST CLEMENTS SWEET
01865 241773

multi- room

CRAWLEY 32 THE BOULEVARD
01293 510777

PETERBOROUGH 36-38 PAR,Foe
•01733 897697 OPEN SWIDAY

Sevenoaks Sound & Vision has a diverse range of

CROYDON 369-373 LONDON ROAD
-020 8665 1203 WEN Sealy

PLYMOUTH 107 CORNWALL STREET
• 01752 226011

EALING 24 THE GREEN
0208 579 8777

POOLE LATIMER HOUSE. 44-46 HIGH STREET
•01202 671677

(

NEW)

OPENING LATE AMIDST

CUSTOM INSTALLATION
home cinema or hi-fi system into your home as neatly and seamlessly as possible. All
electronics can be hidden away, speakers discreetly mounted either in the wall Cr

Our installation experts are fully trained to the highest
standards in all areas and provide a prompt, reliable
and professional service. Whether you're looking for a
system,

a dedicated

home

cinema

installation with a retractable screen and built-in
speakers or an integrated control or lighting system,
products available to cater for all your requirements.
FREE 8 Page Custom Installation Brochure
available now from your nearest store or
via our website.

EDINBURGH 5THE GRAssmARKEr
0131 229 7267

PRESTON 40-41 LUNE STREET
01772 825777 OPE* SUNDA Y

SEVENOAKS WEBSITE

EPSOM 12 UPPER HIGH STREET
01372 720720 OPEN SUNDAY

READING 3-4 KINGS WALK SHOPPING CENT RE
0118 959 7768

and detailed pages to help you locate your nearest store.

EXETER 28 CO WICK SWEET
•01392 218895

SEVENOAKS 109-113 LONDON ROAD
01732 459555

GLASGOW 88 GREAT WESTERN ROAD
0141 332 9655

SHEFFIELD 635 QUEENS ROAD. HEELEY
•0114 255 5861 OPOI SLIMY

www.sevenoakssoundandvision.co.uk and click on special offers

GUILDFORD 73B NORTH STREET
01483 536666

SOLIHULL 149-151 STRATECRD READ
•0121 733 3727

Whilst we do not claim always to be the cheapest, we try to ensure our prices are highly

HOLBORN 144-148 GRAYS INN ROAD
020 7837 7540

SOUTHGATE 79-81 CEASE SIDE
•020 8886 2777

facilities and excellent pre, during and after sales service and the lower price might not look

HULL 1SAVIE ROW, SAVILE STREET
01482 587171

SOUTHAMPTON 33 LONDT=IN ROAD
023 8033 7770

In the event you can find the same products and excellent service at a lower price, please

IPSWICH 12-14 DOGS HEAD STREET
01473 286977

STAINES 4THAMES STREET
01784 460777 OPEN SUNOAY

KINGSTON 43 FIFE ROAD
•020 8547 0717•OPEN SUNDAY

SWISS COTTAGE 21 NOgTHWAYS POE.
02C 7722 9777 opesoNDAy

LEEDS 62 NORTH STREET
0113 245 2775 OPEN SUNDAY

TUNBRIDGE WELLS 28
01892 531543

LEICESTER 10 LOSEBY LANE
0116 253 6567

WATFORD 478 ST ALBANS ROAD
01923 213533 OPEN SUNDAY

LINCOLN 20-22 CORPORATION STREET
01522 527397 (
OFF HIGH STREET)

WEYBEIIDGE 43 CHURCH STREET. THE QUADRANT
01932 828525

LIVERPOOL 16 LORD STREET
0151 707 8417

WITHAM (
ESSEX) 1
THE
01376 501733

MAIDSTONE 96 WEEK STREET
01622 686366

WOLVERHAMPTON 29-30 :IRELAND STREET
•01902 312225 OPEN SUNDAY

The Sevenoaks Sound & Vision website has news and information on the Sevenoaks group

SPECIAL OFFERS
There are hundreds of special offers and stock clearance items available from our stores
nationwide - many with sayings of up to 50%. To view our regularly updated product lists., visit

PRICING POLICY
competitive. Take into account the expert advice, unrivalled product selection, demonstration
such good value.

bring it to our store managers' attention. We will always endeavour to offer you the best deal.

=INCHLEY RD

30 S1 JOHNS ROAD
Pick-up your FREE

GROVE CENTRE

68 page guide at your
nearest Sevenoaks
Sound & Vision store
or order a copy via
our Website. The
brochure will be
posted to you (UK
mainland addresses
only) free of charge
while stocks last.

OPENING HOURS PLEASE TELEPHONE OR VISIT OUR WEBSITE FOR UP-TO-DATE TRADING HOURS
EMAL [insert store location]@sevenoakssoundanclvision.co.uk

www.sevenoakssoundandvision.co.uk
0

Densen Audio Technologies

Acoustic Arts
Watford
Tel. 01923 245250
Audio Counsel
Cheadle
Tel. 01614 916090
Audio Counsel
Oldham
Tel. 01616 332602
Hi-FI Studios
Doncaster
Tel. 01302 725550

The New Densen B-350 Monoblock
For all at Densen the birth of the B-350 is a significant moment. For Densen the B-350 has for several years been
the internal reference, and therefore is a pleasure to be able to show audiophiles all over the world the true
musical world of Densen. The design process has taken a staggering 4-5 years. And in periods Thomas Sillesens
insisting on a true breathtaking product has delayed the process, which has been further enhanced by the
fact Thomas seemed more interesting in listening to the B-350 than finish it for production.

Kevin Galloway
Audio
Kilmarnock
Tel. 01563 574185
Midland Audio
Exchange
Belbroughton
Tel. 01562 731100
Mike Manning
Taunton
Tel. 01823 326688

The B-350 is build using surface mounting techniques, and the components ore mounted with a precision of Mike Manning
0,02mm (!) using silver solder. All solderings are made in an artificial atmosphere, consisting of nitrogen, to avoid Yeovil
oxidation of the solderings. The powersupply is massive and consist of a 750VA transformer and a storage Tel. 01935 479361
capacity of 100.000uF with 4 separate rectifiers of which the 2of them are capable of 3.000VA. Al resistors are
laser trimmed metalfilm from Vishay with a precision of 0,1%. The B-350 delivers 125W at 8ohm and 250 W in 4 New Audio Frontk
Loughborough
ohm.
Tel. 01509 264002
The B-350 will be retailing for GBP 2500/per unit. Like all Densen products it comes wi+h lifetime warranty
Review by Stereoplay:
Sound: Absolute Spitzenklasse
Verdict: Very good
Price - performance ratio: Very good

Densen

Lundevej 10

6705 Esbjerg 0

Phone: (+45) 75 18 12 14

"No manipulation with the soundstage, no
strange atmospheres. in stead the musicians
just play more enthusiasticly. With perfect timing and pace it outperforms the competition."

Denmark

www.densen.com

Phonography
Ringwood
Tel. 01425 461230
Progressive Audio
Gillingham
Tel, 01634 389004
Zen Audio
Hull
Tel. 01482 587397

It
fo

AUDUSA EUPEN CSA 2.5 AUDIO AC POWER CORD

GNLM 05/04 and GNLM 05/2.5 ( CSA 2.5) Cable with FERRITE
TECHNOLOGY - A polymer material mixed with a considerable quantity

/
of homogeneously fine high quality ferrite powder.is extruded around the
,.,,,, copper conductors . GNLM cables are further protected with a foil shield

sr

e

and a drain wire, specifically manufactured for High End audio use.

NEW for 2004 CSM Interconnect, with extruded ferrite - RCA
or XLR, £45 for 1m pair.
'

GNLM 05/2.5 (CSA2.5)
£48 for 1.0m, £58 for 1.5m,
£68 for 2.0m.
GNLM 05/04
£58 for 1.0m, £72 for 1.5m,
£86 for 2.0m. Both GNLM cables
are available off the reel and for
export.

Power cables are fitted with IEC ( Martin Kayser) and MK Tough plug Cable is also

avalable with our all steel 4, 6 and 8way distribution blocks. We can rewire the distrib ution blocks with Eupen cable as an extra cost option. Refer to our web site for details.
AUDJSA — OOM Silverlink OCC balanced speaker cable stranded, sil ron OFHC plus three strands of OCC for improved bass performance. Mylar infill and with
signed in protection against RF and EMI.

AT INTERNATIONAL Inc USA - Analogue. Digital and Video interconnects and Speaker cable better than most at double the price.
111111111•111111111• •
111111111111110111 .
111313.111111111111111•111111111111111111e3•1111.111111a

We have developed acabling (weaving) pattern along with

11111

S/5000e,
2 x250w
power
amp

an unusual shielding/filtering system that gets rid of the
garbage that contaminates your components. The difference
you hear with our cord is astounding. Our power cord takes
advantage of silver in its design through use of our proprietary Silverfuse conductors. The conductors are 10 gauge

LAI AC-2Power cord

and witn PTFE; the best insulation available. Fitted as stan-

compare with products
costing ten times as
much, then decide

dard with IEC / MK Toughplug.. 60cm £62, 90cm £ 75, 1.2m
£88, 1.5m £ 101, 1.8m £ 112 etc Other lengths available
and.off the reel. 4, 6 and 8way all steel mains distribution
blocks fitted with UK, Schuko or USA sockets.CE tested &
approved mains distribution units manufactured of heavy

.

. Stasis

•

pre am

Acoustic Solid
Small Royal

gauge steel, finished in black and fitted with highest quality
13amp sockets. It has no filters, circuit breakers, surge protection, transformers, resistors, capacitors, LED's, on/off
switches, chokes, regulators, just fitted with 1m of AC-2
mains cable.From £ 166 for 4way, £ 198, 6way, £ 229 for 8
way.

11-5PubtufitF
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since 1828, the world's oldest piano maker

Bosendorfer. one to one, Acoustic Active
Principle, like no other loudspeaker in the
world. Model VC 1, VC 2, VC 7, Wall and
Centre

WWW.AUDUSA.COM
T: 020 8241 9826, 020 8264 0249

F: 020

8241 0999

E: sales@audusa.com

Hazlemere Audio

"110

Digital
dCS
Metronome
Opus 21 (new
from Resolution
Audio)
Oracle
mplification
Chapter Audio
DNM
Lamm
Nagra
Plinius
Renaissance
Spectral
Power suppl
Accuphase
Isotek
Jaya
Loricraft

If you

N'in)!
Avid
Garrard
Oracle

SOUND & VISION
STORAGE

Spca
ART
Talon
Verity Audio
REF 3A
Cables
Nirvana
Siltech
Spectral
Supports
Clearlight
Kinabalu

value the best

(rather than just the most expensive)
For an appointment
Call High Wycombe

(
day or evening)

(01494 865829)

art, oudspeakers

Atacama

JOHN AUSTIN FURNITURE LTD.
(Irearworth Puk, Banbury, Oxon ( )X 17 2HB

Tel: 01295 760017 Fax: 01295 760177

Audio Analogue • Creek • Ecosse • Fanfare
Gamut • Harmonic Technology • Ortofon • Piega
Reference 3A • SME • Sugden • Triangle

Audio A

Tidy away your collection of CDs, Videos, DVDs, Audio tapes, LPs,
MDs or Talking books inro one of our range of lovely cabinets. Styles
from traditional to contemporary, achoice of wood finishes and sizes
to suit the modest and serious collector alike. For abrocnure please
phone (24hrs) write or email to

,nforitjohn-austin-furnicure.co.uk
www.john-austin-furniturc.co.uk

Award Winning Retailers...

Castle
Cyrus
KEF

.

Marantz
Meridian
Michell

ckers
The North of England Hi -Fi Specialists

Mission
MJ Acou
Monitor

Quality Hi Fi separates from £ 100 to £ 10.000

Monrio

Widest choice in the area

NAD

Independent advice

Consumers Choice Gold Award Winners

Nordost
Opera

Over 35.yrs expenence.

Origin

Qualified staff

Comfolable dem rooms

Ortofon

Main road location

Pathos

Superb showrooms

Major car parks neacby

Pickenn

Irsurance estimates

Pnmare

Up to 3 years Interest Free Credit*

Pro- Ac

r

Project
QUAD
REL

,
•

Roksan

Service Dept.
only 20% deposit

Carriaoe Free Mail Order ( inc. credit) * subject to status
Delivery & installation

Part Exchange

/Open 10:30am - 5:30pm

6 days: Mon. to Sat.

V.sa, Access, Switch etc.

Shanling
SME
Sugden

24 Gillygate, York Y031 7EQ

TAG Mc

01904-629659

Tannoy
TEAC

www.Vickers-HiFi.co.uk

Trichord
Unison R
Van Den
Wharfed

alists in high fidelity sound reproduction - since 1967

Yamaha
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audio cables need not cost the earth, but you should
expect great things from those that do. most audio cables
are branding exercises and you pay for the marketing and
distribution. JPS alone uses apatented alloy, to our
knowledge the only metal on the planet designed to
conduct signal. the revelation is to hear for the first time

power cords •
interconnect cables
speaker cables
digital cables •
viideo cables
custom install cables

dealer enquiries welcome
for further nformation please contact
audio salon, the townhouse, 4 park circus, glasgow, g3 6ax, scotland
tel 0141 333 9700 jps@audiosalon.co.uk

www.audiosalon.co.uk

>cartridges
dnm
goldring
lyra

Real
hi-fi

ortofon
sumiko
cables
chord company
dnm
nordost

naiM

.headphones
beyer
grado
stax

nil5rdo

Ger

>stands
something solid
soundstyle
stands unique

neat \,

(
taPe

hardware
atc

, Audio Analogue, Beauhom, Benz Micro,

••••

epos

Clearaudio, Diapason, EAR/Yoshino, Final, `.

'Were

harbeth

a, Monrio, Nordost, Nottingham Analogue,

imerge

Opera, Pathos Acoustics, Rogue Audio,

in focus

Transfiguration, SME, Shun Mook,

lexicon

Unison Research

michell

sign

naim audio
Demonstrations by appointment

hi fi

neat acoustics

for growr-Lps 111./

parasound

Alternative
AUDIO
t: 01984 624242
Brompton Ralph, Taunton, Somerset

Kt Ma re
pure digital
sme
tannoy
trichord

ipswt ch ( o 14 7 3 )
)

fax ( 01473
655172
signals
bu cklesham
w

w

PERFECTION IS A PASSION

w

sig

65

email:e7gsignals.uk.com
ipswich
n

a

I

suffolk

s.0

IPio

k

c

oDY
o

m

UforneSca-pe
Audio Specialists

Experience dictates that a passive L-pad attenuator forms the most
accurate and transparent volume control, irrespective of cost. Our new
passive preamp, PASSION Ultimate, is just such an L-pad with
only 2 resistors and no switches in the signal path at anytime.
ldB Steps and Full Remote Control. Nothing comes close to its
utter transparency.

All items available for home demonstration only by por arrangement.
Cables are also on asale or return basis, as cables are always system dependent.
Home trials are essential to get the right purchase.
An advise line on our webs•te to exchange and share views is also available.
Home demos within the greater London area will be most welcomed.

Ell031131E117

Most items will be dealt with directly " pending on location" or collected
by couriers and promptly dealt with.

As an internal option for the PASSION Ultimate we are very proud to
offer the PASSION Phono, astate of the art gain stage RIAA equaliser
offering ahigh 68dB of gain with extremely low noise in afully discrete
minimal design capable of stunning clarity.
Tel: 0115 922 4138 Fax: 0115 922 9701
www.audiosynthesis.co.uk
emaitsalesinfo@audiosynthesis.co.uk
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Fli-FiNew,

Will be considered depending on the age and condition of equipment
and the item required
Email
phone
mobile
opening hours

joseph.gallartgintl.norld.com
020 7565 2979
07811 594 587
We never close

All manufacturers products that we deal with, can be viewed on our website

www.hornescapeav.co.uk
wwvi.hifinews.co.uk

ALIUM AUDIO

01273 608332

01273 325901

Distributors Of Quality HiFi
consoll'ance audio products

CA(
at Vile t(Trallietti

E-Mail

REFERENCE
CD 2.2 SACD 2.0
24/192
Upsampling.
6H30 Valve
or Balanced
Solid State
Output

REFERENCE
INTEGRATED
AMPLIFIERS
6550 (50 wpc) P/P
KT66 (25 wpc) P/P
300B ( 18 wpc) SET
300B (9wpc) SET
Remote Control

"M" SERIES
INTEGRATED
AMPLIFIERS
EL34 (40 wpc) P/P
6550 (50 wpc) P/P
300B (25 wpc) P/P
300B (9wpc) SET
Remote Control

"CYBER" SERIES
MONO BLOCKS
6550 (90 wpc) P/P
6CA7 (80 wpc) P/P
211 ( 16 wpc) SET
845 (28 wpc) SET
300B (9wpc) SET
300B ( 18 wpc) SET

Quality Hand-Built Italian Loudspeakers,
High Efficiency 92dB-94dB Sensitivity, Stand- Mount, and Floor-Standing Designs

sales@aliumaudio.coin

cd players & dacs
Anc,mi FMJ CD 23. very very

hveaked
6CD
AUDIONIECA DAMNATION transpon .. 1000
4CO
AUDIONECA MEPHISTO IIX brand new
35®
AUDIO INNOVATIONS alto cd player chrome
153
AUDIOLAB 8000CDM 88020 DAC
900
AUDIONOTE DAC ONE
403
AUDIO RESEARCH DAC 120 bit
803
AUDIO SYNTHESIS DAD ultra analogue chip
800
AV1 s2000mc REF CD PLAYER
8410
CALIFORNIA AUDIO LABS d15 ai pled,
balanced ard vat volume control
780
F1EART varie cri player
410
JADIS
cd transport/ peer,
voth volume control
14410
KNELL KPS25S boxed. rust sent&
25000
9000
KRELL DTI 0transport
9000.20603
KNELL REFERENCE 64 dac,

e

best
LINNverse
KARIKNUMERIK old tut re 8We
1525.356
900
5
MERIDIAN 602 /606 transport/ dac
1020
MERIDIAN 508 24 bit
1350
MERIDIAN 596 DVD/CD bon
125C
MERIDIAN 200/203
550
MERIDIAN 206
400
NORTH deC, 24karat god plated frnt.
exquisite bees
2500 . 25
NAKAMICHI DRAGON CO AND DAC,
3box player. boxed
10CCO . 3430
PINK TRIANGLE DA CAPO 24 BIT
603
PIONEER PD91 cd player
400
PIONEER PD73 cd player
338
PS AUDIO LAMBDA transportded 3, bored
1000
QUAD 77 CD PLAYER, carbon (BUSS)
350
SNARLING CD 1100 crazy valve cd peer,
IN STOCK
1650
SHANLING CDI 100 USED
1250
SUGDEN CD AU51 TRANSPORT
900
SUGDEN OPTIMA cd
'
00
TEAC DI dac
TEAC p2 transport
te33
TEAC YODS 10 CD PLAYER BOXED .....
Ale
THETA GEN VA
21100
THETA GEN v
180:1
THETA PEARL/PROGENIE transport& dac
1902
TRICHORD PULSAR ONE DAC, HDCD8 oscons 450
ivADIA 12 DAC. balanced
600
esystems rdq.1, DIGITAL EQ,
USE FOR SYSTEM CORRECTION
1500
z-systems
Neal eq and remote prow® 5000
250

turntables/arms/cartridges

CLEARAUDIO SOLUTION mth paralid arm
1250
DECCA LONDON GOLD excellent boxed
200
DYNAVECTOR 10X5 mstade new
250
DYNAVECTOR 060200 new
350
DYNAVECTOR XX1L boxed
403
EAR MC) heed
502
ERA turntable ye une 3009 arm
DX
GARRARD 301 in Aphelion drth
700
GARRARD 401 en« old de
iwth erre 3009 ARM, AND
TRANSCRIPTOR BRUSHES!
400
GRAHAM SLEE PHONOSTAGES IN STOCK
AND AVAILABLE FOR HOME DEMO
JVC MC-T100 mc step up translormer . .. ... . 80

KUZMA STABI STOGI S
650
LINS LP12 LINGO /ITTOK LVIA18
1050
LAN AXIS, el bank arm
200
MANTICORE MANTRA mth nodded
rb300 0 dynavector 10x2
400
MICHEL GYRO SE P. TECHNC Aevadable
IN STOCK new decent trade In grven
MICHELGYRO SE ex dar,
750
NITTY GRITTY RECORD
CLEANING MACHINE new .
400
NOTTINGHAM ANALOGUE ILDINTOR
wIlh PARAGON arm. and Trace-3canndge
2000
ORIGIN LIVE ARMS AND TURNTABLES
IN STOCK
.... decent trade ire gen
ORIGIN LIVE RESOLUTION kentade
on dam
OFITOFON KONTRAPUNKT AB/WC
d new boxed
3501503/500/750
ORTORON RF9111.1AN NEW BOXED
CANCELLED ORDER
750
CFITOFON JUBILEE boxed
750
PEGA COUNSERWEIGHT MODIFICATION KIT
.stbrass
50
ROCICPORT SIRIUS 2 16,000
ROKSAN RADIUS, acrylic ve arm.
orbbn mc25
650
ROKSAN TABRIX D arm
225
SHURE V15 itmr In stock NEN1 BOXED
275
94E 3009 improved. fixed headshell boxed
140
STRATOSPHERE deckl inth cregin lice dc
eta upgrade and 7er pods
2500
THORENSTD124 Irme 3009 In SOLID
44tee6rac'ylsc/d
603
MN EVANS mcrogroove NEW
AVAILABLE TOR HOME DEN
TRICHORD ieNo mrlrr,c phono stage, ex darn
250
TRICHORD CELPHINI wItt, rever connected psu
AVAILABLE FOR HOME DEN
VOODOO ISOLATION TABLET.
recommended 3point suspension version es dent... 150
VPI h216.5.RECORD dude machine
new/ex dam. 475/420

ALCHEMIST GENESIS nnnebladlo
750
ARCAM ALPHA 10 niece« amp enole, tared
400
AUDIOLAB 8000S we mince
375
AUDIOLAB 8000C preamo &9303P
peer amp, black per, bed
825
AUDIO RESEARCH Is9/1112
pea/power amp,elver
20®
AUDIO SYNTHESIS DEERE DECADE
cower amp
1750
AUDIO SYNTHESIS DEARE power arnp, boxed
800
AVI INTEGRATED AMP boirmi
500
AVI 2000 pre power
750
CORN ARIA HE degree boxed
303
COPLAND CSA 8Integstled
we remote 890
CYRUS TWO eel" PSX excellent
band. par 20
LAM 2preamp. metal cased bid 3boards, Mc41
30
CIPA 505 pre/power. wat ,eblea
850
D'fNAVECTOR 1.203 pre iiitri
phono ex demo 125C
ELECTROCOMPANIET dess Apra & poweretng
approx 25 years old scod be
400
KRELL KSP 7B deamp are served
102
LAD LS1 irle prearnp
lOB
LFD PAS power amp
300
UNO KR/RN wIth plea
65A
MARANTZ PM17 IAK2 Xi SIGNATURE,
rriitbooed
1500 ...25
MARANTZ SM 17 pow,
mint boxed 2evadable
700 .... 450
MERIDIAN 201 mth 6OR mueorlocks
11014
MERIDIAN 201 voth 219i, monoliocks
7511
METAXAS CHARISMA RREAMP. chrome frish475
RACHEL ALECTO MOIZBI OC KS mk2
1200 parr
MOD SQUAD line driverpaser pm, boxed
202
MUSICAL FIDELITY POE SA
125
MUSICAL FIDELITY X-41
375
MUSICAL FIDELITY A1CO irnp
275
MUSICAL FIDEUTY 82 AMP
5C3
MUSICAL FIDELITY 83.2 Ken
2POWER boxed
125D
MUSICAL FIDELITY MIVISTOR M3
123
MUSIC FIRST AUDIO IISSIVE
MAGNETIC pre (TVC9. .
123
750
Timers, Cassette Decks, Reel-to-fleel, RAIN NAP 180 power :implored
RAIN 102 rernote pre mil eadst pen
600
Headphones etc
580
BEYER DT Or headphones 9oxed .
BO NAPA NAP 250 very or stye
.50D
NAIN NI 4channel suround processor 1700
GRAHAM GLEE SOLO heehone amp
400
PASS LABS ALEPH 390 wattens k
LEAK TROLGHLINE III STEHEO
1260
.
legendary tuner, sewed
120 gwat elband
LUXIAAN el° reference turrar
200 PASS LABS 0monobbdo class A
single
ended
75
watts
.
3060
NAKAMICH RX202 aula rev' rse deck
350
PRIMARE A20 arnp
315
NAKAMICHI 12300E dual capstan 3head
320
PRIME DESIGN 10) vie reeled amp
NAKAMICHI 582 dual capstan 3head,
QUAD 33r303
11,0
Ots xl Nines ad scotches rice machine
250
quad 33/11® 405 1al Mce Mt leads
310
PIONEER CT 91 cassette, SERVICED
302 MAD 34/306 with mama. male
440
QUAD FM3 excellent
100 QUAD 77 PRE, carbon min remote
400
QUAD FM4 GREY
250 OUAD 33/405 MOI 1C3 w.Ittsol power
240
SENNHEISER 580 headphones
70 SUGDEN 021 new in ,mcis
SONY TC 766-2 2track reeler®!
SUGDEN C51/A51 pr. ewer ong model
400
player takes 10' spoors
175 SUGDEN C128/P128 empower combo
SONY TC 765 4track REEL TO REEL
200 120 watts per channe'
200
TEAC 6030s cassette en(s dad,. etc
250 TALK ELECTRONICSelURRZANE
zestems
DIGITAL Et
1500 2power amp .
600
D'

EMPORIUM
www.hifinews.co.LiI.

Transistor Amps

Website www.aliumaudio.com
-EHNICS

SLI.C3603 pre battery pawed 150C.
TYRESHO-D CAS 2 10C watt power emb.exed
/CC pre One
1196

kers

6
1
2
500
45C

.
:
I CG
Ud
E?Die
Uel
ETTA SIGS
(SAX 3actve commie,
2500
ATC 12 , cherry, excellent boxed .... .
600
MOO CLASSICS type cexcelled with eves
60E
&DO PHYSICS TEMPO ong versekblad,
der Essex dcu
2500
500
ARCO PHYSICS SPARKboxed
1850
9X
4IPLM CANTUS lese 2se
Deed for home der
Kt 12 months cird boxed mint cherry . 1003
6Ce
ALTDIONIASTERLS3/5A
15 den in teak exzebent .......
boxed
601
AVANTGAIVE DUOS fete, silker nine
59>
AZO.C41 AVATAR made
5500
2250
0864 805 NNE garde mends
11W 6052 teen , dadi,toodl. 1400
7011
8018 901 Wee 2Fkilh equalizers.
306
CASTLE HARLECHS.widnut. neat fersunders500
CRESTON Al, cherry boxed, with
450
CELESTION 5000 bore with stands
159
CHARIO ACADEIAY 1. ameba
1400
803
CHARIO ACADEMY 2eith steels
12E0
DIAPASON KARIS with Oarlds, bold
023
EPOS ES11 814 each
300/pus
EPOS M12 with stands
35)
HALES TRANSCENDANCE e,
serous speak«
10003
325D
KEF REF 2 admit
900
KEr REF 2.2 bladi ad bond
2203
125
KEF 105.4 per
500
XFSRMA CERAMIOCE 0532
chardegn trilsh excellet
4550
URN KANS teak rnkl
203
11014 ISOBARIKS DMS older but nor
600
LENYTHER ACOJSTAS
pea ...... 400 pair
MISSION 773 black dead
ze
MISSION 753 rosewood boxed
3100
MCNITON AUDIO STUNIO 20 se Ned ash2500
.
560
MONITOR AUDIO REFERENCE 1CC-CLO
dnurry boxed
540
NAIN INTROS >Lack.
703. EatO
NEAT PETITE 503E sebwoolers cherry
coxed
2350.1200
PROAC STUDIO 125 ferstanders
500
PSEI ME SUB WOOFER ...... .
7C0
350
ORAD ESL® nice di pair, with stands
1000
QUAD ESL 57 enal.21000
excellent both working pair
25
DIIIAD ESL 57 excellent pair
serried by One Rug
750
RENDEKO RK115 black
1500
MO
ROL 0-BASS edwooker
20
ROGERS BBC MONITORS 15341 fLIKE OCIM .
250
FeJ,ARK PALAD'NS boxed
1203 .
530
%ARK PRELUDE REFERENCE ._
toed
ROARK ACCOLADES
1103
SY4US FABER STONE WOOD stet
300
JOY MX3 maple
1130
150

walnut veth 15' golds
TOI studio 2 upgraded tweeters, rewired
WISDOM AUDIO ADRENALINE
RIBBONS AND SUBS, NICE
27500

4030

ex

75
10000

Valve Amps

AIR TIGHT A 2 &Due e8 amp
3000
AUDIBLE ILLUSIONS MODULUS 3e
with stepped attenuator cannot,
nun phono, boxed
1403
AUDIO INNOVATIONS 1000 pre
voth 2nd Aire MONCOLOCKS, BOXED
1800
AUDIO INNOVATIONS 800C prearnp
200
AUDIO RESEARCH VT50 boxed POWER arrip
1750
AUDIO RESEARCH REFERENCE 600
Was mO ,
booed
12002
AUDIO RESEARCH LS1 boxed
KO
AUDIO RESEARCH LOA mkt line pre,
dad, Iron! boxed
850
AUDIO RESEARCH LS15
remote.choice of brad or ed
1600
AUDIO RESEARCH LS25 mkt !leek ha®
remote,balanced
2600
AUDIO RESEARCH SP8, Oh phono, boxed
900
AUDIO RESEARCH SP9 upgraded to MU, bed 1103
AUDIO RESEARCH SP9 rnk1
800
SUE/ON STIRLING oleo stage
700 . . 350
CANARY 601 mk2 PREAMP. boxed
2400 . 1200
CONRAD JOHNSON PREMIER 7pre,
2box. part upgraded to 7b
MX. 2500
CONRAD JOHNSON PV10AL
1000 .... 450
CONRAD JeINSON PRAO pre WM phono 450
CONRAD JOHNSON PV12A pre with phono2600.. 1250
CONRAD JOHNSON PV12 pre voth ph»
1000
COPLAND CTA401 integrated valve amp
wINt
30 cals
850
CR feeeLOPMENTS CALYPSO
12 wads Megrated amp
.
350
CROFT SUPERMICO black, hveaked
375
CROFT SUPERMICRO Aiv BOXED
350
CROFT SERIES Ns POWER
JUST SERVICED 650
CROFT APR/J.11710N on
700
EAR V20 Inte(Bated amp
1400
EAR» death min dam
2000 . . 850
EAR 9130 stereo power amp 1year old
1500
GAMMA AEON monoblodis single
ended 211 VALVES
5000 . 2000
GAMMA ERA pre
400
ICON AUDIO 18125
with lew months use 3000 pp
2500 . 1250
LEM STEREO 20 fully serviced
400
LECTRON JF150 beautiful arnp
1250
LUXMAN 1:1813 amp modified
with carbon fibre chassis, serious
800
OUAD II pair with k166 VALVES
700
ROGUE AUDIO 99 PREAMP
with phono, remote and boxed
2600 . 1»
ROGUE AUDIO M120 monoblods 3500
ex dem, full Otee
2000
ROGUE AUDIO TEMPEST INTEGRATED BOXED 1100
SNARLING INTEGRATED AMPamazing value 1300 only available loe home dam
SONIC FRONTIERS SFS40
800
UNISON SIMPLY 4Integrated amp
650
UNISON RESEARCH S6 cancelled order , nee
1500
UNISON RESEARCH FEATHER ONE/POWER 35
,
boxed
1200
VIVA AMPS - the best in the world horn 8to 20 watts
dices 4000 and up
WELBOURNE LABS APOLLO IIX 25 watts SE 2600 pa ,
See Webstle for lull lends

Amp,

USED HIFI SPECIALIST, MAIL ORDER AND EXPORT EMAIL emporium@despammed.com
WEBSITE www.emporium.dircon.co.uk Telephone 01379 870873. Demos by appointment
HI-FLNews
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Connoisseur

2&uctio

VISA
-mum

GUARANTEE
• TO BEAT ANY GENUINE PART EXCHANGE OFFER YOU HAVE BEEN MADE
• Minimum 24 Months WARRANTY ON ALL NEW EQUIPMENT

Tel : 0845-166-1249

6MONTH WARRANTY ON ALL PRE-OWNED EQUIPMENT

&Ale

Email: sales@connoisseuraudio.co.uk

GR.A.AF.A.

FULL RANGE OF NEW EQUIPMENT AVAILABLE FROM:
AUDIO ANALOGUE, AUDIO PHYSIC, ANALYSIS- PLUS, BEL CANTO, BLUENOTE, CROFT, DYNAVECTOR, EAR/YOSHINO, ECOSSE
FINAL, GRAAF, LYRA, OPERA, ORIGIN LIVE, ORACLE, ORTOFON, PATHOS ACOUSTICS, PLINIUS, PS AUDIO, SUMIKO STAX, TRIANGLE
UNISON RESEARCH and others ALL WITH GREAT PART EXCHANGE DEALS!

114L1

*de%

admen

www.connoisseuraudio.co.uk
SELECTION FROM PRE-OWNED and EX-DEM EQUIPMENT
Please Phone or Email For Full Details/Prices

Selected Ex-Dem Equipment: Audio Physic Virgo 3, Avanti & Spark3 - Audio Analogue Maestro CD - Bel Canto DAC2 - Bluenote T/Tables & Stibbert CD - Chord Phono
£875 - Clearlight RDC Racks - Croft CG! Twinstar - EAR 509 Jubilee LE Monoblocs XLR - Ecosse Legend SE XLR - Diapason Adamantes - Lyra Argo - Opera VQuinta - Triangle
various - Pathos Logos-Classic t- Sumiko Bluepoint Spec. - Triangle Celius 202 - PS Audio P5oo £2200 - Unison Research Hybrid Amp & New TEAC Mechanism Unies CD Unison Research S2k
Selected Pre-Owned t_Arcam FMJ CD23 £525 - Audio Analogue Maestro CD Processor £ 1275 - Audio Physic Virgo 2 - £1499 - Cary 300SEI LX-20 New Valves £2200 - Croft
Epoch Pre plus Twinstar Power £2599 - Diapason Adamantes & Stands Walnut - £3499 EAR V20 Int. £2495 - EAR 834L Chrome Deluxe £699 - Graaf GM20 OTL £2799 - Opera
SP2 £ 1075 - ProAc Response 1.5 Yew £999 - Pathos Classic 1£ 1175 - Roksan Kandy MkIII Twin Amps £699 - Sonus Faber Musics Amp £ 1250 - Triangle Ventis £ 1949 - Unison
Research S6 £ 1249 - UR Smart 845's £2799- Unison Research Hybrid Amp £799 - YBA2 Pre & Power £ 1499 - Tag McLaren DAC2o £550 - Musical Fidelity A3.2 Cd £525 - Roksan
Caspian Amp £375 - Philosophy Cables XLR Interconnects £ 175 - Tara Labs Dig. RSC Decade XLR£375
Full Range Audio Physic, Analysis Plus, Audio Analogue, Bluenote, Bel Canto, Croft, Diapason, Dynavector, EAR/Yoshino, Final, GRAAF,
Lyra, Opera, STAX, Sumiko, Triangle, Pathos, Unison Research - Call For Great Part_Exchange Proposals

ELECTROCOMPANIET
If music really matters...
FULL RANGE ON DEMONSTRATION
au at°
•noze // accuphase // n,agra // acs // bet canto // spec-a
at // Focat-iiviiab // peak consult
siltech // densen // sme // quad // orelle // electrocompaniet // halcro //
vpi //

orpheus

labs //

penn

io //

stereovox //

T (
01563) 574185
W www.kevingallowayaudio.co.uk
E
120

info@kevingallowayaudio.co.uk
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ecs //

leen-ta

lavardin // avi

acoustics //

roksan

kEvin
gallOWaY

www.hifinews.co.uk

wwwilektropacksicoiuk
Not enou h RGB Scart sockets on

our TV

2 way, 3 way . 5 way Automatic RGB
Start control switches. The Trilogy
range give perfect loss free switching of
any AV signal - DVD. Digibox, SKY, Game
console. etc. Trilogy 1 has

•
LC_CF71._

474 11x1;_o

_

Our new full range loudspeaker!

additional

feature of recording one signal whilst
viewing another . Videosender • Audio
output connections

sway RGB Auto
Scott Controller Trilogy o£99

3way RGB Auto
Trilogy 2 (59

zway RGB Auto
Trilogy 3 £39

Watch and Control Satellite or VCR round your house
Nu wu ing - send WM, SAT. Video. etc. to any room
in your house. New improved version gives crystal
clear picture and sound and also lets you control
your
equipment
remotely
with
your
existing
remotes Easy plug and play version. Cables inc.

Videosender system
VSplus £54.95
Extra receivers £30

S-Video signal from your Digibox or DVD
Converts a RGB signal from DVD or Digibox to a
high quality S video signal. Ideal for routing thru'
' Surround amps. or connecting to Projectors, etc.
Also
J

available -

Component

to

RGB

converter,

Digital to Analogue converters, etc.

RGB to 5- Video plus Composite Converter
RGB-5 E o

asma So ut one
Connect a scart RGB signal from Digit,. or DVD
to the Component IYUVI inputs on any Plasma
screen or High end Surround Amp. Just one of
many Plasma solutions offered by Lektropacks.

Start RGB to Component Converter
CSY-2100 £75

Lektropacks

.
9700
7

Unit 6, Metro Industrial Centre.
St. Johns Road, Isleworth, Middx. TVV7 6NJ.
email: info(atektropacks.com

Call for
FREE
8o page
Catalogue
loo's of Audio
Video & PC
Solutions

FOR SOME OF THE
WORLDS FINEST HIFI

www.soLOGu
ONTOnds-ofmusic.co.uk
01892 545688
OR CALL

FOR MORE DETAILS AND OUR LATEST BROCHURE

*ONE MONTHS TRIAL EXCHANGE SCHEME
*GREAT P/EX DEALS *FREE DELIVERY ANYWHERE
*SYSTEM AND ROOM EVALUATION ADVICE
*FANTASTIC PRODUCT RANGE

Zaerm. co's/Ala- have a reputation for good value and
our new loudspeaker is no exception. Many people
believe that big amplifiers sound ' lifeless' and unmusical,
and with many modern speakers wasting up to 99% of
your audio power, how can you bring out the best of your
single ended or low powered valve amp?
By dispensing with the crossover and using a top
quality full range drive unit, many of the problems of
phase shift, linearity, poor focus, confused soundstage
disappear with added the bonus of high efficiency.
Hear superb clarity and cohesion that cannot be
obtained with multi-speaker enclosures.
These speakers are capable of bringing out the best in
your music, and at and at a fraction of the cost of some
similar specified systems.
• 100db efficiency, Ideal for low powered SE aPP valve amps
• 38hz - 20khz, 8ohms, 50 watts max. 25kgs each
• Ideal for amplifiers 4to 20 watts
• World Famous Lowther lull range drive unit
• 88 folded horn cabinet with rear aperture
• Small footprint, only 25cm wide, 35cm deep,106cm high
• Spikes included for maximum bass transmission
• Hand made 20mm MDF cabinets with real wood veneer
• Only £999.95 complete. plus delivery
• Cabinets only, available for only £ 599.95
These speakers make ideal partners for our award
winning Ictr.t
i:Leo-valve amplifiers

ADVANTAGE. HOVLAND. ROCKPORT. AUDIENCE. LUMLEY. TENOR.
BOULDER. B.A.T. KHARMA. AUDIO PHYSICS. WISDOM. ACAPELA.
BURMESTER. AUDIO RESEARCH. SME. HALCRO. STELLO.
TRANSFIGURATION. GAMUT. ACOUSTIC ARTS. GRAHAM. WILSON.
TOWNSHEND. EGGLESTON WORKS. AVANTGARDE. REL. MARTIN LOGAN.
CAT. QUAD. KRELL. PASSLABS. VINCENT. MARANTZ. TOM EVANS.
TRICHORD. T PLUS A. AVI. ATC. SOUND LAB. SONUS FABER.TANNOY.
OPERA. HARBETH. NEAT. MICHELL. CLEAR AUDIO. NORDOST. PRIMARE.
PROJECT. UNISON RESEARCH. ACOUSTIC ZEN. BLACK RHODIUM.
ARGENTO. SHANDLING. TRANSPARENT. MUSIC TOOLS.
COPLAND. STANDS UNIQUE. COPULARE.
AUDIO ANALOGUE. THETA. WADIA. SPENDOR

Visit our welesite at wenticenaudie.co.uk or ask for aleaflet
Auditions by appointment Dealer inquiries welcome
Phone 07787 158791 Email sales©iconaudio.co.uk
;cum_ diza_dicr- 351

Aylestone Road Leicester LE2 8TA

Visa and MasterCard accepted

6 London Road, Tunbridge Wells, Kent TN1 11)Q
www.hifinews.co.uk
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call 0208 726 8323 to advertise

West Midlands

MA 1J SI

NM

u

1E Ft S

THE AUDIO SPECIALISTS
Our extensive range of products includes the very finest hi- ti and home cinema from Arcarn, Audioyest,

Audio Research, B&W, Castle, Celestion, Chord, Cyrus, Denon, DPA, Dynaudio, Jamo, KEF, Krell, Marantz, Martin Logan,
Meridian, Michell, Mission, Monitor Audio, Musical Fidelity, Panasonic, Pioneer, Polk, Pro-Ac, Project, Quad, REL, Rotel, Ruark,
Sennheiser, SME, Sonus Faber, Tag MacLaren, Tannoy, TEAC, Technics, Theta, Thorens, Yamaha, Wharfedale and Wilson Benesch.
A wide range of classic CDs is available at our Birmingham branch.

CEDIA

Open Tuesday to Saturday 10.00 - 5.30. late night ( not Stourbridge) Thursday till 6.30
INTEREST FREE CREDIT ON SELECTED ITEMS
APR 0% Written details on request.
Licensed Credit Broker.
VISA • ACCESS • SWITCH • AMEX • DINERS

363 HAGLEY ROAD,

93-95 HOBSMOAT ROAD,

00

9MARKET STREET,

10 BOLDMERE ROAD,

EDGBASTON,

SOLIHULL,

STOURBRIDGE,

SUTTON COLDFIELD,

BIRMINGHAM B17 8DL

WEST MIDLANDS B92 8JL

WEST MIDLANDS DY8 1AB

TEL 0121 429 2811 FAX 0121 434 3298

WEST MIDLANDS, B73 STD

TEL: 0121-742 0254 FAX: 0121-742 3471

TEL -01384 444184 FAX: 01384 444968

TEL: 0121 354 2311, FAX: 0121 354 1933

London
MARTIN
LOGAN

»

O'Brien Hi-Fi

Eut. 1966

•ARO • ARCAVOIS • AUDIO RESEARCH • AUDIO TECHNICA • AVID • REVER • CABLETALK • CHORD TABLES • CREEK • CUSTOM DESIGN • DENON • DENSEN • DIAPASON
• OTNAVECTOR • EPOS • EXPOSURE • FINAL • ORADO • GRAAF • COLORING • GUTWIRE CABLES • JADIS • JECKLIN • KE • MICHELL • MONRIO • MOON • MYRYAD • NAD
•NAM • OPERA • ONION) • ORIGIN LIVE • OPTIMUM • PATHOS • PRIMA LUNA • PROJECT • OED • RESON • SENNHEISER • SME • SONNETEER • SONUS FABER • STANDS
•UNIQUE • SPECTRAL • SUODEN • TEAC • THORENS • TRANSPARENT CABLES • TRIANGLE • UNISON RESEARCH • WATERFALL • WILSON

D1,1 • \ IIm.1 I

Demonstration Room • Free car parking • Major Credit Cards • Personal Export • Mail Order • Installation Service
• Repair facilities • 5 mins walk Raynes Park BR • 20 mins Waterloo • 5 mins from A3 ( Flaynes Park B282 exit) • 25 mins M25 June 10
Clearance
WAS NOW
Arcam Nicam tuner (S/il)
£ 00 £ 75
£06
Audio Analogue Bellini Pre-amplifiers (Ois)
---- çàfin
--Audio Analogue Donizetti Power Amp (sis) £595 £450
Audio Analogue Maestro CD (new) £1700 £1300
Audio Analogue Puccini amplifier (ex dom) £495 £399
Audio Analogue Puccini amplifier SE ( new)
f895 £699

/ Second Hand / Ex Dom Equipment • Details on request
Audio Analogue Paganini ( new)
£895 £ 699 Opera Duetto (
MI)
£500 £
280
Copland CDA822 (ex den)
£1598 £1348 Sonneteer Sedley Phono stage(ex-dem) £450 £300
450 £350 Sugden CD21 (new)
£1049 £800
Monrio Asty ST amplifier (50 Watts ex dem) £
„ n ,,
Theta Data 11 CD ( new mech) £1500 £750
NAD 1760 AV amp (ex den)
£650 " u' Transparent MusicLink Plus ( 1m) new £299 £
249
011 40 MD2521 Miniclisc ieCOrder (euden) £ 550 £ 100 Transparent PLP power lead (2m) en-den £149 £99
Opera Centro (centre channel) (s/h) £430 £225 Zingalli 2S boxed, books, perfect (s/h) £2500 £1250

80 Durham Rd, West Wimbledon, London SW20 OTW
Open 9.30-5.30 TuesSat Tel: 020 8948 1528/0331 Web: www.obrienhifi.co.uk Email: shopeobrienhifleom

Devon

UK Wide

Audio Destination
*

wvew.soundrinergy.co.uk

PROVIDES

THE

SPEAKER

HIGHEST QUALITY

PARTS AND ADVICE.

Devons Audio Specialists
-••••••••-

WITH

KRELL

O'Î. Instant Finance .3s:titanic
rinen
on requc,i

sound cinergy

M ADISOUND
BUILDERS

COPLAND

seas

it

S

spet,elest, on home enrerremment

AE, Creek, Epos, Exposure, Harmon Kordon,
Infinity, Linn, Marantx, Mordount Short,
NAD, Project, Pure, REL, Rolcsan, Trichord
37 High Street, Aldridge

01922 457926

Solen Inductors
Solen Fast Caps

M Aerni
i
de:

Skaaning
spell kers

.0,, d

Fostex

•HI- Fl • HOME CINEMA • MULTI ROOM
Stockists of: Audis, Audio Physic, Audion, Ayre, Bel Canto, Chapter
Audio, Chord, Clear Audio, Exposure, Living Voice, Monitor Audio,
Moon, Musical Fidelity, Myryad, Nordost, Parasound, Primare, Bel,
Roark, Totem Acoustics, Tube Technology and many more.
FREE ADVICE IN A RELAXED AND FRIENDLY ATMOSPHERE
• o%

FINANCE AVAILABLE. aDEMONSTRATION ROOMS
•CHULOS PLAY AREA • OUT OF OURS APPOINTMENTS
•HOME DEMONSTRATION
T
el 01884 243584 Mon - Sat 9.00 -5.00pm
MIKE + CAROLINE LOOK FORWARD TO SEEING YOU

ACOUSTIC PANEL-S

/•l_52/•

eats
vtra e:22)
NkleÉDOST

32B Bampton Street, Tiverton, Devon EX1.6 6AH
Website www.audiodestination.co.uk
email info@audiodestination.co.uk

LPG

RON

UK Wide

scan.speaK
AVIS

/1

1
4
,

8608 UNIVERSITY GREEN
PO BOX 44283
MADISON WI 53744.4283 USA
TEL 608-831-3433 FAX 608-831-377'

TEL:01453 752656
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.4E12 1391375
unAnov.theaudioroom.co.uk
open mun-sat. 9a in - 6pin

UK Wide
REPAIRS & ADVICE
On High- End & Quality Hi -Fi

SOUTH WEST HI-FI
01752 779933

To find out more quickly
www.avihifi.com

the audio room
2 george street, hedon, hull, HU128JH

MADISOUND SPEAKER COMPONENTS. INC

\ \ I TERNATIONAL LTD

NEW LABORATORY SERIES
HIFI CHOICE "EDITORS CHOICE"
"PRODUCT OF THE YEAR
What HiFi 5 star and best buy

linn
nairn
cyrus
sugden
rega
krell
audio research
unison research
sonus faber
pathos
biSont
spendor
jm lab

To advertise in this section
Call 020 8726 8323

nationwide
e-mail: southwesthifi@fsbdial.co.uk
Web: www.southwesthifi.co.uk
free carriage

www.hifinews.co.uk
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em.

Hertfordshire

Naim Audio Specialist

Hi Fi & Home Cinema
Cables & Accessories

Living Voice Loudspeakers

Mtifloe

Tom Evans Audio Design
Resolution Audio

CALL

Neat Acoustics
Border Patrol

Quoting code: AN

DNAVReson

elargest selection of mint, pre-loved
-Nairn Audio components on the planet.

Exclusive UK retailer for

Audio Physic

KIM3ER !CABLE

LED Audio

the sound pfáciice,

FREE CATALOGUE

architects of extraordinary
2 channel audio systems

www. russandrews.com

www.thesoundpractice.com

Tel: 01727 893928

surgery@thesoundpractice.com

www.tomtomaudio.com
tunes

0800 373467

uses

St Albans ( 01727) 893 928

tomtomaudio.com

SONUS FABER CREMONA AUDITOR
An absolutely mint pair of these
superb speakers in graphite with
dedicated stands £ 1850

Wanted

25 Story Street
Hull, HUI 35A
Tel: 01482 587397

Audio & Vision

Classic English HiFi Components
or Systems
ALSO
Accessories or Literature

Stockists of: NAIM, MERIDIAN, DENSEN,
ONKYO,

ROKSAN,

NAD, MARANTZ,

UNISON RESEARCH, WHARFEDALE, QUAD,

Call Good-HiFi

DYNAUDIO, PROAC, DALI, JMLAB, JAMO

ROKSAN

CASPIAN

CD

£

400

ROKSAN CASPIAN AMP 300
All above units mint with packaging
B&W P4, DM601, CC6 - 5-channel
package or will split £ 500

0845 644 3340
Tel: Pinewood Music 01460 54322
e-mail: brianriv@mac.com
Mobile: 07860 351113

Gloucester

!Pa

opoliiiticP!,4ercia l!isrio°

‘

111
77
: S 41-4

Absolute Dem

Rtewoimucg-i-king

l

/MERIDIAN

Full design and installation service
Fine products on demonstration from..,
pioneer, roksan, avi, chord, creek, epos,
fujitsu plasma, infinity, jm lab, harman kardon,
marantz, meridian, project, pure, rako, rel, SIM2,
unison research...more
www.gloucesterhifi.co.uk

Dynavector's SuperSteree puts

ftri
ti V I 11 ‘ 171(.1,

GI
64 Eastgate
Gloucester,
GL1 1ON
T: 01

oil in the same room as the music.

How? We apply frequency related time delays
to the signal through 2small sub- speakers without altering the front signal.
(Just as sound travels at frequency related speeds in real life).
"Extraordinarily convincing"
Paul Messenger HiFi Choice.
Make the most of your vinyl & CD's with the award winning Adp-2 adapter £895.
Visit us at the Heathrow HiFi Show, Sept, 2004.
Info & sales direct from:

Dynavector SuperStereo
Tel/fax: (01202) 767873. E-mail: dynavector@onetel.net.uk
Wet): http://web.onetel.net.uk—dynavector
www.hifinews.co.uk

qualityaudio02die4.com - +44 ( 0) 79 61 13 30

Home Cinema . Hi -Fi . Multi- room

1-110( < VI < S UM),

Audiogram MB2- Integrated Amplifier
Audlogram M81- Amplifier
Apogee Mini Grands - Loudspeakers
Audio Research DAC1-20 - DAC
Audio Research VT5O-Valve Amplifier
California Audio Alpha - DAC
Ca ifornia Audio 051- CD Player
Copland CDA277 - CD Player HDCD
Copland CDA288 - CD Player HDCD
Copland CSA301 MKI - Valve Preamplifier
Copland CSA303 - Hybrid Preamplifier
Copland CTA504 - Valve Amplifier
Goldmund Mimesis 68 - Amplifier
Jadis Orchestra - CD Player
Krell KAV250P- Preamplifier
Krell '( SL - Preamplifier
Krell CD-DSP-Top loader CD Player
Marlin Logan Cinema - Centre channel
Martin Logan Theatre - Centre channel
Martin Logan Prodigy - Electrostatic
PS Audio Ultralink II - DAC
PS Audio Reference Link - Digital Preamp

C265.00
£219.00
£3499.00
£800 00

1999 00
' £ 499 00
•. £ 349 00
1149 00'
L720.00
£050.00
£1099.00
£1400.00
£899.00
£1599 00
£800.00
1200.00
£949 00
1499.00
7299.00
£989 00
1999 00
£429.013
Sonus Faber Concertino Home Loudspeakers
1300 00
Scraus Fâ]er Grand Piano Home Lcudspeakers
4739.00
Theta Digital Dreadnaught - 5ch amp
2379.00
Theta Digital Carmen II - CD/DVD Drive
2999.00
Theta Digital David II -CD/DVD DrNe
2900.00
Wilscn Audio CUB - Loudspeakers Sliver
5999. 0(1
Wilson Audio CUB 11w/stands Black
Wilson Audio Witt II Loudspeakers Black 45400.0G
Z Systems RD01- Transparent DigItal Equalim 1850.0(1
V

no grey imports - all equipment comes
with 1year full warranty

To advertise in this section
Call
HI-FINews

020 8726 8323
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call 0208 726 8323 to advertise

Surrey

Cables

Stockists of: 11« \\ I • DI NSF
•NIICROMEGA • \ \IN! II
•ROYD • SHAHINI Cs, • I

LINN • 1.0EM
IT • REGA • ROTE.]
•i \ItHA & MORI'

The Old School
School Road, Bracon Ash
...Viear Norwich, Norfolk
.
1
1
Tel: (01508) 570829
1

\ • I. POS •

n idelit Y
indecently good hi-fi

9 High

Norfolk

Hampton Wick. Ku

High End Cable

Basically Sound of Norfolk
Upgrade your Hi-fi or AV systeil

Rega, Proac, Neat, PML, Bryston, Final, Nairn,
Denon, Epos, U.K.D., Soundstyle,
Chord Co, Cable Talk, Opera Loudspeakers,
Stax, Teac, and others

with quality new and previously

Surrey KTI 4DA Tel: 02(1 894
Open Tues — Sat 105m — 6pm

owned cable from some of the
worlds leading manufacturers.

Cartridges

www.basicallysound.com

Call 01775 761880 or visit the
website for our current stocklist

Front End Problems?

www.highendcable.co.uk

1

Suffolk

1

then contact:

"The Cartridge Man ,"
to

It doesn't have to cost an arm and aleg
the best — listen to my Koetsu-and-Deccaeater. Also agents for Croft, Moth, Hadcock,
E.A.R. and others.
'CARTRIDGE MAN STYLUS GAUGES
NOW AVAILABLE'
plus cartridge re-tipping service
Web Site: Ikten.to/thecartridgeman
get

020 8688 6565

signals

AMAZING CABLES!
Solid silver interconnects from £ 110,

hi-fl for growl"

with air/Teflon insulation and WBT plugs,

sad
+73) 655171

solid silver/speakers & mains cable from £250,
fantastic performance, refund guarantee.

lpswi,

Tel: 0115 982 5772 after 7pm,
E-mail: bob@skydivers.eo.uk

o

Fri

MAIL ORDER - WORLDWIDE
Money back guarantee

(
less £ 30 UK or £ 100 overseas , within 30 days )

that our " Hi Fi Myth Exposed" are true ! Customers use our amplifiers with " High End"
speakers like £ 8,000 J M Lab Mezzo Utopia , Yamaha NS- 1000M Studio Monitors
with Beryllium metal dome midrange + tweeter , Linn lsobariks , RTL transmission
lines , £ 3,500 Martin Logan , Quad ESL 57, ESL 63, smaller Sonus Faber
Hi Fi Myth Exposed ( part 1) Our £ 1,000 " High End" 80 watts + 80 watts VALVE
amplifier will probably sound as loud as £ 10.000 160 watts + 160 watts
TRANSISTOR amplifiers because most transistor amplifiers clip violently
(and audibly) and most 6 inch speakers struggle with 10 watts of bass, so the rest
of the amplifier power is as useful as 160 m.p.h. cars in crowded town centres !
Hi Fi Myth Exposed ( part 2) The most important sound on the CD of your favourite
singer is the voice of your favourite singer. Our £ 250 valve amplifier + hilariously
priced £ 250" 3way" speaker + good " live" recording will trick you into believing that
the singer is in the room with you ! Our £ 1,400 " High End" valve amplifier will do this
trick, with 10% to 20% of studio recording. We challenge you to do this trick with

HUGE expensive "High End"
"potted" transformers

KT88 valves
are more
expensive
than 6550
valves

American
5670
valves
Se

—

expensive
non-magnetic qüil
stainless
steel

.•••••

,

Ultra Linear
£1,050 £ 1,150

chassis
Compare our HUGE powerful
"potted" transformers
with £4,000 amplifie

Triode
Connection
£1,250 £ 1,400
Reliable valves
have 2 years
guarantee, and
NOT the
lypicar
90 days
guarantee

transistor amp or transistor / valve hybrid amp. £250 cable, £250 of modification
‘•
-10 volume control, capacitors, etc
We also promise huge reduction of
irritating sibilance ( e.g. " his" sound like " hisssssk" ) , even with £ 250 valve amp !
Hi Fi Myth Exposed ( part 3) Most people will prefer our MODIFIED IN ENGLAND
valve amplifiers ( from £600+ ) to most transistor amplifiers, most valve amplifiers
like TAC 34 TAC 88, TAC 834 , Roger Cadet , £4,000 power amplifier and
£25,000 monoblocks. There is a difference between " High Price" and " High End"
Telephone 01634 268662 anytime
or 01634 373410 for Mr Andrew Everard's
review in Gramophone Magazine and
Summary of 21 testimonials
www.affordablevalvecompany.co.uk
www.affordablevalvecompany.com

Powerful 40 watts + 40 watts
Twice as powerful as old Clued II
old Leak Stereo 20 old
Roger Cade

models. 2 years guarantee for most
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Nr

£1,000

Larger
transformer
huge
transformer

80 watts + 80 watts
Distortion matched
famous Russian
Svetalana
EL34 valves
40 watts
40 watts

4 years of proven reliability, for many
models. 1 year guarantee for £ 250 amp

EL34 valves are bigger
and more powerful
lhan ELM
ECLChl
ECL86
valves

Looks like

Euro 2,000
(about £ 1,500) ,
TAC 834

less £ 30

Mn 30 days I

Upgradeable
to £ 1,000 gil
KT88 Triode Connection
£250 with 1year guaranlee + £50 for carriage
£300.11,2yearg.. ,..10. + £ 50 for used valves

Ultra Linear

£600 £ 700
www.hifinews.co.uk

0

E"HiFi

Exchange - Mail us your requirements Now"
HOME

MULTIROOM

CINEMA

INSTALL

HI-FI

t_J A

Ft MER L`r

sale items

Choice
jouchoose
he Choice HiFi Exchange- the fastest
vay to find or sell your equipment.
lail us your requirements and you
viii be added to our huge and ever
r,rowing data base where adaily
earch seeks to match the wants and
ale items. Get regular mailings of
atest hot deals and new in items.
ecause we act as middle men you
)uy with confidence and the the
:twice HiFi guarantee.

yourchoice
Acoustic Energy
Advantage
ATC
Audible Illusions
Audio Physic
B.A.T
Boulder
Bryston
Cary
C.A.T.
Chord
Clear Audio
Denon
DNM
Egglaston Works
Efectrograph Delphi
Gamut
Genelec
Gryphon
Graham
lmerge
J M Lab
Krell
Lexicon
Linn
Loewe
Lutron
Lyra
Mark Levinson
Michell Eng.
Musical Fidelity
Naim
NEC
Nordost
Oracle
Ortofon
Plinius
P.M. C.
Primare
Project
Quadraspire
REL
Rockport
Roksan
Rotel
Ruark
Shahinian
SIM2
SME
Straight Wire
Sugden
Tara Labs
Teac
Totem
Transfiguration
Tri chord
Trilogy
Van den Hul
VPI
Wilson Audio
Wilson Research
YBA

thismonth

POWER AMPLIFIERS
Naim Nap 500 + 500 PS
Krell 250 A/3
Parasound 12 Channel Amp
McIntosh MC2000 Anniversary
PRE AMPLIFIERS
Naim Headline
Nairn 552 + 552PS
Audio Research Ref 2ink 11
LOUDSPEAKERS
8 & W Nautilus 800 Sig
CD PLAYERS & DACS/ DVD PLAYERS
Nairn CDS 3 + XPS 2
Sony SACD I
TURNTABLES,ANALOGUE,VARIOUS
SME Series VArm "
new'
Oxford Crystal Reference/ Air Tangent
AV COMPONENTS
Lexicon MCI2 rev 4
Krell HTS Processor
Primare A30.3
Primare A30.5
Parasound C2 ( Halo)
Parasound C 1 ( Halo)
NAD
Maranta
PLASMA PROJECTORS
From NEC/ Panasonic/Pioneer/Sharp
Panasonic TH 42 PWD6 "new"
In Focus 5700
In Focus 7200
SIM 2Domino 20
MULTIROOM INSTALLATIONS **
Linn Knekt
Living Control
Lutron Lighting
System- Line
Helear Lighting
.` Each system taylor made to your requirements

w

e r
-

L8,995.00
£2,495.00
£1,500.00
£5,995.00

£12.000.00
£5,000.00
£3.000.00
£14.000.00

£195.00
£8,995.00
£4,995.00

£28580
L12,100.00
L10.498.00

£8,995.00

£14.000.00

£5,975.00
£1,895.00

£7.244.00
£4.000.00

£1,400.00
£2,995.00

L1.65080
L

ASK
£3,995.00
ASK
ASK
ASK
ASK
ASK
ASK

£9,500.00
£8.000.00
£1,300.00
(1.700.00
£3.500.00
L5.500.00

ASK
FROM £ 2500
ASK
SPECIAL
ASK

£3,000.00
£6,000.00
£3.750.00

amplifiers

Jeff Rowland Model 1
£1,295.00
Bel Canto Eno 41
ASK
VTL MB450 Sig
£3,995.00
Gamut 0200 mk III " Hi Fi Choice Product of the Year"
LOn Dent
Musical Fidelity FIS
£995.00
Cello Duet 350
£4,995.00
Krell Showcase 5
£, 995.00
Tesserac TAM 60 Monoblocks
£ I,995.00
Muse Model 300 Monoblocks
£2,495.00
Plinius SA 250 mk IV
£2,995.00
ART VT60
£995.00
Krell FPB 250,n Monoblocks
£4,995.00
Melos 402 Gold Tiode Plus Monoblocks 400wpc
£3,990.00
Bryston 4BSST
LI ,895.00
Conrad Johnson Premier 140 SA
£5,250.00
Krell KSA 808
£ 1,395.00
Naim Nuit 3
£ 375.00
Cary 805 C Monoblocks 'new'
£4,500.00
Cary SLA 70 mk 11 Silver
£995.00
Conrad Johnson MF2500
£, 795.00
YBA Passion Monoblocks
L4995.00 •
Audia Flight 100
(On Dent
Audia Flight One Integrated
( On Dent
Linn Klima> 500 Solo (4)
£3995.00 each
Musical Fidelity NuVista 300
L2,695.00
Boulder 500 AE
L2,495.00
ES Lab DX- S4
L1,395.00
Roksan Caspian Integrated
(On Dent
Roksan Caspian Power
LOn Dem
Krell FPB 700cx
LI 1,995.00
E.S. Lab DX- S8
(On Dent
Plinius 8200P
(On Derr
Plinius SA 102 'new'
ASK
Bryston 4 BSST
(On Dent
Linn Bass Active Card
£69.00
Krell MDA 300
£4,995.00
Linn Klassik CD/Amp silver
£895.00
Boulder 1060 Power "new"
(On Dent
Primare 30.1 tek 11 Integrated
£1,350.00
YBA Passion Stereo 'new'
£3,995.00

P r
- e

<Z20 L.8 at I t. y

£,995.00 £ 14.500.00
£95.00 £ 995.00
£95.00 £895.00
£195.00
£195.00 £430.00

ClaraVox Magnifica ( Final Offer)
McCormak Line Drive
Audio Refinement Pre 5" new"
Quad 33/ 303
Rogers LS55 " new"
'
1
'Reduced this month

NJ e w

£3,895.00
£7.000.00
£3.990.00
(2.000.00

£10.000.00
£4.995.00
£7.000.00
£4,500.00
L6.350.00
£2.395.00

ciocioo.00

£9.000.00
L2,350.00
£7.000.00
£3.600.00
£608.00
L8,250.00
£2.250.00

&coma)

£9.500.00
(6.500.00
£4,500.00
L6.000.00
£3.300.00
£5.500.00
£2.000.00
£895.00
£645.00
£15.000.00
(2.995.00
£1.550.00
L3.750.00
£2,350.00
£120.00
£12.000.00
L1.030.00
£16.500.00
£1.500.00
L5.995.00

amplifiers

Krell KRC
Audio Research LS9
Musical Fidelity F22
Cello Palete Pre
Tesserac Tala Pre
Audio Research LS25 mk II
Audio Research LS7
Mark Levinson 380 S
Boulder L5AE Pre Amp
Klein 7LX 3.58
Audio Research LS3
Cary SLP9EIL Remote Pre x-dern
Conrad Johnson PVI 4L
Audia Flight Pre
Musical Fidelity NuVista
YBA 2a Line
Tom Evans The Vibe Pre
Boulder 1012 ( pre amp) 24.96 dec./ Phono)
YBA Passion Pre ( inc Phono)
Boulder 2010 Pre
Plinius I
6L 'new'
.
C.A.T ultimate reference Pre Amp Inc/Phono new

tel:020

f(Ix: 0 2 0
Open from

»

'le

@

C1,995.00
(1,200.00
£395.00
£7,995.00
(495.00
L3,995.00
£695.00
£4,495.00
£1,750.00
£2,900.00
£795.00
£1,295.00
L1,650.00
(On Dent
£995.00
£I,295.00
ASK
LOn Dent
£3,995.00
CP.O.A
(On Derr
ASK

8392
8392

£6,000.00
£2.000.00

cL
£1.195.00
C5.995.00
L1,750.00
L6.995.00
L3,500.00
£5.400.00
£1,997.00
£2,794.00
£2.250.00
£4,500.00
(1.20080
£1.99580
(2,700.00
£13,000.00
L5.595.00
£30.000.00
£3.200.00
£7,350.00

speakers

C.C>plrayer- s.

£12.000.00
L11.000.00
£2.200.00
L21,500.00
L7.600.00
£4.400.00
£9.000.00
£2.500.00
£900.00

£8,995.00
(On Dent
£995.00
ASK
ASK
ASK
£4,995.00
£I,795.00
£695.00
£I,695.00
Coming Soon
Coming Soon
L395.00
£4,995.00
£695.00
£3,000.00
£4,995.00
£6,995.00
£7,495.00
£495.00
L9,995.00
£I,750.00
£1,150.00
£795.00
£2,995.00
£1,595.00
(On Dent
(On Dent
(On Derr
(On Dent
ASK
ASK
ASK
ASK
L225.00
£625.00
£415.00
(On Dent
ASK
(On Dent

Sonos Faber Amati Homage
M Lab Alto Utopia BE
M Lab 926
M Lab Nova Utopia
M Lab Diva Utopia BE Signature Finish
M Lab Micro BE Utopia + Stand
Wilson Benesch Act 2 ( Iupgrade)
REL Stentor Ill
ART Audio Stilleto
Sonus Faber Electa Aviator 11 ( no stds)
Revel Studio
Revel Salon
Linn Kielihds (+ Active Cards)
Wilson ACT 2 ( Upgrade)
JM Lab Sib & Cub (5.1 spk sys)
JM Lab Mezzo Utopia
Audio Physic Avanti
Wilson Audio System 5.1
Revel Ultima Studio
ATC SCM 10 Passive Black
JM Lab Utopia
Reference 3A
Audio Physic Spark
Talon Kite Centre & Bracket
Aerial Acoustic SW12 Sub Woofer. Maple/remote
Mirage M3 si
Rd lQ 200 E
Rel Q 150 E
Audio Physic Luna Sub ( wood)
Audio Physic Tara
Vienna Acoustics Mahler
Vienna Acoustics Mozart
Vienna Acoustics 5.1
Cabasse iv 5.1
Blue Room Minipod (White)
Blue Room Minipod + Sub ( Blue)
Blue Room Minipod Sub
Genelec 205 Active Monitors
Audio Physic Virgo Ill "new'
Audio Physic Tempo III

£I.000.00
£9.000.00
£859.00
£7,899.00
£7.800.00
£19.000.00
£13.000.00
L1.100.00
£18,000.00
L2.250.00
LI 395.00
£I.750.00
£5.200.00
£4.100.00
£65080
£500.00
L1,799.00
£999.00
L6,000.00
L1,700.00
£3.500.00
£2,1 70.00
£298.99
L749.00
(468.99
£750.00
£4.000.00
L2.000.13()

DACS

£1,395.00
£1,695.00
£695.00
L4,500.00
L3,795.00
ASK
£I,695.00
£3,995.00
£1,195.00
ASK
LI,995.00
£2,795.00
£,750.00
£3,995.00
£495.00
(On Dent
£7,995.00
(On Dent
L595.00
(On Den-,
£95.00
£3,995.00
£50.00
£750.00
(On Dent
(On Dent
(P.O.A
£I,995.00
(On Dent

Audio Synthesis DAX
Audio Synthesis DAX Decade
Theta Pro Prime 2
Mark Levinson 3905
Acuphase DP67
Audia Flight CD 1
PS Audio Lambda Transp/ duc
Wadia 860 x
Theta Data Pro Prime 11
Gamut CD I
R mk 11
Acoustic Arts Drive 1
EAD DSP9000 Pro Series III
Wadia No 27 Dac
Mark Levinson 31.5 Transport
Theta Pro Geny
Acoustic Arts Drive I/Dac Imk 11
Linn Sondee CDI2
Linn UNID1SK 1,1
Linn Nurnerik
Roksan Caspian CD
Trichord PD-S503
YBA CD' Delta ( Twin psu)
Audiomeca Damnation CO Transport
Primare V20 DVD/CD
Audio Aero 32/192 Capitole CD (Ver. 4)
Primare V25 CD/DVD
Boulder 2020 dac
Theta Data II Transport AT + link
YBA CD Integre 'new'

L2,200.00
LL1.900.00
L6.500.00
L4,400.00
L4,500.00
£5.000.00
£7.500.00
L£2,950.00
£2.890.00
£8.000.00
(9,000.00
£9,600.00
£I.295.00
L6.500.00
£12.000.00
(6,500.00
L1 . 500.00
£995.00
£500.00
£5.500.00
£1.600.00
£1.000.00
£4,500.00
£1.000.00
£24,000.00
£4.000.00
£1.195.00

eçanaloque
SME 20/2A
SME 30/2 A "new"
PS Audio Power Plant 300 + Ultimate Outlet
Nottingham Analogue Hyperspace
Nottingham Analogue "The Analogue" 12" arm and deck
Fanfare FT ITuner
Tara Labs 10m Bal The 2Interconnect
Tara Labs FGS ( Mono) pair
Tara Labs The 2Speaker Cable 4h
Roksan Xerxes 10)DS1.5/ Artemio) Jubilee
Ortofon Jubilee
Roksan Caspian Phono se
Roksan TMS2/ Anemia
Michell Orbe/VC/ R83C0
Project RPM 6 "
new"
Project RPM9/ arm
VPI TNT mk IV/ Rockport 6000/ Flywheel/ VPI Stand/
Clearauudio Accurate/ Pump etc. "new"
Roksan Radius 5 ( Acrylic)/ Nima arm "new"
Lorricraft record cleaning machine
Earm. Pro
Moth Record Cleaning m/c
Project RPM4/ Ortofon 510 "new"
Ortofon Rohmann
Ortofon Kontrapunkt a/b "new"
Michell Gyro SE/ RB300
Audio Synthesis Phono Eq mm/mc
Pink Triangle PT Ext psu
Plinius 14 Phono "
new"
Nackamichi DR 3
Tom Evans - The Groove 'new*
Clear Audio Reference Mc phono stage X-demo
Clear Audio Symphono phono stage X-derno MM/MC

N.#

components

(On Dent
LI0,495.00
(1,300.00
L995.00
£4,495.00
£595.00
£2,000.00
£500.00
C1,300.00
ASK
ASK
(On Dent
(On Derr
ASK
(On Dent
(On Dent

£5,273.53
C12.289.00
L1.900.00
£2.000.00
£8.000.00
£1.50800
£5.000.00
£1.000 00
£3.000.00
L4.500.00
LI.500.00
£950.00
£8.500.00
£2,350.00
L500.00
£1.000.00

L8,500.00
(On Dent
(On Dent
(On Dent
£395.00
£245.00
(On Dent
(On Dent
ASK
£495.00
£495.00
(On Dent
£I95.00
ASK
£1,695.00
£640.00

£16,000.00
C850.00
L1.100.00
L425.00
L £325.00
LI
850.00
L500.00/L750.00
(1.100.00
L.

c

£2.750.00
L400.00
L1.795.00
L2.065.00
£40.00

ASK
L3.500.00
LI,995.00
L5.500.00
ASK L5000.00/0750.00
ASK
£, 300.00
0,500.00
L9.000.00
£I,295.00
L2.000.00
(On Dent
L2.000.00
ASK £8100.001 L8900.00
ASK
£3.500.00

Parasound A5I - 5Channel
Lexicon MCI
Lexicon MC8/ MC8B
Lexicon RTIO DVD Player
SIM 2HT 300
Primare P30 Processor
Linn Klassik DVD
Lexicon MC I
2 / MC 1
2B
Parasound C2
PLASMAS/ LCD/PROJECTORS
Seleco/Sony/Sanyo

1959 e7-- 020

199 4

BUY/SELL

ASK

8392

iiiinfoechoice

1963

- hifi.com

10am to 6pm Mon to Sat and other times by appointment.
Buy, sell, exchange quality hi-fi equipment
We accept all major credit cards. Finance available subject to status

Staffordshire
Falcon Acoustics Ltd

Audio Synthesis

AUDIO
Atmosphere

Falcon Electronics, Enalcally Sound
hup://wwwfidcon-acoustics.co.uk

AVI

full Price List and Focal details on Web Site
DRIVE UNITS: by FOCAL & seas, and apick of the

Audion

best from other manufacturers.

CHOKING
THE SOPRANO WITH YOUR

SHUNYATA RESEARCH
ZYX . SEEC . HEGEL
ZERODUST. FURUTECH

gsp audio

100+ CROSSOVER NETWORKS: - Active & Passive.
Components. Accessories.

Sennheiser

New LS3/5A type Crossovers & Components

CABLES?

Careless cable choices can strangle your
excellent system. The Cable Company
database, based on feedback from
thousands of US home cable trials, can
tell i
best
you
nyour
what
system.
cables will work

COMPONENTS

SME

SOLEN Polypropylene capacitors. 0.1mFd. to 100mFd.
400v, some 630v

Thorens

Polyester and Polycarbonate Film Capacitors. 0.1inFd. to 10mFd.
50v. 100v & Low Loss. 2mfd. to 60OrnEd.

COMPONENTS
ACCESSORIES
UBES
Call, write, fax or email for details and free consultation
(2151 862-4870 • fax (215) 862-4871

stuart@audioatmosphere.corn

TEAC

FALCON Custom-wound Inductors,

von Schweikert

FERRITE:- Standard, High Power. Super Power. Super- Super Power

•FREE SHIPPING on purchases over $ 100.
•60 brands, 238 cable products.
•FREE of all US taxes.

Penkridge Staffordshire
01785 711232

ALCAP Reversible Electrolytic Capacitors ( Non- Polar);

AIRCORED 0.56 - 1.25mm wire: IRON DUST. I
mm wire
TAPPED INDUCTORS:- 0-10mH in 1mH steps & 0-1mH in 0.1mH step,

udillenosphere.com

Nottingham

AUDIO AMATEUR PUBLICATIONS
Back year sets of Speaker Builder. Audio Aviateur 8: Glass Audio.
plus the Audio Anthology Set.
50+ books and Audio Amateur's magazine year sets.

Chantry Audio

2001 & 2003 year sets on CD-R only

"No ordinary Hi Fi Dealer"

of the Art' Units & Kit Designs
Focal Unit Range
as pioneered in the Utopia range of systems.

RYCAl.... '
State

A Fresh approach to the World of Specialist Hi -Fi

3Demo Rooms inc. Home Cinema
Avid, loto, Prirnolono ( valve), Krell, Martin Logan, Theta, Copeland,
Audio Rese6rch, 88,W speakers inc Nautilus 800 Series, Sim Projection,

Price List & Unit Specs FREE on Web site - available in . pdf format

Visit oer website at:
http://www.fatwyre.com
email: tatwyre@fatwyre.com

5W4211

6W4311

7W4411

8W5411

10W6411

Plus: Audiom 6 AVN1
7K6411 ( replacement for Audiom 7K-/7K2)

1116 comminy
THE

TC120TD5 - TC90TD5 & TC90TD58
All normal stock items

CABILE

SUPPLIERS TO THE TRADE SINCE 1972
Send for our FREE price list PL3I: lust send alarge SAE.
(47p stamp) or USS2 bill overseas. Europe USSI bill or
3International Reply Coupons ( IRC) to:(Dept HEN) Unit 12 Damgate Lane Industrial Estate,
Damgate Lane, ACLE, Norwich. NR 13 31)1 Tel ( 0)1493 751100

125 Union Square, New Hope PA 18938 USA
ALL MAJOR CREDIT CARDS

Soma Faber, D.N.M. Crimson, Wilson Audio, Monitor Audio, Myryod,
Michell, SME, Rote), Denon,
CHANTRY AUDIO SALE
New
138W CDM7NT Speakers, boxed, cherry ( s/hl £ 1,250
!lore' RSX 1055 AV Integrated
ieceiver/amp, boxed
(ex dem) £ 1,195
[total RSPI 066 AV processor/pre, boxed (ex dem) £995
Pink Triangle 3box, transport, Doc, DC,
external bespoke supply, boxed
is/h) £4,500
bAyryod MDP 500,
pre processor. Silver, boxed
(
ex dem) £1,800
Myryod MDV 300 DVD player, Silver, boxed (ex den) £900
Please contact us for ofull list of eu dean equipment.
To see our lull up to date listings go to www.chantryoudio.com

Now
£695
£795
£695
£1,495
£995
£599

NB. All Ex Dam Rams ore as new, oninorked, and boxed and inducts the
full manufactures guarantee! Offering ominimum of 2yours and up to 5
years, depending upon the product.
... Mail Order Available • .,-***********
Friendly service and advice in relaxed surroundings.
First- Time Buyer to High End Enthusiasts.

Does This Seem Familiar?

0 0 0
Loud

Too Loud

It's acommon

problem.

For all Hi Fi repairs please visit;

Way too Loud

The usable range on the

volume control is all down at the bottom end and
fine control at

low listening

levels is either difficult or

impossible. The noise floor may be audible too.
There is now a simple and effective solution - the
Rothwell
with

INTEREST FREE FINANCE

FREE PARKING

www.servicesound.com
or phone Geoff on 01424 216245

Yorkshire

Specialists in Valve and
reel to reel tape recorders

In- Line Attenuators. They can be used

pre/power or

problems

of

integrated

excess

benefits, even with the
The esslIs

gain

amps
and

to

cure

bring

the

Celebrating

sonic

only £ 39 per pair delivered. To order, call
or

www.rothwellaudioproducts.co.uk
See the excellent reviews in Ht- Ft Choice, Hi Fi World,
Hi Fi Plus and on the web at www.tnt-audio.com

'Lockwood Audio
VINTAGE GEAR
AND RECORDS
OR SALE AND WANTED
Spares and repairs
See the TANNICYL Cones
Hotline at

To
advertise

Sound

31orlds ft nest audio equipment contact JOHN BLEAKLEY ott
LEEDS 101131 204 9458 (
evening calls welcome). Generous pan
eschange allowance always available.
Agencie, include ATC • WI • Brystoo • Chord • Gamut • Lexicon
•Nordost • Priman. Ii)stern, • Red RIK' • REI. • Spender • %% Won Rennet'
•The haft...shin:II Slonitor Ca • Leritas • \Nadia .ind man) attire.

4E

Wea

Phone:
Fax:
E- Mail:
Website:

r'

ccDesch
LEEDS (0113) 204 9458
(0113) 253 3098
info@audioreflections.co.uk
vs ww.audioreflections.co.uk

Premier

Staves

.
rat. •

REV) ROSE

GamuT

section
Call

'eriti !rite

•

in this

020

AIM°

flow dernanstrallnq
Itcs Elgar, Purcell & Verdi Tramport. Plintos CD Lad &

+44(0) 20 8864 8008
Wipi
e

'Reum

Cables, Ina& Sub Station. RDA Equipment Stands
2

Audio Aim, Audio S) nth's,. Kurd l're & Posses. Pink
Triangle CD/Amp, Martin Logan

Audio Physics Speakers,

Arcici Equipment Stand, volets Sub Station P/S

Call for appointment to visit us at Ruislip on

\ s„:".-iL mad: sales@lockwoodaudio.co.uk

of

250 Power, Verity Fidel, & Soots> Faber Speakers. Siltech

www.lockwoodaudio.co.uk

or Fax + 44(0) 20 8864 3064

a Decode

Iii Inendly ads ice or to arrange your demonstration il some 01 the

most expensive equipment.

Rothwell: 01204 366133

4M1

EASY ACCESS

16-18A Eldon Street, Tuxford, Nr. Newark, Notts NG22 OLH
Telephone 1017771 870372 Facsimile 1017771 870437

Mni

8726

8323

Audio Synthisis - Audio Physic's - Audio Aero - Absolute Sounds
DCS - Kora - Plinius - Siltech - Arcici - BDA - Pink Triangle
1v id Turntables - Project - Ortofon - Van den Hull - Mirage

T, ,xwelcome

Ifome etnonstvation

We are 1Ornins J39 - Ml

qocx section of-SA-land
10rains J30 Mé2

Tel : Wakefield 01924 255045 — Colin Grundy
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MANTRA AUDIO
MAIL ORDER HI FI ACCESSORIES

TEL/FAX 01757 288652
www.mantra-audio.co.uk

DRIVERS:
ATC

GRADO HEADPHONE SPECIAL OFFERS
Prestige

CARTRIDGES

SR- 60

£75

Audio

SR- 80

£90

Technica AT OC 9ML

EXCHANGE

STYLUS

£28

N/A

£330

£280

AT 110E

AUDAX

£16

ETON

EX

N/A

FOSTEX

SR- 125

£140

1006

£76

£62

GEX

£52

SR- 225

£175

1012 OX

£95

£76

GEX

£67

SR- 325

£265

1022 OX

£124

£100

GEX

£86

Reference RS- 1

£635

1042

£143

£114

GEX

£100

RS- 2

£450

Eroica LX/H

£133

£109

GEX

N/A

Elite

£232

£190

GEX

N/A

Goldring

QED SWITCHING AND CONTROL UNITS
Full range of QED Switch Boxes,
Cables & Interconnects available

Ortofon

See website for details.
CARTRIDGES
Denon

Grado
Shure

STYLUS

510

LPG

> MAX FIDELITY

MOREL

> PEERLESS

SCAN- SPEAK

> SEAS

SILVER FLUTE
VIFA

> VISATON

VOLT

£34

N/A

MC 15 Super II

£130

£110

EX

£22
N/A

MC 25 FL

£227

£193

EX

N/A

MC 10 Supreme

£304

£258

EX

N/A

LOUDSPEAKER

MC 30 Supreme

£452

£385

EX

N/A

MANUFACTURERS.
HARDWARE

SOLEN CAPACITORS AND
INDUCTORS - USED BY THE
MOST DISCRIMINATING

DL 110

£79

N/A

Kontrapunkt a

£412

£351

EX

N/A

DL 160

£ 95

N/A

Kontrapunkt h

£530

£451

EX

N/A

HOW TO BOOKS

DL 304

£210

N/A

Kontrapunkt b

£643

£548

EX

N/A

Prestige Black £40

£27

Kontrapunkt c

£824

£700

EX

N/A

Prestige Gold £ 110

£73

Rohmann

£837

£742

EX

N/A

Contact us for the
free Solen CDROM
Catalog.

M97 XE

£ 98

£58

Blue Point Special

£265

£237

EX

N/A

V 15 VxMR £304

£213

V 15 V MR

N/A

£158

V 15 ill MR

N/A

£112

Sumiko

EX - Exchange price for MC from above companies
GEX - Exchange price against any cartridge type
Over 500 replacement styli types stocked

MAIL ORDER ( 1-10 DAYS) PRICES INC P&P ADD £ 5 EUROPE
AND UP TO £15 WORLDWIDE FOR ORDERS OVER £ 50

vftee-'
e

% SOLEN

Tel: 450.656.2759
Fax. 450 443.4949
Email: solenesolen.ca
Web. www.solen.ca

b,143

MANTRA AUDIO ( HFN), 22 GARTH AVENUE, NORTH DUFFIELD,
SELBY, NORTH YORKS YO8 5RP

a.
Sgt a e

01376 521132
07802 483698
E-MAIL: soundstage@netlineuk.net
www.sound-stage.co.uk
BY APPOINTMENT ONLY

Chelmsfor , Essex

PRE-OWNED EQUIPMENT
ATC SCM50A ACTIVE WALNUT WITH STANDS-BUYER COLLECTS-IMMACULATE . £3495
AUDIO INNOVATIONS SERIES 800 4-BOX VALVE PRFJPOWER
£ 1495
CASTLE HARLECH CHERRY FLOORSTANDERS
£649
COUNTERPOINT SA I00 POWER AMP VALVE/TRANS HYBRID BLACK BOXED £649
DEFINITIVE TECHNOLOGY PRO SUB 80
£249
DENON AVC-A ISE BLACK BOXED SUPERB WITH LEARNING REMOTE
£ 1395
DEMON DVD3300 BLACK AND SUPERB-£ 1000 NEW
£595
EPOS ES 12 LIGFIT CHERRY BOXED AND SUPERB
£299
LFD PA2 POWERSTAGE POWER AMP MARBLE FRONT LOVELY LOOKS AND SOUND £695
LINN SONDEK LP12 NORTON AIR POWER ITTOK TROIKA WALNUT SUPERB
£1295
£1295
LOEWE ACONDA 32" FLAT WIDESCRF-EN SILVER + LOEWE GLASS STAND
£399
MERIDIAN A500 BLACK ASH LOUDSPEAKERS BOXED LOVELY CONDITION
£349
MERIDIAN 200 TRANSPORT + 209 PANEL REMOTE CONTROL-SUPERB
£995
MERIDIAN 605 MONO BLOCKS BLACK
£349
MICROMEGA STAGE 5CD PLAYER BOXED AND IMMACULATE
£1295
NAIM CDX CD PLAYER 1998 IMMACULATE
£1395
MAIM XPS POWER SUPPLY FOR CD-X 2002 IMMACULATE
NAIM NAC 82 PRE AMP WITH IMMACULATE
£1295
£1495
NAIM SUPERCAP POWER SUPPLY 2002 IMMACULATE
NAIM NAP 250 POWER AMP 1998 IMMACULATE
£1095
£1095
NAIM NAP 200 POWER AMP 3MONTHS OLD IM/4ACULATE AND BOXED
NAIM HI CAP 2JUST A FEW MONTHS OLD BOXED AND IMMACULATE
£795
NAIM NAP 150 POWER AMP BOXED AND IMMACULATE 2YRS OLD
£629
£349
NAIM INTRO BLACH ASH BOXED AND SUPERB
£495
NAIM NAC 112 PRE AMP BOXED AND IMMACULATE 2YRS OLD
£795
NAIM NAT 02 TUNER IMMACULATE CONDMON
£995
NAIM SBL LOUDSPEAKERS BLACK ASH LATE 19•5 MODEL
£429
NAKAMICHI DR- I3-HEAD TAPE DECK IMMACULATE
ONIX 0A35/0A1200 PRE/POWER AMP BLACK LOVELY
£795
PINK TRIANGLE ORDINAL DAC 22 BIT BLACK MINT AND BOXED
£349
£595
PRIMARE D.20 24 BIT CD PLAYER
QUAD 77CD BUS/77 PRFJ77 TUNER CARBON BOXED AND IMMACUALATE
£995
£249
REGA RADIO R REMOTE READY TUNER BLACK BOXED AND IMMACULATE
£299
REGA CURSA LINE LEVEL PRE AMP BLACK BOXED AND IMMACULATE
£299
REGA MALA POWER AMP BLACK BOXED AND IMMACULATE
£449
REGA XEL WALNUT FLOORSTANDING LOUDSPEAKERS-OVER £ 1K NEW.
£299
REGA JURA FLOORSTANDING LOUDSPEAKERS CHERRY
ROKSAN CASPIAN TUNER BLACK BOXED AND SUPERB
£395
ROKSAN DPI/ATIESSA DA2/ATTESSA DS5 3-BOX TOP LOADING CD PLAYER
£1295
ROKSAN XERXES ROSEWOOD TABRIZ ZI ORTOFON MC20 SUPREME
£995
ROKSAN L1.5/DS1.5/S1.5 PRE/POWER SUPPLY/POWER AMP BLACK
£2495
ROKSAN XERXES BLACK ASH ARTEMIZ LYRA CLAVIS D.C. VDH MODDED.
£1595
£349
RUARK SCEPTRE NATURAL OAK BOXED AND MINT
£599
TRIO KT 917 TUNER
WADIA 3200 CD TRANSPORT WITH REMOTE AND INSTRUCTIONS
£995
PROFESSIONAL RECORD CLEANING SERVICE-KEITH MONKS MACHINE
PLEASE RING FOR FURTHER DETAILS AND PRICES.
THREE MONTH WARRANTY ON ALL ITEMS

www.sound-stage.co.uk

www.h if inews.co. uk

4470 Avenue Thlbault
St- Hubert, OC, J3Y 7T9 Canada

Hearing is Believing

•

Area m

(

CLOW

Bf3W

Classé -

Coplasli)

1
Lavardin
1

Nairn

il

rimare

30 years of Excellence

Sony

55 Main Street, Blackrock, Dublin.
Tel: ( 01) 2889449/2888477

B+W Nautilus
.
.

Open: Tues - Sat 10 am to 6pm Thur - Fr:10am to 9pm

Absolute Analogue
Direct sale bargain

The Nordic Convent % ilk'
*One of the feu null bargains
in high-end hi- 11.
•Dcrised from the acclaimed
Aordic Concept Reference.

leitier
—
c.
• ‘

Iternati% econstruction
techniques lead to significantl%
reduced manufactunng costs
but still amazing performance.

.<

Lnlike the Reference. the
Artist is designed specificall>
to be sold direct h
n the
distributor rather than ia
x
dealers.

*The result is

trul high-end
performance at a fraction of
the normal cost.

PO Box 30429, London, NW6 7GY

Get it right!
Hi-FiNews

Tel / Fax: +44 ( 0)20 8459 8113
Absolute_Analoguera eniail.msn.com
www.absolutennalogue.co.uk
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Electronics for those who prefer music

Von Schweikert Audio
www.vanschweikert COM

"The single most important upgrade you can

ever make to any record deck

concerns the motor
drive...nothing can prepare you for t
lic shock of going DC. In

'Engineered to perform
like a microphone,
in reverse'

aword, gobsmacking."-

"It's value is nothing short of tremendous."

call now for pricingli terature and to arrange a demonstration / consultation ether at home ° rat our
busiress premises

.Pass Labs Aleph 3stereo power (
dOwpc pure clacsk
-Pass Labs X150 power ( 150wcs- SS class AS)
-Conrsd Johnson Premier 140 stereo power ( 140epc
-Manlby labs 300b neo-classic rooriabiock power .
22‘upc)
-Rogi..e 88 mag stereo power (63wpc push-pull / 3Dwoc tonde)
-llora Galaxy Ref power (
50wpc trwela)

£2250
£4259
£7200
£2000
£4500
£2500

£1195
£ 1995
£4500
£3250
£ 1195
£2800
£1495

-Guau ESL63 Electrostats (dark tarr ont £ 700 total retyrild perfect with stands)

£885
£2495
£3500

£ 74
£209,
£ 1295

-Wade:, 16 (21bit. 32e0s. digital rolame 4 digital ',routs/outputs. Toslink. ST °oboe.

£7500

£245

£970

£545

£970
£650
£2750

£545
£350
£ 1195
£195
£ 55

£7530

-Audible Illusions Mod 3a Pre (lime 1mm/homc) silver

-Von Schwerkert VR-1 Ref monitors (Hazelwaxl xDeno)
-Von Schwekert VR-2 Ref Fkrestanders (Hazelwood rDemo)

-Card. Go/den Cross interconnect 1.5m Rca
-Symc LS5sX wee 25m of ( Sun, spkr cable)
-Transparent Music Wave Ultra YLei-wiro 8ft spa/ni
•
Transoarenr Music Premium PCC amr-link
-Auclic Source Strains in r
reconnert ;
el rca 0,21

£350

£125

U

niversal turntable motor kit - No one would
blame you for being sceptical of an easy to tit, inexpensive dc
I, ili Ir upgrade. Especially one that improves on the best of other
i
I
power supplies costing over 4times as much or your money back. It
is simply impossible to imagine the level of improvement attained
by eliminating the motor vibration that your stylus amplifies over
amillion times! Our DC motor kit offers vast improvements to all
versions of Linn Lingo / Valhulla, Rega, Systemdeck, Roksan, Rock
etc. The kits consist of adrop in replacement high grade DC motor
and off-board 2speed control box. Why not place your order now?
-see web site or phone.
Standard dc Motor Kit - £ 199

Dealers of new and previously owned high- end audio.
buy. sell, source. exchange, design, repairs and upgrades Demonstration by appointment.
daytime - Chris.Beeching

.44 (0)1797 253744

evenings/weekends - Simon Phipps

mob:- 07770 920040

.44 (
0)207 3596962

LISTENER MAGAZINE

"You will not be prepared for the difference the DC motor makes,
or the magnitude of improvements made by swapping the
partnering switch boxes and mains transformers"
HI FI NEWS

SP.Dh. and AESS911. TEAC cirk4 VRDS transpol)

-Cardas Golden Reference interconnect 1m Rca

COMMON GROUND MAGAZINE

mob: v.44 (
0)7966 101971

email: audioolay@btinternet.corn

Advanced dc Motor Kit - £ 339
Ultra dc Motor Kit - £ 570

ORIGIN LIVE
Tel/Fax: +44 02380 578877
E-mail: info@originlive.com

Upgrade Transformer - £ 175
Upgrade DC 200 motor - £ 109 with kit

www.originlive.com

HEATHCOTE AUDIO
TEL: 01992-653999 MOBILE 07860 511111 WEB: www.heathcoteauclio.co.uk E-MAIL: FleathcoteAticIro©aoLco
SPECIALS

VALVE AMPS

GRAFF GM-100 POWER AMP(f4i50(
GAMUT D-200 POWER AMP (£39504

EX.DIS. £2995
BRAND NEW/BOXED £2995

AUDIVRESEARCH 100.2(£3700+

BRAND NEW BOXED £2995

AUDIO RESEARCH VT-50 (£3650 RETAIL)
BRAND NEW/BOXED £2750
ROGUE AUDIO TEMPEST SILVER MAGNUM (£2700) BRAND NEW/BOXED £1995
PERR TECH PA-3/PA-1SIG-2 & MODRIGHT PSU BRAND NEW BOXED £1995
CELESTION A-2 SANTOS ROSEWOOD (£1500+) BRAND NEW/BOXED £1150
PRIMARE PRE-30 & A-30.2 PRE/ POWER AMPS (£2700?)
EX.DISPLAY/BOXED .
PRIMARE A-20 INT. AMP
EX.DISPLAY/BOXED .
PRIMARE D-20 CD PLAYER
EX.DISPLAY/BOXED .
PRIMARE V-25 OVO (£1000)
EX DISPLAY/BOXED .
LEHMAN BLACK CUBE SE (RETAIL £550?)
SOUNOLAB MIL-3SIWIRE (£93C3)
BLACK RHODIUM S-25 MAINS LEADS BRAIDED

£1750
. £450
. £525

. £695
HRAND NEW/BOXED . £450
EX.DEM . £5750

COMPACT DISC

(TOUGNPLUG OR KATE() PLUG)
BRAND NEW £65/£100
ALL THE ABOVE CARRY MANUFACTURERS WARRANTY
'SUMMER SALE MANY ITEMS REDUCED'
SOLID STATE
GRYPHON SONATA-ALLEGRO PRE(£12000) ......
MARK LEVINSON NO.38 PRE AMP .
CONRAD JOHNSON PER-PRE
ALOIA PST11.01 PRE/PSU
CONRAD JOHNSON PF1

5MONTHS OLD . £6495
MINT/BOXED £1995
MINT/BOXED . £1795
MINT .£1695
REDUCED .. £995

PLINIUS ODEAN (£7500)
KRELL HTS PRE/PRO. (£7000)

4MONTHS OLD . £4750
REDUCED . £2250

GRYPHON S-100 POWER AMP

MINT £2895

DLINIUS SA-102 POWER AMP
JEFF ROWLAND MODEL-56
MARK LEVINSON. NO 23.
MARK LEVINSON NO.27
OUNTERPOINT SA-20

MINT £2790
EXCLT . f2895
EACH . £2795
MINT/BOXED . £2250
REDUCED .. £895

41-2000 MONOS
THORENS TA-2000
ROTEL RB-993 THX AMP

MINT/BOXED . £795
MINT . £450
MINT £995

MARANE SC-221 MA-22
DINK TRIANGLE INTEGRAL
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AUDION 300E1 MONO'S & PREMIER
2BOX PRE ALL GOLD/RE-VALVED
EXCLT £2250
UNISON RESEARCH S-6
EX OEM £1275
ART AUDIO QUINTET
MINT . £795
GRAAF GRAFFIti (£2250)
REDUCED . £795
GOLDEN TUBE 5E1-50 MK 11
MINT/BOXED . £650
CONRAD JOHNSON PREMIER 140 .
MINT/BOXED £4750
JADIS CEFY-7 POWER AMP
EXCLT £3250
AUDIO RESEAROH D-115
EXCLT £1650
V.R.R. ADUR MONOBLOCS
REDUCED ... £895
AUDIONOTE P2-SE
MINT . . £650
JADIS JPS-2 (WAS £8000)
£3450
AUDIO RESEARCH LS-22
MINT/BOXED .. £2795
AUDIO RESEARCH SP-9MKII
MINT/BOXED ... £995
UNISON RESEARCH CSP PRE
REDUCED . . £595
CONRAD JOHNSON P
1
1-4 PRE
£395

REDUCED . £1100
3MONTHS USE . £2495

Hi-FiNews

CEC TL-51/DX-51 TRANSMAC(£3080)
PERP TECH SIG-2PA-3/PA-1 /MOD PSU
CHORD DSC-1500E/1600E(2 DACS/PRE)
MICROMEGA CD-3/01.10-PRO COMBC
MICROMEGA SOLO
THORENS TCD PLAYER/TRANSPORT
WADIA WT-3200/ DM X-32 DAC
TECHNICS SL-Z1000/SH-X1000
THETA CARMAN CD/DOD TRAN
THETA PEARL TRANSPORT
MARANTZ COAB4 TRAN.AT&T
THETA CS PRO GEN II AT&T
THETA PRE GEN III
THETA CS PRO BASIC-11 DAC

3MONTHS OLD f2295
EX.DEM .. £1595
MINT/BOXED .. £2950
MINT/BOXED .. £1250
MINT/BOXED ... £995
MINT ... £495
MINT/BOXED .. £1795
REDUCED .. £1995
MINT/BOXED .. £1795
REDUCED . £795
REDUCED. £575
REDUCED .. £1995
EXCLT/BOXED .. £1995
MINT/BOXED .. £1275

ylnyl
CONRAD JOHNSON EF1
DENSEN DRIVE MC.
DENSEN DRIVE M.0 XSPSU

MINT/BOXED .. £1095
MINT £275
MINT £325

LOUDSPEAKF R CABLE
XLO 7.1 SIG.] FT PAIR X2BRAND NEW PACKAGED ( EACH PAIR) £1200
TARA LABS PRIME 1800 18 FEET BI-WIRE
£795
PS.AUDIO X-STREAM 3METRE PAIR
£750
DIAMOND HI SILVER CABLES 20 3METRES
EX.DIS
MIT MH-750 12 FT.PAIR BI-WIRE
REDUCED ... £795
NIRVANA SL- 2.3 METRE EX DEM.
£525
VDH. REVELATION 2METRE EX.DEM
£500
VDA. REVELATION 2METRE
£500
OED GENESIS 3METRE.AIRLOCS
£295
XLO REFERENCE 6FT. PAIR
£275
AUDIONOTE AN-L4METRE
£225
AUDIONOTE AN-L3METRE
£225
WFID.NU-VISTA 2METRE
£200

IHTERconnEcT
SILVER ARROW 1METRE XLR (£1200)
EX OEM ... £595
ACOUSTIC ZEN SILVER SIG. 3.5 METRE XLR
£1450
ACOUSTIC ZEN SILVER SIGNATURE
£495
XLO 3METRE PAIR EX.DEM
£225
MUS.FID NU VISTA 2.4 METRE
BRAND NEW ... £250
AUDIOQUEST LAPIS 4METRE PAIR
£450
VAN DEN HUL 0.8 MC GOLD XLR
BOXED ... £200
NEOTECH PROFESSIONAL CABLE 0.5 METRE
A/NEW ... £225
BLACK RHODIUM SYMPHONY 0.5 METRE/1 METRE
BRAND NEW .. £50/65
BLACK RHODIUM CONCERTO 0.5/1 METRE
BRAND NEW . £80/100
BLACK RHODIUM ORATORIA
BRAND NEW . USER%
DICilTAL

LOUDSPEAKERS
APOGEE CALIPERS
APOGEE CALLIPERS REBUILT
DYNAUDIO CONTOUR 1.3/STANDS 1MONTHS USE
ALR JORDAN NOTE-5 (BOBINGA)
WILSON 5.1 BLACK
BKS 107 MK II SUPREME

BEAUHORN B-2.2NIBRAPLINTHS £2450
M. LOGAN CLS11Z & SUBS
REDUCED .. £5450
KLIPSCH CORNER HORNS
FANTASTIC! .. £3750
L. VOICE AUDATORIUM.
EX.DEM .. £1075
CELESTION A-2
REDUCED ... £595
REGA XEL (WALNUT)
REDUCED ... £550
KELLY KT-3 (95 OBI
MINT/BOXED ... £750
EPOS ES-11/STANDS
MINT . £375
A.ENERGY ASW FB110 SUB
AS NEW ... £350
REL STORM-1SUB
VGC . £450
TARGET R-2 STANDS
EXCLT . £250

EXCLT . . £1250
PHONE.. PHONE
MINT/BOXED ... £995
EX.DEM .. £ 1395
CRATED .. £6995
EX.DEM £1375

MADRIGAL MDC-1 AES-EBU 1METRE BRAND NEW/BOXED £225
XLO 4.1 BRAND NEW ONE METRE-£175 2METRE
f225
NIRVANA 1.5 METRE NEW
£225
MOST EQUIPMENT STOCKED IS ONE OWNER MINT/BOXED, SIMILAR DUALITY
VINTAGE AND MODERN EQUIPMENT REQUIRED FOR IMMEDIATE CASH
PURCHASE. PLEASE PHONE GEORGE 10-6PM

www.hifinews.co.uk

HIGH END AUDI-01

'intone
Audio
specialists in audio and video

BOUGHT/SOLD
EXCHANGED
SALE

LIST

Heatherdale
Oaudio limited
202, Findon Road, Worthing, BN14 0E]
Pre-owned equipment available
with guarantee
Export facilities available
Visit our Web Page www.hifi-stereo.com

NEW THIS MONTH
£1,495 £ 4.820

KRELL KBL LINE PREAMP BAL S/H
LUMLEY REFERENCE 120 VALVE MONO AMPS,
THESE AMPS ALSO HAVE THE OPTIONAL

£1,395

TRIODE MODE S/H

C),

£3,500

ATC 20 ASL PRO SPEAKERS & STANDS
GUNMETAL TYPE ANTHRACITE FINISH.

Main dealer for
Orchid Speakers Reference products

£2,500 £4,400

STUNNING ACTIVE SPEAKERS S/H

MARK LEVINSON 383 INTERGRATED AMP S/H £ 3,795
AUDIONOTE AN-ESP SPEAKERS IN FULL
EBONY VENEER WITH AUDIONOTE STANDS

THE MARK LEVINSON LISTENING

£5,995

£ 1,395 £2,800

LOUNGE NOW OPEN

Ratel in the North of England

SPEAKERS
Revel F30 Loud Speakers Ex demo were £2,995

ARTEMIS EOS 2SIGNATURE SPEAKERS & EXTERNAL

Revel F50 Speakers (new)

CROSSOVERS SUBWOOFERS, ROSEWOOD, S/H £5,995 £ 15,000

Wartedale Diamond II Speakers

KRELL KAV 250A POWER AMP, S/H

£ 1,695 £3,698

CELLO AMATI PRO SPEAKERS,
PIANO BLACK, S/H

f4,995 £ 16,500

CELLO STRADAVARI GRAND MASTERS
SPEAKERS,PIANO BLACK, STUNNING
AND AS CHEAP AS CHIPSOPRICE, S/H

£ 12,995 £65,000

LUMLEY LMS %CO SPEAKERS BEECH WOOD, SM £ 3,500 £8,000
AUDIO RESEARCH LS5 PREAMP BLACK, S/H £2,500 £5,690
AUDIO RESEARCH CD1 CD PLAYER BLACK, S/H £ 1,295 £3,290
AUDIO RESEARCH V140 VALVE MONO AMPS
BLACK S/H

£2,995 £8,800

PROAC FUTURE 1SPEAKERS BLACK, E/ID

£2,795 £5,875

WADIA 2000 TRANSPORT + DAC + OPTICAL INTERFACE.
ALL UPGRADES DONE, 6BOXES IN ALL
3,500 17,000
ACCUPHASE DF90 DF91 TRANSPORT
+DAC SUPERB

3,995

20,000

3,995

12,300

2,395

4,995

1,695

3,800

995

2038

2,995

9,000

UPGRADEAVAILABLE
PINK TRIANGLE ORDINAL DAC 1307 CHIP

895
395

2200
950

MERIDIAN 566 20BIT DAC BALANCED

395

1095

ARCAM BLACK BOX DAC5

150

450

GRADO SIGNATURE TONE ARM VERY RARE

495

1795

SOTA COSMOS TURNTABLE STEAL
CELLO AUDIO SUITE PREAMP

995

46,000

7,995

23,000

LOOK - SOUND

3,295

5,750

AUDIO RESEARCH LS33 REMOTE CONTROL
PREAMP

1,395

3,125

795

1,695

ORACLE CD PLAYER LATEST
STUNNING LOOKS
BOW TECHNOLOGIES MODEL ZZ-8 CD PLAYER,
EXCELLENT
CONRAD JOHNSON DR1 TRANSPORT + DAO,
DAC SUPERB OPEN SOUND BARGAIN
WADIA 3200 CD TRANSPORT
KRELL MD10 SIGNATURE TRANSPORT.RARE
AUDIO SYNTHESIS DAX2 DAC

VARIOUS MODULES + MASTER SUPPLY
HOVLAND MP100 VALVE PREAMP SUPER

AUDIO SYNTHESIS PASSION 8M
REMOTE PREAMP
UNISON RESEARCH MYSTERY
ONE VALVE PREAMP
NAIM 102 PREAMP WITH HICAP, 1WEEK OLD
AUDIO RESEARCH LS1 LINE PREAMP

695

1,750

1,295

2,109

595

1,797

1,895

3,945

1,295

2,400

250

600

AUDIO RESEARCH CASE INTEGRATED
REMOTE CONTROL AMPLIFIER JUST SERVICED
VTL 85 VALVE INTEGRATED LATEST
REMOTE CONTROL
MICHELL 150 HERA PHONE STATE
ARAGON 24K IPS PRE AMP & SUPPLY PHONO

495

1,650

KRELL FBP 200C CAST POWER AMP

3,995

8,750

KRELL FBP 300 POWER AMP

4,995

9,450

JADIS JA80 MK3 MONO POWER AMPS

3,995

9,580

GRAAF GM 20 OTL VALVE POWER AMPS

1,895

3,300

GAMMA AEON TRIODE VALVE MONO BARGAIN

1,795

6,995

CELLO PERFORMANCE 2MONO AMPS
GOLDMUND MINIMIS 2 POWER AMP

8,995
1,495

27,500
5,150

LEVINSON ML11 POWER AMP, BARGAIN

895

2,700

LEVINSON ML12A PRE AMP, GREAT COMBO

895

2,700

NAIM NAP 90 POWER AMP

185

450

NAIM NAP 180 POWER AMP
ELECTROCOMPANIET ANNIVERSARY

595

1,220

POWER AMP

895

3,000

DARK CLASSIC

895

2,800

STAX LAMBDA PRO HEADPHONES

175

370

small selection of some of our used items
dvantage P1 /A30 pre / Power amps
£2200.00
cam CD721
£250.00
rcom 03821
£449.00
IC 10 loudspeakers
£650.00
udiolab 8000a amplifier grey
£200.00
udio Analogue Bellini Pre amp ( silver)
£275.00
Audio Analogue Donizetti power amp (silver!
£325.00
Audio Analogue Paganini CD ( silver)
£395.00
Castle Bastion Centre Speaker
£199.00
Castle HOw0fC 53 speakers brand new ( yew)
£899.00
Castle Richmond 3speakers brand new
£'60.00
Chord SPM800 pow , ',Imp
£1100.00
Cyrus CD7 CD playe,
£450.00
Cyrus DVDB DVD playettslack, ex dem
£800.00
Cyrus PSXr power supplii
£275.00
DCS Purcell upsampler ( non 1394)
£1500.00
KEF KI-112005 Is4K1 ( black)
£395.00 ,
Krell KSA IQ() power amp
£1200:1g
Lumley
pros 100 streakers oak. ex cleM
£1500.01Yi
Linn Cl
K(
silver) 1"
£650.00
£1 I
00.00
Linn LP / Ittok LV2/Nctim Armageddon
artin
an Scenario loudspeakers
£1950.00
on Prod
loudspeakers
£1500.00
501 pre
£395.00
205
ps ( pair)
£400.00
Rdeity
ower amp
£ 1050.00
tuner
f140.00
£495.00
aim
player
£695.00
aim NAC112 pre amp ex demo
£495.00
aim NAC32/ NAP90 pre / power
£300.00
aim NAC92/NAP90.3 power
£500.00
aim NAC202 pre amp ex demo
£1100.00
aim Hait 3ateplitier
£275.00
aim NAP I
35 each
£1250.00
aim NAP1,50 power amp Env dem
£595.00
aim HAP 80
£700.00
£4995 11 .
2
aim NBL passive loudspeakers (cherry)
akamich ST2 Tuner
£195.
okamichi RE10 Amplifier/tuner
£249.00
kamichi CR2e cassette deck
1153.00
£200.00
okamichi DR3 cassette deck
ass Labs X150
£00.00
neer DVR3100s DVD recorder New
1299.00
MC DB1 Cherry inc stands
£295.00
ego Mira 3amplifier
£400.00
ega Planar 2 / Linn k5
£140.00
ego Radio 3
£250.00
£1900.00
LStudio 2Sub ( Black ash)
ark Palladin loudspeakers ( walnut)
£650.00
AC ABX7R amplifier
£195.00
AC ABX10 amplifier ( balanced input)
£400.00
AC V6030 3head cassette deck
£250.00
orens UP/ TTA pre power
£495.00
nison Research Unico amplifier, ex dem
£585.00

See www.lintone.co.uk
or latest stock - Mail order available

NAKAMICHI DRAGON CASSETTE

GENESIS 5MK2 SPEAKERS ROSEWOOD
3.995

15,500

3.995

14,800

tunnin

atana

If

Upgradoble CD Fla

build and sound for only £599.00

AVALON ACCENT 2SPEAKERS IN
BURR ASH WITH SEPERATE CROSSOVERS
PROAC FUTURE 2LOUDSPEAKERS
ROSEWOOD
MARTIN LOGAN QUEST ELECTROSTATIC OAK
DUNLAVY SC4 SPEAKERS LTOAK
STERIOPHILE A
AUDIO PHYSICS TEMPO 2SPEAKERS
CHERRY BARGAIN

3,995

1,995

11,450
4,995

2.995

8,500

795

2,500

995
495
1.795

6,000
1,300

AMPS

Burmester 808 Mk3 Pre Amp
Sony 1000 ESO Digital Pre Amp
Proceed PAV Pre Amp
Nairn NAC 92 Pre Amp

£3,495
£1 5
5
0
0
£1,395

xposu re l
l8.12 Pre Amp 8
Just Reduced from £900
£
650
Munn GTP 450 Tuner/Pre Amp
£
350
Conrad Johnson 16LS Pre Amp
£3,995
P
Eower sup ply

mexkFrERs

Chord 1200 Mono Blocks
Advantage Integrated Amp1
Haller DH-200 Amp

£1,995
£
E14:55

Michell Alecto Amplifier

£695

Mark Levinson 333 Power Amp
Mark Levinson 20.5 Ref Mono Blocks, superb condition
Mark Levinson 383 integrated amp
Boulder 102 AE Power Amp
Adcom GFA 5300 Power Amp

££3,850
4,995

£n4:4
59
9
5
5
£350

Audionote Neiro Mono Amps
Musical Fidelity P180 Power Amps
with MF3A Pre Amp 8PSU

£
5.995

£6 5
9
5
0

Calm NAP 90/3 Power Amp
Mark Levinson 431 Power Amp
£
our demonstrator) list price £5995
our price £4,995
Heybrook Signature System, Pre Amp, Power Amp 8CD Player .... £795
Yamaha CA1010 Int Amp
£395
Accuphase E307 Int Amp Unused
£2,295
CD PLAYERS 6. TRANSPORTS
Rotel RCD971 CD Player

£

£125
70

Mark Levinson Ref CO Transport DAC
Mark
37 cd Transport£
f2,750
Accuphase DP55V CD Player Unused£
f2,095
Accuphase DP67 CD Player Unused
£2,995
11 It

Mark Levinson
£
36s Dac
Pink Triangle Ordinal Dac
CEC DX51 Mk2 DAC with CEC T1_51 Transpon
lOi D PLAYERS

1,995
NEW . . £t
£
,4
39
955

£
145
£
695

Yamaha DVD - S795

Pioneer Elite DVD/CD Player. Region 1DVD
MISCELLANEOUS

Pioneer ET-707 Reel to Reel 3Head Tape Recorder extremely rare . £295
Lecktropacks CDM-820 Multisystem Converter

£125

Shunyata ex Demo 3m Lyra Speaker C/W Spades

with locking connectors normal retail £1500 our price
£ 995
Transparent 1/2mtr digital interconnect
£195
Nakamichl 1000 Cassette Deck
Stax SR007 omega ref (
SR117 head phone &
SRM007t dual triode)
Normal Retail £2995. £1
£
8
39
95
5
Audio Note ( Condo) 3mtr pair SPZ speaker cable
£1,995
Audio Note ( Condo) KSLL-LP Silver Litz interconnect
£850

Stax 40/40 Headphones
1mtr Komi° KSL LP interconnect
Yamaha CT-810 AM/FM Tuner

5
normal price £2000 £9
£85
90
a9
5
5
£2

NakamIchl 8X2 Cassette Deck
Audio Note (
Condo) Digital Silver Litz cable Imtr,

ditioner with 6 our,

price new £700 our price
f475
Selection of high quality Kontak Audio Cables, balanced and elate ended

the best upa

Tr ENTABLES, CARTRIDGES 6. TONEA HMS

s,Bowers & Wilkins,CyrUostle

llega Planar 3Turntable
Koetsu Urushi Gold unused bargain

,Monitor Audio,Musical Fidelffy,
US 800 Rega,Quad and r

PROAC FUTURE 5LOUDSPEAKERS BLACK
3,500
WANTED QUALITY AUDIO EQUIPMENT BEST PRICES PAID

Lintone Audio

LOCATED IN WELWYN - HEATS

7-11 Park Lane Gateshead IVE8 3JW

ALL MAJOR CREDIT CARDS ACCEPTED
RING FOR DETAILS AND DEMONSTRATION

01438 714038
10.00am -7.00pm MON - SAT 10.00am - 1.00pm SUN

www.hifinews.co.uk

£6
90
5

£195
DOA

CS,KEF,Marantz,Meridlorr,

WHARFDALE OPTION 1ACTIVE SPEAKERS
FLAGSHIP MODEL
ATC 10 SPEAKERS + STANDS, BLACK

£4,4

Ella: Floor Standing Liberty 5+ Speakers
£140
Orchid LWO Speakers Ex demo
M
£
2,495
ission 782 (
Stand Mount Model)
Just Reduced From £250 £150
Pliy
Audio Physics
)
i tempo speaker
£995
Eltax Symphony floor standing speakers
£99
Revel Salon Speakers Piano Black with aluminium side panels £12,995
Acoustic Research 338 Stand Mount Speakers
E£
275

1Mr pair
Li Mn
AE

INCLUDES ROLAND BASS AMP ADJUSTABLE
TO ANY ROOM

Now £2.395

www.lintone.co.uk -,
info@lintone.co.uk
Tel. UK 0191 4774167 -

ve rdier Ebony Wood arm board
Normal Retail £ 1309
Koetsu Redof unused
Selection
brand new
bargain
discounted cartridges

4
13
2A
£ S

WE NOW OFFER 0°. FINANCE' (* subject to status)
PLEASE PHONE TO ARRANGE AN AUDITION
MAIN DEALERS OF MARK LEVINSON. THIEL
WE ACCEPT SWITCH • MASTERCARD
VISA - DINERS CLUB - AMERICAN EXPRESS

Tel: 01903 872288 or
FE]

Evenings 07860 660001

VISA

Fax: 01903 872234
Email: heatherdale@hifi-stereo.com
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definitive audio
Definitive Audio creates aquality of musical experience that is irresistible.
We achieve this using some of the world's most splendid contraptions and by
employing avalue system that places musical considerations above all
others.

BRIGHTON IIIFI EXCHANGE
www.hifiguy.co.uk
01424 201157 OR 07734 436180

Our inventory includes the tantalising KSL Kondo amplifiers from Japan. We
have the M7 Line, M7 Phono, M77 Phono, the Neiro Integrated and of
course the extraordinary Gakuoh. We also have a range of single minded
amplifier designs from, amongst others, Border Patrol, Art Audio and Sugden
Our Aladdin's cave of analogue treasures includes 12 choices of moving coil
cartridge, the Kuzma Airline, Triplanar 6, and SME Series V tonearms.
Keeping this company is an enviable selection of turntables including the
Scheu range and the unequivocal SME Model 30 and Kuzma Stabi Reference.

• We are the south coasts leading
stockists of quality used and ex dem

We have the complete range of Living Voice loudspeakers including the
internationally celebrated Avatar OBX-R2.

HIFI equipment.

More importantly we have an attitude and an intent that breathes new life,
interest and fascination into your relationship with music.
Call us for an informal chat or to arrange an appointment.

• We will travel anywhere in the

Sale of part exchanged and ex-dam Items

Sale

New

Audio Note Japan M7 line pre- amplifier with stepped attenuator volume
control. Fully serviced. Rare affordable opportunity to visit the Kondo planet. £ 4000
Meridian 508 - 24 bit CD player with luxurious desktop remote control

£1350 £ 2500

Clearaudio Master Reference turntable with TOI linear tracking tonearrn
highly revered record player - fantastic opportunity - spotless and as new

£7000 £ 12610

Merlin Music Systems VSM/M loudspeaker system. 20 weeks old - boxed Check out www.merlinmusic.com for this acclaimed US speaker
Townshend supertweeters - brand new - one pair only

£ 2800
£800

$9000
£800

Living Voice Avatar II - cherry - 12 months old, nearly spotless - lovely finish £ 2000

£2700

Alois PST 11.05 Hi-end 2 box pre-amp - slick and stylish Italian 12 months
old - boxed - perfect
£ 1500

£2800

Pro Ac D150 - massive 150 litre cabinet - less than 2 month old - bargain £ 11000

£15000

Pro Ac Studio 200 - yew - nice - vgc

£ 900

Pro Ac Supertower - big bruiser - black. At least 10 years old, very loved and
dog-eared. Great sounding den/party speaker - good working order

£ 300

Quad 989 Electrostatics - 2 pairs - less than 12 months old - perfect - boxed £ 3500
Tom Evans micro Groove - moving magnet

£2150

£4500

£ 300

£400

£ 300

£400

Tom Evans Groove - moving coil - 500 ohm 0.5mv

£ 1100

£1900

Revolver R33 bookshelf speakers - new - boxed

£ 300

£600

Tom Evans micro Groove - moving coil [ 1KJ

Roksann Xerxes Cognoscenti turntable - SME cutout - needs service

£ 200

Eastern Electric Mini- Max - super cute line pre- amp with valve rectification
and hard wiring - lovely. New and boxed

£500

£ 800

Border Patrol 300B SE - ash - 8 watt purist power amp - boxed - a steal
SIS Phono Stage - 2 box, hard wired with choke input power supply. Rare

£2250 £ 4500

and very good. Moving magnet input.
Epos E530 loudspeaker - substantial tloorstander in good order - slight mark

£1000
£800

Cardas Neutral Reference 2.5m speaker cable with spade term - new

£500

£ 775

Gerdes Neutral Reference 1m interconnect - new
Audio Innovations L1 Pre - great starter pre- amplifier - v. respectable

£300

£ 500

Tel: 0115 973 3222
internet: www.deflnitiveaudio.co.uk

email: shout@definitiveaudio.co.uk

THE

QUAD
SPECIALIST
SPARES & REPAIRS

Replacement panels for ESL 57, ESL 63 and LE 1
Refurbished Quad speakers, amplifiers and tuner
Restoration of ElectroStatic Loudspeakers
Contact us for our free catalogue

Quad Musilcwiedergabe GmbH
Rheinstr. 30, 58068 Koblenz, Germany
Tel: +49-261-38824 • Fax: +49-261-38172
e-mail: quad.ger@t-online.de

WILMSLOW AUDIO
LOUDSPEAKER

SPECIALISTS

• Range of replacement drive units from Seas, Volt, Vifa-Scanspeak,
Peerless, Morel etc, for use in AR, Gale, Heybrook, IMF, KEF, Mission,
ProAc, Rogers, TDL plus many others.
• Comprehensive stock of components, capacitors
(Supersound, SCR & Hovland Musicap), cables, damping and grille materials
• UK's largest supplier of kit loudspeakers - all on demonstration.
Phone today for your FREE FULL COLOUR catalogue or check out our website.

Ii
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WILMSLOW AUDIO
50 Main Street, Broughton Astley, Leicester LE9 6RD
Tel: 01455 286603 Fax: 01455 286605
Website: www.wilmslowaudio.com
OCTOBER 2004

Hi-FiNews

• We update our website everyday
with used and xdem equipment
• We are also agents for the following
products: plus many others.
Plinius
Boulder
BAT
Clear Audio
Oracle
Border Patrol

C.A.T.
Garnit
Graham
Cabbase
Pass Labs
"q'vap

Acoustic Zem
Audience
Reference 3A
Transfiguration
Vincent
Hovland

£250

Fax: 0115 973 3666

ESL 57 \ç \ LE 1

country to pickup or deliver equipment

We have just been
appointed the
dealership for
the superb Oracle
Delphi turntable
Now on demonstration
(Read July 2004 issue of Hifi News magazine

AUDIO RESEARCH SP9 MK2
£795
£2,400
AUDIO RESEARCH 0115 MK2
£ 1,100
£3,500
AIR TIGHT ATM-2
£3,995
£8,000
BOULDER 250AE AMP
£1,200
£4,000
BAT VK60
£1,900
£4,500
PASS LABS ALEPH 4
£2,200
£5,250
MUSICAL FIDELITY A300 AMP
£795
£ 1,400
MUSICAL FIDELITY A3 AMP
£400
£850
MUSICAL FIDELITY A3 CD
£400
£850
£325
£650
MUSICAL FIDELITY A3 TUNER
£850
£ 1,500
MUSICAL FIDELITY DVD1
PMC TB2 MONITORS ( Black ash)
£395
£650
PMC FB1 MONITORS
£850
£ 1,500
UNISON RESEARCH SIMPLY 4
£695
£ 1,495
£995
£2,200
SONUS FABER GRAND PIANO (Home)
PROAC FUTURE POINT FIVE
£1,900
£3,800
£1,400
£2,800
REVEL B15 SUB
£1,695 £3K
MF NU VISTA INT AMP
£1,695 £3K
MF NU VISTA M3 CD
KRELL KPS 20IL CD/PRE
£3,750
£ 11K
KRELL KPS 20 T/TRANSPORT
£2,800 £9K
BORDER PATROL MONOS
£3,995
£9K
MICHELL ALECTO/MONOS
£950
£2,500
MICHELL ARGO/HERA
£395
£N/A
PIONEER PD95 CD
£850
£2,500
AUDIONOTE E40 INTEGRATED
£750
£N/A
MERIDIAN 596 OVO PLAYER
£ 1,200
£2,400
WADIA 7@9 FOUR BOX CD
£6,500
£24,000
AUDIO RESEARCH VT60
£850
£2,400
KRELL FPB600c
£6,500
£ 14,000
CONRAD JOHNSON PREMIER 17 LS2
£2,995
£5,000
AUDIO RESEARCH D125
£1,400
£5,500
£1,200
£N/A
MARTIN LOGAN SEQUALS/SL3 PANELS
£2,450
£4,400
REFERENCE 3A ROYAL VIRTUOSOs
WESTERN ELECTRIC GOTHAMS
£5,500
£ 14,000
MARTIN LOGAN QUEST Z
£1,900
£5,500
£3,995
£ 12,000
AUDIO RESEARCH VT150 MONOS
£2,400
£4,500
BAT VK5 (cd player)
BRYSTON 2B
£350
£800
PLINIUS LAD ( preamp)
£1 500
£2,950
PASS LABS ALEPH P (preamp)
£ 1,450
£3,500
KRELL FPB 700 CX
£8,500
£ 15,000
LUMLEY ST 70 (poweramp)
£750
£2,700
THIS IS A VERY SMALL SELECTION OF OUR USED AND EX OEM STOCK,
FOR MORE UPTO DATE LISTING PLEASE PHONE OR CHECK WEBSITE

www.hifiguy.co.uk
www.hifinews.co. uk
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THE MIDLANDS
BEST USED
EQUIPMENT
SPECIALIST

QUALITY USED
EQUIPMENT.
BOUGHT, SOLD,
PART EXCHANGED

1:41TFIL

Tel/Fax 0121 747 4246

C:114' -

I

Also agents for
•Advantage • Acoustic Zen
•B A T • Boulder • Burmester
•Egleston • Hovland • Kharma
•Lumley • Pass labs • SME
•Sound lab • VTL • Vincent

CURRENT INVENTORY
ACCUPHASE DP55V
ADVANTAGE Si CD
ADVANTAGE S100 INTEGRATED AMP
AUDIO LAB CDM/ DAX
AUDIO NOTE M3 LINE PRE
AUDIO RESEARCH LS5 MK2
AUDIO RESEARCH SP14
AUDIO RESEARCH LS7
AUDIO RESEARC VT60
AUDIO RESEARCH D130
AUDIO RESEARCH VT130 SE
AVANTEGARDE SOLO SILVER
AYRE K- 5X PRE
BAT VK D5SE CD
BOULDER 1012 PRE DAC PHONO
BOW WIZARD CD
CARDAS GOLDEN REFERENCE 2.5 MTR BIWIRE
CLEARAUDIO REFERENCE,T01 ARM
CLEARAUDIO SINATURE M/C LOW HOURS
CLEARAUDIO SIXSTREAM 1.5 MTR PHONO CABLE
CLEARAUDIO MAXIMUM SOLUTION, T01 LINEAR ARM
CONRAD JOHNSON EV1 VALVE PHONO
COPLAND CSA 14
DENSEN BX340 NEW
DENSEN B400XS NEW
DENSEN B200 NEW
DYNAUDIO 2.8 CHERRY
GRYPHON ADAGIO CD PLAYER
HARMONIC TECHNOLOGY MD1 DIGITAL RCA IMTR
HOVLAND HP- 100 + M/C PHONO NEW SEALED BOX
HOVLAND SAPHIRE POWER AMP NEW SEALED BOX
KRELL KAV 250A
KRELL KRC-HR KPE PHONO
KRELL FPB 600C
LFD MISTRAL SILVER SIGNATURE INTEGRATED
LUXMAN K-351 CASSETTE DECK
MARANTZ SC12SI SACD DVD CD EX DEM
MARK LEVINSON 383 INTEGRATED AMP
MERIDIAN 502
MERIDIAN 557
MERIDIAN 505
MONITOR AUDIO STUDIO 60 PIANO ROSEWOOD
MONITOR AUDIO STUDIO CENTRE PIANO ROSEWOOD
NAIM CDS 2 + XPS
NAIM CDX
NAIM 102
NAIM PSC
NAIM 180
NAIM AV2
NAIM 175
NAIM 112
NAIM 92
NAIM CDI MK2
NAIM INTRO 2 BLACK ASH
NAIM CDS MK1
NAIM FLASH 2 NEW
NAIM BURNDY BLACK
NORDOST VALHALLA IMTR BALANCED
NORDOST BLUE HEAVEN 3MTR BIWIRE BANANA REV 11
PATHOS LOGOS
QUAD 606 MK1
QUAD 99 POWE
REGA ELA CHERRY
REVOLVER R33 CHERRY NEW
SILVER ARROW IMTR BALANCED SILVER INTERCONNECT
SOUNDLAB MILLENIUM 3 NEW SEALED CRATES
SONUS FABER CONCERTO WITH IRONWOOD STANDS
SONY XA333ES SACD
SPECTRAL MIT770 SPKR CABLE 10FT
TANNOY DIMENSION 8
T AND A V10 INTEGRATED NEW UNUSED
THETA PROGENY
WILSON BENESCH ACT 2

RRP

NOW

3000
3150
2550
N/A
3700
5500
N/A
1400
2000
2000
8500
4700
3000
5495
12950
3500
2000
6020
1755
505
7575
1700
1500
1850
2500
1000
3200
5000
400
5750
7000
3698
7639
15000
950
N/A
3500
6500
1500
1600
900
5000
2000
6500
2500
1210
195
1220
2250
1270
660
N/A
N/A
860
4000
350
260
2300
650
2700
N/A
550
800
600
1200
8295
1300
1200
3000
4000
4000
1100
9000

2295
1495
1295
995
1995
1995
1095
695
895
995
2795
2395
1795
2495
7995
1495
1295
3495
895
295
3995
895
595
1250
1795
695
1195
2695
195
3495
3995
1795
3295
5995
495
150
1795
3995
795
895
395
1995
795
3495
1395
595
125
695
1695
895
495
195
695
450
1795
195
150
1395
350
1795
295
395
395
295
495
3995
795
795
495
2495
2595
395
3995

KRELL • AUDIO RESEARCH • MARK LEVINSON • NAIM AUDIO . LINN
MERIDIAN . QUAD • AUDIOLAB • WADIA • ACCUPHASE • TAG • CARY
THETA • SONUS FABER • MARTIN LOGAN • COPLAND • CHORD
EAR YOSHINO • DNM • NAKAMICHI • KOETSU • XL0 . MICHELL . SME . ATC
STAX • PROAC • MANA • JEFF ROWLAND • DCS • NAGRA • McINTOSH
ORACLE • ROKSAN • TRANSPARENT • DYNAUDIO • Etc
PLEASE CALL TONY WHEN YOU WANT TO SELL YOUR EQUIPMENT IWILL COLLECT
AND PAY UP FRONT NO MESSING ABOUT WITH COMMISSION SALES.
IAM ESPECIALLY INTERESTED IN THE FOLLOWING.

TEL: 0121 747 4246
5 MINUTES JCN 9 M42/JCN 4 M6

Open Mon-Sun 10.00 to 8.00
Website: www.centralaudio.co.uk
E-mail: tony@centralaudio.co.uk
www.hifinews.co.uk

"One might expect the Stereo 401
to cost in the region of £2,000..."

Slterec. 4t4Di EL34 integrated 40+40w ( or 19+19 Triode)

The sound has alovely spacious and airy quality with plenty of
depth... The frequency response exhibited extended bass below
10Hz" ..."Stunning styling and an impressive spec at avery sharp
price"_ Iii Fi Choice June '04

Awarded Hi Fl News 10itors Choice 2003
"Icon Audio offers sensible, well sorted valve amps, with
adequate power and built to agood standard"

HI Fl Neva Feb '04 Said...

"
ample, deep, bass, underpinning a

lucid and effortless midrange and treble"..."1 liked the impeccable
finish and feeling of bomb-proof solidarity as well some of the most
natural sounding music that Ihave heard at home". Tony Bolton

No One else gives you all this value!
•Beautiful see through valve cover ( included in the price)
•Choice of Mullard, JJ, EH & Svetlana valve upgrade worth
over £ 100.00 inc at NO EXTRA CHARGE ( limited offer)
•Triode Mode switchable ( highly praised in the reviews)
•Tape Monitor, essential for Tape, CD- Rand home cinema
•Tape cut (essential for any kind of recording)
• ' Soft Start', protects from switch on ' power surge'
•HT Delay to protect valves & extend life (optional extra)
•Circuits developed in Leicester, manufactured in China
•Each amp carefully commissioned & tested in Leicester
•Part Exchange facility for your old equipment, ask us!
To find out more, ask for an illustrated leaflet
Features include. All Triode front end. Hand built

Point to Point' wiring

Tape monitor circuit. ALPS Volume control. No printed circuit board. Al
gold

plated

terminals.

Audiophile

components.

4 &

8ohm

speake

matching. Stainless steel & 10mm alloy plate construction. Soft start
Stainless steel & Plexi

las valve cage included. U

LA3 pre amp

rade o tions.

MB25 Mono Blocks

EL84 15watts integrated
15 -tere.s. 401 EL34 40wats integrated
a
Triode Line Level pre amp
tStCr•C:b 20

MI3 215
'Try for 30 days,

£649.95"
£899.95*
£649.95*

300B PP 28w Mono blocks ( pr) £1999.95

refund if not delighted! ( UK only, conditions apply)
Subsidised International Shipping Available, ask for details

Visit our new website at www.iconaunio.co.uo
Auditions by appointment. Dealer inquiries welcome
Phone 07787 158791 Email sales@iconaudio.co.uk
te_o-se cee
hi.cacr

351 Aylestone Road Leicester LE2 8TA

Visa and MasterCard accepted

CE marked
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• buy your hi-fi

hi

• trade-in hi-fi

s h-fi
o

• we collect your hi-fi
• all major credit cards

Please visit www.hi-fishop.com for acomplete up-to-date list as
list changes daily.
MRP

Offer

DEMONSTRATOR AND USED ITEMS

Further Reductions
s/h

£3,249 £92
£4,495 £2,49
5/11
£4,250 £1,495
exd
£9,995 £5,495
exd £7,495 £3,995
s/h
£1,200 £599
yli
£300 £149
s/h
£1,410 £799
s/h
£10,575 £4,995
exd £9,995 £4,995
s/h
f)),500 £7,995
s/h
£599
£249

Special Offers
ART Impression 3way speakers (grey)
ATC CA2 r/c Peamp
ATC Active 1Ga-2 Speakers
ATC Active 20a-2 Speakers
ATC SCM5 Speakers (cherry)
ATC SCM5 Speakers (cherry)
Audio Physic Virgo 2(black/mahogany)
AVI S2000MC CD Player
AVI S2000MP Pre-amplifier
AVI S2000MM Monoblock (pair)
BAT Vl<40 Pre Amplifier
BOW Warlock SE Pre (inc phono stage)
BOW VVarlus Power Amp (150wpc)
Castle Chester Speakers (mahogany)
Creek CD 43 CD Player
Cura CA21 Loudspeakers
Kharma Ceramigue 1.2 Ref Speakers
Krell FPB-350 Power Amplifier
Linn Kelicih Speakers (walnut)
Marantz CD6000SE KI SCD Player
Mark Levinson 32 Ref Pre -amp
Mark Levinson 390s CD Player

-s/h
£15,000 £8,500
exd
£765
£499
exd
£1,978 £ 1,250
exd £3,251 £2,250
new £499 £100
s/h
£499
£350
s/h
£2,995 £1,395
s/h
s/h
s/h
s/h
exd
exd
s/h

£ 1,200 £480
£1,180 £470
£1,600 £700
£4,395 £2,000
£3,995 £2,495
£3,995 £2,495
£700 £350
£599
0)9
s/h £1,300 £575
exd
£16,500 £7,995
s/h
£9,500 £3,995
s/h £850
£300
s/h £500
£275
s/h £15,949 £9,995
s/h
£6,495 £3,750

899
2999
5999
7495
998
498
2990
6290
1195

599
1695
2995
3999
699
349
1195
2499
895

Z Clearaudio Solution/RB300 x-dem
Clearaudio Unify Unipivot Tonearm New a Boxed
u_ Clearaudio Accurate MC x- demo 2800
1699
Clearaudio Victory MC New a Boxed 1030 699
Kuzma Stabi/Stogi STurntable New a Boxed
Lehmann Audio Black Cube SE New a Boxed
McCormack Phono Stage New Et Boxed
Rega Planar 3/Heed PSU/Bias S/H
Transfiguration Aria MC10 hours use

1595
795
2800
1030
N/A
650
650
630
690

999
599
1699
699
1399
449
399
269
479

Audio Analogue Bellini Remote Preamplifier x-dem
Krell PAM7 2Box Preamplifier. Phono MM/MC S/H

625
N/A

499
599

Audio Analogue Corelli Stereo Power Amplifier x-dem
Audio Analogue Donizetti Mono Power Amplifiers x-dem
Audio Analogue Puccini Integrated x-dem
EAR 509 Anniversary Balanced Valve Mono New a Boxed
Nagra VPA Mono 845 Valve Amplifiers S/H
Primare A30.1 Integrated Bstock New a Boxed
Red Rose Sprit Integrated x-dem

695
1050
525
5998
10000
1500
1000

479
729
399
3999
7499
995
649

6700
2389
875
695
450
749
7995

4295
1299
499
450
199
579
3999

550
599
319
279
650
N/A
2370
625
105
499
800
1400
2100

375
299
159
139
479
22
1499
449
55
249
499
799
1199

O

tr) Martin Logan CLSII Anniversary Electrostatics 7mths S/H
ccj Martin Logan Aerius IHybrid Electrostatics Oak S/H

Naim Audio Intro Black Ash S/H
< Rel Acoustics Strata III Grittex S/H
• Rega Jura Floorstanding Black Ash S/H
(I) Rega ELA Cherry X-dem
Verity Audio Fidelio Piano Lacquer x-dem

Cardas Neutral Reference 1m RCA-BNC S/H
Madrigal CZ Ge! 1.5m Balanced New a Boxed
co Madrigal MDC 2 1m Fatboy Digital cable New a Boxed
Madrigal MDC 20.5m Fatboy Digital cable New a Boxed
o
Nordost SPM 1m RCA- RCA S/H
QED QNEXII 1m RCA- RCA Interconnect S/H
Siltech SQ58G3 2x4m Balanced Interconnect x-dem
Siltech Signature G5 1m AES/EBU 110ohm Digital S/H
Siltech SPX10 0.5m mains cable New a Boxed
Siltech LS 25 2x 2.5m speaker cable x-dem
Lu

Complete system (london) - can split
Mark Levinson 32 Pre-amp
Mark Levinson 37 CD Transport
Mark Levinson 360s DAC
Mark Levinson 380 Pre-amp
Mark Levinson 335 Power Arnp(250wpc)
Audio Physic Avant's Speakers

Audio Analogue Paganini CD X-dem
() dCS Purcell Upsampler Non Firewire S/H
.(t dCS Delius 24/192 DAC Non Firewire S/H
>- Mark Levinson No 360s x-dem
Rega Jupiter CD Silver x-dem
a. Rega Planet CD Black x-dem
a Theta Pro Basic II DAC with Oscom/Balanced S/H
Z Theta Generation V Balanced S/H
ILI Unison Research Unico Valve CD x-dem

AMPLIFICATION

Audio Research 132B Pre-amplifier
Cary 306/200 HDCD 24/192 CD Player
JM Lab Micro Utopia Speaker inc stands
Mark Levinson 31.5 CD Transport
Mark Levinson 360S Dac
Musical Fidelity NuVista 2box Pre-amp
Myryad T60 Power Amp
PMC FBI Speakers (6mnths old)
Proac Future 2 (walnut)
Revel Ultima Studio (rosewd/piano black)
Unison Research Absolute 845 Int
Yamamura Quantum Power Card

s/h
s/h
s/h
s/h
s/h
s/h

Meridian 598 DVD Audio/Video Player
s/h
Micromega Duo CD Transp 8( Pro Dac
s/h
Mission 751 inc stands
s/h
Mission 753 Speakers (black)
s/h
Ortofon MC25FL
s/h
Pass Labs Aleph 3Power amp
s/h
Parasound JC1 Monoblock Pair
exd
Pink Triangle Cardinal dacapo 3box cd/trans s/h
Pnmare SPA20 Digital Controller Amp
exd
Pnmare V25 DVD Player
exd
Proceed PMDT-PVP DVD Transport
s/h
Soundations Ultimo Ampstand
exd
Tannoy D700 Speakers (mahogany)
s/h
Tara Labs RSC Air3 XLR 1m pair
sill

£15,949 £8,995
£4,495 £2,250
£7,495 £3,495
£4,495 £2,495
£8,495 £4,495
£7,500 £3,750

£3,195 £ 1,895
£3,099 £1,195
£400 £195
£795 £295
£300 £150
£2,250 £950
£5,200 £4,100
£3,000 + £1,595
£2,500 £1,990
£1,000 £750
£7,490 £2,995
£645
£299
£2,400 £995
£380 £195

Spectral MH-330 15ft Interconnect RCA- RCA x-dem
Spectral MH-750 15ft Interconnect RCA- RCA x-dem
Spectral MI- 350 20 ft Speaker cable x-dem

www.midlandaudio-xchange.co.uk

MIDLAND

VISA

•

C:p

NNE ,111 ,N.1
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AUDIO

XCHANGE

Call 0141 333 9700 today or
visit www.hi-fishop.com
The Hi-fi Shop Ltd is owned and operated by
The Audio Salon Ltd. 4 Park Circus, Glasgow, G3 6AX.
Reg office and showroom.

t. 01562 731100 f. 01562 730228 m. 07721 605966
THE OLD CHAPEL, FORGE LANE, BELBROUGHTON. DY9 9TD

www.hifinews.co.uk

HICAM

like new, nothing like the price!
www.audiolincs.com

•AUDIO RESEARCH LS22

Pre-amp

Favoured model from a marque whose designers
really understand music reproduction. Fully inspected,
serviced, and supplied in mint condition with warranty
New £3,995
Now £ 1,695

eAVI Lab Series

Integrated Amp

Latest model, new unopened box, unexpectedly available.
New £ 1,495
Now £ 1,195

eBRYSTON

14B ST

Power Amp

Pristine. 500 wpc of pure power and infinite finesse.
Hi-F1 + magazine's ' Product of the Year - 2001' as well
as 'best amplifier in the world' comment in HiFi News.
17 yrs warranty. Was £5,000

Now £2,950

eBRYSTON 4B ST

Power Amp

250 wpc - do you really need more power than this?

Absolutely unblemished example with 17 yrs warranty
remaining.
Now £ 1,695

eHORNING Agathon

Speakers

High sensitivity Lowther DX3 and PM6C drivers.
Horn loaded design for corner or wall positioning and
they just love valve amplifiers. Superb tonal colouring
and huge soundstage. We love them. Amazing at £1,595

•MANLEY

Pre-amp and monoblocks

The legendary ' Purist' pre-amp and brand new
120 wpc monoblock power amps. Personal favourites
of ours, valve richness and fluidity with serious punch!
Retail £4,295
Now £2,295

eMUSICAL FIDELITY A324

DAC

Upsampling enriches CD sound. Keep your own player as
atransport arid just listen to the music! Like new £695

•MUSICAL FIDELITY A308

Pre & Pwr Amps

High end really can be affordable. We can confirm

that both items arrived here unused and are now
offered as apair although we might consider separating.
Boxed as new. Save £500!
Now £2,700

•MUSICAL FIDELITY A3

Pre &

Pwr Amps

Virtually unused, we know these to have been reboxed
and stored soon after purchase. Supplied with two pairs of
Kontak/ W13T interconnects.
As new £ 1,195

•MUSICAL FIDELITY A3.2

CD Player

Prominent amongst da new generation ci players that
danmseate just how far CD replay has come. Billions cf music
CD's ensure the format's future, so (by today's standards) the
A3.2 appears to be quite a modest investment . Mint £895

•QUAD 99 / 909

Pre

Er

Power Amps

l‘pically understated, but very highly ratai nex,vrnaiels fions
cre cf da carey's laring nenutaduroas. lbee samples are
only a few months old and appcar to Le virtually unused.
We think they're the best and state amps Quai has ever
produced and can be yours kr much less than their list price cf
£1603. Pemernber, they're as good as new!

Now £1295

•SUGDEN 41 Signature

Power Amp

Beautiful condition, seductive sound, super value.
We've owned several Sugden products, we're big fans.
New £ 1,200
Now £395

•VERITAS C400 / P400

Pre Er Power Amps

Check the reviews (Hi-F1 News especially) - possibly

the 'clearest' amps ever and 400 watts per channel!
Beautiful to look at as well, see the pics on our website.
New in excess of £5,000
Like new £2,295

•WILSON BENESCH ACT

Speakers

Wow! Impeccable piano laquer finish in ' Bordeaux'
stained cherry. Supplied with ( E600) optional bases.
New more than £9,000
Like new £6,795

•SIMON YORICE Model 8

Turntable

An extremely rare opportunity. Incomparable British
precision engineering, complete with Simon Yorke arm.
Vinyl emphasises its sublime musirigry when played on a
turntable system of such exquisite and enduring quality
A lifetime investment and great saving

MINT CONDITION HIGH-END
ITEMS BOUGHT FOR CASH
GRANTHAM

-

LINCS

Tel: 01476 591090
www.hifinews.co.uk

Mint £4,995

•
HIGH- END
REPAIRS
AND
SERVICE

WAS NOW
ALO1A PST 11.01 PRE AMP INC REMOTE CONTROL
2565
ALO1A 011501 POWER AMP 60 WPC
2600
ALPHASON AKROS 2SPEAKER STANDS BOXED MINT
60
30
AUDIONOTE MEISHU LINE INTERGRATED AMP NEW
3350
AUDIONOTE OTO SE INT AMP LINE LEVEL NEW
1599 1599
AURUM CANTOS MUSIC GODDESS FLOORSTANDING SPKS NEW
2500
AURUM CANTOS LEISURE 2SE SPEAKERS NEW
900
AUDIONOTE M3 LINE PRE AMP NEW
3550
AUDIONOTE M2 LINE PRE AMP
1499 1499
AUDIONOTE CONQUEROR SINGLE ENDED CLASS ANEW
1999
AUDIONOTE 2.10 SIGNITURE DAC NEW
1999
AUDIONOTE MEISHU LINE INT AMP
3300 3000
AUDIONOTE OTO PHONO INT AMP NEW
1899 1899
AUDIONOTE ARM 3 TINCH TONE ARM NEW
599 599
ACCUSSTICS ARTS PRE AMP 1INC REMOTE
2350
ACCUSTICS ARTS POWER 1INTERGRATED AMP 130 WPC
3690
ACCUSTICS ARTS PLAYER 124/96
2895
AVI LAB SERIES NEW POWER AMP 200WPC
1299
AUDUSA EUPEN POWER CABLES FULL RANGE
POA
AVI NEW LAB SERIES PRE AMP OPTIONAL PHONO/DAC
1399
AVI LAB SERIES CO PLAYER SUPERB NEW
1399 1399
AVI LAB SERIES INTERGRATED AMP 200 WPC NEW STUNNING 1499 1499
AUDIOLAB 8000T TUNER BOOED PRE OWNED
800. 425
AUDIOLA8 8000 DAX/CDM DAC TRANSPORT BOXED
2500 750
BLACK RHODIUM SYMPHONY 1MIR PR INTERCONNECTS
95
70
BLACK RHODIUM CONCERTO IMIR PAIR NEW
135
95
BLACK RHODIUM SYMPHONY 2MIR PAIR
150 135
BLACK RHODIUM HARMONY IMIR PAIR NEW
60
37
BLACK RHODIIUM ORATORIO 1METRE PAIR NEW
597 375
BLACK RHODIUM REQUIEM I IMETRE PAIR NEW
1247 800
DENSON D30 POWER AMP 200WPC4/4 OHMS STUNNING
1500 750
BLACK RHOIUM ORATORIO 1METRE DIGITAL NEW
297
CLEARAUDIO CHAMPION TURNTABLE
810
CLEARAUDIO MATRIX RECORD CLEANER MACHINE
1490
CLEARAUDIO MICRO BASIC PHONO STAGE MM/MC
230
EAR 324 TRANSISTOR PREAMP NEW
2400
EAR 509 ANNIVERSARY MONO BLOCKS GOLD OR CHROME
EAR 834 INT AMP BOXED NEW
2440
EAR 834P CHROME DELUXE MM/MC PHONO NEW
975
EAR 834P MM/MC PHONOSTAGE NEW
715
EAR 890 POWER AMP 70 WPC CLASS A NEW
3075
EAR 899 INT/PRE AMP 70 WPC CLASS A NEW
3250
EAR 8L6 INTRERGRATED/PRE/MAIN AMP NEW
2690
EAR HEADPHONE AMP HP4 NEW
2275
EAR 864 PRE AMP NEW
1850
ELAC CL 310.2 JET SPEAKERS NEW
799
ELAC 203 ESP ACTIVE SUBWOOFER NEW
799
ELAC 555 CENTRE 3WAY CENTR SPK CHERRY FINISH
599
ELAC CL 3301 JET INC STANDS NEW
2499
ELAC F20 CINEMA SPEAKERS FREESTANDING/GLASS BASE
499
GAMUT C2 RPRE AMP BALANCED
1950
GAMUT 0200 POWER AMP NEW
3990
GAMUT M200 MONOBLOCKS 200WPC
6100
GRADO RS 1HEADPHONES NEW
750
HALCRO DM8 PRE AMP /RCA/BALANCED
9480
HALCRO DM 38 STEREO AMP 180WPC
13550
KRELL 300/ INT AMP/BOXED/ REMOTE PRE OWNED
2700 1395
LYRA ARGO MC CARTRIDGE NEW
795
LYRA HELIKON MC CARTRIDGE NEW
1145
LYRA HELIKON SL MC CARTRIDGE NEW
1249
LYRA DORIAN MC CARTRIDGE NEW
495
MICHELL OC PSU NEW
440 440
MICHELL ALECTO MONOEILOCKS USED
2100 900
MICHELL GYRO SE/RB300 ARM
1083 1083
MICHELL ORBE SME BOARD NEW
2298 2298
MICHELL ORCA PRE AMP +PSU USED
1600 700
MICHELL TECNODEC WITH RB 300 ARM NEW
700
MICHELL ISO MERA MC PHONO STAGE USED
600 300
TOTEM MANI 2STAND MOUNT SPKS CHERRY FINISH USED 3200 1400
TRANSFIGURATION ARIA MC CARTRIDGE 0.36 MV
690
TRANSFIGURATION TEMPER MC CARTRIDGE 0.38 MV
2250
MICHELL GYRODECK PLATTER+RECORD CLAMP NO SPINDLE... 125
50
STELLO P200 PRE AMP RCA/BALANCED
1195
STELLO A1320 INTERGRATED AMP
1685
STELLO DP 200 DAC/PRE AMP RCA/BALANCED
1495
STELLO S200 STEREO POWER AMP 200WPC
1495
NAIM SBL ROSEWOOD FINISH USED
650
NAIM 32.5 PRE USED
125
ORELLECA100/SP100 PRE POWER NEW
1998.. POU
ORELLE S5 SPEAKER SYSTEM +SUB NEW
975 POA
ORELLE 100 EVO CD PLAYER NEW
1499 POU
ORELLE SA 100E VO INT AMP 80WPC WC NEW
1199. POU
ORIGIN LIVE AURORA GOLD TURNTABLE NEW
1470 . 1470
ORIGIN LIVE ENCOUNTER TONE ARM NEW
970. 970
ORIGIN LIVE ILLUSTRIOUS TONE ARM NEW
1570 . 1570
ORIGIN LIVE RESOLUTION TURNTABLE NEW
1970 . 1970
PLINUS 9100 INT AMP 240WPCNOHMS EX DEM
1700 . 1350
PLINIUS P8 POWER AMP 200WPCO8OHMS
2250
PLINIUS MO PRE AMP INC REMOTE CONTROL
2250
PRIMARE A10 INT AMP EXCELLENT CONDITION BOXED
275
PSU ALPHA 6ACTIVE SUBWOOFER AS NEW
500 225
RUARK PROLOUGE ONE SPK FVW FINISH BOXED USED
995 575
RUARK VITA 1005.1 SPK SYSTEM INC RUARK ACTIVE SUB
1695 . 750
RUARK VITA 120 5.1 SYSTEM NEW
1695 . 1500
RUARK PRELUDE 11 NEW
900 800
OED FULL RANGE
POA
RUARK PROLOGUE 11 LOUDSPEAKERS NEW
1250
SENNHEISER RS85 WIRELESS HEADPHONES NEW
159
SME MODEL 10 TURNTABLE NEW
2643
SME SERIES IV ARM BOXED UNUSED
1126 . 1000
SME SERIES VARM NEVER USED MINT
1615 . 1400
SME 20/2A TURNTABLE INC SERIES VARM
5273
WIREWORLD ECLIPSE REFFERENCE INT IMIR NEW
499
WIREWORLD ALANTIS 5IMIR INTERCONNECTS NEW..
149
SOUND ORGANISATION FULL RANGE
POU
WIREWORLD EQUINOX 5FOR NAIM OWNERS DIN/DIN
109
STAX SR 007+SRM007 EARSPEAKERS NEW
2495
STAX SRS 2020 MK2 EARSPEAKERS NEW
349
STAX SRS 4040 SYSTEM SIGNITURE 2 NEW
995
SUMIKO BLACKBIRD MC CARTRIDGE NEW
589
SUMIKO PEARL MM CARTRIDGE NEW
65
SUMIKO BLUE POINT SPECIAL evo Ill MC NEW
239
WIREWORLD SOLSTICE 5IMIR INTERCONNECT NEW
69
WIREWORLD FULL RANGE OF AWARD WINNING CABLES
WIREWORLD STARLIGHT 5HDMI 1MIR CABLE
199
TRICHORD 1000 POWERBLOCK NEW
475 425
TRICHORD DELPHINI MK2/NEVER CONNECTED PSU NEW
1270
TRICHORD DINO PSU NEW
299
TRICHORD REASEARCH 500 POWERBLOCK NEW
315 285
TRICORD RESEARCH DELPHINI MK2 PHONO. LARGE PSU NEW 995 .. 900
TUBE TECHNOLOGY PROHET PRE AMP USED
1400 . 550
VDH PB5 . 8MIR INTERCONNECT NEW
35
20
VDH THE SOURCE HE 0.8 METRE NEW
65
35
VIVANACO DX 400 HEADPHONES NEW
29
20
VIVANCO FMH8080 FM HEADPHONES NEW
99
69
WIREWORLD SOLSTICE 5SPK CABLE AWARD WINNER
FROM f132
WIREWORLD EQUINOX 5INTERCONNECT 1MIR PR
219
WIREWORLD RAINBOW 5INTERCONNECT
149
DISCOUNT GIVEN TO MOST NEW PRODUCTS
Agents for EAR, TRICHORD, AUDIONOTE, MICHELL,MYRYAD,
AVI, STAX, LATELAC. RUARK, SMEPLINIUS BLACK RHODIUM
LYRA SUMIKO OM GAMUT, ORIGIN LIVE, ORELLE, WIREWORLD.
TRAMSFIGURAtION. AURUM CANTUS. ACCUSTICS ARTS, HALCRO,
STELLO. CLEARAUDIO. ALOIA, SHUN MOOK
PHONE FOR BEST PRICES
CASH WAITING FOR THE FOLLOWING BRANDS
NAMMERIDIAN. KRELL, WADIA SONUS FABER MARTIN LOGANMARK LEVINSON.
COPIOSO, Ode EAR. AUDIONOTESME, MICHELL. AUDIO RESEARCH

Open Mon- Sun 9am - 6pm Now in Northampton
2minutes off A508
For further details

IBM

Tel/Fax 01604 842379
Mobile 07973 233380
Website HICANI.CO.UK

NOTEWORTHY AUDIO
Hi

-ft by enthusiasts

ID

We think we are a refreshingly different hi-fi shop,

why not pop in. visit our web- site or call us and see if
you agree.
Special offers
Below is asmall selection of some ot our ex demonstration
and part exchanged special offers. For more information and
photos of most items please see our vvebsite
Turntables

Was

Now

Linn Basilr with Basik LVX arm ( lid marked)

190

Linn Axis with Akito arm 8 Dynavector 10x4
Michell Gyrodek SE with RB300 tonearm

320
1.083

725

620
769

499

1100

875

600

475

Rega Planar 25/RB600 in Rosewood Ex dem
Re .a Planar 25/RB600/Su

rEl sin Cherr .

575

CD Players
Audio Note CD-T1 transport Ex dem
Exposure 2010 CD player in silver. Ex dem
Linn Karik CD Player

450

Rega Planet cast case version choice of 2
Marantz CD6000 OSE LE CD player

500

325

300

215

Ma rantz DV8300 SACD/CD player. ex dens

1.500

995

Sony XA-777ES stereo SACD/CD player

2.300

1.550

Talk Electronics 3.1 CD in silver. Ex dem
Tuners

1.900

1.700

500

250

Primare 720 FM tuner

Rega Radio originalv0
Chord CPA2200/SMP600 Pre/Power

5,295

3,900

Chord SPM3300 220w integrated
Consonance Reference 1.1 Line preamp

6,305

4,750

2,495

1.995

Ear 869 integrated valve amplifier

2.600
600

1,600
495

650

595

Exposure 2010 line level amplifier in black
Icon Stereo 20 integrated 20w valve amp
Icon Stereo 40 integrated 40w valve amp

900

Magnum MP300 & 2x MF300 pre/monoblocks
Quad 99 Stereo power amplifier. Ex demo

550

485
215

Rega Eles integrated with MM phono stage
Rega Mira Cast case with MM stage
898

245
395

3,000

1,500

Sugden Am pMaster stereo power amplifier
Tube Tech Seer/Unisi s valve . rehower

795
850

Speakers
Beauhorn B2 Gold. ATD driver 8 Vibraplinth

2.895

Cura CA- 10 Birds eye Maple, marked
Elac Jet 3101 in White with matching stands

800

365

1.000

585

Epos 14 in black with matching stands

315

Harbeth Super HL5 in Eucalyptus

1.300

Hedlund Horns fitted with Lowther EX2s

2.650

Final 700PL 1.8m tall Electrostatics, as new

4.345

2.495

JM Labs Micro Utopia including stands

4.250

2,750

PMC FB1 transmission line in Ash. Ex dem

1.490

1.150

Rethm '
Second Rethm' serious Lowther horn
REL Strata 3subwoofer in oak. Ex dem

7000

3,999

700

550

Vienna Mozart in Gloss black li• htl

1,500

995

600

525

Denon DVD-A1 their flagship DVD player

2500

1,475

Micromega DVD DTS Multi region

1,700

575

Linn Kaber in Black

795

marked

Equipment Supports
RDC As • ekt 4tier in Black/Cherr , Ex dem
Home Cinema

Nad 1532 DVD player. New

330

250

Pure 601ES Processor and 5clr1.1111111
1,050

725

Isotek deadline 6 output filter Ex dem

295

235

Isotek Cleanline 6output filter New

295

265

NOTEWORTHY DIY
•Stoetkit superb range of Valve
amplifier kits starting from £ 395.
-Audio Note Dec Kits from £550
•Lowther drive units
•PHY-HP Drive units
-Wonder Solder
•Eichmann phono and 4mm plugs
•Furutech IEC sockets and plugs
•Inca Gold plated mains plug
•DeoxIT/Pro Gold contact cleaner
•Unsleeved 0.5mm Pure silver
wire
Visit noteworthyaudio.co.uk/diy for further details or call to reserve acopy of our soon to be released DIY brochure

Clearcover
We hold what we believe are the last remaining stock from Clearcover. who sadly
ceased trading in May 2004. Whilst stocks
last we are able to offer these superb
turntable covers and bases at discounted
prices Call for more information or visit
www noteworthyaudio.co.ukklearcover to
see details of sizes and models available

NOTEWORTHY AUDIO
36 Buckingham Street, Aylesbury, Bucks, HP20 2LH.
Open 9.30 to 5.30 Tuesday to Saturday

Tel: 01296 422224
www.noteworthyaudio.co.uk
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For sale

Mark Levinson 383 integrated amp £3500

£10,750, Krell FPB 600C amplifier £8800,

(£6000), Townshend Isolda DCT speaker

Krell pre-amp £ 7300, Tel: 07860 620921

Wilson Benesch ACT speakers (£9105) and

cable 4m £400 (£ 500), Ecosse

[JL17]

granite stands, stained cherry, 9months old,

MS2.2/MS2.15 speaker cable 7m biwire

PS Audio P300 Powerplant mains

perfect condition £ 5500, Roksan Xerses

100 (£ 746), Ecosse Reference interconnect

regenerator, as new with packaging, PS

rosewood with Artemiz arm £450, Sugden

balanced 0.5m £ 100, Audioquest Emerald

Audio minilab power cables with Neutrik

Headmaster pre-amp £300, Ben Duncan

interconnect 0.75m £ 50, Tel: 01299

connectors for Powerplant £ 1500 (£2100)

mains transformer £250, various JPS Labs

404506 [JL171

18 months old, Tel: 01625 537630

mains and interconnect leads, for details,

Monitor Audio Studio 60 £2500, Musical

(Cheshire) [M7]

Tel: 01992 460935 [ 1-1K141

Fidelity CD PRE £ 1150, Aerial Acoustics

Electrocompaniet Class A, 180 watt

Gamma Aeon Mk 3, 211 monoblock £ 1500,

model 6 £ 1250, Primare D30-2 CD player

monoblock power amps, includes

legendary Leak Point One matched pair

£800, all excellent condition, for more info

Electrocompaniet power upgrades, powerful

£1200, Quad 63 professional with stands

Tel: 020 743 3840 [JK14]

and refined, more musical than Chord or

£700, Altec Lancing L19 alnico horn

SME IV, c/w damping trough, silver-wired,

Krell, georgeous looks, near mint, wonderful.

speakers £800, Tel: 01308 868044

manuals, tools, boxed, mint, £ 1467 new,

£2700 (£4400), Tel: 01308 868044

[HK17]

£850 ovno, CJ EFI phono stage, mint,

[JL171

Electrohome Marquee 950 lAcon projector,

manual £2000 new £850 ovno, Diapason

Wadia 860X, mint, boxed £3495 ono

HD-GT17 lens, HDTV module, Extron 109xi

Admantes Mk Ill, bi-wire c/w dedicated

(£7500), Dali Grand Coupe speakers £750

VGA-UXGA interface, Faroudja VP400AU

stands, mint, crated, boxed £ 2475 new

ono (£ 2500), Audio Note Anvz 1.2 m

quadrupler, cost £ 63,000, presale

£1400 ovno. Tel: 02894 479053 [JL171

interconnect £ 595 ono (£ 1500), Incognito

specialist manufacturer overhaul, excellent

Interconnect cables all terminated with

Rega arm re-wire kit £65, Tel: 07812

condition £ 14,750, Tel: 01945 463077

balanced XLR connectors, ie, 2of 2.5 metre

084848 EJL171

5.30pm-8.30pm [ 1-1K17]

lengths of Mandrake £450, 2of 3metre

ThorensTCD2000 CD player and Thorens

lengths of Transparent Musiclink £ 150, 2of

TDA2000 DAC with remote, as new, boxed,

(hwd), VS- 2centre speaker, HDP2 Dipole

1metre lengths of Madrigal £60, all items in

sale due to upgrade £950 ovno (£ 1900), Tel:

surround speaker, all-black gloss laminate,

mint condition, Tel: 01384 371586 day or

01883 348561 / 07789 790711 [JL171

excellent condition, new £2600, £ 1100

evening [JL171

Quad II amps KT66 unmolested, owner's

ono, Tel: Paul 07753 200936 evenings

Pathos Twin Towers pure Class A, single-

handbook £650, Primare 928 pre phono

(London) [ 1-IK17]

ended, zero NFB hybrid integrated amplifier

inputs, stunning sound stage fantastic with

Acoustic Energy AE1 Mk I
1
speakers, Stae 1

with remote control, as new £2150 (£3250),

Quads £ 1400, Micromega Duo CD2.1 Pro 2

matching stands, cherry finish, boxed £495,

Tel: 01202 767873 ( Dorset) EJL171

transport DAC, mint, very expensive, new,

(£1349 new), Stax SR Lambda professional

Lumley Ref ST70 power amp, new, valves,

very organic sound £ 1400, Tel: 01226

headphones, SRDX professional energizer

mint condition £ 700, Tel: 0191 4171669

710605 / 07818 891892 ( mobile) [JK14]

£195 (£ 728 new), Tel: 01732 220664

after 6pm EJK141

Krell KSA-80, Apogee Caliper Signature,

(after 6pm) [ FIK171

Proceed AVP2/CVP2 processor & component

Revel Performa M-22, Delphini Mk 2 - NC,

NHT VT-2front speakers 48 x8x18in

Linn Sondek, Akito, K9, good condition

video switcher (£ 7990) £3495, PM DT/PVP

Audio Research VT- 100-11, Garrard 301

£525, Linn Sondek, Ittok, K18, Lingo,

DVD transport (£7490) £2500, all for

SME 3009- imp, Technics SP- 10/11, Quad

excellent condition £875, Tel: Ken on

£5995 to include Madrigal MDC- 1XLR

ESL- 57 stands, Creek 150, MF MX Possible

01763 255714 HK17]

digital link, all boxed/excellent and UK

P.X. Tel: 011795 565555 [JK14]
Naim NAC 102 pre-amp with optional

Stax SR 007 Omega II and SRM-007T

supplied, Tel: 01883 344902 [JK14l

vacuum driver unit, 4months, as new,

Graham 2.2 /SME Vtonearms with SME

NAPSC power supply (to control digital

£1800, Tel: 020 8658 0480 [GJ17]

mount for SME 30A £ 1350/£750, Harbeth

circuits of pre-amp) unmarked, complete
with remote handset, leads, manual and

REL Stentor Ill, boxed, mint condition with

LS5/12A teak, Target R2 speaker stand

granite base £ 1500, ATC 4Active centre

£700/£100, all mint and boxed, etc, Tel:

boxes, £ 1400 when new, give away at £600

channel, boxed, mint condition £750, Tel:

020 8357 1264 /07971708041 [JK141

the pair, Tel: 07795 552220 ( mobile) 0121

01287 638986 [ HK171

Kondo Neiro, silver capacitors £4500,

3580459 ( evenings) [JL171

Mark Levinson No 37 CD transport, perfect

Forsel I
air- platter CD transport and DAC

BelCanto four channel eVo digital power

condition, complete with remote and

£4500, Arcici TNT Airhead table £450,

amplifier, Generation 11, extremely powerful

manual and boxed, recently serviced £2200

Living Avtar bi-wire ribbon speaker cable sets

and flexible -valve-like sound with rave

ono, Tel: 07980 211447 (day), 020 7439

£850, Tel: Derek 01923 826830 EJL171

reviews, six months old, little use with all

1365, email: troy@runbox.com [ FIK171

Boulder L5AE pre-amp £800 (£3500),

packaging- perfect and beautifu, £2600

B&W CDM 1NT cherry speakers, as new,

immaculate, boxed, Tara Labs The 2

ovbo, email: stephen@mcleodglobal.com

boxed, with quality cables £495, Apollo

balanced interconnect 10 metres £800

Tel: 0870 7108701 [JK14]

Mezzo rack as new £95, Tel: 07932

(£5000+) boxed, Tara Labs the 2speaker

Krell KRC HR reference pre-amplifier with

577226 [ GK141

cable 4ft £250 (£2000) boxed, Kimber 4TC

PSU £3750 (£ 7000), Naim 01 Tuner with

Sonus Faber Concerto speakers with

8.5 metre pair £ 175, 4TC 4.5 metre pair

PSU £900 (£ 1350), Audio Research BL 1

matching adjustable ironwood stands, both

£90, XLO digital 0.9 metre £60, XLO 0.5

Balancing unit £350 (£650), all items in

mint condition and all boxes, packaging,

metre £40, Kim ber D-60 1.5 metre £ 150,

mint condition and boxed, Tel. 01384

manuals etc, £600, can demo/deliver. Tel:

all items ono, Tel: Bob 01604 720122

371586 day or evening [JL171

Steve 020 8422 0942 or 07939 540107

[JL231

Quattrofils 1m pair, £400 (£ 1375), Valhalla

(Middlesex)[JK14]

Wadia 27ix DAC and Wadia 270 transport

£550 (£ 1850), unopened, boxed Red
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Dawns £ 175 (£300), VdH First Ultimate

excellent £20, all ono, boxed with

£115 (£230), SPM speaker cables 2.5m, as

instructions, Tel: Danny 07746 948559

boxed, Cyrus CD7Q, black £ 700, mint

new, £925 (£ 2600), also 2m, 3m, Tel:

Southampton [ K13]

condition, boxed, Cyrus PSX power supply

01895 677714, Mob: 07960 169644,

Audio Research PH3 valve phono stage,

£150, mint condition, boxed, all just 1year

email: shasha@fsmail.net [JL171

recently re-valved with NOS Mullard valves,

old, offers welcome, Tel: 07763 925513 /

Croft Vitale pre-amp £230, Musical Fidelity

in superb condition with original packing,

07963912031 ( Coulsdon, Surrey) [ XFOC]

X-A200 monoblocks £450, Celestion A

manual and accessories £825, Graaf

Theta Generation Va DAC, single-ended

compact monitors with dedicated Celestion

13.5b2 valve preamplifie, recent full re-

output, silver faceplate, boxed, £2200 ono

stands, rosewood £400, REL Storm Ill sub,

valve, service, and update to latest spec by

(£5000), Tel: Gary 01242 236981 [ KL14]

black £350, all light use and mint, Tel: Ken

Graaf in Modena Italy, mint condition,

Hi-fi clearout, Sound AV rack black £95, two

020 8330 4341 ( JK141

complete with original box and user manual

Sonus Elite 4-shelf black stands, white

Cyrus 8amp, black £ 500, mint condition,

AVI Nu Neutron Ill speakers, cherry finish, 2

£1895, Tel: John 01835 862152 [ K8]

glass, as new, mint £ 175 each, two Sound

years old, excellent condition, boxed £220,

MartinLogan Ascent I, latest spec, only 3

ST- 105 silver stands aqua glass £ 175 each,

Tel: Stuart 01689 834136 evenings [JL17]

months old, mint £3450, Vincent

Revue B710 Mk II cassette deck £295,

Quad complete package, 707 amp, 77 pre-

SA.93PRE/SP991 monoblocks, 300 watt, 3

Nakamichi 600 cassette deck £295, Moth

amp and remote, 77 CD player, 77 tuner,

months old, mint, superb build and sound

stereo power amp £60, Marantz PM-66SE

black, perfect condition £ 1500, Tel: 01449

£2000, Tel: 023 8022 4003

integrated amp £ 125, KEF Q85s speakers

768730 ( Suffolk) [ KL14]

(Southampton) [ KM17]

£60, Sony TC-229SD cassette deck, plays

Audio Analogue Puccini amplifier, mint

Linn LP12, walnut plinth, lttok LVII

but not recording £40, two Target power

£320; Rega 3turntable, black, Linn K9

tonearm, K18 cartridge, boxed £625,

amp stands £ 50 pair, Sony 55ES DAT needs

cartridge, excellent £ 190; Philips CD723

excellent condition,

servicing, mint £ 75, Sony TCD-D3 portable

player, mint £ 50, Marantz CD48 player,

£125, two Rotel power amps, monoblocks or

DAT, no battery £95, all ono or the lot for

excellent £ 50; Yamaha KX390 cassette

stereo boxed £ 120, able to demonstrate, Tel:

£1595, Tel: 01279 724804 or 07764

player, mint £ 50; Denon TU260L tuner,

07968 256177 [ KM17]

Linn Nexus speakers

)11,•

Classifieds may be submitted by email or faxed on 0208 7268399. Send entries to: hi-fi_ads@ipcmedia.com. For your security, do not

._ F .
N
1
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H
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The Market
01869 241358 ( Oxon) [ KL14]

speaker, walnut trim, original boxes £2000

Yamaha DSP A22, eight channel digital 'Top

ono, email: ian@imurray.com Tel: 07748

960127 Herts [ KM48]

Art' amplifier, boxed, immaculate, selling

612279. [ K8]

Quad ESL-63 speakers, black with

due to upgrade toi Link, cost £ 1000, sell for

Meridian 598AS DVD video audio player,

Rosewood finish, excellent condition £825,

£450. Tel: 01724 853357 after 7pm [ K8]

analogue outputs/SCART version, 11 months

Quad 606 £300, Quad 34100, FM4

Stax SRS 4040 headphones, very little use,

old, mint condition £ 1800 ono, Tel: 07980

£200, 34/306 £300, FM4 £200, Tel:

amazing sound, 1st class condition, boxed

836276 ( West Sussex) [ K8]

01335 343335 [ KM17]

with instructions, £ 500, no offers ( new

Finite Elemente Pagode Master Reference

Finite Elemente E12 Signature rack ( 3

£1200), Tel: 01623 740872 or mobile

rack, 5-tier in black with premium chrome
sidebars, £ 1700, PSAudio Ultimate Outlet

levels), 9months old, as new £450, Tel:

07816 063648 [ KM171

01759 302946 [ K8]

Unison Research Unico hybrid integrated

HC £ 210, TacT Audio Vifa sub drive unit

Quad 306 amplifier, 34 pre-amp, m-cand

amp £600 ono, Unico tube CD player £800

£150, email: S.Hussain@ed.sac.ac.uk Tel:

m- m modules, very good condition, recently

ono, both boxed, little used and in very good

01312 259002 [ K8]

serviced, solid sound £ 500 ono, Tel: 01142

condition; will consider offers, Tel: Andy

SystemDek record deck IX with SME series

630620 or email: ep@clara.co.uk [ KM17]

07791529128 ( London)1KL141

11 improved arm. Together with ringhat

Naim SBL speakers, late 1995, vgc, latest

Krell KPS-20i/L Reference CD player,

support system. £300 ono.

drivers, new gasket and Linn Skeets sets,

volume control, remote, manual, mint,

Spendor SP2/3 speakers, black, boxed inc.

original packaging, black ash £900 ono,

boxed £3495 (£ 11000 new), Sonus Faber

metal stands £375. Tel: 01708

Naim Naxo 2-4 active crossover, olive style

Extrema, custom solid walnut spiked stands,

559429/07773 777805. Email:

£220 ono, Tel: 01442 876191 ( Herts)

mint, boxed £3750 (£7500 new), Tel:

hurley@grove-dean.co.uk [ K10]

[KL14]

01449) 676335. [ KM17]

Pair Jabez Gough HiFi speaker

Wadia 301 CD player £2750, Krell

TDL Reference Standards, rare opportunity

enclosure/cabinets in Sapele finish. Philips

Integrated amplifier £ 1295, Sonus Faber

to acquire this unique 7driver design, latest

9710M speakers. £ 125. Tel: 02920

electa Amatorllwith ironwood stands

spec metal cone midrange, bass to 16Hz,

251620 [ K8]

£1700, Transparent Musicwave plus bi-wire

awesome presence with great imaging, last

Opus Multi- room entertainment system,

8ft £315, Tel: 07901 566606 [ KL14]

available at £ 7000, reluctant sale at £2500

unwanted competition prize, cutting edge,

GRAAF GM20 amplifier, very recent service

ono, Tel: 01344 757446 or 07713 622115

new technology, must be seen. Value £4200,

by GRAAF in Italy £2000 ono, Roksan

1K1250]

wanted £2200 ono. Tel: Peter on 0121

Caspian Mklamplifier £325, Mission 752F

Musical Fidelity Tri Vista 21 DAC, see

4541893 or 07791 749921 [ KM17]

speakers, rosewood £250 ono, all boxed and

December HFN review £975, Tel: 020 8393

in very good condition, Tel: 01422 847196

4265 or 01737 362899 (evenings) [ KL141

[K8]

Quad 33 pre-amp, 303 power amp, mint,

Exposure XV integrated amp, good condition

boxed, manuals £280, Partington

Wanted
Rehdeko speakers any model including

£175, Trichord Genesis CD player, Clock 3

Dreadnaught Ultima 28" speaker stands,

upgrade, PL5 mains lead, little use £ 195,

silver, 18 months, suit LS 3/5A, mint, boxed.

RK115A and RK175 older models

both boxed, Tel: 01634 712164 or 07932

£149. Tel: 0141 9423500 [ K8]

considered, Naim NAC32.5, NAC42, CDS1,
NAIT, Lecson AC1 AP1 AP3, Royd speakers,

546824 [ K8]

On offer superb DNM system, two PA3s

Rogers Studio 3monitors in black, based on

amps and DNM 3C pre, as new £9900, will

Mana tables and racks, Ion Obelisk, Tel:

and same size as LS3/5A but 50W max, 8

sell for £4000, both amps and pre-amp have

01642 649702 email:

ohm and bi-wirable, beautifully made,

separate power supplies. Tel: 01622

old.peculiar@peculiar.co.uk [ HK171

boxed, mint condition £295, Tel: 01202

715851 1KM171

L-07D turntable, dead or alive spares,

730449 ( Poole, Dorset) [ K8]

PMC DB1, cherry, 2pairs £ 265/pair,

accessories, manuals, packaging, anything

Linn AV5103 AV pre-amp, vgc £ 1500, Linn

Marantz CD17K1£480, Panasonic

from this classic record player, cash paid

Kaber speakers with Activ cards £600, Tel:

PT-AE500 Prosector and screen, 2hours use

instantly. Tel: 01782 680376 ( Staffs),

Mark on 01923 686110 ( day), 01923

£800, 10m Sqart cable £85. Tel: 01295

email: tmsherratt@beatlesoneisnet.co.uk

225108 ( evenings) [ KM171

275983 ( Banbury) [ KL14]

[JL17]

Quad 99 pre and 909 power, excellent

Linn LP12, Lingo, Ittok LVI I, Troika,

Shure VST Vcartridge ( less stylus, unless

condition, boxed, manuals, remote, links

Trampol in'd £ 1000 nearest offer, Exposure

unused) also Townshend damping trough

(£1650) asking £ 1250, Tel: 0131

IV dual regulated power amp, X1 pre-amp, XII

complete. Tel: + 353 ( 0)1280 1467 [ KL14]

6645433, email:

power supply £ 1000, nearest offer, all boxed

Maxell DM series DAT cassette boxes in

phi I
lip@evans1952.freeserve.co.uk [ KL14]

and in excellent condition (Guildford) Tel:

styrene in which DM 46 and DM 60 are

Van den Hui Inspiration bi-wire, speaker

01483 855687 EKL141

supplied, email: mjcm4p@hotmail.com or
fax: 01453 843598 1KL141

cable, 3m pair, warm and dynamic sound

Linn Wakonda phono, Linn LK100 £875,

£400, Tel: 020 8203 2120 [ K8]

Linn Keilidh, mahogany finish, bases,

Krell KSA50, mint condition complete with

biwired with 4.5m Flatline twin £ 525,

dedicated stand, all silver £950 (£300), Tel:

Meridian 200/203 £375, all as new, boxed,

Hi-ti/record fair

Jim 01733 760688, email:

manuals, genuine sale. Tel: Portsmouth

imorland@tiscali.co.uk [ KL14]

023 9271 6319/07977 288513. [ KM171

Grand M25 Audiojumble at Leatherhead

Cyrus Ill Integrated amp, Cyrus power amp,

MartinLogan Quest electrostatic hi-fi

Leisure Centre, M25, Jct 9, Sunday 7th

2xPSX-R power supplies, mint condition

speakers, absolutely mint condition, you will

November, 10.30 am. Tel: 07730 134973

and boxed, cost £ 1700, sell £650, Tel:

not find afinder example of this beautiful

for details. [ KM17]
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HIFI AT DISCOUNT PRICES. FREE NATIONWIDE DELIVERY

IVLASSIVE SALE

Croft TransvalveT" Technology 2004

TRADE IN YOUR OLD MOVING COIL CARTRIDGE & SAVE UP TO 60% OFF THE RRP.
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"With ataste of the best of both tube and transistor,
this is atruly endearing power amplifier."
Haden Boardman, Hi R World, March 2004

«teem. ear, 15-:
-«le

PLEASE PHONE TO CONFIRM PRICE 8. AVAILABILITY PRIOR TO ORDERING. ALL GOODS ARE BRAND
NEW & BOXED WITH FULL U.K GUARANTEES. NO EX-DEM OR EX- DISPLAY GOODS, NO GREY IMPORTS
GOODS ARE NOT SUPPLIED ON APPROVAL, SORRY. NO GENERAL CATALOGUES.
PLEASE PHONE OR WRITE FOR SPECIFIC REVIEWS, BROCHURES OR PRICES.
ESTABLISHED 1986
MAIL ORDER ONLY FROM; IAN HARRISON, 7 MILL HILL, REPTON, DERBY, 0E65 6GO
TEL: 01283 702875 9am-9pm INCLUDING SUNDAYS.

THE DIRECT DISC

"The amplifier has been taking on bigger, beefier competitors and
slaughtering them, areal David versus Goliath scenario."
Ken Kessler, Hi R News Jan 2004

VINYL VINYL VINYL
Thousands of records always in stock.
+ afull range of sought after compact discs.
Comprehensive 96 page full catalogue
Telephone 01493 651019
Or visit our website on
www

i
rectdisc.demon.co.uk

Wigan

Definitive Audio

Nottingham

tel: 0115 9733 222

Five Ways Hi- Fidelity
Retro Reproductions
Sounds of Music

Birmingham

tel: 0121 427 4740

Glasgow
Crewe

tel: 0131 558 9989

Stone Audio
The Cartridge Man
Zouch Audio

Extensive search service for wanted albums.
available at £ 1.50

Audio Classics

tel: 01942 257525

South East
Croydon
Leicester

tel: 01270 214143
tel: 01202 201735
tel: 0208 688 6565
tel: 01530 414128

Hendon, North London

tel +44(0)1746 769 156

Five minutes from Junction 1, M1

tel +44(0)121 373 1442
fax: +44(0)121 681 8772

o

tel: +44(0)07792 420 266
website: www.eminentaudio.co.uk
email: audiognosis@eminentaudio.co.uk

"

tel/fax: +44(0)208 201 9286
mobile: +44 07952 756 881
website: www.audioflair.co.uk
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next month in HinfiNews

»fib h
With next month's issue: our home
cinema special comes packed with
exclusive tests: breakthrough 3- chip DLP
projectors from InFocus and Marantz,
Harman Kardon's digital receiver,
Mordaunt Short's subwoofer and more...
Exclusive reviews in HiFi News, November
issue, start with the long-awaited Audiopax
REF100 speaker. Can the Brazilian amp wizard
Eduardo de Lima do it with speakers too?
Plus the best of British from Naim,
Spendor, Musical Fidelity, PMC and others...

Don't miss HiFi News, November issue, on sale Friday, 1October
www.hifinews.co.uk
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Opinion

Ken
Kessler
S

o-so attendance at recent hi-fi shows and audio jumbles,
despondency in the trade magazines: need Itell you that
'speciality audio' is moribund? Admittedly, the problems

are self-inflicted. We've scared off newcomers with voodoo,
obscene pricing, cable- related bullshit, moronic retailers, etc,
but that's not the point. Music is too much apart of our
everyday lives to explain why 1) ownership of agood hi-fi
system has dropped off the public's lists of aspirational
products, and 2) far too many people are prepared to put up
with dire sound.
Regarding audio's fall from grace, we can all cite new

cooker.) And the worst offenders? Music magazines. The very

distractions. If the average audiophile' started out on the cusp

journals that should be extolling the virtues of better sound

on his or her teenage years, all you have to do is count today's

utterly despise decent hi-fi. That's because far too many of the

rivals for disposable income. Sam, my 14-year-old son, has
become an absolute music fiend over the past few months,

editors and writers are left-of-centre trendies, so they consider
hi-fi ' elitist'. To them, expensive hi-fi is arunning dog

hooked on the Foo Fighters, Red Hot Chili Peppers, Green Day
and the like, and his TV viewing

capitalist plot. ( Deep irony: more than afew audio journalists

General publications
hate consumer
electronics and only
deign to write about
them when they
involve dinky little
speakers or
flat- panel whatevers

consists almost entirely of music
channels — no more Cartoon

are so far left it's tragic. They don't see the conflict between
being atree- hugging socialist and writing about £2000- permetre cables.)
You think I'm making this up? It was first pointed out to me,

Network. But he and his mates
also apportion their pocket

vividly, by apress officer desperate to get the music magazines

money on computer games,

to look at SACD and DVD-A. Thus Iread areview of the

top-up cards for their mobile

definitive edition of The Who's Tommy, with no mention of it
being an SACO, let alone multi-channel. And these reviewers

phones, DVDs and even books.
(Yes! Sam's literate! He can't
get enough Terry Pratchett.)
Anxiously, Iexpected him to
start sniffing around my sound

are music fanatics who cream themselves over the mere
mention of remastering from the original tapes'!
They're all guilty — Q, Mojo, Uncut, Kerrang!, Record
Collector. What's worse is tnat their readers are not, in the

system. Nope. He's perfectly
happy with his Denon all- in-one

main, 17-year-old Slipknot look-alikes with moths in their

CD receiver and apair of early
Wharfedale Diamonds — total

identified as '£ 50- man': 30-to- 50-year-olds with disposable

value under £375. He takes
after his mother: if Iplay one of

pockets, as their staffers imagine. Instead, they're the people
income, who'd actually appreciate better sound.
As for mainstream publications, don't get me started.
Regarding satisfaction with crummy sound, that problem is

his favourites in my listening room, regardless of the actual

multi-faceted, too. Most hi-fi stores are so off-putting that

playback level, he says it's too loud. ( Hey — Ishould offer that
to Private Eye's '
Scenes You Seldom See': a 14-year-old

consumers end up in multiples that top out at £ 299 mini
systems. Iknow people with bank balances in the high seven

complaining that his dad's hi-fi is up too loud.) To instil further

figures and apassion for music who have no idea there's life

pain, he's amusician — sax, piano and guitar — and sound

beyond Bose. Whose fault is it? Start with the manufacturers

quality still ain't ahigh priority. Go figure.

and work your way down.

Sam's latest ' need' is an MP3 player, because ' Idon't want
to scratch my discs when Igo out.' Compound this with the

turned on Channel 5's Gadget Show. They sent areporter to

effect that downloading music for free has had on both the
music industry and on playback devices that use software. But
losing ageneration of newcomers is afuture concern. Those
who can afford good sound in the here-and- now aren't
interested either. The reasons are legion, but here's one that
really sticks in my craw:
Once you look beyond traditional audio or gadget-type
magazines, general publications, especially Sunday colour
supplements, hate consumer electronics and only deign to write

Which brings me to arare glimmer of hope. The other day, I
assess the difference between a £ 1500 system and one selling
for £ 100,000. He started off at KJ, and Ialmost choked upon
seeing Krell and Sonus Faber on TV! Then he went up to Linn
to hear entry-level vs high-end vs alive singer. Aside from
some trivial factual errors, the reporter sat through the
listening test — let's be kind and assume he wasn't coached —
and he guessed correctly.
Best of all? His verdict was that high-end audio isn't a
scam. The reporter was genuinely impressed and he absolutely,

about them when they involve dinky little speakers or

positively, categorically did not take the mickey. Well, it's a

flat- panel whatevers. (Try to stop them featuring a £4500

start, isn't it?
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symmetry

A new name

Symmetry may be anew name in hi end audio
distribution but it's acompany with an impressive
heritage. Founded by the driving force behind the
highly esteemed ' Path Premier', Symmetry brings to
the market 16 years of specialist experience in
distribution, technical support and customer service.
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We share your passion for the world's leading
audio products. We're equally passionate about
applying our insight and expertise to ensure you
get the very best from your system. Whether you're
seeking assistance with components, installation,
system matching or simply some advice, our expert
opinion is always on hand. Symmetry — anew
name, built upon sound principles.
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t: 01727 865488
e: info@symmetry-systems.co.uk
w: www.symmetry-systems.co.uk

"We're talking about afuture classic"
"More than any other CD player,
the CD3 is the machine that renews
my enthusiasm, wrapping me up
completely in the musical event"
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"Sets a new standard of quality"
December
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audio research
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AUDIO RESEARCH
LS25 MKII/VT100 MKIII
PRE/POWER AMPLIFIER

"If you yearn for that intangible
'something' that many modern amps
miss, then you must hear the VS110"
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Audio Research apply the technology gained from their Reference 2 preamplifier and Reference 600 series amplifiers to every
model in their range. right down to the entry-level designs. The SP16 preamplifier, VS55 and VS110 power amplifiers and the
new VSi55 integrated amplifier are not only packed with knowledge gained from the company's legendary flagship models,
but herald a change in the way reasonably priced high end is perceived. Joining these classics are the state-of-the-art CD3
CD player and150M multi- channel amplifier. For details of the full range and your nearest dealer, contact Absolute Sounds.
Audio Research: not a cautious choice, but a considered one.

absolute sounds ltd
58 Durham Road, London SW20 OTVV
T: + 44 ( 0)20 89 71 39 09 F: + 44 (0)20 88 79 79 62
www.al:x,olutesounds.com info@absolutesounds.com

